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The Islamic Fast 
Introduction 
As is well-known, fasting is one of the 'Pillars of Islam'. It 
might therefore be expected that as such, it would already have been 
extensively investigated. But this is not the case, for, besides the 
many minor points of interest which still require elucidation, it 
is not an exaggeration to say that even the broadest facts about the 
beginnings and early development of the Islamic fast have not hither- 
to been conclusively established. 
Theoretically, the fast is based in the Quran, yet part of the 
relevant section in the Quran is consciously ignored by. most Muslims, 
while many of their conceptions as'regards the rest are at best 
ill-founded. It should be stressed from the outset that there is 
no intention here of implying any conscious perversion in this; the 
reasons underlying the Muslim view of the fast are expounded later. 
In theory too, one of the roles of, the other main fount of 
Islamic science, namely the $adith, is that of elucidating the Quran, 
but it will emerge from what follows that in the case of the fast, 
a great proportion of the material in the hadith has little relation 
to the Quran. In the $adith, we come as close as is possible to the 
fast as practised, but as will be shown, this is not very near. The 
present study, then, has as its principal concern the fast as depicted 
in the scholarly materials of Islam. 
One of the main aspects of this concern, however, is the re- 
appraisal of the true nature and worth of the stock-in-trade of Isl- 
amic traditional science, that is to say 'tradition' in its widest 
sense: in a way, the Islamic fast, although its centre and constant 
theme, is a secondary matter. The fast is for present purposes of 
interest only in so far as its treatment by the Muslims can be 
vii 
examined and analysed as typical bf their treatment of any subject. 
The fast was chosen specifically because it is fairly well defined 
and not too largo a subject; it has not boen much studied before, 
it contains numerous non-canonical and non-Quranic aspects, and it 
is an important part of the Muslim faith as classically conceived. 
It is thus well suited to represent in miniature the massive edifice 
of closely interrelated and interdependent disciplines that constit- 
uted Islamic science. Accordingly, the first chapters of this study 
will be devoted to an examination of 1) what the Quran has to say 
about fasting (not its 'meaning'), and its context, as shown from 
the Quran itself, and 2) what the Muslim commentators made, of the 
Quran, and why they came to such conclusions as they did reach; 3): the 
development in thinking, differences of opinion, etc., and. the forms 
that these took. 
Subsequent chapters will examine the fast as it is treated in 
the 1iad! th: this naturally overlaps, to: a degree, with : the former 
section, but many differences emerge also. Again, an attempt will 
be made to find out the considerations that led the fugaha' to think 
as they did, and to suggest the origin of the many non-Quranic 
elements of fasting in classical Islam. This oversimp3if s somewhat; 
however, it is convenient to group the materials available around 
these two bases, Quran and Uiadith, and it is a fact that there is 
scarcely any material relating to the fast that is"not capable of 
inclusion under one or! other of these two headings. What might be 
called the 'gen. eral' literature of the classical period. of Islam, 
is,. as far as has been discovered in the preparation of the present 
study, not very expansive, on the subject of fasting. Medical liter- 
2 
ature has proved unfruitful, and so has poetry. 
1 Works by Jähi; and b. Qutaiba, for example. 
2 At least, such of the diwans as have been readily available for 
examination. 
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Broadly speaking, interest has been concentrated on"the period 
when our written sources begin, from roughly 150 A. 11., 'to the time 
when the Islamic sciences were more or less fully worked out, that 
is to say two or at most three centuries later. Materials after the 
5th. century of the Hijra have been taken note of, however; this is 
especially the case with-the later tafsirs. The later fiqh writers 
have been almost completely ignored; they are largely ruminative, 
bringing up no matters the broad details of which have not been 
settled for many years. Indeed, signs of the later rigourand steril- 
ity may be detected in the classical collections of 1adith, where 
lively discussion already seems limited to the questions of the 
proliferating sunna fasts. 
Fasting as actually practised has largely been ignored. This 
is to a great extent the. result of force majeure: fasting practice, 
i. e. with any significant detail, is unrecorded, with one or two 
notable but nevertheless minor exceptions, until the advent of 
Western travellers and observers. Even then, these all too often 
record simply what the Muslim is enjoined to-do, as an opportunity 
to display their own knowledge, instead of noting down what they 
see. This shortage of hard factual information for the early times 
especially-. -is the more to be regretted, for it will be observed in 
the course of what follows that there is in many cases more than 
a suspicion that the fugahä's conception'of the fast is rather 
different from the actual practice, a suspicion which is tantalisingly 
supported by such deviations from the 'norm' as modern travellers 
have noted. It should also be borne in mind that the sources at 
our disposal are almost entirely orthodox Sunni works. It could be 
argued that the question of fasting practice has anyway no place in. 
the present study, as in a way the Muslim discussions are entirely 
theoretical, except perhaps in the earliest stages of the legal 
literature: although the problems, or some of them at least, were 
ix 
rooted in practical issues, such as the question of fasting while 
sick or travelling, the criteria involved in their solution were 
theoretical, and the solutions themselves app©ar often'to have been 
quite divorced from real life. 
Having demonstrated the scope of the present enquiry, it should, 
it is hoped be clear what the aims are: to point out aspects of the. 
structure of classical Islamic science, to show-their internal 
relations, to analyse these, and make conclusions about the nature 
of the whole, as reflected in the example of the fast. 
Fasting as an Islamic institution has not hitherto. been treated 
in a monograph. There have of course been a number of articles and 
sections of longer works tackling certain aspects of the matter. 
These have been principally 1) the origin of Ramaýgn as a fast1, and, 
by some connected with this, 2) the Jewish-Muslim parallels in the 
Islamic fast2. Another group of articles contains descriptions"df 
Ramadän as observed in different times and places, but these are 
not of direct interest to the present investigation. 
Apart from these articles', there is the published version of 
the Amsterdam University thesis of K. Wagtendonk, entitled 'Fasting 
in the Koran'. This latter work has an entirely different approach 
to that of the present study. Starting with 'the phenomenology of 
fasting', as observed in all areas and periods of history, Wagtendonk 
proceeds to an assessment of the 'meaning of fasting' and its occ- 
urrence, together with that of related religious observances, in 
pre-Islamic Arabia. A summary of preceding theories on the origin 
of the fast of Ramadän is followed by. an exposition of Quran 2/183-7, 
1 Jacob, p. 5; Torrey, p. 131ff.; Goitein, pp. 90-106; Gerlitz, p. 120; 
Katsh, pp. 128-9. 
2 
Vajda, HUCA, pp. 367-385; Katsh, pp. 128ff. 
x 
in which is grounded the basis of his own theory of the origin of 
Ramadan. As his fourth chapter shown, this theory endeavours to relate 
I- 
the original Ramadan fast with the dates of t iuhammad's revelation, 
Lailat al-Qadr, conceptions of the New Year, and 13adr; this is 
followed by an attempt at the chronology of the first ten years of 
the I1ijra. Fasting in rest of the Quran is then dealt with, and in 
conclusion, Wagtendonk assesses, again phenomenologically, the 
'meaning' of fasting in the Quran. 
It will-be apparent. that Wagtendonk's study has two broad aims: 
the establishing of the meaning of the Quranic fast, and that of the 
origin of Ramaýän. Without wishing to appear carping, it should be 
asked whether these aims are quite-proper: on the question of the 
meaning of the Quranic fast, it appears that beyond a certain amount 
of reasonable conjecture, it is not worthwhile trying to assess in 
detail something such as the original Quranic fast , on which we 
have nothing but the Quran itself, which-contains very little beyond 
some few practical details deriving in large measure from polemic 
(Q2/183 to 187) and bare mentions, from which no more than the 
function can be derived (the rest of the fasting verses): we have 
absolutely no contemporary local background material that could 
either illuminate the circumstances of the Quranic fast or reveal 
it in practice. It is this same extreme dearth of potential corrob- 
orative material that renders categorical solutions'of the second 
question, the origin of Ramadan, dangerous. If Wagtendonk were deal- 
ing with facts, his conclusions would on the whole be reasonable, 
but too often, one chapter's 'facts' turn out to be the previous 
chapter's assumptions. As a result of this, the conclusion he does 
reach is unfortunately little more convincing than the many others 
That is to say,. the fast practised in the early Muhammadan 
community after the promulgation of Q2/183-7. 
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that have preceded it. 
No attempt will be made to duplicate most of the areas covered 
by Wagtendonk's study in the present enquiry. While the Qüran will 
be used, it will be studied only in so far as it affects and has 
been affected by the Muslim views of their own history: the weighing 
of the Quranic fasts in abstracto will be left aside. 
A further, major, difference from l'agtendonk and all preceding 
writers on this subject will be in the attitude held towards the 
sources. Broadly speaking, no statement will be admitted to be valid 
for any period before that in which it is first recorded. It is a 
serious reflection on the present state of Islamic studies that 
such a declaration has to be made at all, yet it is entirely necessary. 
Its application to the various types of material used in this'study 
will be explained in more detail at the appropriate points. It will 
also be noted that in contrast to previous works, the study that 
follows attempts to cover all the major material of a; given period; 
while this involves the inclusion of some of the less directly 
interesting matter, it should produce a total picture, and avoid the 
dangerous eclecticism all too prevalent hitherto. 
1 
Chapter One 
Q, urAn 2/183-7 
r 
General Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to a study of Quran 2/183-7, the 
group'of verses dealing with the imposition of the fast of Ramadän. 
It will take the form of a commentary on the Quranic text, and an 
analysis of the relevant portions of a number of Muslim tafsi. rs. 
It is evident that a running commentary on Quranic material. 
is not in itself an original venture; however, the principles inv- 
olved in assessing the verses are largely novel, at ledst in their 
application to the present subject. A constant endeavour has been 
made to remove the layers of past thinking which have obscured a 
scientific appraisal of the Quran. ` 
The thickest of these layers is of course tafsir. Like the 
hadith, this material can in no way be taken as a reflection of 
either facts or *opinions of the lifetime of the Prophet 
1. What exc- 
e, esis we have is basically second-century material, mostly in the 
form it had assumed by the third century or later, and as such, it 
naturally reflects the considerations and prejudices of. those tines. 
The 'appeals made in the tafsir to past authorities, often the same 
'The hadith will not servo as a document for the history of the 
infancy of Islam, but rather as a reflection of the tendencies 
which appeared in the community durinG the naturer stages of its 
development. ' (Goldziher, Muh. Stud. II, p. 19. ) . 'Le hadith est tou- 
fours Suspect. ' (Vajda, Jet 1937, p. 59*. ) There is no reason to diff- 
erentiate between hadith material and tafsir in this respect; they 
are both products of the name time and tendencies.., 
authorities its tho;, o of the llsdith proper , must bo considerod to 
be in larGo rncacure spurious, and the further back these appear; 
clain to reach, the loco they may be trusted2. In many instances, 
the same problems are dealt with in an identical manner in both 
tafsir and hadi 
3 th, and it is clear that in many respects these two 
terms represent not separate fields, but merely different facets 
of the same whole, namely the business of clarifying what Islam, 
consisted of, and the accompanying documentation. 
I 
This out z rd , author, itativenecs is perhaps the least immed- 
iately obvibus defect of the tafsirs, but is a major one neverthe- 
less. Combined with it is an approach which, to the modern Western 
mind, displays an almost complete lack of subtlety. By this is ref- 
erred to the need felt to fill in every hole, to comment conclus- 
ively on every word, which so often results merely in a fanciful 
extrapolation of the text, representing nothing more in fact than 
the fruits of pious speculation 
4 
A further defect is the fragmented nature of Muslim comment- 
ary, which is the product of several considerations: 
1 The most notorious example being that of b. CAbbas. 
2 Ac instances of the more absurd of their claims, we may note 
that according to Qatada (Tab., p. 130), God prescribed Ramadan for 
all peoples; that according to b. cAbbas (Tab., 11.134),. part of 
Q2/184 was abro gated, while elsewhere (Tab. , , >. 136) , the. same figure 
maintains that no abrogation occurred. Of course, not all the 
tafcir material is so obviously untrustworthy, but nevertheless, 
the only safe procedure is to assume that the whole is impugned by 
'"the weakness of the Part, until the emergence of proof to the con- 
trary. 
The best examples involving fa; tine- arc the fidya and CÄshürat. 
t 
see e. g. below, , gyp. 34,99 
3 
1) The Arab/tiumlim tendency to regard apecial texts1 as being 
outuith normal semantic ruler:, each verse or phrase constituting 
a nenarate and independent unit, whose position as rer; ardc its 
nei ; hbours is often arbitrary2. In the case of the Quran, this, is 
because 
2) the text has to bear meanings both different from and 
greater in munber than what was originally intended. As a result, 
the concept of context breaks clown. The pressure of selective inter- 
pretation, designed to support doctrines often not rooted in the 
Quran, leads to 
3) a failure to grasp, or refusal to admit, the essential 
nature of the Quran, that is to say an intelligible coherent book, 
produced by a single mind with a consthnt, if developing, purpose. 
This results in a further. artificial division of the text, and ill- 
founded interpretations. 
The socond of the above considerations introduces what is at 
one and the same time the tafsirs' biggest fault, from 
.a 
scientific 
point of view, and their greatest feature of interest: that while 
attempting to give historical explanations., which, given the 
methods outlined above, would have been hard to achieve under the 
most favourable conditions of availability of data, they reveal 
the thinking and preoccupations of their own times. Part of the 
basic working apparatus of most orthodox, Nuslims after the begin- 
ning of the-third century was the quadripartite system of usül al- 
fiqh elaborated by Shäfic"i.. Associated with the dominance of his 
theories, and in part the cause of their emergence, was the 
I 
I Principally Ilur^n and poetry. 
2 Thus Tor. re-y, 3p. 92, observed that the Quran was 'a true corpus 
vile', And t,, at the drabs themselves have been the worst-of those 
who have ciit it about. 
4 
increasing importance of the Quran as -a theoretical source of lair, 
and the neccc, sity of harmonising existing law with scripture led 
to the rapid spread and alomet universal acceptance of the principle 
of abrogation. 
The device of abrogation, which allowed the Quran'to be cut 
about in an otherwise quite unjustifiable manner, was one of the 
foremost tools of the exegetes. So convincingly was it deployed, 
that any awareness that there had been no such concept as abrog- 
ation until more than a century after the I1ijra disappeared, and 
the principle of abrogation continues to be upheld to a greater 
or lesser degree by all commentators on the Quran, in both East 
and blest. The normal expectation, that a book should be readable 
and coherent, within limits, passed into abeyance, with the result 
that conflicting doctrines could with a little dexterity be accomm- 
odated side by side , or if necessary be effectively expunged 
f 
altogether. These conflicts could be of an. internal Islamic nature, 
such as questions of law or ritual, or might arise on the arider 
front of religious polemic. 
The second of the obscuring layers is the Western.. attitude to 
the tafoira. Again, .z parallel may be drawn with hadith studies, 
where scholars have seen that all, is not credible, but have gen- 
orally failed to draw the only safe conclusion, that none is 
Flic position is summed up vividly by Ilaraccio, p. 73.: 'Per 
hujuc modi abro;; ata, at abrogantia, salvant Moslemi omnia absurda, 
at universac contradictionec Alcorani, nihil curantes, quod post 
abroCatum immediate sequatur abrogans: vel etiam quod abrogans 
praeccuat abrogatum:. quo nihil stultius dici potect, vel'cogitari'. 
It should however be ntres:: ed that despite first appearances, the 
liuclim doctors were actinC in perfect good faith. 
5 
unc, ueiL"ionab). y trustworthy 
1. There is in the hadith literature no 
'unanimously reported reliable hadith', and the same is true of the, 
tafsir. A failure to accept or even appreciate this has resulted 
in a further selective interpretation of such of the I{uslims' 'facts' 
as fit the current Western theories, with the convenient dismissal 
of the rest. Perhaps there are genuine reports from the time of the 
r 
Prophet - if any they are undoubtedly extremely few indeed - but 
at the distance of more than thirteen centuries it is no longer 
possible to determine which they are. Consequently, in'order to 
see clearly the foundations, that is the Quran itself, we must ig- 
nore the superstructure of the tafsir, as being with very limited 
exceptions of much later date. 
Obviously, we too have to extrapolate in order to-draw con- 
clusions, -and thib is where the third layer of obscurity lies: in 
a faulty view of the Quran and Iiuhammad. Western scholars have 
hitherto generally accepted the Muslim views concerning the Quran" 
as a text, i. e. that crudely speaking it is a scrapbook, compiled 
from a mass of more or less disjointed units, often contradictory, 
and certainly not to be understood without the help of much exeget- 
ical material. This, as war, suggested above, is the result of forc- 
ing the (uran to stand as evidence of ideas that considerably post- 
dated it. That such a view is completely erroneous will be demonst" 
rated by the resume of aura 2 which follows, shortly; instead of 
revealing inconsistencies and awkwardnessec, it in fact shows that 
with the absolute minimum of outside data, the Quran can be made to 
: peak for itself, revealing a text that is by and large both logical 
and coherent, for which no apologies or pleas for special treatment 
need be made. S'! hat applies to Sura 2, it is maintained, can be 
1 In o! )itc of the convincing arduments of Goldziher on this matter 
in huh. Ntud. II. Cf. the pertinent comments of Schacht, Oriu . nc, p. 
1F. 
6 
clrinonstrated to be e=ually true of the rest of the book. 
1(nvinr; Pet aside the myth of the Quran's being a special text 
virtually unintelligible except after long initiation, it becomes 
easier to appreciate the true character of Muhammad, its author. 
Not having any . longer to wonder ; ghat kind of mind could have produ" 
ced ouch inspired confusion, we can now take the Quran and see it 
for what it is - in larj; e mcacure the coherent record of the dev- 
eloping aims and achievements of an able, and rational politician, 
and emphatically not the work of an epileptic charlatans or even 
a niscionarý' with an idcc fixe. ý! 
1, 
Most Western interpreters have failed to perceive the extent 
to which their views of the Quran and its author are conditioned 
by received Muslim notions. All have accepted the principle 'of 
abroüation as classically elaborated, though of course not always 
2 
Qndörsing, every instance of its implementation. Thic is a good 
o:: airple of the unaccc, table eclecticism so widely practised - taking 
one hadith as 'genuine', discarding another, upholding one third-- 
century theory as first-century fact, rejecting another. Because 
of their own background interests in religion, and the tendency to 
reSard any-'religious' work as Ucripture'3, most have erred towards' 
the riystical in trying to reach-the spiritual or socio-religious 
'neaning' of the various parts of the Quran. In' the case of the fast, 
such a quest is doomed to failure, if one is thinking strictly in, 
Quranic rather than flu slim terms, for as will be' shown, Iiuhammad's 
1 
As Watt, liuxharimad, Prophet and ä tatesr, ºan, p. 3, observes, the 
influence of mediaeval tnisconcoptions of Muhammad persists today, 
albeit in an attenuated form. 
2 For e;: ampic, no-one has disputed that Famadän abrogated or in 
some other way superseded an xolamic fast of 
cfishurä' 
. 
I 
L. xenplified in the title of Jeffery'c 'The Quran ac Scripture'. 
motive in montioning the fast at all was solely polemic; though 
lie may have been concerned for the spiritual welfare of his foll- 
owers, there was no need for him to introduce and promote the idea 
of fasting to a people already well acquainted with it. It is 
necessary then to beware of over-endowing the text with latent 
, 
meaninL, and of over-estimating its intent. It is because the att- 
itudec reforrecl to nbove have prevailed co lone, and, which is the, 
greater pity, have remained largely unperceived, that, a new inter- 
pretation beconco neccc ary. The only monograph particularly dev- 
otocl to fasting in the cýurnn, a recent workI , unfo'rtuitately typi- 
fier, most of what is wrong with current Western attitudes: although 
round in detail, there is a general tendency to take more or less 
of the information' surrounding the Quran as being as dependable 
as if it were in fact part of the Quran, and with this is combined 
a general lack of scepticism. 
The ')uranic context of the fasting verses 
Put at it simplest, Q2/183-7 firstly prescribe what was to 
become the Islamic institution of the fast, -and secondly give some 
of its details. However, this is: a potentially misleading simpli- 
fication, since it tends to the assumption that without these 
verses, the iuhal. lmadan community would have felt no obligation to 
fast. A suitable corrective is the study of the context of the verses. 
Such a study is further desirable for the reasons developed below. 
An attentive and unbiased reading of Sura 2 will reveal that 
it is a complete unit, of definite purpose and having a planned- 
development. Although it is naturally unalterably Quranic/Iiuhammadan 
in style, it is yet quite free of the fragmentedness persistently 
attributed to the QQuran by the great majority of both Muslim and 
Sec Introduction, p. ix. 
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Western scholars. it is clear that, because the sura forms'a coherent 
whole, the fasting poricopo cannot properly be treated in isolation, 
and that where it apparently admits of more than one interpretation, 
in fact only that interpretation which most closely agrees with the 
context nay be adopted. In other disciplines, this would be standard 
critical procedure, and scarcely worthy of special mention, but in 
dealing with the , iuran, such a practice has never been consistently 
adopted. As has been -ointed out above, this is not so much the 
result of academic irresponsibility, the picking up of the Quran 
and the establishing of an attractive hypothesis based on certain 
of the more interesting features with a disregard for the rest, but 
is rather the legacy of the traditional Muslim approach to the Quran, 
/ 
that is to cay treating it in effect as what it historically was, 
a secondary source which had to be made to comply with existing 
ideas. This has the inevitable result that an unbiased assessment 
of whole or part becomes an impossibility. 
A resume of the content and motifs of Sura 2 now follows. 
Vv. 1-39 cor. tain basically one message, that those who reject 
(v. 6) the true religion, consisting of belief in revelation and the 
Last Day (v. 1f), by which Muhammad refers elliptically to himself 
and his mcr; sage, are doomed to hellfire (vv. 24,39) . Contrasted with 
this is the more fortunate lot of the believers (vv. 5,25). The fate 
of the rejectors is dwelt on to a much greater extent than that of 
the believers, and it is clear that Iiuhamnad intends this address 
for a s, ecific body of people, rather than that he is preaching to 
a heterogeneous riass. The rejectors are termed rejectors (vv. 6,21f) 
rather than unbelievers because they were once favoured by God and 
wore on the ri;; ht path, but subsequently they deliberately strayed 
a:, d bro! ce the covenant (v. (1-7). For ;: uhammad'a purpose this is an 
advanta,, e, cince by po3. ntinG out the sins of these others in failing 
9 
to follow God's commands (vv. 21-2,28-9), their authority will be 
lessened. At the sage time, he acquires righteousness himself, and 
any retribution or attack falling on his opponents will appear the 
more justified. There can be no doubt that these rejectors area large' 
proportiönof the Jewish community in ifedina (ace ahead, v. 105), that 
is to say the rabbinate (possibly the andüd of v. 22) andfnanylof the 
lay members; the whole of the passage recalls and itemises Old 
Testament ideas and events, and the identification is confirmed by 
the forthright address of v. 40. 
The next section, vv. 40-105, consists largely of an elaboration 
of the misdeeds of the Jews - they have enjoyed the favour of God 
(vv. 40,47,64), but continually abused it (vv. 51,52,55,61,74,85) and 
broke the covenant (vv. 40,83-4,93,100) He made with them. The theme 
of rejection is pursued (vv. 64,87,89,99): continually God forgave 
them after these misdeeds, pointing out anew the right path, through 
the medium of His prophets, the greatest of whom was Moses, who came 
with Book, signs and FurqRn (v. 53;, cf. v. 87). Even Noses was spurned 
by the Jews, and here the Biblical situation is presented in such a 
way that the intended parallel with Muhammad, also bearing a message, 
also rejected by the Jews, becomes unavoidable. Muhammad further 
aligns himself on the side of right by enjoining in his message'the 
conventional pieties of prayer and charity (vv. 3,43,45): his message 
is up to now technically unexceptionable to the Jews, and easily 
comparable with the scathings of Old Testament prophets. By placing 
himself in the long line of rejected prophets, fuhammad advances his 
own authority, at the same time seeking to establish that like that 
of Noses and others, his message is divine in origin (v. 97). This 
had also been asserted at the outset, vv. 1-2. Isis argument is as 
appealing as it is false: ' the Jews reject prophets with messages; 
they reject me and my message, therefore I am a prophet. However, 
this argument, rhetorically embellished, does not have to convince 
10 
the Jews as u whole, out only those who follow him already: it is 
cl-ar from his persistent attacks on'Jews of both past and present 
that at this stage he entertains no hopes of further conderts from 
their number. The major objection of the Jews (and although not 
explicit, it is ma jor, for lie returns to it repeatedly), that 
: ulia; imiad is not a Jeer (vv. U, 111-2,272) is rejected not by argument 
r 
out b;;, aüc. ortion, the ctreL; th of which is reinforced in that it 
is Placed in the mouth of God (v. 105). 
l; uhaiarrad's position being now assured, at least in the eyes of 
his followers, he can now assert, though naturally indirectly, through 
the al; cncy of God, his power (and intention) to modify past revelation 
(v. 106). His opponents will not of course admit that God is making 
these modifications, and lhiliarm. iad aafeCuards himself by a`; ain vent- 
ioning the parallel case of Moses (vv. 107-3) . Ravin- made the 
dramatic arrogation of authority in v. 106, Huhammad effects a stra- 
tegic pause. He returns to the less controversial matter of the 
coca-ion religious observations (v-110). The Jews are accused of den- 
ying some the right co participate in these (v. 111F), and the auth- 
ority of the rabbinate is attacked. This serves to establish once 
more the supremacy and sufficiency of God's word, of which Muhammad 
claims to be the sole present. day mediator and interpreter'. The 
tlicr: c of favour aitd ý ejection is ,, .,. in-involved, and Iluliammad proceeds 
with his attack, claiming to remove divine favour from the Jews by 
genealogical means (vv. 127ff. ) . The Arabs arc now upheld as the true 
recipients of the patriarchal tradition stemming from Abraham, and 
Ire, like him, separate from all other 'sects'. 
Now (v. 11f2) IIuhammad introduces the gibla chan-e, which can be' 
rseen as 'principally a toot of hio followers, a symbolic move by 
which the weaker brethren may be weeded out. It is evidently a major 
ste! ), tho first ii plemontation of the authority invoked in v. 106, 
and rtccordiiit; ly provokes an extensive rationale. One of the things 
11 
that this move conclusively proves is that a significant proportion 
of Iluhanmacl's Medirieso followers were of the Jewish tradition, 
uhich it tantamount to saying that they were Jews. The implement- 
ation of the powers embodied in v. 106 is a sign of-recognition that 
the sppl. it with mainstream Judaism had become inevitable, and there 
is little doubt that ; Muhammad had become resigned to abandoning any 
hope of further conversions of Jews. The giblrt change having been 
made, it is now huliammad that is the subject of the divine ni°ma 
(v. 152). The common rituals are again re-affirmed, unchanged, and 
no is the fate of the rejectors. liuhammad has removed, to his own 
satisfaction at least, the authority of his opponents, and estab- 
lished his followers in the path of divine favour; he now launches 
into the legislative 'meat' of the sera, exercising fully the rights 
implicit in v. 106. 
Having disposed of the rejectors, and cut his followers off 
forever from their-previous way of life, leaving them in asomewhat 
insecure position, tuuhammad is obliged to give them a foretaste of 
the heavenly rewards he has, long promised the believers. These 
take the form of various measures, religious and social, all of a 
common theme: the alleviation of burdensome duties, or-social. impr- 
ovements. There is no wholesale abandonment of institutions, which 
would anyway presumably be quite unacceptable, but merely attract- 
ive modifications. 't'hus are dealt with the questions, of food restr- 
r 
ictions (v. 172), giUas (v. 178), wasiyya (v. 180), fasting (v. 183) 
000 
and arbiters (v. 188). fuhammtd in his isolated situation han. to fight 
for solidarity, and constantly reverts to military phraseology (vv. 
1,0ff, 208). i; orc prescriptions follow (to v. 220), all of the same 
nature. 
After this conies a larj; e section (up to v. 242) on matters 
connected with women, and this differs from the preceding types of 
nreccription in its being; relatively comprehensive, and apparently 
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dcalinl; with a cituation %iliere come form of legislation' was act- 
ua11y necessary rather than merely polemically desirable. This 
perhaps reinforcer, the conviction that 11, luhammad'o community was 
cut away from its family roots, and that in order to survive it 
had to draw its women from other groups, probably non-Jewish, and 
in such a situation an entirely new code of practice would become 
necessary. 
This. dealt with, iuharr, mad reverts to exhortations to his 
followers to fight on. The supremacy of God, and the fact that 
Muhammad's orders and message stem directly from God, are constantly 
re-iterated; having made the break, Muhammad is clearly fighting 
now for his whole political future. 
The sura ends with a prayer, and suggests that the parting of 
the ways of good and evil is emphasised by the lighter load allotted 
to the good, an echo of the general theme of alleviation of burdens 
(takhfif; s loci_fically menti aned at e.,;. v. 179, on gisäs), and the 
rationalisation of the changes introduced in the legislation of 
this aura. 
iiu}irýr7raa. d's policy of ta]chfIf is not intended to win new converts t 
nor is it derived from laxity, but rather it is designed to reward 
those already on his side. Their solidarity is all-important, and 
to gain solidarity, they must be irretrievably cut off from the 
opposition tnccnce they draw their cultural oriGins: a subsidiary 
role of the le islation then is to make visible differeVees bet- 
ween the old and the new cornrunities, so that there can be no poss- 
ibility of a middle way. 
The purpose of the sura as a whsle"can thus be seen as the 
intenc}edI rlýýr" onr i: rn i art of ;' }tammad' ; arithori ty as a prophet and 
tli l _: is done in two trayt;: (i) the Jews are shown 
to be in the wrong and to be superseded; (ii) new 'revelation' is 
advanced to ?, err. r: tnent and uncrooaable the breach thus created. 
r 
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't'hýý : hoar : ttra is a t: or1- of ; oler: tic, giving the justification for, 
rind the fir: -t concrete ovicloncoa of, Nuhanlmad's claim to divine 
tttthori ty, t reel i which rate' o the h, 7 ; ia of his po) i Li cal power. 
A,; for the verses:, on fasting, they stand in the middle of 
thcac instances of l: uhwmind's deliberate alleviation of the previous 
Jewi:, h practice. llhile, as with most other institutions, Muhammad 
). eft farting substantially unaltered, he made certain shames 
which can only he seen an a1?. eviaLions of the previous re"'r; im. o, the 
clearest examples being in v. 187. It is in this spirit of polemical 
1 
r 
attack enbodicet in the concessions to his followers that the poricope 
in uttered, and it is in this framework that it must be e;: piained. 
The conte;: t of the verses in the '), uran having hceen dealt with, 
two i. iore asncctc of Vieir hackgrou4d need to be discussed. 
1) Their context in time 
This cannot be absolutely defined, although this has not pre- 
vented the atteri: )t to do so2. The roost that can safely be said is 
that, as suCCested by the : Core-going, the fasting and acco-ipanyin 
pronouncerients in äura 2 were made shortly after the decisive turn- 
in. - point in Luhacmad's career crystallised in Q2/106, where he 
(, fives himself the justification and means for the setting up of a 
new corn-unity polemically opposed to that of the Jews in J ledina. 
If, as scoias reasonable, one equates the Furq, ýn which is mentioned 
1 See below, F. 89 
2 Various calculations have been made, relý'ing at least in part on 
traditionally received material, which, as has been explained, is 
not to be treated as historical fact. See e. g. Sprenger, vol. 3, 
PP-54f. His vie.: s on this point are conveniently 'sumriarised by 
dar; tendonl:, " p. 41. Similar attempts were made by Jacob, pp. 4-6, 
and ',; agtcndon'c hi: in elf, pp. 119. 
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1 (v. 1-'-, 5) in fno faoting sc-ction with L'adr , then one may further 
that the fac. tinC verses cask after 13adr, an event generally 
rcc: arded tw '? elonL; in ; to 2 A. II. This naturally raises the question 
of whether the i: usliws' cldii . 
that 'L'adr took place in . 'amadän is 
fort""itous or not, but thin will not be dealt with here. 'r! hatever 
the precise date of £. adr was, it is clear that once arrived in 
r 
Medina, Nuhai: ir: ad would not. have taken lonrr to realise firstly the 
intransigence of the opposition. his call,,., faced, and secondly the 
.: -need to justify his anomalous position as argenerally unwelcome 
a-itator. aura 2, which 'ills this need, must therefore have been 
relatively early amont, the Medinese compositions. The hadith2 
concernin ; fas tint; while travelling, which is described as having 
t: -. I: en place'. bn the iadr raid, and which would imply a . prescribed 
fast pre-datin ;, Badr, may safely be dismissed from consideration 
here, reflectint; as it does the pre-occupations of a later ace3. 
2) The identity of those addressed by I*, uha. mmad 
A;; ain, precision in irtpossible. As was made clear in the 
recumc of 3ura 2 just given, _I"luhammad was addrescin people 
well 
grounded in the history and cult of Judaism, and this is almost' 
inevitably ecluival(rnt to o. -.,, yin-, - Jews' with a possible admixture of 
neophytes. Frog,, the evidence of the fastinL verses alone, I: uhamu"ad 
must have been directing, his messaf-c to people likely to be. 
ý 
äee also :,; (", /41 ; it seers clear that just as the splitting (f-r-q) 
of the Red 9e1 was Loses, ' E; reatcst nit; n (accordiný to the Ouran), 
ao :. uharu:; ad' 'urgän was i; adr, the victory that helped to make real 
his own sj iit from the community of evil-doers. 
`'! er^iono of which a, -_, (, ar in b. Sa 
cd 2113, 'Waqid3 1,47, ar. d the 
canonical. COIL lectioms. 
, CC 
t: IZC }1 l(Zltll dl(: U ;; il. o1'1S of thic q 'below, p. 236. 
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impressed by an appeal to rrcviouc revealed relic; ions (V-183), and 
the details that follow make it clear that of these, Judaism was the 
model. This belief is supported by the appearance of some Jewish 
features, and the deliberate suppression of others, in the Matslimý 
fast as it appears in the hadith. The Quran as a whole is far more 
concerned with Judaism than with Christianity: the Old Testament 
weiCh3 such more heavily with iýiuhamr. Sed than does the Now. The 
r 
information concerning Christianity seems entirely second-hand , and 
its influence is minirmal, except in so far as Christ is set up as 
a fore-runner of Muhammad, in the long line of (rejected) prophets, 
and as such a case in argument against the Jews. This is comparable 
to the role of hone> in aura 2. 
Tht Jews directly addressed by Muhammad in this sura were 
already on his side; those indirectly addressed he had no hope of. 
converting, as was elaborated above. His converts, attracted, it 
must be presumed, principally by Iiuharrnad's reforming message, came 
from both inside and outside I; edina, the latter being indicated by 
the phrase 'alladhln hajarü'. The possibility of non-Jewish Arabs 
being ; amongst his converts is not excluded, but there is no indic- 
ation that at this stage they constituted a body of I. 11uhammadons 
larr; c enour h to merit special attention in the juran. 
The treatment of the verses 
she block 183-7 'ill be dealt with as follows: verse by verse, 
11... in the Koran itself there is no clear evidence that ., uham! iad 
over received instruction from a Christian teacher, while many facts 
ter, L"ify ennhatic: illy to the contrary. ' (Torrey,;. ). 7) 'We do not find 
a nin,; lr cerf r ony or cloc trine of Islam in the smallest decree moul- 
dod, or even tii,,, ed, by the peculiar tenets of Christianity. ' 01-: uir, 
Life, I1, P. 2,, J9, c? uoied by '2orrcy,:. 32). 
and, inhere .! eceocnry, . ýtrra:: e by phrase, in Arabic and in tranc- 
lation, i'ith ;: T o; itian, accompanied- where appropriate by observ- 
ationo J, i the Arabic and vocabulary, problems' of comprehension, 
mirsc: r; ?, ro1>o3ed by uolir: ir and oi; hcro, and, where discernible, the 
r-otiv., tion for -'. he;; e anower 
A phra: rc-by-phra': 0 trt: atnent te, ids towards the fra mcntation 
which is prey. lent in i] l tafoirc, and as ouch is undesirable, since 
it ob: icures a comprchonnive view; however, it is here the only 
r 
rn; cticable t"atty of mar:; lia11inL the material of previous diacussionn. 
Idotc on the sources for this chi tT, tor 
The chief Fuslim sources for Quranic exegesis are of course 
the tafcirs, but although they contain a great deal of material, 
they do have the drawhack that relatively spealcing, they are late 
works. Of the compendious tafsirs, the earliest is that of Tabari, 
who died in 310 A. H. This means that the bull-, of our material rep- 
resents the fully developed classical view, being roughly comp- 
arable with the canonical Six books of the hadith, and we have 
0 
little that can be likened to the pre-classical hadith materials. 
However, there are sonic sources which, while nothing like so com- 
prehenaive as the later taf: irs, can offer some partial idea of the 
state of tie urani. c deviates at an earlier period. These can be 
divided into (i) separate works and (ii) quoted works. In the 
first clans, two ýýorks have been found useful. One is the Itrxani c 
al. - eur' 
iii of Farra' ((1.207), to a great extent concerned with 
: °ra: -: r. ttti. cal noi.!: ta, but alto containing exegetical material. The 
other is the taf , .r of, liugatil b. r 'Suläiman or more accurately the 
abriclE; crient known as i afsir Khamsni' at 11yät rein al-:. ur' 1n. Dtgatil 
died in 150 A. H. 'i'1lis wort: har, not enjoyed a good reputation ariong 
the I: us1. i, is becaue of the author's ille,, ed disregard for the 
nroprietick, of the rci_cr. cc of haclith, but this clis re and may 
: t. l l c`1"lI Ell, i v,: l; r be t; i1-. en rat; it n inch cat ion of i trc 1.; eniii no enr: linor, sý'. 
Certainl; r its reý, orts do not alt", ay a coincide with the canonical 
vArwiono, but there elo noL appear to be any glarin; . 111achronirms 
vr oL; ier defects :;. n the worl: ,; hich cii,, vht Show it to be not yub- 
stanti rz. lly the work of : i. to author. 
in the second class may be placed principally the twwork of 
ättclcli (d. 1ý? ü), which is quoted by Tabar3: in ouch a way as to ind- 
icatc that it is c: genuine book that is beinS referred tö, and not 
merely c. received opinion horderirt on hadith-tyre information. 
1; nfortu: la'tc1y, this -i, not often quoted. 
The characteristics, of the later tafcä. rc are r-encr7lly well 
enou,; h known not to require elaboration here. 
There have been only. two attempts at a t. tore or less detailed 
c,. eL; esic of this pao., ace rtnde by tdestern scholars, those of Goitein 
and ! lag tendonk. Some mention has already been made of the work of 
these two2; their inodeqiiaciec ti"wi11 be - dealt with in detail tit the .. 
anpropriatc points in this chapter. 
1 trf r,, ýi 1, 'c" of 111 rs x cý+tLni: ý nn (on w11: i. c1i Ücc hic not9 cc in 
nuc, f. rd 1w, stantirtrd au L uors, cl: ch its Ibn 11- 
V/ 
iýuz. i, . ý"'l . 
.1 ix. 
1A 
QV1ýý uý 
fä ayvuha alladhina ür. ianü kutibrt °nlaikum al-siyýmii 1: amä 
kutiba °rtil_a allrulliina min gaba. il: ura 1ac a11akum tattaqüna. 
U ýýou ýilio have ººe17 dvod, fasting has been ir: ipoood upon you 
Just as it '.: ao im_, osed upon those before you. So you will perhap, 
lac i. iindful of Clod. 
r 
ücncral obccrvati. ons 
-fiuhnmrutd is not concerned in Sura 2 to overthrow Judaism as a 
way of life: he attacks none of the 'pillars of the faith'. An exam- 
ple of this is his re-a . sertion here of the importance, through its 
being;, divinely prescribed, of fasting as an institution. His pro- 
nouncement can be seen as serving several purposes: it tends to bol- 
ster his own standing as a bona fide prophet - his revelation dup-' 
licates and confirms the' ordinance of a previous revelation, which 
is to be taken as an indication that his message is indeed divinely 
sanctioned; the fasting ordinance, concerning; as it does an essen- 
tial part of religion, as popularly conceived by the Semitic mind, 
tends to reassure his somewhat isolc: ted followers; most importantly, 
by re-affirninr the ordinance in general, Muhammad paves the way 
for the alteration of come of its details. This is the main reason 
for his -renent treatment of the fast. There can be little doubt 
that were fluh, ^. m:, iacl to have omitted mention of fasting in the :; uran, 
it would nevertheless have formed an 'obli-atory' part 'of the 
religion s life of the community. There is also the likelihood that 
I-iliile peel a .s classical Islärm would not have made of it one of the 
five ' pillars' , it would have gained, like for example circumcision, 
do fact, ) reco, -'ni. t: i. on as iiti essential of religion. 
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ya ayyii3i<i ri17_. xtii». na rirta>>ü 
In the t, -Lfolr3, this phrw e'provol; e3 little comment, none of 
it Joie ; be;, otncl the predictable: Tabari for instance offers the 
Usual. snon. rl , for zranüý Towever, one may note Abü 1ayyan' o 40 
in. -e' iou, justification of a claim that the injunctions on gisäs 
waoiyya and siyän are revealed in dcccendinm, order of 'sliigga'2; a 
noalouc attempt to coo in the smallest details of the (uran the 
mark of divine planning and signs of the divine rahma. 
., ed3. 
Ti s sý+., 
"r 
The identity of those here ., addressed has already 
been diýcus., s 
r 
kutiba c alaikwý Fil-: ciyärý 
$iyam will for the moment be translated simply as 'fasting': 
some of the philoloSical considerations attaching to the Quranic 
derivatives of the root c-w-in will be dealt with later 
4. 
As regards 
the term kutiba calms, one can scarcely argue with the mufassiritn, 
who equate it with furida calm, although it must be noted that 
here their concern in to show unequivocally that this verse is the 
orir, in of the ohlif; atory institution, and is not merely to comment 
at the simplest level. Only after the time of the ý;; uran did the 
term 'lard' become part of the lluslim technical vocabulary, though 
the root often occurs in the 04uran with much of its later meaning, 
at e. g. ? 23/25,33/506. Verbally there is very little difference 
between farada cal; -and kataba 
calä, both occurring in the Quran. 
However, the extra force embodied in kataba cal- when I"iuharnmad uses 
it cannot be i,, -niored. On the superficial level, 14uhamriad's God is 
hero'prescribinc' as he 'proscribed'iri earlier revelation; on the 
subconscious level, every time this root is used, I: uhamiad's claim 
1 
;;. 126 p. 20' Above, p. 14 Zee below, p. 113 
5 ; '" >" 1'l, , ý. 1ýV, 1L1; 1,1.111+" 
6""y : ýhe root al. nr, n,,; other rieý. ni. nl, s in the ttiuran, at c.;;. 'ý2/236-7. 
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to rropliet: lioocl cains in authority, as his 'example of that creat 
si, r: n ot rroplºetlioodý ,a divinely inspired ' lcitäb' , grows in sub- 
Gta11CC. 
Kataba caj is used six timer, in aura 22, and each time it 
horalcic the imposition of a duty. The sense of cala is such that 
to translate it as 'proscribed to you'3 or 'for you'4 is inadequate,. 
while ', laCtendonl; ';; assertions that' kataba li has the same tense as 
kataba ca1ä is po: itivcly, wronc: the two prepositions Give two 
distinct and op. nosed neur. in ;s to the verb. cAla- suGCcsts written 
against, imposed upon', while li sub; ests written for, in favour of. 
This is quite clear from the contexts: caJ. ä refers to liabilities, 
religious duties, li to advantages and rukhsas. The best contrast 
is offered by this verse and that which closely follows7., 
As for the fluslim commentators, again only Abit Iiayyän produces 
" 
any noteworthy comment. Presumably continuing his idea of 'shigga'$, 
he suggests that the passive rather than the active verb is used 
because God shrinks from associating himself with an unpleasant 
duty 9. 
l: arra kul: iba °al1 a]. laclhina min cLblilcun 
As will be elaborated below, the key word in this phrase is 
kutiba. However, it is not kutiba but alladhin min gabli. kum ('a. m. q. ') 
which has occasioned the most discussion. This understandable con- 
corn to establish^l, uhanmad drew his inspiration in the ratter of 
far, ti. ný is in turn bared on misconceptions of the function of kamä. 
1 
cf. the case of i; oses, , 12/53.2 Vv. 178,180,183(biy), 216,246. 
3 '. Ia,, tendonk, pp. 46ff. 
4 
Bell, The Qur'ln, I,. 25.5 
6, 
(; f. * the idiom '"'aid caldilii dain'. (Lane, sub calä). 
V. 137, q. v. Another good e)-amplc of the antithesis of c. zlä and li 
occurs rtt ß2/236.3 See above, p. 19 
9 
p. 28. 
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'c'hin luaa almost ai 7ayc been taken to indicate that the form or 
manner of the l'iihanuaclan font is modelled on the precedents of 
other revealed religions. Cor. i. 'rentatorc in East and West have striven 
to specify these supposed similarities, and have identified a. m. q. 
accordingly. ; )icre; ardin- the proper context of the phrase, they 
have tac%led this last question from completely the wrong end, and 
very rarely with disinterest. Oome practical similarities do exist 
between the Islamic fast and its counterpart in Judaicn, but their 
existence in entirely irrelevant to this verse. The cinilarity 
indicated by kamä'lies in the fact that the fasts both of the Jews 
(a. m. q. ) and the luhanmatlan community are divinely prescribed1 . 
This explanation has the advantage of cirnplicity, accords with 
knovrn fact2, and is borne out by kutiba being repeated in both 
halves of the comparison. 
There can be no doubt that the people referred to by a. m. q. 
are the Jeuc, and these alone: as has been shown, l; uha mad is 
througliout ; ura 2 addressing people of Jet: ish. origin, and there 
could be no conceivable point in citing anytl-hing but Jewish pre- 
cedent to a Jew. This in itself removes much of the support for 
the still popular idea that Muhammad was influenced by the Christian 
fast, and that in particular he modelled Barladen on ' lerit ' ý' " 
Perhaps the , rcatest weakness of this 
theory is that it is 
bla,; tcndon},, pp. 52-3, also col-'es to this conclusion (though with 
a. ri. q. identified as Ahl a1-i; itRb, and not Jews) but then wrongly 
Uuýý; es'; s that liuharm ad' n motive in reheating the kutiba in to give 
'the Arabs', hitherto unaccustomed to fasting, a convi7cing reason 
for their cubmicsion to this oliliüation. 
2 I. e. the prescription of Yöri Kippur at Leviticus 16: 29. 
Fir7, t elaborated in the West by sprcnr; cr, III, p. >üf ., t-rlio was 
followed by Jacob, D,. 5, . Torrey, 1). 1311 and Gcrlitz, P. 54. 
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Ucncrnlly limited to this cinl; lo allcSed instance of borrowing from 
the Chrictiarin, and not dovc]. opod further. Muhammad may have deviated 
from prcvious practice at several points, but he neither airied at 
nor did he achieve n synthetic religion, in which a rite might be 
fashioned out of fragments from diverse sources. Sometimes taken 
f 
0 
to : mpporl, the Christian borrowing theory is the unwarranted dc- 
cluctior from the other-doe fair]. y unexceptionable equation a. m. q. 
Ahl a1-Kitab, namely that Ahl al-Kitab always signifies in the 
Quran both Jcti, r, ond Christians, and tliccc in more or 1oc , cqual mca- 
sure. he question of whether or not iluhammad knew anything. of the 
Christian fast is ii-. material, both in this instance where kamä re- 
fers to 1: utiba anyway, and in general, for there is no evidence in 
the Quran1 that he acted. on any sugh : knöw1edSe, and there is no 
evidence, either positive or ncCative, of any Christian. influence 
in the relevant sections of the hadith literature. 
The red herring of the ' traditýonal' meaning of . 
kamä" is so 
persistent that it is worthwhile examining its origins-. and develop- 
ment. 
It is generally adnitted2 that t; uslim theology derived a good 
deal of its initial impetus from contact with scholars of other 
religions, the best known example being: that of : t. John of Damas-' 
cus. The spirit of polemic engendered by such contacts not surpr- 
isingly manife: 3ted itself in the associated discipline of exegesis, 
and ; hen combined with internal debate, this inter-religious argument 
resulted in polcnical interpretations being laid upon a text. that 
1 
1: o reference to Christian farting can be seen in the mention 
of Iiary' s fact W9/26). 
2 E. ý. T. J. Do Door, Iiisi: ory of Philosophy in Ic lam, 'rcPr. London 
196ý, pp. lr1-2; ll. +;, !: Rcdonald, Development of tiu.,; lirn ThooloUy, JuriN- 
pnidence and Constitutional Theory, rcpr. Beirut, 1965, pp. 131-2. 
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indeed contains many references to other religions. It was thus in 
a spirit of independence, backed by new usüli considerations, that 
the 11uclici doctors nought to chow that those references in no way 
implied dependence on outside sources, even if they sometimes might 
wear to, as in the present instance. This polemically defensive 
attitude was inherited by succeeding generations of commentators, 
and because of the tradition-revering. tendency of Muslim scholarship, 
the assertions of the early a; ologic t, and usüli theoreticians 
became the facts of those who followed them. A competent exegote, 
nuclº as Tabari, '-plying himself to the elucidation of ovary con- 
ceivable point of 'ambiguity' in the text, and realising hic duty 
to promote the faith, preserves all the polemical material with which 
the imagined reference to other religions is dressed, and by its very 
volume it tends to overshadow the brief and less colourful but 
nevertheless more accurate explanation. This is almost bertainly 
what happened in the case-of kamä: the ambiguous interpretation gives 
the mufassirs much greater scope for the practice of their craft, 
exposition, and in to them preferable on that account, as will be 
illnic tr: ctecl by the examination of what they have to say. 
The great variety of the material, its inconsistency, and the 
fact that much of it is ultimately rejected by the luslims them- 
selves, all point towards its historical inauthenticity, and con- 
cegiucntly it becomes more desirable to know the precise reasons for' 
development, -the general motive, external and internal polemical 
interests, mein`; already established. 
The two principal questions, ; -lamely the meanings of l: amä and' 
a. m. q., give rise to a number of basic alternative answers in the 
tafsir: 3; the '»co? )ie' are Jews; Christians; Ahl al-I. itqb; mankind 
since Adam. The similarity is said to lie in: the number of days 
to be fasted; the daily length of the fast; the mode of its fasting; 
its 1eiig ? 'reccribcd. These two sets of possibilities are combined 
in almost every ima,,; innble permutation. 
r 
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The c, nrllcut tafsirs, rýre almost ººnanirºouc in relrtint; the 
phrn^^ a. n. q. to the Chrirrti. ann. It is evident, however,. that this 
is not the oar] for L- atarc of trifcir, for already their anscrtiona 
, ire b, ac; '; ccl ºx;, by the UN& ' rationale that appears in all later 
r'orh ,: it ucemn that at the most primitive level of tafcir, perhaps 
the mosque courtyard level, the quection was pored, 'Who are ref- 
r 
erred to in this verse? ' The answer, ! The Christians'9 tout court2, 
ocem. n a reasonable literal interpretation, free of polemic, of the 
phrase a. m. q., i. e. those inmccliately . 
before the fluslimc. thus the 
first reference to another religion occurs; the tentative reference 
l, e; ; ins to aosurie the appearance of 'fact' when an answer to the next' 
question, 'In what way cii, d the fast of these former iieople resemble 
ours? ' is sou; iit. A crude analogy is made between Lent and Ramadan. 
(knnä bein. - taken implici fly to= Ramad5in) , as they are both long 
rer iodr, of fasting. ., ich an explanation would--presumably 
be suffic- 
ient at the popular level, but anybno with any familiarity ,,. ith 
the Christian last would soon raise the objection that the two 
period, are of dif: erent lcn-ths'. Thus : lc arrive at the polemical. 
'justificltion' of the difference, exemplified in a hldýth attrib- 
uted to üliacbi, quoted by Farris', which occurs in varying forms in 
most ].:. ter wor'cs: 'Mere I to fast the whole year, I would however 
bre<al: mgr fast on the ca .1 al-shakk4, because the Christians were 
prescribed Ramadan as t"W( were, and they changed it according to the 
season. Oometimes they fasted it in the hot season, and reckoned it 
I 
Suddä. (ý'aU. p. 12)), 1: iigz{: i1, f. 22r, I'arrä' ad Q2/183. 
2 Cf. leere liuc: atil: 'l; am lcutiba 
°a1ä alladhin min gablil: um: yaeni 
alil al-in jil, urnmat 
ýsý ', with no elaboration. 
Gerlitz, n. 120, at tempted, somecwhat casuistically, to disprove this. 
4 
See below, , ). 234. This first phrase may safely be disro arded 
here, as it is no more than an imperfect attempt at conflation. 
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no thirty dnyt; cuui in order(? ) to nal-ce cure of it, a subsequent 
goncrat: ion ; +. dcl^d a clay at each end until, with the pas^i: nr- of time, 
they were fasting fifty (lays' . This c: cplanation is somewhat Garbled, 
and owor, somcthiný to another vcrciön2 in which the reason for the 
c; ttenr; ion to fifty days was that they wished to componsate for chif- 
tint the fast to a more congenial part of the year than the hot 
r 
i: ionthc of summer3. it is in this gray that a simple misconstruction 
of the text, the mistaken referend of kamä, becomes fortified into 
a polemical . allegation., the superficially convincing details of 
which effectively block for most investigators the true emphasis 
of the Aur.. dnic phrase. 
The pririitive tafcir alluded to must have belonged to the 
first century of the IIijra, for we find that apart from Shacbi's 
explanation of the 30/50 difference, the Christians already figure 
in the two other considerably earlier tafsirs of Suddi.. (d. 128) and 
I"iuq tii 01-150), where they form an integral part of the elaborate 
hypothesis ! c»own as al-sawn al-awwal. 
This latter device is intended to account for the apparent 
contradictions in the Quranic text which arise when abrogation is 
assumed to have taken place. Briefly, it is alleged that before 
i'lie mention of the hot :, colon may be connected with the theory 
(ccc the lexica) that Ramadan is so called because originally, it 
fell in the season of burning heat (root r-m-d). 
2 i;. ý;. Tab; iri p. 129 (from $uthli). The extension story may have 'a 
grain of truth behind it: the Christian fast was ori^irally. of 40 
hours, but was later extended to 40 days in imitation of" J; oses, 
Elijah and Christ (ref. from '.. e: termarck, Principles, np. 409-10). 
It , o=cs all-lost without sa-. yinL that thclse stories entirely over- 
loo . the c, ite s'cion of ho;, ', ýzrnric«n came to be. iriposed on a people 
t"ji. t? i 
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Pnmaul; tn r,;. trc clotJn, or wltcn tlic P, nmaclan fact was first introcIticed .. 
(the co-c. t1. l. ed' I firnt fuUt' ), tltcre e: tiictcd the option of paying 
4 
the ficlyn (v. L 1i) inste. aci of fasting, and that the mode of fasting 
was different and rioro taxi n;;. ]t is this last clotail which was 
oaid to be a chrtracLerictic of the Christian fast. -. cturnin to 
the -)reviou. ts ? taditlts , it is not apparent that there was any ulterior 
motive, such as a dosi. re to counter any impression of dependence on 
the dovish model, in considering the Christians as the fore-runners 
of the ; iuslims in this interpretation of the phrase a. ri. q. 
'T'ram's sovcral had . th. ^. are arranged 
in an orderly fashion, 
2 
r 
00 
and reveal a considerable development, which is not surprising in 
jx; e of at 1-ea ta century. The 'Christian' hctdith; vict": of the la 
re-appear, but now the 3imilaritien, of time and manner arc specific- 
ally cttid to be referred to by l. anE. 
Also introduced in the opinion, preferred by Tabarl, that the 
reference of n. r1. q. äc to Ahl a1-I: itäb. This no doubt derives from 
the fact of the ordinance's being written (kutiba) , and- could be 
reinforced by the cornrtcnoence realioatidn that the Jowd could hardly 
be denied their plaice alonr;. nidc the Christiana in the ranks of the 
fastinü coimlun7. tin3. 
. 'hirdly there ir, the notion that fasting had boon prescribed 
for all peoples, either in the form of : Ramadan, or according to 
another''for whom this was a nonsense, in the form of three days each 
1 Ac fc. r ac can be ascertained, the details supplied by the Muslims 
do not coincide. c i. n$. ficantly With historical fact. It may siriply be 
that the Christians were known to be a connunity more, civen to fasting 
than the Jews, and were accordingly considered the closer Parallel 
to the 1. ýisý. itns. pp. 128ff. 
2 
3 the fact that both vic':, are attributed to Qatada does not ob- 
ýiýc us to try to harmonise them. 
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r. torithý This iclcntifyiitG with all pooplcss may roprcsent an entiro- 
I- literal and cautious ta; 'sär of a. m. q., but it is air .o possible 
that it is the remilt of the now common tendency to deny any 
Frpecific reliance on, or debt to, the Jews and Chrictiano by ante-, 
datinr, them both. This therefore can be seen as an appeal to the 
Abralimiic leire rc]. igion2 (on tlii3, cee e. g. 02/135). It ie inter 
f 
est: in,; to note that Tabari's preference for the interpretation 
'Ahl al-hitab' is based on an argument that depends on the notion 
of Abrabanic precedent. Ile considers the resemblance between the 
fast of the fuslims and that of the Ahi al-I: itab to lie in the 
core. ion ? prescription of flamadln, which he 'proves' by arguing that 
1) The Prophet was ordered to fast Ramadan (Q2/1'83-5)- 
2) The Prophet was given the same orders as Abraham (cf. Q3/67? ). 
Therefore Abraham was ordered to fast Ramadän3. 
0 
3) All those who c, Lc after Abraham were-bound to follow his 
ordinances (cf. 33/62,48/23). 
Therefore the Mil tab b-were also obliged to fast famadzn. 
Tabarl never mentions, the Jews by name here, and it ray be that 
for hin; theoc arc exclusively i, ieant by the term Ahl al-I: itäb, the 
Old Tcctamc,, t being the i, itlb par excellence. 
e la: "' only new contribution to the discussion is the Mu tazili 
.1 Widely advocated in the hadith. Also, which is more relevant, 
said by sorme to be the sawn al-awwal. 
2 Several rcror,: , in b. : Jacd and elsewhere C; ive ' e;; arºpleo' of 
factinC in ,, iblical timcc, and are perhaps cönnected with this 
tendency, tliouü`_, possibly they are inherited from Jewish traditional 
literature. ý, urgani p. 153 for instance giver, a story tracing the 
ori,,.; i n of "; ariac11 n bac?: to events connected with Adam. 
3 Cf. berg a haclith in Ililyat al-Awliya', VI, 16-18, in which God 
tell Ttoacs oftho fadl of Ranadän and fasting. 
Lý 
AM Llie pr-: v i. ouul ftt,; t, on l, hc present one, was comprised of 'days, 
': '}iis non-co;, u: d. ttrx). opinion rcprc: 7-entc; the furthest fncti. tntly just- 
ifinble e:; t; ent of the al. 1c;; ed siinileirity of style of fasting. It 
is, , rocs ibly influenced by the 'ayyäm macdüdat' of 'tlie cucceeding verse. 
1l'1. lr, l. conoider:, tliia the Uect view of the three he quoteo, and re- 
frain fron attcmptinG to identify a. ra. q. 
Besides the story of the Christian extension of farnadän into . 
a loner period of fastinv; in recompense for not observing it in 
the proper reason of the year, therd is introduced. in the. tafsir 
/ 
of i3a; hawi2 another rationalisation of the difference in length 
between the Christian and ihtslim fists. Although the now. story is 
combined with the old in Baý; hawi's version, it seems likely that 
this is a later conflation. According to this account, after adding 
ton e:; tra days -in compensation for shifting it out of season, it 
happened that. a king of the Christian. -3 fell ill, and it was revealed 
to him that a week's extra fast would cure him, and accordingly, 
the fast was extended to 47 days. The king was cured. After his 
eventual death, his heir decreed that a further three days 
J+ 
shou.. d 
be fasted. I'rori corks the apparently textually ceparate 
but nevertholec clearly related information that 'there overtook 
then (the Christians) two deaths, and they resolved to increase 
their fast, and added ten days to each and of it. ' 
As hos becn implied already, these explanations are nothing 
more than speculative attempts at rationalisation, and no historical 
basis need be sought for then. However, it is interesting to note 
1 p. 11 j: 
2 
p. 69- 
Un this, cf. IU 2127. 
flo imarent cloti; e connection between this mention of the three 
clayo' fa:; t , Y-(l thoF; e more frequently encountered. yee 
below, n. 38 
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4; , he coinrton tlrcm c, t'.:; t tlic incrcz.: r, c in the fasting rcriod is always 
coon in accowntn as propitiatory or a3 a l; affRra. lJhcther 
tliis roveo]n that for the authors of thooe accounts the oriCinal 
30-day period was also of this nature is not clear. Certainlyr the 
: ), urhn offers several examples of minor fasts undertaken for the. 
purposes of kaffara1. 
'a-hawi aooerl; s, without attributing the idea to any source, 
that a. r1. q. * refers to (all) those prophets and nations (tinam) that 
went before. : 3inilarly anmalchshari's opinion it that this phrase 
refers to fasting having; ' been prescribed for prophets' and nations 
since the tine of . klart`, and lie quotes. a cayinc frort 
cAli that 
fa; tino is an ' 
ciblda 
gadima asliyya' , fron which God, has exempted 
no ; eopJ. e3. This could renresent the ultimate logical extension of 
if r the 'Abrahan' tendency , or may be a borrowing; fron Jewish folklore. 
A third 1 o^sibility is that a connarison has been mado between this 
instance of alladhin min ciablikum and the verbally identical 'Q2/21 
the latter can certainly be made to bear the meaning of 'all mankind' 
without dif-, 'icu. u?. ty. 
I ;: 2/1; 'G, lF/9I"-,, /ü9,5/95,5 ý/3-1+. , "ýarfära would ari: e if ä ýti-tritten" 
fast were tarr. cred with. 
2 
'"here e.: 
ist 
some non-canonical reporto concerninc Ad mis fact 
and also Jewish traditions of similar substance. Soo bkow, p. 20Z 
Cf. p: "rliap.; a tai3ir sayino from the Prophet in Shaerlcani: Siynr, iu. 
cý i, amadzn l; atzlt, ahu a. l. l. ahu a1.1 al --urnarn giblakurn, and 0,22/34, dealinE. 
ý; itli tl+e 1ý; ý j j, , aý"ý : 7_i-'.: tt1.1i ummatin ja°aln, r? ansil: an. 1ºlthou. -h vcrb- 
. 
allý. cl,.; - , J. r i. l_ar, thi.; iýlirase hats a narked lil: eneoa of sentiMbnt to 
lcar^; l: ut: i. bri al. lr. clliln min c; ablil; urt. 
1} 
; cc t:! )c, v. -" , -" 27" 
tha ,: torJ Cie)'ltlonedl above conrectinL,; Ramadan with "d. -Im. 8j, "lic v. . 
0 
T"r 
1.; ýi; ' er ý. o ýý7,. 0 ;; ý. th the bicl fast. See bolow, p. 202. 
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ni ohoervcc (pp. 1G9ff. ), concorning the report from °Ali, 
t1ial; it:; wie connir to ir iliuntrating that a difficult thing (viz. 
fasting) bccoivc easier when it is nade general. This is comparable 
to flaidawi's dote (p. 38 ), seemingly applied to the whole verse, 
that it is 'tnwlcid li-l-hukm wa targhib 1i-l-fic1,. I zi appears to 
. 
si. cle with those who hold that kamR refers to the prescription's 
beinC 'written, and to reject the remainin; standard hadIths, which 
lie nevertheless lists in his usual thorough manner. His story of the 
r 
a. lJ. cüccl Chri;; i; i. nn iý, zhtiýiiJ, of Ramadýn in an cribcJ. J. islied version, 
contai_ninv the natural co; apleiaent, the a11egod Jewish tahwil, which 
consisted of the reduction of Ramadan to one day, rather than 
. 
exteridinC it to 50. 
The dissection of the poosibilitieo contained in 11: amä' is 
conducted on a Lranr, ratical basis. If it is considered as 
.a 
notional 
accuoativo, one :; ay simply a masdar such as ' fardan' . If however 
one takes it as an accustaive of hä1,, then either tashbih (aiiil- 
ari. ty in detail of the fasts) is V, 1plied, or it is a sifa. of a 
march r mahd1l7if, such as 7citäbatan' . 
i? äz was clearly enbarrassed by the zeal of early polemicists 
in circnlating unfounded reports about other religions, for he 
notes with approval the (anonymous) opinion that Ramadan was never 
obligatory for Jews and Christians1 , and that to hold so is an inst- 
ance of the sort of attitude that deters those who would . otherwise 
accept 151äM. 
ý2hic o, )inion in not encountered elsewhere. However, in Tu3I, 
n. 116, there occurs a report which can be soon as atteraptinC to 
reduce t:, e evident absurdity of the claim that l; aº ad, n. wan prescr 
jbed for all ppco, "lcs. 1; in 4, nid that . tamad-in was obligatory for 
ý, roý'. ýct. ý hnt ný. t tlýcir . ýr. o>>lcý, "Airunnad's cor: i; iunity being the first 
to ba O1'C'tC1'"d to fi'.. it ] ý" 
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Abit 'Cn;, ytuý , 't. 1'f) fol. low, t; iviyIL ft caml,. rclioncivo 
Zcý: otxnt uT tlýe lýoý. ni:.: di. ý, cu: ýcr, ci by l)rcviou3 comrýcntator ,, intrc- and 
(. iiccv, snotlicr vcrci oi1 of tl, e c; hristi. an ); 'inr; rcportý , uhi. clt does not 
I'ltiol] WIC chai1"'l. n (, f the reason. "his version 4s poaüibly closer 
to the oriCinal; without the rather improbable jugolint; of the cal-' 
enriar involved in the other report, the story of the sick king 
becot. ios inorc credible, and for this reason ray well have been inten- 
clod to cu, ýi lint the forger tale. 
. he tai: r of , tliztr': 
ä>>i (I)p. 156-7), which will be taken in tho 
preaornt otucly m; roprocentative of modern Traditional interpretations, 
adheres to the Tabari view, rather' that that of the more rational- 
icl-ic : tgzI. It is clt: tracteristic of the lIuslip tafair s that pract- 
ically all the lively debate exprescinc. itoolf in traditional mater- 
ial come: to an end by the time of : 'abari. This is in part due to 
the industry and compreliensiveness of the latter, but i3, mostly bec- 
cure the traditional cxplanationc admitted no alternative style of 
execcoic. This in turn resulted from the tafsir'e beinC not a sep- 
a. rate d.: iocipline, but a sinulc component of the edifice of the Islamic 
sciences, and intiriate]. y related to the other components, such as 
law and ;; ran m, iar. To reriove the traditional structure of the tafsl. r 
alonC with its assumptions and preconceptions, would inevitably and 
irretrievably danaCed the other sciences, and would have necessitated 
a rcthin%ing of Islamic science as a whole. To show that such is the 
case is ; part of the concern of the present study. 
I 
I'oýsiba_y alluded to by 3nidaati, under his discussion of ayyarr 
na°düclttt. ;; co bc7. ot"t, v. 37. 
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The m0 y Woo- Lern nclhoi nrt; to have conaidercci Q2/183-'1 in nny 
detail, 3oi. toin1 and ; -1a;; 1; endoº, 1;?, share the notion that in this 
first vor.; r i; tthvi, nind it; prescribing a fast for a comiunity unused 
to fact; i nC. This idea, part of the General postulation of a lamely 
par; an Jlhili Group whose members are alleged to have formed the bulk 
of i', uharnr ad's followers, has long prevailed in the West, yet its 
oril; irtc [., o back no further than the tafsirc3, and it need not there- 
fore be assigned historical velidity. 
Goi. tci. r,. 'o identification of a. m. q. with the Jews is unforl; - 
unately brwecl on Ituclim traditions concerninc eXchiträ' ; he give 
r 
the inpre^r.; ion that theoe occur in the 1.1üolim diccuociono of u. m. q., 
irliich is not in fnc L the cane4 . The 
cjýchür3' traditions fore part 
of the internal polemical diccusoions of whether this institution 
should be accorded a place in Islamic fasting, and if. so, its status. 
Goitein was led to bring these reports in here through nöt realising 
the true ref. erend of 1ltamä' . 
IIa, r; tendonk avoided this error, but became troubled5. by the 
fact that fasting is' prescribed here when the . 
break with the Jews 
is a-parentiy-complete, since lie accents 'the tradition that 
Ashura' 
was a rreccribed : 'uslim fast before "Ramadan came, while Muhammad 
1-g-js -till favourably disposed towards the Jews. 1(c decided that this 
verse does not in fact refer to 
C; %'shürä,. By discarding the CXchür3' 
1 
Cioi-Itein, 3tiidies, p? ). Q; a : ff. 
2 
Chapter 4. 
in the context of the fasting verses, the postulation io entitled 
' al-sawn al-auti"la1' ; to mode of fas L-ing now nrovailint; in known - as 
' a1-oattrt al-31: har' . The äira may be included with the tafhir 
i.; aterial. 
4 
1)"95 5 : 1). 1f7-8. 
6 (. n the ,; hu': y ascu:;, ption tunt 'If the tradition : bout the institution 
of 
c: lcliürr. ý. ' by hoharm cd in imitation of the Jew: were not historical, 
then it wMu1d not have been Liontionecd at all in the Tafciro. ' 
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tradition ris r. iai; cr invention, there is for us no difficulty in 
the clear implication of the context that tho break with 
the Jewiah entabl. i.; hrrcnt wac now intended to be coon ttc definite1. 
; "iaÜtendonl,: i, ientionc this theory, held by Torrey-3, but dianicdea -it., 
prcournal, l. y as invalidated by association with hic non-acceptance of 
another part of Torrey' O. ) theory. 
According to 'nýtcndonl;, a. ý7. q. refers to 11h1 n1-1": it1b1~ . A1- 
thoiCh a. m. q. and variations on this phrase alladhin ütü ul- 
kitab min gablikum5) arc fairly common in the Quran, they do' not 
always refer to the sane people. üo to arguo' from other instances 
to that in Q2/133 is inconclusive; indeed it is not , even' 
necessary, 
for a satisfactory answer may be derived from the context.. 
1a°a. ilal, ur. i tatt, zaüna 
It is not pos` ible to establish -precisely the role of this 
phrase. It occurs elsewhere in the (uran as a rhyming"verse-ending6, 
and being thus to a certain extent a cliche, the force of its mean- 
is somewhat reduced. It occurs after a. m. q. also at 22/21. " 
It nay serve as a reminder of the seriousness of a 'izritten' 
obligation - 'so make sure you keep on the right side of the Lord' 
or it may perhaps with greater likelihood be considered as-a 
rationalisation, supplying a votive for fasting which further 
confirms that the tauhammadhn fast is firmly in the tradition of 
its predecessors, in the matter of its heavenly purpose at least. 
`; he riitfasc±run, generally feeling, the Jack of a direct object, 
I 
ýýc above, . 12. 
If 
` 
p. 42. ý Jewish Foundation, pp. 13C)f. 
conclusion is apparently arrived at by extension from 
the k-t-b of kutiba. He does not further define Ahl al Citäb. 
5 ßt4/13o, /ju, G. 6 (, )2/21,2/63, G/153,7/171. 
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accorcliný; ly supply several. 't'hese are usually of a predictable 
nature, c. L. al-macacä. 
l, 
ma yuftirukum2. Suddi3 il4 and tunat cpoll 
out the various muftirat,, and continue the comparison with the Christ- 
ians. TT'here is main the impression that this is comparatively inno- 
cent and early tafhir, not burdened with many of the later consid- 
orations, such as the theological implications of lacalla, discussed 
r 
by 1: ä7. i5. c, thcr commentators taco -tattaqun',. as most translators 
blue done, without a direct object. 
22/1ß1i. 
ayyäman ma°düd, tin farian lcäna rninl: um taaridan aw calE yafarin 
I` _. n_ fa-iddatun min ayyanin ukhara wa 'ala alladhina yutiqunahu fidyatun 
Ctaý mu riislcz. r. in faman tatatnwaca L-hairan fahuwa khairun 'lahu vla an 
ta r, iinü khlirun lakum in kuntum ta°lamüna. 
... on certain days. Any of *ou who nay be sic): or on a journey 
shall fact a number of other days, and those who can shall make 
compensation, food for a poor man. To volunteer a good thing is 
better. Fasting is a Good thing for you, if you but knew. 
(Vote that this is a working translation. As will appear from 
what follo1ws, a definitive interpretation of some of the phrases 
ir, virtually. inroosible. ) 
The previous verse was fairly straightforward: its Hain 
function wan to proscribe fasting, its secondary function to place 
the novel. ; ": uhani M1,111 fast in that perspective of history which the 
Prophet Iris endcavourinh to project. This verse is considerably more 
comic,; it is loner, has more parts, whose inter-relation-is 
1 Titrýi, n. 11ý. 
2 -'nUýri, 1ý. 1 30.3 
!f 
TAt)tlrll, r)-l-30- fol. 2? r. 
`' . p-170. 
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coºaetiriecc aribi:: uou-J, and it offers problerao of preci$o context which 
did notarise in v. 133, the latter having a recognisable place in 
a sequence of ci. nilar f; eneral promuleationcl. These difficulties 
were naturally also experienced by, the iluolirri commentators, but 
such was the witirre of their preconceptions concerning this verso 
that their solutions arc practically useless to anyone attempting 
I. 
an unbia, ed ex, pooition of the text, and indeed they hamper it con- 
siderably. 
The principal tafsir 'fact' which has to be vigorously ex- 
piinged is that of abrogation, which is deemed to affect the whole 
or mast of this verse, v. 135 being the abrogator. The immediate 
cause of this was that the fidya 'allowed' in this verse, as it. 
came to be viewed, was incompatible with the idea of the Islamic 
fast as it-was later developed by the fugaha', and it was therefore' 
declared, by the majority at least, to be unacceptable and void. 
However, the Quranic text had to be accounted for, and this resulted 
in the elaboration of an alleged situation in which the fidya, Mon, 
with various other things2 had briefly boon permitted. The idea 
that in fuhammad's lifetime the fast- prescribed in the QQuran had 
passed through two (some claimed three) stages became firmly en- 
trenched, and has remained so over since the second century A. II. 
The need to rationalise the alleged change(s) in dispensation was 
not by positing a ; tuhammadan comiiunity composed of Arabs who were 
vaguely religiously inclined, but who were unused to the rigours 
of obligatory fasting, and needed therefore to be broken in grad- 
Liol lyý . 
1 ; cc above, ;,. 7" 
ýý fir, o the moiltiornt of a1-:: awm al-awartl, AbOVC. 
J 
0 
0 'CaU. 
p. 1,;: tm i. rinit go. vmian la y'ata°arrnradü al-ci; ºam... wa 1; 
äna 
fAsY1raCiC? 
C 
1l1. ]. hlßl A1. - ; Lll"111. Soo :. 1].; 30 discussion Of previous verse. 
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llowever, rl; i w"rrtu i ncli c, t; e 1 in the introduction to this chapter,. 
the : "Zuran, within certain 
li,. litations, is a coherent document, and 
if viewed rip such from the outset, it becomes intellicible without 
the need for an elaborate superstructure for each verse. Devices 
such an abrogation cannot be used as aids to interpretation; in 
the )recent instance, the original use of abrogation was not to 
e:; nlain but to harmonise current legal theory and the text of the 
lpuran, and it is notewortli; º that in cases such as this, it is al- 
ways the t-? uranic text: which has to adjust to the legal doctrine, 
and never vice versa. It is to be hoped that the case for considering 
I ulia-mmad' converts as primarily of Jcwiuh stock was earlier made 
strongly enough for the notion of a Muhammadan community of recent 
pagans tp be dropped along with that of abrogation . 
I 
Iiuhrurnad, then, havinG reaffirmed the obligation to fast, 
proceeds to outline some of the details. The fast. is to be on certain 
specified days. Although it was shown previously that kamä did not 
refer to the similarity in style of the IIuhammadan fact and that 
of its predecessor, it is nevertheless true that both the Jewish 
and Quranic fants here have specific periods appointed for their 
performance. 
Iluhrlmmad carries on to expound some of the regulations per- 
taininl; to fasting; the special rosition of the sick and the 
traveller, and, the fidya. The generality of the two verses 133-tF 
as a tahole should perhaps be noted, as it contrasts with the more 
r 
specific nature of what follows. The question of the novelty, if 
1 Abrogation in the Muslim technical pence at least. The changes 
brought . about 
by fuhzmmad in' the fasting verses may leýitiriately be 
regarded ao examples of naslcli in the, sense in which it is employed 
in Q2/1061 that is to ony, the naolch of the pro-lluliammadan state 
of affairU. 
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any, of fite rc °iilal; ]. oils in v. 134 will be diccucced below: 
air : tmd" ma dudatin ('. rt. ') 
It it ifitorot3tin that there two trordo apparently Save no 
trouble to the iiuolim cone ontatorc until. the time of Zarmalchcharl: 
that is to cay, their 1inr, uiytic rneanin;, as -opposed to what they 
r 
4 
refer to, was undisputed. Discussion of parallel Quranic usaocs will 
therefore be deferred, though one potential difficulty will be dealt, 
with now. The sound feminine plural ending of inacdüdät (cf. also 
e 14 
Q3/24), apparently anomalous when joined as here to the (notionally 
fem. sins. ) plural ayy3m, is in fact. accepted by the grammarians. 
This in indicative of the role of Arabic gram-. 'är as a whale - to 
reduce the lanciiago to a system, with the Quran as one of the 
principal sourco i: aterials. Thus when the buran depart: from the 
usual 'rules' of tie system, such departures are held to be per- 
u""issible. In the present case, the connection and agreement of the 
twp words is evident; its acceptance as'idiom cannot therefore be 
avoided. 
Initially two aspects of the words gave rise to comment: 
1) Their bein; in the accusative. 
2) The question of what they refer to. 
Before dir; cucsin the first of those points, some brief mention' 
should be made of the position of the words. It is evident that 
they cannot be separatedseriantically from the preceding verse. The 
present physical separation into two verses is unlikely to have 
been the result of any intention to alter the meaning of the to:: t 
(this is neither explicit or implicit in any of the tafsirs) but'is 
rather the result of the post-11uhammadan division of the Quran into' 
fixed numbers of verges. Given that the Quran as a recited work 
relies heavily on teriiina. l rhyme, it is quite conceivable that 
words occurrinc in the middle of a verse 
(i. e. 183 + 184), as 
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laeallal, ui, i tat; taniina may well have done, could by reason of beinG 
s'.: ressed for rhyme purpouco have cor, ie to be rcLardod co a verso' 
ending. Ile may note that in Q2/22, the first word, alladhi, is gov- 
erned by the verb of 2/21, which also ends in laCallal: um tattaqüna. 
That the sencc of an utterance should over-ride verse endings with 
no interruption in weaning in a common feature of the QZuran: however, 
r 
its justification is necessary here because in this instance it is 
not universally accepted. At the simplest level, commentators supply 
supposedly elided words in front of a. m. in order to make the verse 
self-standing, and to complete its sense. This is in part due to 
the atomistic methods of the mufassirün. Less excusably, they take 
advantage of its present physical separation from the preceding 
verse to suCCest that v. 131+ is now redixndant, and that v. 185 is 
the proper sequel to v. 183. 
To return to the first point mentioned above; the grammatical 
case of a. m. is variously explained. The only noteworthy difference 
in the solutions offered is that the supposition of a suppressed, 
verb1 before the two words Would enable the verse to stand by it- 
self, while the others do not`. 
In Tabari3 we find already most of the ar;; uments connected 
with the second point. While an earlier exegete, Nugätil, had been 
content to cio cc a. m. as ilariadaii 
ý, 
continuinC without interruption 
from his cor. iraentary on the preceding words, we now find, ascribed 
to e, ºi; ä1 , the opinion that there was imposed before Ramadan a fast 
of three days, and that, this is what a. m. refers to. The argument 
behind this assertion runs: - a. m. doe;; not equal Ramadan; Ramadan 
1 
tti, 1ý. 38. :; cc e.!;. aid, 
2 Cf. p. 116: It iss either -. arf, or in effect ;; overned by 
1z-ýi. yc. T, t. ý 
,i > 2}ýý. 130ff. 
ý foa.. 22r. 
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is now Elie ; olo obliratory fast in Islam; the three-day' fast must 
therefore have been abrogated; therefore the words refcrrinL to 
the three-day fast, namely a. m., and the whole verse containing 
these words, must also be considered abrogated. What is not explicitly' 
riention-id, but which this final 'conclu , ion' is solely dapigned to 
sup ort, is that by rormovint; this verse, ono also removes the con- 
troversial fidya clause1 . '1'lris tafc r is 'thus inspired by legal 
considerations,, and is not- simply expository. 
The original assertion, that a. m. referred to a three-day fast, 
coons to have been able to gain credibility through the fact that 
such a fast is widely advocated in the hadith? - (it is also mentioned 
in the Quran) and was probably a common practice too. IIowever, there 
is no evidence of it from the time of the Prophet as a regular 
annual activity. The motif as it occurs in the tafsirc is in all 
probability borrowed from the hadith literature. There remains the 
possibility that 'three days' is derived from a. m. itself, three 
bei. nc considered by many as the riinimum' plural. cAtä's report 
I 
cannot be ret, a. rded ar. a hadith designed to counter a contemporary 
. 
practice of fasting three days. 
Another report, from h. cAbbls, elaborates the idea of abroo- 
ation implicit in the 
cAtl, hadith, by stating that these throe 
dayU werc the aat"in al-avn"ral, performed fror catama to oatana, i. e. 
without any prolonged nocturnal rcopitc. This links the three days/ 
fidyn abrogation with the situation said to have prevailed before 
the revelation of v. 187. As suggested earlier, this combining of 
hypotheses under a convenient title, al-sawm al-awwal, made for 
neatness and the mutual strengthening of the component assertions. 
Others would also consider this verse abrogated on Grounds of 
re, petitivenrs$, betucen it and v. 18,5- 
2 Oce b, -? 1o1-r, x. 200. 
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In a lioclith from b. Abi Lai16 - IIucädh b. Jabal, we find 
CT%oltitrj' added to the three-day fact: ' by placing the disputed 
cÄshüral in the carte position as the three days, it is conveniently 
disposed of when the latter are accepted as abrogated. 
Itowevor, TTabari now skilfully starts to turn the general drift 
of the arGumont towards his own way of thinking. Ile now mentions 
those who accept the existence of a previous three-day fact (to 
those veracd in haclith, this would have been quite reasonable, - of 
course) but deny that it was over obligatory. Naturally, a convenient 
" 
hadi. th is supplied - from b. Abi Lail: This removes the possibility 
f 
0 
of a. m. referring to the three days, since a. m. can only refer to 
a prescribed fast. For Tabarl, then, a. m. equals Ramadan, partly 
on the basis of the '1carn equals Ramadan' idea established by him 
ad v. 1331 , and partly because he has no convincing had%th against 
such a vier: for hire, the conflict2 of the b. Abi Lailä reports 
invalidatcc the three-day fast argument. Although a. m-, is now shown 
to have a respectable ncaning, Tabari of course still maintains 
that the ficlya clause is abrogated. 
When the false trail of the three-day fast is ignored, there 
is no doubt that 'Zamad3n is in effect indicated by a. m. This 
cannot however be proved from v. 184 alone, as the mufassirs would 
prefer, but rather by considering the verse in context, and esp- 
ecially with v-135, where it ray be seen that a definite injunction 
is given to fact i: hc month of fariadän. ? 3y implication, rind not by 
otrict [; racu: iatical parallel, Rärtadan is the specification of a. m. 
The weakness of the- oblil, ztory three-day fast reports is corn- 
pen: ated for in ',; arialzholtari and other later writers by- the introduct- 
joh of a new argument in " the attempt to chow that the fidya clause 
1 ; cc above, p. 27. 
2, jr. aiarly, in 1ä.. i, both aides are supported by b. °Abb5.. 
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iv to be dj. nrearcied. It it; claimed on a11eý, edly lin;; ui , tic rrounclo 
that riaccliclýlt can only refer to a: i, iail nuiabor, that j r, to ray lo 
than 2; ' or 30, the nnuTher of clays in a month, and that therefore 
soriethinC other than Ramadan is referred to' here. The examples add- 
uccct in favour of this art; uracnt are Generally drawn from, the Quran, 
and it will be a.. well to examine tham here. 
At 12/80, it is said, referring; to the length of the Jews' stay 
r 
-ý_I in Hell, Ilan t: ir7a: : ana, al-nflr illa ny; ºarnan ma"dudatln '. '1'here in 
no ,..; ood rcar, on to consider m. here as ec]uiva]. ont to 'niuierica]. ly fo :': 
rather, 'rolativeiy few' or 'a limited number' of days, i. e. not 
for ever. Idagtondonlc (p. 57) says that Jewish estimates of the dur- 
ation of Purgatory range between 49 days and 12 months - at any 
rate more than 30-days - though of course one cannot assume that 
IIijäzi, of the seventh century A. D. would necessarily have had pre- 
Cicely the same notions as the authorities of the Talmud. 
At Q2/203, we have the phrase 'wa adhkurü allaha fi ayyRmin 
maeaüdztinl referring to part of the ha jj rites. Again, although 
one may acaune, with' the rnufassirün, that the -few days of tashrigZ 
are indicated hare, the meaninc of 'm. is more that of 'appointed' 
or 'specific', rather than 'few'. Given the context, to translate 
by'few' verCes o: ) the absurd and even the impious. The closest 
synon: rr1 in Arabic in this instance and in Q2/184 appears to be 
mugaddarat, and this is explicitly mentioned by R zi (p. 172). 
ýýý 
en. sing. cndiný. At C; j/21+ , an otheritise identical ; ýhrase has 
maccliulýtin. Thic in itself is a clear demonstration of the flexibility 
of the 'rules' of aCrecnent in Quranic Arabic. Commentators often 
intcrchan: e one form for the other: c. C. Räzi, P"172, uam., p. 255. 
2 A1tliou 11, the una e 'of a. m. here closely parallele that of Q2/184, 
the hoL; sibility of any connection between the three days of tashriq 
and the a1leLecl prc-2amadA21 it would be hhrd to nubntantiate. 
112 
imilarly (11/8 and 11/1021 scarcely support the meaning 'few' 
and ar. c in fact not quoted in the Muslim arour cnt. This further 
illu,; trates the weakness and selectivity of the claim. Not only 
i. u the ar-^urient not applied consistently to the mafetll form, it is 
not ap lied at all to other forms of the root 
c-d-d: as a convenient 
e;: am 1e, we nzy note that cidda in (), 2/135 can clearly refer to any 
number up, to thirty, the lenu-th of ßamad3n. The general supplementary 
asocrtioný", that c-d-cl is used for rna11 numbers, since s-b-h, 
h-th-y, and h-y-1, other roots with the idea of numbering, are used 
for large ones, has little weight. It may be conjectured that the 
idea of paucity was originally based. on the use of the sound plural. 
The final 'uranic instance, and perhaps tae most conducive to 
the 'few' interpretation, in .:, 12/20, %-there Joseph is sold by his 
brothers for ' darahim macaiida' . In. the context, 'Heir' would not 
be an unr asonable translation, but it is certainly not the only 
one ; oscible`. Again, 'numerically few' is not implicit, while 
'relatively fetr' is more probable. tiorcbver, Bcecton3 has made out 
a good case fpr 'iacc1iicla being here a technical term, a mercantile 
cliche which by the time of the Quran had lost any real meaning. 
As a final rejoinder to this claim concerning macdüdät, we may 
observe that there in no mention of any notion of size being attached 
to the root c-d-d or its derivatives in the Kitäb al-oAin of I: halil 
b. Ahead, our earliest Arabic le:; ical stork, which of course con- 
. 
siderably pre-dates ', '. acia1: h Shari. 
It was su;;; ested above that mugaddarät offer' the closest 
c 
synonym for pia düdEt in Q2/184. Accordingly, 'specified' or 
; ee e. ý;. 7ýr. ilkhýhzri, ni . 2, +- . 
ýTý! 5 
2 The O. T. has here 120 pieces of silver'. This is neither few nor 
but I. s anyvlay realer than three, the number with which it is 
hoped to i deritify the macdiý(iat of Q2/1 84. 
In Aro i)i c F& I:: icu is ;, tirdics in honor of II. A. i . Gibb, Loiden, 1965, p. 101F 
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'appointed' clays ocenc to be a reasonably cloce translation. This 
is ar,; re'eable with the fact of iiamadan being a specific and well- 
defined ýcriedl. There is aloo a case for extending this meaning 
to include the more technical sense of 'divinely decreed' . Bear, 
inc in mind the wider context of the verses, and the spirit of 
takhfif which I: uliammad is propagating in this section of the Quran, 
r 
it 1e perhaps possible to admit the alternative translation 'rel- 
atively few'. or 'only a few' days, without specific numerical im- 
plications. However, the lack of background information on the 
fast of Arabian Jews before liuhammad's edicts hinders any sub- 
otantiation'of this proposition: is Ramadan, as a single cat 
,: period of 
fasting, a specific number of days, relatively less of 
r 
a burden than numerous other fasts, or is Ramadan, although long, 
bitt a few days in comparison with the reward it brinCUý? 
In the lonC term, the idea that nacdüdRt indicated that other 
than Rzmadän. rar. referred to by the phrase a. m. fdiled "to cain 
acceptance. However, as is Generally the case with the fiuslim 
sciences, an art; unent, once properly formulated and substantiated, 
never dicanneara ever. if it doea fail,. and the notion that rtaedüdat, 
implies fewness became firmly entrenched. Nevertheless, it -: renente. d 
little difficulty to those such ac Paz! who preferred to interpret 
a. ri. aU i., ýdicatinr :; ana(1Zn: he simply claims that conpared with 
f. ýrtiný the whole ycar (a concept familiar from the hadith liter- 
ature), even 30 clays is a small number. 
I 
pani j also diopones of a number. of other arCumonts in favour 
of a fart )rior to i arlrtclcin, such as tho pout-cl accicclý hacli. th 
1 ., )uranic para11c1, include Q15/60,56/60,87/3. 
L Joc ;. ie reforcnce fror: i; ttyi in the no., paraCraph. 
LF 
ý p. "t7ýý. 
ý t? ot in '"Jcýt; iiink' , Coýicorclanco, nor cncouni: orcd cl. ocaýtieý"c. 
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i, which the l'ropllet anyc that ltamndän a. bro[; atea n1l previous fasts, 
from whicAi the automatic deduction is that some considered that' there 
were previous fants (t1iou h it is not' actually stated that tlieso 
wore Riusiim faste). Other, suCCcst that the verbal repetition of 
the marid/: afar clause (vv. 13k-5) indicates that somethinC other 
I 
than Ramadän is meant the first time it occurs, for, otherwise the 
repetition would be'stylistically unacceptable. Yet others claim 
a. t. cannot be equivalent to Ramadan, since the option of payinc 
. 
the fidya obtained during those days, while this is not'now the 
case with Ramadan. One may attribute the tenacity of those who fay- 
oured the existence of a previous fast to its convenience as a suit- 
able limbo to which might be consiCned all the unwanted 'pre-abro;; - 
ation' features of the fast as set out' in the Quran, which by, no " 
Means matched the fast as it was developed by classical. Islam. 
There is no other reason why an interpretation other than, the sim- 
plest (and the correct one) ehould have held on so lone. As it 
happened, with theypassinG of time, the need to justify the three- 
day fast/n1-sawlm ai-am; wal, by cJaimine, that it was referred to in 
the Ouran, disappeared, because both it and the accompanyin claim 
of abroCalion had code to be accepted as fact. The clear implication 
of the text could now be admitted without prejudice to the strength 
of the prevailing theory. 
I 
c farian kana minkum maridan aw ala nafarin 
Together with its sequel, this phrase forms one of the General 
conditions of prescribed fasting which Muhammad lays down in this 
verse. 
Z. n view of the neverc l classes of people, whom, reasonably enough, 
the cone i. lorc of tl, e hadith literature found it necessary to excript 
from the ri : ours of fazltinC, it seems odd at first siCht that the 
; uran': e; crIption chhould be so linited. However, it becoriec apparent 
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from 1 of; nly of the quran ti'lat the nick and the travellers aro ao 
often i. icntioncd, frcqiicntly toÜeL11cr2, as beinl; exemr, t,, or oubject 
to appecial. ru.; ulation, that as classes they seem al:.; oct stereotyped. 
Certainly, sickness and being absent would be the two commonest 
departures from norm. mslity, two slates rendering difficult or im- 
possible the proper i-)criorr, ance of most religious rituals, which 
under Semitic systems tend to be activities requiring communal and 
physical participation. The clearest examples of this are congreg- 
aticnal prayer, and the pilgrimage. Bearing this physical aspect in 
mind, it may be that here 'sick' is to interpreted'-. as meaning 'incap- 
acitated by sickness', and it may thus indeed include the old, 
On the precise rncanin; of Cc sitfarin, see below, n. 46. 
2 :: a"; tcndonk's assertion, p. 53, that there are no parallels to this 
clause in the . uran is sii ]. y not true: the two classes are the 
txbject of special re, ulation at Q4/42, concerning prayer, as also 
25/6; at 0,73/20 (cf. also a hndith in b. Sacd, 6,181, obviously 
influenced by the Quran: 11 says, 'Since Husain was killed, I have 
. 
not ceased reciting the Duran except when sick or travelling! ) they 
are ientioned in connection with the recitation of the Quran. Not 
alw3. Is the a: ne phrase or order is used. At other times, they are 
treated singly: illness at'Q2/196,9/921 021V61,48/1-7); travel at 
Q2/? 33,9/106. That to place the traveller, if not the sick, in a 
special category was a -, cneral Semitic custoii may be indicatcd" by 
iluj: hers 9/11f: one unclean or travelling, and thereby missing the 
Pa. ýover, i.; to celebrate it at a later date. Also mentioned in the 
4,, uran are the miNl: in and ibn al-oabil, and possibly also comparable 
is al-mv(tatil fi caibil allEa. 
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infirm or pre!; nant1, etc., as some, fugaha' suCCest. WaGtcnclonk'a 
ctt; ,; cation 
(p. 58), that mention of the old is omitted from this 
verse in order to keep it short seems somewhat poorly founded. The 
old are very rarely mentioned in the Q? uran: there is one verse deal- 
3.111. with old women's dress`. It seems likely that the problems of 
the old would be settled by custom and common-sense, if they are 
not covered by the various provisions concerhing the 'sick'. There 
is aT ossibility that in 1"luhammad's community there were very few 
old persons anyway. The incapacitation referred to above would be 
that deJree of sicl. nocs which prevented physical participation in 
c. c. prayer 
(or coins to a place of prayer). It scorns unlikely 
that sickness debars one from fastinG on grounds of- ritual impur- 
i. ty3 a; i. irn; iortant part of Pýuharimad's tal; hfif of Jewish prescriptions 
was a diminicshed concern with considerations of purity and impurity. 
Au for the meaning of 'cal safarin', there is a* case for 
raa3; inu this refer not cir, rply to those -'on a journey' , but more spec- 
ifically to those on raids or other military expeditions! }. Occas- 
ionally an e; cpresriion which does not explicitly mention war or 
fiChtinG, such as ' daraba fl-l-ard' is used by the Quran apparently 
r to deli _; ante solle hind of. 'expeditions, and the warrior is more 
than once the subject of special provision or :. iontion6, indicative 
f 
, ºlthou ch the nursinCo, and preCant riother, a well known couple in 
the hadith, are me itioned separately in the Quran (22/2 ') , this, is 
an isolated occasion, and does riot exclude their being -covered by 
the tern 'Sick' el$etrhere in the gluran. 
2 
"w?. 1Vr 0 Cf . Punbcr3 9/11 . 
1} 
The rIrhiv7lence of tiie expression was noted by Jacob, r. 2. " das 
Wort "Üaftir" kann 17! irlich 2ci.. c und reldzuL bedeuten. 
ý ý1f/1U1. ý'or>ýiblýr it rci'ero to il1'ad5. ri;;. 
i 
co)tccri,, im;; ; ornicr. 
h? 
of hi_^ con.; l: itntDi a well-l,. noun ;; racial care. , lclmitteclly no firn 
;: rounclc can he iaade out for considering this phrnce to refer ex- 
cl u:, i. vci y to tlic warrior, but if one takes it ar, representinC in 
coric vray a talclifif of previous practi. ce, it miCht tic in with the 
becluin practice of I, artial abctinc; nco before LöinG on it raid1 , and 
would mal: e coda sense of otherwise puzzling haditltc in which persons 
are clcs; -, ictc d as fasting on 'journeys' which take place outside 
itnrxulan, when there is no other apparent reason for fao tine: thcsc 
I 
0 
people would be continuing a pro-Quranic practice, either in ignor- 
ance of the ",; uran, or in harmony with a broadened interpretation 
of the 'ýuranic ordinance ao being optional. 
To anticipate slightly the discussion of the foll. otirinC phrase, 
flciddatun win ayyamin ukhara; the use of the fa suggests that 
the regulation affecting the sick and the traveller may be absolute 
rather than optional. This can be soon either as an instance of 
tak1ifif, with huiianitarian as well as polemical elements, or alter- 
natively a case may be made out for considering the ban absolute on 
the grounds that a fast performed while sick or away is technically 
or ritually incomplete and therefore invalid. IIoue'ver, too little 
is known or knowable of this aspect' of the Semitic fast, and such 
a suu; Ccstion remains uncertain. The yucr-cusr clause of e2/185, 
ahead, can be taken as supporting the takhfIf explanation. 
Considerations of this nature do not arise in the tafslrs. '. 11th 
the sole exception of Tüsi (perhaps also p-, -3), they consider the 
question of the absoluteness or otherwise of the regulation to be 
left oven by the »ran. It . is left to the fugah .' and the 
hadith 
to settle both thin and the parallel -questions of what conctitutes 
___-. - 
1 EI , ar t. 
' Jdadhr' . 
2 ; ec tiic tli c1i:; 000GiOri0 of thiG, bc1. our, p. 240. 
'' n. 1`Jj. 
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il. ZI1C; s or li jourtzcy. :, rk, i. c, tll. y the L, urrtriiC provision is soon-as a 
ru": ltna, a divine rcl"-xation of the otherwise inescapable, obliCation 
to fast the 30 (lays of ia madäii whatever one's condition, and the 
discus ; ion centre: round whother or not a rui: hsa should, be accepted; 
r, GLroz hint of rcluctrtnce is evident in certain hadiths. Tiisi 
cmploys the arlument that because the qaclä' (viz. 
cidda 
rain ccyyz iain u1hr ra) is obligatory, there is no option but to brcdik 
the fast rhi. ie sick or travelling. '.: 'hic appears to he not so much 
a case of nrI; uin;; from first principles (the Quran), but rather a 
justification of an already as--: uricd position, and as such it differs 
little from the rest of the reports. 
r 
faýiddai; rrn rýtin ýyärain u': hýxa 
"aken in con junction with th precedinr- phrase, these words 
Present no problem of com>>rohension. However *-_ this is. not to say 
that they do not provoke cocinent. in the tafsä. rs this is of two 
'inds, _raminatical and speculative, the latter manifesting; itself 
in variant readins of the . uranic text. - 
On the -r. u: miatical side, the care of facid6atun is examined and 
found to be in confor., iity with Arabic gram; ar, a parallel to 
Cc fa-ittibaun bi-l-ma ruf, tä2/173. i: oteworthy is the form of ukhara. 
: his word, the plural of the feminine ukhr3, can only refer to the 
one other plural in the vicinity, namely ayyän, plural of the macc- 
aline noun ywam, and of courne accordinü to Arabic cram:: ar, feninine. 
i7 i!: e : ýacdüýtýit, ; trlier in the verc; e) mist simply be accepted. 
as one of the several inntances of ', uranic style which do not fit 
coiji ortably into the : cherac s of the later Nuclirn crarnmariann. s; 1: e- 
where in the uran, it it applied Hore Inor!: 1allyl to re u]ar round 
fenAr-ine ; 3-urals2. It i:; evident from this and the cage of inacdiuaüt 
I 
'. 'c. ba1'l,. t. ). 1, L" , 2 C3/7,1L/lF3,12/iEG. 
1j9 
thrtl: the theory of ;; encler and . n(Ijccti. val aýrccrrent iý by no incznn 
rt;; , cttl. cd tit; i: hc c. tri. c t; ly ]. c); iCal mind rniýht dcsireI 
7. 'ij, ä., pp. 11G-7,1'. bit : [w., yän, 1). 32, and ; 'ntýnri, p. 132, tho only 
0 
SS 
0 
cola entators to co: icern thonsolves -rcatly with this , point, arc 
natur: tl. ly u, uthio to accept it simply as Quranic idiom, and are hard- 
pzo:: sedI to find a toL; icrtl justification for it. Perhaps the best 
ar!; u, "ient they offer is that ul: hrä (which one would otherwise expect 
here) mil; h"t lend to confusion as " to whether it referred to 
cidda or 
ayyän. This would be unlikely in j; rounds of position, but as there 
is a recorded variant reading of ukhrl, it is clear that some-one 
had stron;; motives in curLcstinC it2. 
'.: lie sick and the traveller, then, are allowed (or di.. rocted) to 
perform their fast at a later date, when they return to a state of 
normality3; they are not excused the duty. It was-sug-ested above 
that liunanitarian considerations lay behind the rej; ulation. However, 
there is the possibility that polemics enter into it also, depend- 
in, r- on t! hether or not I; uhammad is seen as the originator of this 
rukhaa. The possibility that this is an instance of takhfif has. 
. 
been mentioned, but there is none of the explicitness of (12/187, a 
much more definite example, and we have no knowledge of Arabian 
Jewish practice by which to judGe any change. In view of the special 
concern for the sicl: and the traveller frequently expressed in the 
quran, occurrinc usually in the form of'asides, rather than as major 
arnouncenents, it would seem that Muhammad was perpetuating attitudes 
(and Y! er11aj making them obli, -atory for the first time) rather than 
innovatinC. If this is the case, then the humanitarian aspect would 
I 
1 possibly the underlying principle here is that if a plural is 
collective, it is . rem. sind., but 
if it 1: ß, s Hore an 'enumerative 
3i,; ni. fic ttion, it May also be fern. plural. 
p. 129.3 Cf. (24/103 on sal-at. 
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nptý, ctir to he the clor'.: i`inrlt. 
WR calýt aliaclli na uj icLunahu fidyatun 
Thin phrase is , perhaps 
the most controveroi_al in' the veracs" 
dealin- with fasting: it stirs Tabari to even -reater prolixity 
than ut; ual. :; 'his in without doubt because nccording to the general 
in tei r retation, it a ?,,! arch kly allows certain poor>ie to ret out of 
the fast which-lins juot been so, solemnly imposed. Accordingly, the 
;. prcvai7. i. ng tendency of the mufassirün is effectively to dispose of 
the phrase by one means or another: abrogation, variant readings, 
restrictive interpolation. 
However, taking the view that abrogation is a later fiction 
designed to harmonise fiqh, hadith, ' and Quran, that variants Are 
r 
siiilarly not contemporary with the Quran1 , and that the proposed 
qualifications of the phrase are artificial and neither disinter- 
e3ted nor supported by the text, one is forced to consider this 
phrase as part of a coherent unitary regulation concerning fasting'. 
Before proceeding to an examination of what the tafsirs have 
to say, the possible rieanings of 'this admittedly potentially am. - 
biguouw ; prase will be analysed, and their relative likelihood- of 
representing; the true state of affairs assessed. 
The Arabic itself is clear enough except for one thing, the 
c 
referend of 'hu' in 'ali alladhina yutiqünahu': it could refer to 
siyäm, some way away in the previous verse, or to the following 
clause2. There can be little doubt that on grounds of position alone, 
it is much nore likely that the fidya clause, or, more strictly, 
'ta'Rri', is tiihat is referred to here. With this interpretation, the 
I 
See below, x. 120. 
` Either as a whole, in which case the hu is a damir al-sha'n, or 
more particularly to tacam; there is no practical difference in neanina, 
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applicability of the fidya clause is limited to those who through' 
i1lncrc or absence have missed fasting at the proper time, while 
if hu is taken to refer to al-ciynn, then virtually anyone can avail 
himself of the fidya in order to avoid fa$ting1. The rnufa33irs are 
unanimous in their support for this latter view, but this is bec- 
ause as a whole they consider the option of making the fidya to be 
no longer open. By claiming that the fidya was once open to all, 
they make it appear the more unacceptable and incongruous in com- 
parison with the fast as actually practised, and thus make their 
claim that the clause is now abrogated appear the more reasonable. 
To take the question of the applicability of the fidya a step 
further: either it refers to the Muhammadan community in general, 
or to those sick and travelling. Conclusive evidence for the corr- 
ectness of either ruggostion is lacking. 
The second one is preferable,, however, as it is simpler: it can 
be considered as following on without interruption froLi the previous 
clause concerning the sick and the traveller, the waw acting as an 
ordinary conjunction between the eidda and the fidya. If this is the 
case, it can be argued that the reason for the fidya now becomes 
apparent: it corves as an additional obligation of reparation (note 
the force of calms) for not having performed the fast at the right 
time. The missed days of fasting have bacon made up during the 
f 
'ayyäm ukhara', but there is still a deficiency: the point of a 
presribed fast is that it takes place at a set time, in this inst- 
anco -Rariadan, and so to do it out of time in in some respects to 
1 But there is a self-contradiction which further dives the lie to 
the hu=3i;; 5m idea, accordinG to which all are given the op; brtunity 
of breaking the fact, providing they pay fidya to the poor: this pro- 
supposes destitute poor, who are by their very condition unable-to 
ta?: e advan talc of the 'option'; thus, bll. are not liven , 
the opport- 
unity to break their fast. 
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Hake a deficient fast. The fidya, for those who can afford it, makes' 
compensation for this aspect of the deficiency. This takes due acc- 
ount of the basic notion of redressing a balance which is contained 
in the root f-d-y, which is not, as 1Iagtendonk claims, p. 59, neutral 
in ncaning. 
A refinement of the referring of the fidya to the sicl; and the 
traveller is possible if one now admits that the hu could refer to 
al-eiyar (although as riontioned above, this seems unlikely): the 
implication of this would be that there are two types of breach of 
the fast; if one was sick, or travelling, and incapable of further 
fasting, one was to break the - fast and male it up later; thotro 
who could not have fasted while sick or travelling incur. no penalty. 
However, if one could have carried on fasting, but did not' actually 
dodo, then additionally a fidya becomes payable as compensation 
for not doifig what one could have done. Such an explanation has the 
slight advantage that once the individual has decided whether or not 
he can continue fasting, his subsequent actions are all laid down 
and unequivocally stated. However, as already observed, it depends 
initially on the somewhat dubious assumption that the hu refers to 
the rather distant siyam. 
The wider interpretation of the fidya clause, namely to the 
I: uhammadan community in general, requires an even greater degree 
of speculation. It also requires the supplying of at leas one, if 
f 
not several, words which are not'implicit in the text, such as 
(yutiqünahu) minman ahahida min;: us al-ayyäm,, in order to male it 
clear that the waw does not imply a continuation of the 
eidda clause. 
As pointed out above (p. 38), the supplying of extra words, especially 
when the text has an intelligible meaninc as it stands, is a-pro- 
cedure that must be employed with caution, but if one accepts the 
wider interpretation, then, to use Guillaume's words, 'One can 
hardly escape the conclusion that the verse allows a rich man to 
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biiy himeif out of the fart' 
1. . Such n situation is not atteotod to 
historically, and is also undoubtedly con; letely at variance with 
the usual vice of the Muslin fast as a communal activity; a period 
of'great relir-ious soli(larity, which in more pious times it certainly 
arf; it e'ras' repugnance at the idea of such a loop-hole that led, the 
I; uslims to circur., vent it with such determination. Ono is therefore 
driven to seek come kind of justification for %that the 'uran appears 
to say. One must concede with the Muslims that the notion of a 
wholesale opting out of the fast is unacceptable, as making a non- 
sense of the whole idea of a divine prescription; this leads to the 
conclusion that in fact this clause originally applied to only a 
limited number of persons. One may then surmise that this was a 
special measure perhaps intended to benefit the rest of the coma-- 
unity by imposing a kind of wealth tax on the rich. However, , this 
involves a degree of speculation without strong support'in the text, 
and on the whole, the wider interpretation of the fs a ', clauco seeps, ' 
an unli': ely one. 
To sum up briefly, a disinterested qppraisal of the Quranic 
text suggests that the f34ja applies to the sick and the traveller)- 
and not to the comrunity at large. 
I 
The mufassirun, approaching this phrase with certain precon- 
ceived notions, and influenced by what appears to have been the 
e, irly ibandonment of the fidya, at least in the form here laid down 
in the Quran, tend to draw rather different conclusions. One of the 
nost prevalent, and indeed the only one mentioned by 1"; ugatil2 and 
Farrä'3, is that this clauso (if not the whole verse) is abrogated 
1 Ielnm, 'armondeworth, 1954, p. 184St racy be noted however that this 
fails to take fully into account the force-of 
calä. 
2 ff. 22-3.3 1lacani, ad Q2/184. 
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by the fol. l. owint; verse, or more specifically by the words 'faman 
shahida minkum al-.. hahra fnlyasumhu'. This assumes 1) that the phrase 
C 
a1R ailadhina yutiqünahu is a general edict, not limited to the 
sick 'and the traveller, and 2), connected with this, that hu refers 
to biyam. Marra' doen record the possibility of its referring to 
the word fidya1; this probably stems from his predominant interest 
r 
in the gram. n. atical rather than the practical aspects of tafsir, as 
he Hakes no' further couarient on it. If abrogation is assumed, this 
alternative doeo not alter the meaning much, though it does avoid 
the rather incongruous introduction of an alleged option by 'wa 
calý'2, which, as already explained, is rather the hallmark of an 
obligation. 
Tabari, - our ne;: t courcc, hac practically all 'tho classical 
argur,: ents3. After an initial sally aGainst variants (on this, see 
below), he recounts alnost a score of hadiths in support of the 
alleged abroL; ation of this verse. This-device, as indicated above,, 
per::. its the acceptance of the ride-spread conviction that the verse 
allows virtually any-one to Get out of fasting; this, being a dis- 
tasteful conception, im: ediately provokes the counter-assertion that 
the 'option' was temporary and no lonL,; cr valid, being superseded by 
the subsequent revelation of v. 185. The abandoned'fidya is then 
c]air. ied to have for1ed part of the smwm ai-awwalt 
4. 
: 'he abrogation of the fidya being; thus more or less firºnly 
established, the question of why this change in revelation should 
have occurred has now to be settled. The various answers proposed 
I 
I-1acäni, ad Q2/184. 
2 On the force of cal-, nee remarks on kutiba, above. 
3 
pp. 132ff. 
1r 
One report in Tabarl (p. 135, from Dahhak) specificnily lirth 
fa:; t. the components of this 
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naturally appear in hadith fori. Some-say 
1 that the first fact wan 
too difficult, because it last from eatarna to Catania, with only one 
meal per day, which coincides with the taxing conditions posited by 
the tafüirc as having prevailed before the revelation of v. 1&7, q. v. 
Perhaps parallel to this is- the assertion that originally, the Muslims 
wore unaccustomed to fasting, and needed to be broken in gently, 
i. e. with the option of getting out of it if it proved too difficult. 
As they became inured to the fast and its rigours, the option could 
r 
be dispensed with. This ausurries, as indeed most of the reports do, 
that t-Suhamrtad's followers were not previously well-acquainted with 
the standard rcliL; iouo activities. It may be noted that wore this 
hadith at all authentic, it would be far more likely, to refer to 
Ramadan2 than a relatively easy three-day fast. It is this sort of 
discrepancy which Lives the lie to the whole sawm al-awwal edifice, 
and thence to the claim of abrogation itself. 
The second Group of opinions mentioned by Tabari also accepts 
that the fidya clause is partly abrogated, but restricts its applic- 
ation to the old (sometimes also the pregnant and nursing; mother), 
whose position as retards the fast occasions much discussion in 
äigh and hadith. It is argued that the original revelation (i. e. 
the fidya) applied to all old persons, whether they could actually 
fast or not, and. that after the change in dispensation, it applied 
only to those who could not manaGe the, fast. (This does have the 
merit of recognising the non-optional nature of the fidya claus"e. ). 
To justify this, it is alleged that yutiq means 'to be able (to do 
a thing) only with-difficulty', and hence by extension 'not to be 
able (to do a thing)'. This assertion is so extreme that one is led 
I 
ý"ý35" 
2 Probably the intention of the hadith's authors. An e;; arnple of an 
independent line of thought bent to fit the now standard sawn al- 
at"nwa1 thcory. 
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struiChtauay to examine the r1otives of its proposers: it becomes 
clear that it is based on a desire-to sea acconumoilated in the wuran 
those Groups of persons who are discussed in the filth, and in this 
case to back up a particular doctrine, rather than to bring from 
altruistic mo: cives other invalid croups into line with the sick and 
the traveller'. That this is the real situation is supported by the 
fact that it is to b. °Abbän that this doctrine concerning the old 
is generally attributed, and it is this same name that serves as a 
figurehead for the comparable doctrine regardinG the old in the hadith. 
The pre-abrogation attitude posited here is merely'a reverse con- 
struction from the alleged second situation: there is no historical 
bar3ic for it, rjust ac-there is nothing in the Quran which would 
support the limitation of the clause to the old, nor even include 
them. 
The third opinion based on the standard text does not make 
use of abrogation. This 'is not, it should be'added, from. a dislike 
of it on principle. The phrase, it is said, refers to all persons, 
but after yutiqünahu we are to understand the-additional clause 
when they become old and unable through their old ace to fast'. 
This arrives at substantially the same position as the second opinion 
above. Again, there is no indication in the text that such an inter- 
polation is warranted, and its very awkwardness, coupled with the 
fact that it is attributed to Suddi (d. 133) may be an indication 
that it is a relic from a time when abrogation was not an established 
principle, and when accordingly the harmony of filth and ýuran had 
to, be demonstrated in a more roundabout way. Though roundabout, 
the assertion remains alarming in its implications, for it shows 
that the tafsirs have no compunction in reversing completely both 
the apparent, and, one would say, the intended meaning of the Quran, 
namely that the fidya is an established. fact, and furthermore of 
an obligatory nature. Some attempt at rationalisation is made by 
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cliiiºAnZ, that futic; llnahu refers to the period when these old persons 
. 
were yet in coca health. Included here are the hublä and murdic. This, 
hadith too is from bo cAbbaaa. 
The exten. ive pattern of alleged variants-constructed round this 
clause is diccucood in another chapter. A brief riention will be maclo 
here of the nost widcly attested example of these, viz. yutawwaqünahu 
r 
(pro yutiqunnhu). This purports to bring the meaninc of the verb 
round to the pozitiori required by the second Croup of opinions above, 
that is to say, 'find it difficult', 'cannot do it'. Clearly the 
assertion that such a meaninc could be extracted from the form 
yutiqunahu itself was as unacceptable to some then as it is to rea- 
sonable opinion now, and consequently a firmer basis for it. had to 
be sought. It comes as-no surprise to 'learn -that this reading is 
said to apply to the old, the pregnant, and the nursing mother, and 
is uttrý. buted to b. eAbbäs. 
Later tafcirs do not, on the whole, deviate from the first 
line, of thinking men¬ioned above, that before abroüation, the fidya 
clau3c was of universal application, though most also discuss the 
variant, yutawwagiznahu. However, in Tüsi 1 we find the proposal that 
the fidya used to refer to the old, the hubl3 and the murdic, but 
was then partially abroj; atcd, and subsequently referred only to the 
old. Whether or not this tnfcir'parallelled a severe opinion in 
the figh, according to which some considered the hubla and nurdic 
should fast at all tines, is not clear. ' As the fiqh developed, preg- 
nant and nurßi mC women carne to be retarded as dealt with by the 
marid clause earlier in thin verse, and it may be that as this came 
about, some attempted to confirm this thinking by removing mention 
of them in the fidya discussion. A third possibility is that supporters 
of the reference of the fidya to the old, aware that many regarded 
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this clause as the subject of abroCation, accordingly inserted 
into the hypothetical 'pre-abroGation' situation something incon- 
sequential, the reforenco to the hublR and murdic, which could then 
be ' ahro;; ated' without detrir c, nt to the position of the old. 
AlLhcii h Tabarl does not mention it, it seems probable that 
0 
in his tiro there was an opinion that the fidya clauno in fact 
referred to the vicl: and the traveller (ac su-Costed above, p. 53). 
This vier is attributed to al-Acamm (d. 346), and is mentioned, by 
f 
Rncj1 and Abü IIayyän2. Hu is taken to refer to siyäm. This results 
0 41 
in a two-fold provioioh: if the sick of the traveller cannot fast, 
they are to do so in 'ayynm ukhar'. If they can fact, "they have the 
option of doing so or breaking; and paying; over the fidya. In contrast 
to the oii: iilar interpretation advanced earlior, in which the rnarid/ 
safer provision was presented as being non-optional, this one intro- 
duces an olei. ient of choice, which does not appear to be completely 
justified, omitting as it does to take into consideration the ob- 
ligatory and apparently unconditional nature of calä. Apart from 
this, al-Acamn'c position seems a fairly reasonable one, and may 
represent a cor: promiso between a literal interpretation of the 
Quran and the prevailing traditional exegesis. Its approach to lit- 
eralness may however have been accidental, as it appears to have 
been motivated by a dislike of the b. Abbas 'old' interpretation, 
possibly because this was not sufficiently Grounded in the text. 
Al-Acanri's interpretation provoked several objections, for the 
0 
continuiriC possibility of a fidya was still anathema to the majority. 
Connected with the variants is the alleged elision of a 'IR' 
before yutignnahu. This obviously supports the b. 
CAbb3s claims, 
and is apparently first mentioned in tafsir by Abü Hayyzn3, though 
it is probably much older than this, being hinted at in many of 
1 
p. 177.2 p. 36.3 See variants chapter on this, below, p. 14F1 
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Tabari'c reports. 
io doubt it was not popular since it net a dancer- 
ouo precedent 
Gonorc llS .; peal; iný, the tafc rn prefer .. ^, traiGhtforward aUroG - 
ation, and it nuct be adnitted that, -iven the convictions embodied 
in 'the fiqh that had to be uhown to be in accordance with the Quran, 
this is perhaps the most satisfactory- solution. Thus the assertion 
F 
that abrogation had taken place here should not be seen as a delib- 
. crate plot 
by later cornnentators to mask the original meaning of 
the -yuran. There are no grounds for doubting that they acted in 
perfect good faith, -but bnce the general principle of abrogation had 
boon formulated, it was fatally easy to see ' it as-the solution of 
any problem caused by an apparent discrepancy betwoon. what the Quran 
said, and the current conception of what practice ought to be. In 
the present case, it looms more than likely that, faced with two 
broadly similar phrases, the marid/safar clauses of vv. 184-5, it 
would have been a simple matter for a -mufassir not familiar i-iith 
the true historical contort of the Quran to assume that one of them 
must be redundant. This seeming redundancy became 'confirmed' by e 
failure to realise the original nature and purpose of the fidya 
clause, leading to an exaggeration of the applicability"bf'the-latter 
which could only be countered satisfactorily by considering it no 
longer valid, so widely did the situation envisaged by this exagger- 
ated application differ from that obtaining in reality. The situation 
thus became rationalised as an instance of abro;: ation in the tech-'. 
nical sense. It is unfortunately true that all Western scholars 
hithorto'have also accepted the occurrence of abrogation as a fact. ' 
As pointed out above, it is difficult to assess what element 
of növclty or talkhfif there is, if any, in the marid/safar rogul- 
cation as 
a iJIlOlC " 
'ChUU(; i". in iaCt t; 11urC are other instances; : 3C-'o o. u,. Tab. on Q2/158. 
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1; acä:: iu nisl; inin 
In the Ouran, food or the feeding of othors, as distinct from 
the outing rend drinking of Q2/137, is often mentioned in 
close connection with fasting, as something 'which can take its place. 
This is either to help make up for the incomplete fulfilment of the 
fasting; proscription, as here, or as one of. several alternatives) 
to fasting when this is itself an atonement device 
2 
It is not clear why feedin- should hero be the only way of 
implementing the fidya regulation,. It may simply stem , from a cert- 
ain appositeness, in that the fidya hero is part of the apparatus 
for m^akinG; up a deficiency in the fast. Relief in kind seems to have 
been'a common element in an apparently fairly standatdised set of 
atonement devices occurring in the Quran. They reveal a certäin 
deliberate interrelation: in Q58/4 we have two months' fast or 60 
feedings, the same ratio as in the : present verse (if one is justif- 
ied in understanding 'per diem' in Q2/184), while in 05/95, we have 
feeding or 'its equivalent' in fasting, which would imply a knot-: n 
rate of conversion. This last fact, 'and the probability that a fast 
of two consecutive months (Q58/IF) could not have been imposed with 
any expectation of its boinG submitted to unless there wore some 
precedent for it4, tends to suggest that the details of". the system' 
hcae alternatives are not usually of equal value. äee below, p. 
22-8-9 
2 E. L;. (), 2/196,53/1E. The atonement aspects which later becane assoc- 
iated with Pamadln do not appear to be at all dominant in the quran. 
t; e may note that 'it teens to have been the custom to rive the 
poor the food which would otherwise have been eaten, or its equiv- 
alent'. (Universal Jewic]1 Encyclopaedia, art. 'raistinG'. ) 
1F 
Of course, it is ; loc Bible that its precedent is ia ud5n. Conclus- 
lye datinL of the two verser, ti"rotiild however be very difficult, if 
not iriror; 3iblc, to c5tlbli . h. 
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were cur, tonary and, not of i; ultammad I 
E; invention. The idea of l: affara, 
of which the fidya is t: +ken to be one method when used as in the 
present instance, is taken for ,; ranted in the Quran, and it must be 
preou!.: ed that the reason why we are so infrequently given details 
of it is that it is, or was, comºon knowledge. The instances where 
we arc given information (Q5/89,5/95., 4/92, besides those. already 
entioned) are not confined to any discernible group of activities.. 
For e, -. ample, some deal with short-comings in ritual, while others 
deal principally with interpersonal relations. It may be that where 
I1uham:,: ad offers details, ' he is trying to change the -prevailing 
'custom, but there are no contextual indications that this is so. 
The fact remains that in the groat majority of instances where l, uh- 
at:: ý:: ad legislates, he leaves the treatment of any infringe rent un- 
mentioned. 
That the food should be given to the poor, is not surprising, 
for they are constantly hold up in the Quran as the decervinh ob- 
jects of charity . The kaffaras of Q5/89,5/95 and 58/4 single out 
the poor for special favour, but they also appear regularly in lists 
of persons to be given special consideration. The uniformity of 
these lists suGL; est, a parallel withe the stereotyped, pair of the 
sick and the traveller, mentioned earlier in this verse. The common 
companions of the )oor in these lists2 are parents, relatives, or- 
phans, 'ibn al-sabil', ,. hile less frequently are added the, neigh- 
bour (al-jar), the prisoner, beggars, and muhäjiriin fi sabil allah.. 
r 
As two the case with the traveller, a parallel may be found for 
many of*thcco persons in the Old Testament, for o:: ample in the Ten' 
Commandments. 
I'occibly f. ivoiiririÜ the tiridcr interpretation of the fidya clause. 
2 8/41,9/60,17/26,24/22,30/38,59/7, 
76/ 0,90/14,15" 
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In ; 169/311., 75/11.11., 39/13,107/3, we find the feeding of the poor, 
comotimou combined with the care of orphans, mentioned as an implied 
charitable act. 
If we may judge from a comparison of c5/89 and 5/95, there is 
no practical difference botti". 'een tacam an used in the present verse, 
40 
and itcäm, which one miGht have expected here, and which is the 
comrioher usahe elsewhere in the Quran. While tacam can be an inf- 
initive noun, which is quite acceptable here, it may be"that, con- 
sidered in. it; more concrete sense of 'food', it is more satisfactory 
as the b; dl of fidya, which is'also, a concrete term, i. e. some- 
thing paid over, rather than a masdar. 
f 
fuu: pan tatawwaca 1: hairan fahutja hhairun lahu 
This phrase, referring principally to those concerned-with the 
fidya, but also capable of wider application, can have several 
interpretations, none of which differs greatly from the others. They 
rest on the translation adopted for the word khair. This. point is 
however subsidiary to the main concern of the phrase, which is to 
male a contrast between the obligatory doing of good, and volunteer- 
ing the same: the Quran implies that although some persons are feed- 
ing the destitute in expiation of a short-coming, this should not 
prevent others (or indeed the same persons) from doing the came 
but out of charity, and voluntarily. 
To return to the question of the moanine, of ]chair: at the first 
occurrence, it may be translated either by 'more/better', or. 'goods'. 
1 
(rather than food), or 'a good deed'. The accond alternative is 
perha; )s the weakest, as we nowhere else find the giving of goods 
so specifically mentioned as a kaffära in the Quran2. If 'more/ 
1 
Cf. n2/1ä0 
2 Unless ono take:: as. such trio otherwise fairly 
va;; uc tcr:: i 1 oudaga ,, r. icntioned an a ;; ai iära in 0,5/45. 
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bettor' is understood, the phrase can be soon as applying to those 
who are payin,, the fidya, , u:;;; es tiny that they do rlore than the 
miiºirium laid down, and heightening the impression that by not having 
fasted at the proper time, their fast is gravely defective, and 
nendc as much reparation as poosible. If simply 'a Good deed' ib 
understood, then the phrase is of a more General nature. 
At the second occurrence, khair can scan 'better' or 'a Good 
deed', something to be marked in one's favour (lahu) in the heaven- 
ly resister. ;e thus have two likely translations for the complete 
I 
rthrace: 'he '. iho volunteer, extra, then that is better tor him' 
applying; to the fidya-payers; and 'he who volunteers a -good deed 
(in this world), then it will be reckoned a good deed for his acc- 
ount (on the Day of Judg; erlent)'. Precise assessment of the second 
half of this phrase is difficult, as it is something of a r2uranic 
cliche 
For the fuslins, it is not a ratter for controversy: the act 
in question is voluntary, -if not abroaced anyway. The varidus sugg- 
estions, which as might be e:: pected are concretisations of the 
'riore/better' interpretation, all have equal weight in the eyes of 
the mufassirün. They say it either means feed more poor, or fast 
as well ac pay the fidya`. This last proposal disregards entirely 
the concept underlying the fidya3: it is difficult to maize compens- 
ation if there has been no prior short-coming: As for the first 
two suggestions, there is no reason why the cjuranic words should be- 
so narrowly defined - all that is intended is an increase in whatever 
way convenient of the tacäm mi., kin, without strict delimitation. 
1 Q2/280,4/25,11/86,16/95,29/16. 
2 S. c. , 'abari, 
--). 
142, I: äzi, p. 179. 
3 
Un1cvr. it oriCinally ocrvedl as a rer. iinder to , 
payers of the fidya 
not to coiic; ider this as exenptint; then from perforrlina ' ayyäri ul; har' . 
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Placing thin , Ahracc, and indeed the whole of the latter part of 
this verse, in a wider context, it is possible to view it as not 
much more than an exhortatory refrain referring back to the im- 
position of the fast in v. 183. 
wa an tasumu khairun talcum in Icuntum taclanüna 
91- 
Again, there are two possibilities for the translation of 
Izhair. 'Une may interpret it as 'a-good thing', as above,. but to do 
so leaves the phrase without any real link with what has gone before. 
This is rc::; edied by the alternative' interpretation 'better', which 
prompts the question, 'than what? 
". 
The answer to this cdn scarcely 
be other than the fidya, as' indeed most of the tarsirs claim . The 
phrase is thus addressed to t<<ose who have made over the fidya, 
reriincling them that though they have acted charitably I(by obligation 
or otherwise), and in the interests of the community, to have 
fasted would nevertheless have been better. Thus they do not get 
r 
lightly out of their original duty to fast, for their action brings 
the smaller regard. One point acainst this interpretation is the 
change of person, from the third in the fidya clause,, to the second 
here. This may however not be critical2, and in any case one can 
link this phrase and the foreüoing by considerinC; it as reaUburing 
those who fac l' Ramadan that their effort will brine; regard just aU 
the norc tan3ible donations or the fidya-payers will bring reward. 
Some of the tafclrc are loath to cast out this last phrase 
with thq root of -the verse when abrogation occurs, as it represents 
a valuable pious entiment. They are thus unable to say 'than the 
3 
fidya', and tend towards the 'good thing' interpretation. 
1ý 
ýab. T,,. 1tý ý 17 art E#, -,. iý 
2 I'o3cibly influenced by ; tandina next 
to the r; crti-ciichc 'in I: to l; uti taclamüna' , aloo in the second person. 
Soc -ahttt follows. 
ý 
Y, äzi, p. 179. 
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The vorne ending, ' iii:: that of v. 133, is a corn on one, and 
special relevance hero need not be sought. However, ' it may be noted 
that khairun lakurn is followed by 'in kunturt taclarn na' at Q2/280 
and 29/16, and by 'in kuntum mu'minina' at 211/36 and 16/95. It 
therefore appears to be comothing of a set phrase, and may indicate 
that interpretations such as those advanced above run'the risk of I 
r i1iný too much into the text. 
To sun up briefly: this verse sets out some of the conditibnc 
applying to prescribed factinr, in general, namely that it talcec 
place on certain specified days, and that the sick and'the traveller, 
aare the subject of'cpecial provisions. 
Q2/185 
shahru ramadäna cilladhi unzila fihi al-qur'änu hudart 1i-l-nasi 
wa bayyini-itin min al-hudä wa al-fürgani faman shahida minkum al-: liahra 
falyav, iimhu tra man l; äna mirrkum maridan aw calä- safarin faciddatun min 
Ayyärnin u;: hara yuridu all3hu bikun al-yus-ra wa 2 yuridu bikum al- 
cuora wa litukmilü al-ciddata wa litul: abbirü alläha cal3 mä hadäkum 
lacallakum taslikurüna. 
The month of Ramadan is that in which the'Quran was sent down 
ac; a guidance to on and ac clear cignc of guidance and of the Furgin. 
So he who witnesses the month at home, let hire fast it, and lie who 
is sick or on a journey shall fast a number 6f other days. God wishes 
the easy for you (Ho does not wish the difficult for you), and that 
you should do the number in full, and praise God for His Guiding you. 
Perhaps you will be thankful. 
The General nes,: a; e of this verse is quite simple: Ramadzin is 
claimed to be a special month, and as a mark, of its being special, a 
fast is instituted for its duration. RamadEn is thus tho'specification. 
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of the ayyän nacdiidät of v. 133. The General provision concerning 
the sickt and the traveller is confirned as applying to the just 
specified fast, and the verse ends on-an exhortatory note. 
shahru ramadäna ... furgnni 
AlthouCh previous translators of this phrase into European 
f 
lanCuiages have shown a marked reluctance1 to translate the Arabic 
as it stands, and instead either give their translations sense by 
supt-lying words ( as indeed do most of the mufassirs ) or deprive 
them of Grammatical sen: ro by leaving out those 'implied' words, there 
is no good reason why it should not be translated as an ordinary 
nominal sentence, with rhnhru ramadäna its mubtada', and the foll- 
owing words its khabar. Such a translation would be_preferable on 
grounds of simplicity and economy alone', but it is additionally 
supported by two other factors: firstly, the force of the following 
fa, which r, ra1zcc it clear that what it introduces is the logically 
connected sequel to what precedes it; this gives the whole verse 
coherence and r: eaning. secondly, although there is no graiamati'cal 
link with ayyEirn r., acdüdat, the desired virtual equation between these 
days and flaºnadan is in no way forced. The strict formal equation, 
by which the niufassirs and others2 understand 'kutiba calaikum al- 
siyara' in front of Ramadan3 in the same tray as it appears before 
0 
ayyai1 ciaedüdat, bcco, nes unnecessary, and the more plec ping loGical/ 
rhetorical chain, culriinatinC in faman shahida minkum al-shahra, is 
oat up. It seems as thought the commentators were driven to supply 
words in this way because it was felt that the Quran did not say 
ý_ E. ý;. Goitoin, 11achcrc. `E. g. Zara., p. 256, , 1bü iiayyan, P. 38. 
'"he case of shahru is to some w. wkward in consequence, and is ä1= 
tercd in a variant ( bclor: , n. 
14? ) .i arrä' avoid s this, ' sayinU- fay e: a 
la! zurt vhahru ranadana' . I,! uq it 1 has no comraent at all. 
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sufficiently directly and specifically 'Fast Ranadiin: ' (see what 
fo 1]. o ws). 
Taken in the above way, this sentence, givinc as it does the 
roason for the institution of the ßamadän fast'"(althouCh this reason . 
may not be entirely clear), forms the loCical introduction to the 
re-iterated and now specified command to fast. 
The riubtada'-khabar interpretation is present as a minority 
view in several of the tafsirs. Only Tusi makes it his first choice, 
r 
0 
while 25amakhshar% and Baidawi Give it no preference. NNo-one disputes 
its Crac; matical validity, but nazi specifically says (p. 181) that 
it does not make clear enough the order to fast Ramadan. There is 
0 
also the possibility that the nufassir used to supplying words to 
be understood would find this easier on the ear than the admittedly 
infrequent1 nominal sentence without inna. 
The words 'alladhi unzila fihi al-qur'än' can be interpreted 
in several ways, all of which are broadly similar. There are two 
possible meanings for al-qur'än, and two for fihi. 
rihi should be taken quite literally as 'in which', rather 
than 'concerning which'2. This latter rendering requires qur'än 
to be understood (quite legitimately) as 'provision', 'specific reg- 
ulation', but to read it this way here removes the reason for the 
selection of I; amadan in ,, reference to other months, which is the 
evident purpose of this clause: 'Ramadan is the month concerning 
which the command to fast cane down, so fast it' is almost a non- 
sense, and that any-one should propose such an interpretation suggests 
that it was only from an aversion to the prevailing one, and not 
because of any inherent superiority. To translate 'in which' with 
this meaning of qur'än is similarly unsatisfactory. Additionally, 
1 ThouSh cf.. the ofeninS of Sura 9: barn' atun min allahi. 
2 See an itolateci opinion in Zamakhnliari. 
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this meaning of qur'än is scarcely compatible with the. following 
words which describe it. The rer: ainint; alternative is thus the stan- 
dard. interpretation. An aversion to the standard rondorinG is how- 
ever understandable, for the structure built around this verse in 
the ta-Csirs is complex: its component assertions can only be acc- 
epted entirely, as a matter of faith, or viewed with groat scepticism, 
so neatly do they 'explain' various facts and tie in nnniorons loose 
ends. 
i 
It should be note,! that this verse is of considerable interest 
to I"; uolima and non-1; u$lims alike, because it apparently offers one 
of the ý'. uran's rare clues as to the precise date of revelation1. 
Unfortunately, it is not clear what has been thus dated. Crth6dox 
; Muslin opinion, aware that I4uhamriad could scarcely have received 
the whole '; uran in one month, rationalises by raying either that 
this verse refers to the beginning 'of iºuharrmad's revelation as a whole 
(this is "backed up' by 3ira material), or that the Quran came down 
on bloc during Ramadan to the lowest of the seven heavens, thence 
to be dispensed as and when required. If the speculation dent only 
this far, one could without difficulty accept the first of these 
2 two su;; o tions as quite reasonable, but the tafcirs then indulge, 
AltliouCh the year is not rientioned, this io 'calculable' by 
other meano. 
2 It i r, open to the objection that-the fo12. owind words su est a 
conplete work, not merely the first parts. However, this disreE, hnIs 
the force of the 'rain"; also, the work could hardly have been quite 
complete whrn this verse was revealed. It is quite conceivable 
that Navin. had his first 'revelations' , Muhammad could then have 
foreseen their/his future purpose, and/or that when this verse came 
down, he could have projected the later characteristics of the 
ýtiuran bac': to its early stables. 
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in the vain atl: cmpt to pinpoint precisely the date of the rovolat- 
ion. It hnppens that other $dat, ing! verses in-the c2uran, similarly 
vai; uc, both give and are given meaning when placed against this 
verse; those who juxtapose thorn never fool the need to justify their 
action in removing quite disparate verses from their contexts and 
then constructing from them a new and entirely artificial thesis. 
f The verses in question are those mentioning Lailat a1-Qadr, Q97/1, 
and al-Laila al-Ilubaraka, 2! F4/2. We have no information about these 
occasions that is contemporary with the period of Muhammad other 
than that in the ý, uran, and consequently it is far from curtain 
that L. Q. and L. M. are identical, or that L. Q. is a recurring event, 
still less that it comes at any time in Ramadan. Despite the exten- 
sive literature on the subject of L. a., especially in the hadith, 
the assertion that the three verses are in any way connected remains 
no more than assertion, and any attempt to reconstruct a precise 
calendar of events from them remains unjustified. 
The first suggestion. above, that the phrase indicates that 
Ramadan sat. the beginning of revelation, involves the least spec- 
ulation: in the absence of facts, there cannot be enough caution, 
for it is apparent that almost all earlier scholars have. fallen into 
the enticing trap, but trap nevertheless, of trying to assign prc- 
cisc dates and see connections whore there is not enough material 
to build fron 
1. Having said that a Ramadan appears to have been the 
month in which Muhammad's revelation occurred, it must be remembered 
that wo have only Iauharamad's word for this. Whatever he meant pre- 
cisely by this phrase is of : less importance than the fact that he 
wished to provide an imposing-sounding reason for instituting a 
,: uharinadan fast in flaraaddn; in the absence of other information, 
Rar. ada; n rust be jud,,: cd to have been :, elected as the fasting month 
ý'. laýtenc, cýrº1;, c}ý. j, on : ý.. ý. etc., atforas u: a good e:: amplc or t}11F3. 
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simply bectiuyc it happened to be an imminent Month Uhon Iiuhammad 
found i of iticaliy necessary or convoniont to introduce his pol- 
emically-adapted fact. The rationale for its selection is of second- 
ary importance, as is the question of the truth of the rationale. 
The re. maininc uordc of the phrase expand on the role of the 
a 
ouran. It mi"lit ueem tempting to equate hudan with fantinc, and 
f 
bayyinat with the various details of the fas L hero enur: erated, but 
this doer; not roc well with the case of furgan , and tends to 
equate 'qur'an' with 'specific rcoulation'1, which, it has been argued, 
is here unjustified. Besides this, such an interpretation detracts 
froir the fact that Vuharnmad is here claii: inC the comprehensiveness 
of the (ýuran, and not just that it deals with fasting, which is 
self-evident anyway. It is because of the great status of the Quran 
for Muhanni. 1ad, as a tanCible book of scripture, a convincinc sign of 
prophethood, as he believed specially vouchsafed to him, that Ramadan, 
in which the Quran alle-edly came dawn, takes on a special nature 
which has to be marked in some way. As suCi; ested above, this at least 
is the way Muhammad intended the situation to appear, and the real 
sequence of events may well have been the reverse of this, namely 
that Muhammad decided on Ramadän as the fast-period of his community, 
and then had to rationalise this decision. This he did by claiming 
it to have coincided with a significant point in his career, whereas 
it is more likely that (as with the introduction of the basis of the 
ta1zhf%f principle in Q2/1G6) the deciding on lamadEn coincided with 
. 
a significant point in his career as a politician. 
As for the word furgan, it is not here a matter of critical 
iHportance which moaning is assigned to it, since there is no ind- 
ication that it is specifically connected either with ^amadän or 
fasting. It appears that it is mentioned here simply as something 
It is noteworthy that here a convenient 'variant' exists. 
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whose bayyinät occur in the Quran. It is quite probable, however, 
that furgän here1 refers to the decisive battle of Badr, which for 
Muhammad was the equivalent of Moses' furqRn, the dividing (f-r-q) 
of the Red Sea. Just as'this miracle was in Muhammad's eyes God's 
t 
greatest sign wrought through Moses, so Badr was the greatest 
physical event in Muhammad's career, and therefore worthy of being 
mentioned alongside his sign par excellence, the Quran, itself. 
The Sira's claims3 that Badr took place in Ramadän"may be de- 
rived from a loose interpretation of this verse; they may conceivably 
record fact, in which case Badr would be the significant political 
juncture mentioned above. As Wagtendonk suggests (p. 67), 'the equation 
of furgän with Badr would be rendered more definite by reading it' 
in the nominative instead of the genitive, -but it is not acceptable 
to -propose variations of the text in this way. In all events, the 
connection between Badr and fastirig; remains coincidental. 
Taking the whole phrase as it stands, all''. we can deduce for 
certain is'that Muhammad wished it to appear that he had-good reason 
to institute a fast in Ramadän. The probability is that it was chance 
that determined the selection of Ramadän in preference to other mon- 
ths, for fluhammad's prime desire was to institute a polemically--. - 
altered fast, rather than simply to institute a (speci. fic) fast. As 
has been suggested, the reasons he offers for the'choice of Ramadän 
are secondary; the precise political impulse, if any, can scarcely 
be glimpsed at this distance in time. 
Despite the stories such as those of Muhammad's tahannuth, etc., 
in Ramadan during his early days as a religious man in tdecca4, there 
1 As it certainly does elsewhere in the Quran. 
2 Q2/50. 
3 
Sira, trans. Guillaumo, p. 111, Wägidi, II, pp. 801-2. Neither of those 
works is particularly early, and thus cannot be taken as historically 
dependable sources. 
4 
Sira, trans. Guillaume, p. 105. 
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in-nothing to indicate that Ramadtin'wao in any way a opccial, month 
before the Muhammadan fast was associated with it. The gtiestion to 
be asked is then not Itwhy Ramadan? ', but rather, 'why a month? '. 
Speculation over the solution to this problem has led many to lose 
a sense of proportion. Those who saw Nanichacan or IIarranian infl- 
uence in this have, by now rightly been discredited, but many. are 
still-convinced of Christian or mainstream Jewish influence. The 
scanty evidence we have can form the basis only for probabilities, 
and not convictions. 
Those who posit Christian origins for Ramadan hold up as the . 
model the Lenten fast, but tend to gloss over the fact that Lent and 
Ramadan while both long are not of equal length , and fail to acc- 
ount satisfactorily for there being nowhere else in the Quran any 
sign of Iluhammad's having adopted a' Christian practice, or even of 
having been acquainted with any of the details 'of Christian worship. 
Having regard to Ituhammad's career, Jewish influence in-the 
matter of the fast is inherently much more likely, - but we have no 
evidence of any one-month fast among the Jews at the time of Muham- 
mad. The one-month fast that we know of, in preparation for the Day 
of Atonement, is of a motive completely different to that of Ram- 
adan, and appears to have originated in Eastern Europe in the fiddle 
Ages2. 
However, there can be no doubt that fasts of a number of''days 
were known in the IIijäz: Muhammad could not have imposed a month's 
fast with any hope of its General acceptance were it entirely novel. 
Q58/3-43*, in which two months' consecutive fast is prescribed as 
1 Gerlitz tried to prove that they were identical. 
2 Zimmols, p. 605. 
3 The best example of several Quranic kaffaräa involving fasting, 
which, as noted above, sugGest a well-known system and equally that 
fasting was a familiar activity. 
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ono of the kaffarau for lightly using. the zihar formula, poooa aomo 
I 
problems hero: if it antedated Ramadan, than a one-month fast is . 
obviously not a complete novelty, but on the other hand, thero, is 
no necessity to look outside Arabia or even Medina or Ilocca for a 
model - the custom may have been entirely local. Whether the idea 
of fasting in months as a kaffära was (non-orthodox) Jewish or 
Arabiän in origin cannot at present be determined. The notion of. 
kaffara was certainly known to both groupol. Even if Q58/3-4 post- 
dates 2/185, the extreme length of the fast2 would still sugiost 
that the idea of fasting in months was wall-entrenched. It has al- 
ready been put forward that in mentioning this and other kaffärac 
in the Quran, ? uhammad was dealing with a well-established system, 
and (as far as may be ascertained) not innovating to any great ex- 
tent. The indications arc then that in instituting the month-fast 
of namadän, Muhammad was not acting without precedent, and that 
such a precedent was probably confined to a small area. 
faraan shahida vinkum . il-shahra falylsurihu 
Although this phrase might be considered the kernel of the 
whole fasting section, specifically prescribing the Muhammadan fast, 
the Muslims arc by no means at one in their interpretation of it. 
most of the confusion originates from the ambiguous nature of the 
words sliahida and shahr. It is not difficult tb arrive at a reason- 
. 
able interpretation o¬ there, but the rnufassirs generally are led 
astray by having to reconcile with the Quran certain non-Quranic 
considerations. 
1 See Ryckmans, and art. 'Expiation & Atonement' in Hastings' Enc. 
2 Though conceivably the intention of the verse is that the two 
parties should each fast one month. Against thin is the force of 
mutatäbicain. 
7:, 
To take the. cecond word first: 'tihahr here can only mean chahr 
Ramad&n1; it is only reasonable to expect the word to havo the same 
meaning when it occurs for the second time in the same sentence, 
especially when the first part Gives the reason for the order in the 
second part, By this is excluded thb equation of al-chahr with al- 
hilül. This belief stems from the mistaken assumption that shahida 
means. virtually the same as ra'ä, which'term is employed in the had- 
i 
ith discu; 
0 
discussion which the Ruran makes no attempt to settle3. 
Such an interpretation creates the awkward necessity of ref- 
erring the hu of falyasumhu not to its nearest noun, but to one con- 
siderably removed (as happened with the hu of yutiqünahu in the- 
previous verse), i. e. the first word in the verse. It is not clear 
whether or riot there were-any firm grounds for the assertion that 
shahr could mean hiläl: the dictionaries certainly supply 'examples' 
which appear to support this, but their authenticity is suspect. 
Elsewhere in the Quran, the meaning of shahr is always confined to 
that of 'month', and that of hill to new moon'. 
The other ambiguous word, 'chahida, does however definitely 
contain two distinct though cognate ideas, those of witnessing and 
being present4. Of these two, the idea of witnessing is the more 
developed, and is thus probably the secondary notion. In the 
1 
I. e. the month of Rämadän, rather thin one of the other meanings 
9 
attributed to it, such as 'new noon': see Lane, cub shahr, and what 
follows here. 
2 The question is usually known as that of 'ru'yat al-hilal'. See 
on this below, p. 229 
3 But vhich the fuqahÄl were novortholeaa doniroua of relating to 
the QZuran. 
I. 
4 Attested to in such forms as mashhad, mushhid, ' and mashhüd. 
I 
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precedinG paragraph it war, shown that shahida can hardly here sig- 
nify'witnesc': taking shahr to mean 'Month', we would be led to* the 
absurdity that only when Ramadan is over can one know that one bar. 
witnessed it and begin faGtinG it1, and so it is clear that the 
alternative meaning of chahida is here to be preferred. However, in 
this instance, 'being present' is scarcely an adequate rendering of 
this other meaning, 'cince in a. sense all persons are present some- 
where all the time. We must add 'in a particular place', or, since 
we are dealing with a period of a month, 'in the same-place'. For 
practical purposes, then; this phrase treats of the opposite number 
of the traveller, one who stays put. The Muslim term for such a per- 
son is al-mugim al-sahih2, obviously derived by contrast from al- 
r 
nusäfir and al-marld. The, idiomatic tränclation for ehahida is thus 
Ito be settled, at home', but it should be' noted that this fails to 
convey quite the flavour of the Arabic, which is apparently a tech- 
nin#elgterra3,, comparable to the stereotyped couple of the sick and 
the traveller. 
As for the commentators, the earliest, 1"Iuq til and Farr', 
both have the commonsense interpretation of the verse, and it is the 
only one they offer. They note that this is the phrase which abrog- 
ates the fidya clause, something which Tabarl omits to mention here, 
being much more concerned with the various agwäl on shahida5. 
I- 
This is noted in some tafoirs: e. g. Razi, p. 135.2 E. G. R3zI, p. 185. 
4 fol. 23r and sub Q2/185 respectively. 
Though the hadith Generally uses the virtually synonymous term 
hadar (noun), which forms an assonant pair with its opposite, safar. 
In common usacc, 'fi-l-hadar wa-l-safar' cones to mean 'at all times'. 
00 
Sec o. g. b. Sa°d, G, 248: klna yalchtum a1-qur'3n fi-l-hadar wa-1-safar. 
ý 
pp. 14Crf f. 
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The first opinion that Tabari quotes is that attributed to, . 
among others, b. 
0Abbns: that, havint been at home dt the beginning 
of the month , one is obliged to fast the rest of it whether one 
subsequently travels in it or not. Although defensible2, such an 
interpretation twists the literal meaning of the text somewhat. It 
therefore seems that it is not disintorested3, and should be taken 
r 
as an'expresoionof the xiew that people who. travelled in lamadän 
and broke their fast were getting off lightly from their grave rel- 
igious duty 
4.. 
It is clear that many were reluctant to accept what was 
regarded as a rukhsa, and this attitude has lasted until modern timess. 
Going further along similar lines were those whom Tabari quotes as 
reCardinC unfavourably any travel whatsoever in Ramadan, whether 
accompanied by fasting or not. _ 
Tabari's second main opinion is the usual view, that this 
phrase applies to al-mugim al-sahih (without regard to their condition 
at the beginning of the month), and this is Tabäri's own preference. 
Supporting it are a number of hadiths-which for him render the first 
opinion untenable. 
The third, Iianafi, view, falls into disfavour with him because 
of its extreme apýlication"of giyäs. Abü }Ianifa's understandable but 
'the beginningºof the month': it seems that the chahr=hiläl not- 
ion necessary for the shahida=ra'ä theory has to some degree infl- 
uenced the other interpretation; probably not vice versa. 
z It is strictly loCical, but overlooks the fact that the syntax 
such a sentence requires it to be taken as a whole,. and not sec- 
tion by section. 
3 
Also indicated by the non-mention of al-marid" See what follows. ' 
0 
1 F 
and that accordinGly the applicability of the cafar clause should 
be interpreted as restrictively as posaible. 
5 ',; ectcrnarck , Morocco, p. 92. 
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hardly philologically ju:; tifiable contention is that shahida not 
only moans 'to be mugim-sahih', but also by extension includes being 
compos raentic, b3liGh, etc. The result of this is that orie who is 
delirious or in a faint or coma (not considered, to be illnesses) 
for the duration of Ramadän escapes both the obligation to fast and 
the gadal; humanitarian, this rather undermines the orthodox concept 
i 
of a fard. 
Tüsii also favours the miigim-oahih view, althouGh mentioning . ... 
the opinion that travelling without good reason-before'the 23rd. of 
Ramadan is not approved. This is evidently similar to the view men- 
tioned above under Tabari's first opinion, but the precise signific- 
ance of the date is elusive. There may be a connection with Lailat 
al-Qadr (alleged to fall on an odd day in the last decade of Ramadan), 
the special devotions of which would not be feasible while travelling. 
Only. näýi2, who analyses the phrase strictly literally, comes 
down in favour of the b. cAbbäs opinion (though it is attributed by 
him to CAli). 
wa man l: äna ninkum maridan aw " a. a dafäml3n `faciddatunu: min ayýämin 
ukhara 
The weaning of, this phrase has already been discussed at its 
first occurrence. However, something more needs to be said concern- 
ing its standing. The words are not a mere repetition, nor are thöy 
to be justified by the assuming of the abrogation of the parallel 
phrase in v. 184, or indeed the whole of that verse. In the previous 
instance, they form part of the general ordinances connected with 
prescribed fasting, which was said to take place on certain specif- 
ied days; here the regulation concerning the sick and the traveller 
is re-affirmed, making it definite that the just-instituted Ramadan 
is to be considered as a proper prescribed fast. Once the link has 
been established, and Ramadan positively identified as the Muhammad- 
an specification of ayy&m macdüdat, there is no need to repeat the 
1 p. 123 2 p. 185 
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rest of the precedinG verse, and equally there is no reason to con- 
sider that the fidya provision is in any way put aside. 
In support of this, it may be noted that the phrase is not in 
fact'repeated literally: the second time it occurs, it is introduced. 
by a era rather than a fa, and this in itself implies a different re- 
lation. fluhammad is simply confirming the continuing validity of the 
r 
urarid=riusäfir regulation, etc., and its applicability to Ramadan, 
and is not having to introduce it as a frech subject as in Q2/184. 
There seems little doubt that this phrase is not. to bo taken 
as offering an option1. The Muslim commentators, however, approaching 
this verse with a knowledge of the filth discussions on fasting for 
the traveller, on which many widely differing views Fire held, arc 
unable to assess the verse neutrally, 'and so fail to reach agreemont. 
7'abarl is the only mufassir to Give us detailed comment at this 
point2. The others3 dealt with this phrase at its first occurrence, 
which is hardly consistent with their general belief in its abrog- 
ation. Tabari outlines three standard views, bringing hadiths to 
support each of them. 
Some say that it is obligatory that one travelling should break 
his fast, and indeed that any fasting the traveller may perform on 
his journey is unvalid, and must be rude up for later by another 
fast. This.. is a strictly literal interpretation, but taken this far 
it makes a nonsense of the humanitarian considerations which probably 
lio"r partly at the root of the special provision for the sick and 
the traveller. The inminent yusr-cusr clause is said to support 
this interpretation, and this can hardly be denied, at lei=in res- 
pect of its first part. 
Others also use the yusr-cusr clause to-support their opinion, 
1 See above on this. 
2 
pp. 149ff. 
With the exception of ßaChawi, p. 71. 
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sayinG that it means one should take the easiest course: these are 
the people who consider that it is easier for some to fact than to 
break, and indeed view the present provision as being entirely opt- 
ional. This view is reflected in the 'in shi'ta fa-cum wa in shi'ta 
hadithsý. fa-aftirl 
0 0 
The third group, of a more ascetic tendency, clairithat this 
clause, is but a rukhea, to be taken advantage of only in case of 
need, and that in fact fasting is preferable; this is certainly not 
implicit in the Quranic text2. 
f 
Only the first of those opinions can be said to agree more or 
less with what the Quran actually says, but the fact that, along 
with the other two opinions., this view is well-founded in standard 
hadith suGgests that its origin was in the schools, and that its 
ostensible agreement with the Quran was to a certain extent fortu- 
itous. That none of these views was derived from any primitive 
Quran-based narrative tafsir is demonstrated by the virtually com- 
plete absence of any discussion of the sick3. This may be partly 
due to an implied assumption that what applies to the traveller. 
applies equally to the sick, but the two cases are not entirely com- 
parable, and the fact remains that in the Quran, it is the sick per- 
son who is mentioned first. 
1 See below, p. 238. 
2 Ps 'has been argued above, fasting cannot be preferable in this 
instance because no choice is offered. This is distinct from the 
aparent memsau"e of 02/184, an tanümü khairun lakurn, on which also 
see below. 
3 In "'abari's discussion, pp. 149ff., the position of the sick is 
an entirely subsidiary matter. 
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y_uriciu allahu bil; um al-yusra Ora lä yuridu bikum a1-Cusra 
All the tafsirs1 say that this phrase refers in the first 
instance to the preceding clause concerning the sick and the trav- 
eller, on the grounds that the latter is a rukhsa, and in agreement 
. 
with the yusr-cusr sentiment. This broad fact can scarcely be gain- 
said. The one question that arises is that of why this phrase app- 
ears here and not in v. 184. The answer to this is apparently that 
Ramadan is longer than the prescribed fasts that J"iuhammad's follow- 
r 
ers were used tot, and the 'bonus l of the sick/traveller clause is 
renentioned partly to facilitate the acceptance of the burden of 
Ramadan. This seems to be borne out by the following words 'li- 
40 
tukuailü al-ciddata', which see. 
It has already been sug,; ested that Muhammad was not innovating 
when he introduced the sick/traveller regulation, and for this rea- 
son, the yucr-cusr clause is not to be taken ad evidence of-specific 
takhfif. The novelty is in the applying of the sick/traveller prov- 
ision to famadän. The idea of takhfif might find support, in the 
supposition that the 
cusr referred to some previous, more rigorous, 
state of affairs; however, an examination of Other Quranic instances 
of this two-part expression3 cuCgebts that the 
cusr part of the cl- 
ause is simply an idiomatic complement to the yusr part, and that 
it does not refer to anything concrete. 
As already indicated, the tafsirs experience little difficulty 
with those words. Besides the predictable specific equations (yusr= 
fitr fl-l-cafar, cu3r=3awr15), some commentaries also take it as a 
This is not contradictory to what 
1 
;:. ý. Tab. p. 15G, ',: ar. p. 256.2 
was said earlier about a month's fact not necessarily beinC novel. 
7 3 See e. g. Suras 92,94. 
If 
It should: po hapc be coon in the wider contexts of the other 
tal: lififs Propoced in Sura 2. E. g. Tab. p. 156. 
! 
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dictum a. ýplicable to reliCion in general . The later worka in addit- 
ion to this involve thepselvec in the theological implications, such 
as the ricaniný, here of iräda2. Farra' and Tabarl do not give equal 
emphasis to the rick and the traveller in their discussions of this 
phrase, a tendency that was remarked on above. 
/ 
wa litukmiln a1-ciddata 
Broadly speaking, the meaning of this phrase is clear - 'com- 
plote the number (of days to be fasted)' - but its relation to the 
preceding or subsequent words is capable of several interpretations: 
it is evident from the extensive comments of the Muslims that they 
too were exercised by it. 
Marra' of K fa retards the lam as a 13m kay, governed by a 
subsequent suppressed verb, which he supports by not very convincinS 
'parallels' from the Quran, the meaning being expressed in full by 
a form of words on the lines of 'wa-. li'tukmilü al-ciddata allati 
anartukurn biha'. Ile is forced to this interpretation, which is poss- 
ible only if one accepts the likelihood of a suppressed verb3, by 
the consideration that the presence of the waw blocks the possib- 
ility of the lam hay's being governed by a preceding clause (viz. 
faCiddatun inin ayyamin ukhara, rather than yurldu'.. allähu bikum). 
This last is reasonable in itself, but the whole rests on the quest- 
ionable assumption that the lam is a lam kay. 
Tabari too records the I0fan view, and favours it because 
there is no 1äm cocipatable to that of litukmilü precedinG the 
C atf. 
. 
He also noted the other view, that of the Facrans, who consider the 
lam to be a lam an, i. e. that the li 3. s- governed by yurid. The 
1ý RäZi, r. 1ýi7, Abü Iiayyzn, p. lf? _. 
2 Itä.. i, p. 187 
3 It has b. --en shown above that other 'instances' of words requiring 
to be understood are not in fact convincing. 
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construction has several Quranic parallels, which in this case appear 
quite genuine. The one verb governing the two constructions is some- 
what awkward, especially in view of the intervening clause. However, 
this last, as has been cugcosted above, may not be of much concrete 
meaning anyway, and therefore likely to be passed over. The advant- 
age of the Basran view is that the passage in question gains in 
r 
nieanihC, since it now follows on the sentiment of the previous 
clause. Muhammad thus appears to be emphasisint; here that the fast 
is relatively easy - all that is required is that the full number 
of dvys be fasted, whereupon the hardship is finished, oven if, as 
in the case of the sick and the traveller, sonic of the days have to 
be done after Ramadän. That the phrase is thus addressed to the 
community at larCe is perhaps corroborated by the person of the verb. 
This in turn would suo%est that the yusr-cusr clause is also Gener- 
ally addressed, and serves as an introduction to litukn1ilü rather 
than as a support for the marid-safar clause . 
As an alternative to relating the phrase to its surroundings 
Grammatically, it is possible to take it stand by itself, by taking 
the 'a as other than an 
°atf, i. e. that wa lituknilü is an inper- 
ative. However, the retention of the vowel of the li, while admiss- 
ible, is not common 
2, 
and is in contrast to the imperatives of the 
next gorse. 131achere has been the only translator to adopt this. 
rendering, which, it should additionally be noted, severs any close 
connection with what precedes the phrase. 
wa litukabbirü alläha 
cal- mä hadikum wa lacallakurn tashkurüna 
This phrase presents few difficulties, standing in the same 
relation to yurid, as the previous one. There seems no doubt that 
11 Though conceivably it serves both these purpose.. 
2 tlriýht I, para. 366, ren.: 'the keýr is usually dropped'. 
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kabbara is a tochnical terri1. However, the usual. Muslim inference, 
that the present use refers particularly to the takbirs of the fitr 
or ihlal of Zhawwzl is not well-Grounded. Zamakhsharz. and A'bü iIayyan 
use 'qil' of this suGLestion2, which may indicate that they too did 
not find it convincing. If there is any connection between this pr- 
actice and the Quran, the probability is that the. custom is derived 
from the verse, rather than vice versa. The unlikelihood of Muhammad 
bothering to mention such a small part of the ritual is strengthened 
by the fact that, the phrase 'litukabbirü.... hadäl: um' also occurs 
at Q22/27, where no reference to the fast is possible. In viow of 
the cliche-like nature of, the phrase, it is scarcely worth-while 
S. 
suC; SestinL; a particular reference for mR hadäkum , thou h the ec2to- 
inc of hudan and al-hudä is no doubt not entirely coincidental. 
Since kabbara is used technically elsewhere, there is little 
justification for '. lar; tendonk's claim k that here it means simply 
'magnify', and thus constitutes ,a reason 
for fasting. 
As for the final words, it seems clear that the Ramadan fast 
. 
-is in. atitu{: cd by PIuhamriad (or at least IIuhamriad's rationale for it) 
contain: an element of thvinks-Givinl,, for his having been Granted 
the Quran and (? )victory. Although the words are obviously little 
more than 
'a 
rhyme, their aptness is probably intentional. Their 
occurrence at-the end of another verse mentioninG fasting, Q5/89, 
may be no more than coincidental, as there the immediately brecedinG 
words are not related to fastinC. The wa may to some extent parallel 
those procodinC litu1milü and litukabbirü. 
1 Cf. the other Quranic usaces: 17/11,22/37,74/3. 
2 
p. 256, p. 45 rewpcctivoly. 
Probably in effect 'Jolam' io indicated here. 
p. 60. 
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Q2/iß6 
wa idhz ca'alal: a cibadi `anni fa-inni garibun ujibu dacerata 
al-dRci idhä dacäni falyactajibü 11-w4 liyu'rninü bi lacallahum 
yarchaduna. 
And when my creatures ask concerning me then I am near, I answer 
the call of the caller when he calls rae, so let them respond to me 
and believe in me. Perhaps they will be guided. 
r 
This vcrse'will be discussed as a complete unit, since its 
interest as regards fasting lies not so much in the meaning of its' 
parts as in the role of the verse as a whole. There will. therefore 
be no detailed examination of the vocabulary and sentiments of"the 
verse. 
At first sight, the verse appears to have little to do with 
fasting; thus Bell was able to dismiss it as 'unconnected' a 
chance interpolation resulting from primitive methods of editing. 
However, it has been held that the Quran is on the whole a coherent 
document, and it may further be shown that the section on fasting 
is no exception to this. 
There is-clearly not a groat deal in common between this verse 
and the preceding, beyond a certain similarity in the general tone 
of exhortation of the present verse, and the closing-words of v. 185. 
A lint: has 'therefore to be sought with the following verse. 
It is evident from an examination of v. 187 that I1uhammad-is 
dealing with potentially controversial regulations, ithich have the 
intention of altering; the prevailing state of affairs: principally 
the verge is concerned with a taklifif (cf. the yucr of v. 135) of 
the current customs surroundini- the muftirät. V. 186 can thus be seen 
as an advance defensive introduction to the novel elements, although 
1 The ? ur'an, translated etc., ilagara v. 132. 
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in fact what is being defended is 1luharamad's authority to make the 
change, and his action in doing so. As is usual, thihammad's sclf- 
defence takes the form of refuge behind God, the inspirer of all 
his revelation, as ho would have it appear. In, the final phrase of 
the present verse comes. the injunction to believe and be guided, 
the order to accept the regulations following. However, this order 
is reinforced by ma'cing it into a sort of bargain - God is always, - 
-at hand to answer the needs of His creatures; in return, God expects 
His creatures to respond to Him. This accounts for the otherwise 
apparently indirect form of the first half of the verse. The words 
'sa'alal; a Cann]. ' are not to be taken as referring to anything def- 
inite, such as for example any of the regulations in the following 
c verse: anni can refer only to God, and not to leis hulcm, or any 
r 
other object, such as al-satim. 
This ie'the only way the verse can be shown to relate accept- 
ably to its surroundings: by 'acceptably' is meant taking into acc- 
ount the circumstances of iluhammad's position as we may derive then 
from the 2uran1. As the purpose of the verse is merely to re-affirm 
the divine authority behind the Quran's regulations, and that con- 
sequently they are to be obeyed without cavilling, the notion of a 
bargain, suggested above, should not be seen as the pripary feature 
of this verse: it is merely the form which the necessary (for Muh- 
ammad) assertion of his divine backing assumes. 
2 
1 See introduction to this chapter. 
2 If as seems possible (see 
below) the whole verse is a more or-less faithful quotation from a 
Jewish source, this would account for the awkwardness of some of its 
parts: this awkwardness would for Muhammad be outweighed by the rel- 
evance of the other parts, not to mention the additional effects 
of divine sanction provided by a phrase recognisably from the prev- 
ious. book, and therefore confirming the content of fIuharimad's book. 
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Thus it is clear that the verse refers to nothing concrete: 
even in context, it is little more than a pious generality, of 
which the purpose here iü to draw attention to the divine pretence 
behind the foliowinG proclamations. It is therefore unjustified to 
read much into it, and this is where other explanations have gone 
too far. 
i 
%1aGtendonk1, secinG in ictikäf a primitive pre-Islamic practice, 
of which in his viow ducä' must havo been a part, would make an 
indirect link between the dacwa of this verse and the cuküf of the 
next. This he ties in with the alleged partially pagan fast of''ay- 
yam macdüdätand sur; t, csts that v. 1ß6 originally came after the 
words a. m. in v. 184. This is justified by positing a subsequent 
editing after the manner suggested by Bell: Besides this major ass- 
umption, he also assumes the operation of abrogation, and the con- 
siderable influence on the Islamic fast, of a rather vaguely defined 
'pagan' fast. None of these assumptions, it is maintained, is upheld 
by a careful and disinterested appraisal of the Quran. The conn- 
ection betweet the general mention of prayer (if that is what dacwa 
ricans here) and the presumably somewhat different dueä' of the cäkif, 
is tenuous, and would hardly account for the-inclusion of a whole 
verse not even close to the words it is allegedly associated with. 
Goitcin, observing a parallel usage of the images of calling 
and nearness in Judaism, then proceeded to make ill-founded claims 
concerninc the motivation of the fast of Raradän2. His ppLrallel, 
Isaiah 58/6 - 'Inquire of the Lord while He is present, call upon 
Him .: hen He is, close at hand' - opens, so he claims, a section on 
fastinc; in fact, the nearest reference to fastinS is at 58/3, where 
the frame of mind befittin; a faster is discussed, and so the pro- 
1 
pp. G9ff. ' 
2 studies, : ý. 99. 
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ci:; e parallel is hardly valid. In any case, this is a general pass- 
a,., e not concerned with tl-. c motives of any particular fact. None of 
the other instances of the use of similar words noted by others have 
any link with fantinL. This is not to. deny that prayer and fatting 
are ever linked: as paired religious activities, they are often in 
)laclxth the hall-mark of the pious. Iiowever, in revelation, and opec- 
i0 
i. fically in the Quran, they have different origins and motives. In 
the Quran, wo are not dealing with habitual fasting as' a religious 
exercise, but with a single fast instituted for a special purpose. 
having wade his 'parallel', Goitoin then makes the considerable 
jump from garib/dactiwa/ujib to the Jewish ShemaCnu prayer, used, 
among other things, in the litanies of the Day of Atonement and other 
fasts. Ile scorns to ignore. the fact that the one is the pronouncement 
of a (here) fairly benificont God, while the other is the beseeching 
of a repentant community. Having riade this connection, he apparently 
intends to show that the idea of self-castigation einnah nefesh) is 
behind the Muhammadan fast as it is behind the Day of Atonement. 
Even given that Goitoin considers the Day of Atonement to have been 
iiuhammad's first model in instituting aI iuslim fast, this reasoning 
is just not acceptable. It is true that self-abasement is probably 
an original motive of fasting in all conmunities, but Muhammad's 
motive in instituting Ramadan was somewhat removed from this prim- . 
itive stage; as pointed out earlier, his fast was intended largely 
1 But if we do not attempt to link the-Biblical verse and v. 136 
via fasting, we are nevertheless left with a remarkable parallel 
in sentiment, and as argued above, it is the sentirlent of this verse, 
the confirmation of divine support and the need for obedience, which 
is its najor clcricnt. There is no particular reference to fasting, 
and it is entirely conceivable that in v. 136 Muharinad is quoting, 
thou ;h not ncces(3arily fron a written text. 
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to conform with the fast of 'previous people', and not developed 
ins 'Vantaneoncly. FurLhcrmorc, the immediate motive for its bcinG act 
uT, w1ion it was, trac because (Ilttharamad clair.: s) lie wiclied -. to com. nen- 
orate events attachcd to Ramadan, events that have no hint of sclf- 
abasement about then. 
1'cithcr ''+, aytendonk nor Goitein make any positive attempt to 
relate the verse to its context: the former sidestepped the issue 
by ad-. ptino B'ell's method, while the latter progressed from one 
loosely connected point to another, leaving the text far behind his 
theories. 
r 
The Iusliin tafcir3 offer little assistance to an understanding 
of the verse, as they almost all consider it in isolation, either 
relating in 'explanation' of it various hadiths which are patently. 
derived from the to;; t itself, or enlarging on the theological 
implications of this verse in the matter of prayer. 
j aidr. iI is an- arertly the first to propose a connection with 
the other verse, seeing it as an encouraCement and confirmation of 
the previous words on tal: bir and chul: r1. Beyond the partial sinil- 
arity of tone in the two passaccs (see above), it is hard to see 
any definite Cround, for sucli a view, unless takbir is taken to 
be echoed in daez"fat al-dä. 
ei. 
2 Abü ; Iayyan mentions various tides considered propitious for 
prayer, some of which are connected with the fast - the fitr and 
suhür3-, prayers. Nulia.: ýmad , 11i4 º7akea an abstract connection, certain- . 
ly not implicit in the to:: t, namely that prayer and fasting are 
col: imonly linked (in other religions, hadith), which while true 
is not sufficient to cxolain this verse in its context. 
1 
p. 3ý 
2 
pp. la-5ff. 
3 
See below, p. 253. 
4 
of. his pp. 77-8 
4 
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0,2/137 
uliilla lalcum lailata <il-siyär, ii al-rafathu ila nial' ikum hunna 
00 
libäowr lal: uai, ua ani; um libasun lahunna c alima a111hu annakum kuntum 
tal; ht: nüna anfusal.: um fat3ba 
°° alaikum wa afä canl; um fallän bächirü- 
huilna ti"ra-btaý; hü ma 1: ataba all3hu lal: um t-ra kulü wa'-Uhrabü hattä 
." 
yatabayyana lalcum al-khaitu al-abyadu" min al-khaiti al-aawadi rýin 
S. 
al-: ajri. tllur, i: aa atim-At al-aiyZirna ilrz al-laili wa lä tubä. chirüliunna 
wa antum °ä.: if7ma I'll-l-mastjidi tillza hudüdu all. Mhi fulä'tagrabühä 
kadiizlika yubayyinu allnliu RyRtihi li-l-näsi la callahum yattaquna. 
Intcrcource with your gives is permitted you in the nicht of 
the fast. They are as a Garment for you, and you for them. God knows 
you have been deceivinG your: iolves, so Ile has had mercy on you and 
relieved you, so now cleave to them, and follow Göd's command. rat 
and drink until the white thread of the dawn becomes distinct from 
the black. Have no contact with them while you are at, your devotions 
in the mosques. Those are'God's bounds., so do not come near then. 
Thus God explains His sicns to the people, so that' they may keep on 
the riGht side. 
This verse deals with, some of the practical details- of the. fast. 
These differ from the regulations concerning the sick and the trav- 
eller i)i that i"Iuhammad is here plainly dealing with pronouncements 
that diverge considerably from what many have hitherto accepted to 
be the norm. Such innovations require careful and precise enunciation 
because they concern natters close to the heart of the average be- 
liever, namely t; he mode of the fast. It is a commonplace that in a 
way the mode of observance of a religious duty, in this case the 
fast, is more important in the mind of the lay performer than the 
duty itself. T hus pdetails become necessary here, whereas precise 
none have been mentioned hitherto. 
uhilla lakum lailata al-oiymi al-rafathu ila ni. oä'ikum 
Given that rafath io indeed a kunya of jinn 
1, 
as the comment- 
ators have it, there is little difficulty in determining the mean- 
ing of this phrase. Lailat al-siyäm is alnost without doubt generic; 
one can only guess at the origin of the hadith (fullest version in 
Tüs-2 that su ; gents that this only refers to the first night- of 
Rac.; adzin, with the additional information that jimäe was . (? had. been) . 
makrüh on the first night of all other months. Unless it'can be shown 
that there was indeed such an iriterdiction3, it would seem more like- 
ly that this latter part of the hadith was but a rationalisation of 
the first part, which possibly owed its real oriL; in to a reluctance 
(as noted in the cae of the sick. /traveller 'rukhca') to accept the 
easier conditions laid down in the Quran. It may indeed represent 
a continuation of the difference of opinion to be discussed later 
under 'tahhtanina anfusal; um' . 
As for the implications of the verse, it is clear, that: by, its. 
having to. be mentioned and argued in this way the question of 
sc; cual relations during the fast was not settled. The usual inference 
r 
of the corartienntaariec, that because it is here declared halal, then 
In thi. r, context it can Mean little cisc: Tabari lists along 
with jim the alterna4ive into rpretations nikah and C. hirliy, n al- 
nisä'. See ahead for a qualification of the jimae definitior_. 
2 
p. 132. Linguistically, lailat could well indicate the eve of the 
riorith of Ramadan, but the implication, that Nuhanriad is permitting 
intercourse at that time alone, is hardly a. -reeable either with hit 
well-known practicality or with iiuslim practice. 
; lhich ui,, -ht be bound ur tri bh` some forts of reverence for the new 
moon; cf. the Jowich Kidducli ha-Ilodcch ccrer. roniec, and come cabb; tth- 
]. i, -e observation of the clay of the new coon, not to rreution the : lore 
irrcCulcr volco,, min ; of the now moon by some bodu: cf. Jaotrow, p. 
214. 
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formerly it nut have been harRr (when it formed part of the abroc- 
ntecl nawm al-awwal), simplifies the issue too much. 
0 
Iiuha tmad was operatinC in a' world of Jowifºh precedents: there 
would therefore have been, from an orthodox point of view at least, 
two modc3 of fastinC, one more severe than the other. The, severe 
24-hour total abstention was generally reserved for the solemn Day 
of Atonement, and sometimes also the 9th Ab1, while in other Talm- 
udically regulated fasts, abstention was linited to the day-time. 
Noriaally then according to the official line, there would be no 
doubt about sexual relations: they would be forbidden when the other 
muftirat were forbidden. However, the Talmud is no exception to other 
codes of law, in that it does not to any great extent record univ- 
ersal practice, but rather the ideal. -It is therefore probable that 
in 1", uharm,, r. "mc. d's Medina there existed more than two clearcut modes of 
fasting, and that some unofficial practice would tend towards the 
ascetic, i. e. an extension of that period of a fast-day actually 
spent in abstention, or the continued abstention from one or other 
of the muftirät beyond the minimum period. Such a state of affairs 
would constitute a fore-runner to the evidence of the hadith, which 
. 
deals with fasting; at much greater icnGth than doe: the Talmud, and 
in which we encounter many instances of the advocation of proplonGed 
fnctiiýj;, and, t; ontotimc;; combined with this, sexual abstinence 
2 
ThouoIi admittedly scarcely more than surmise, it night also be su - 
,. ester, that Iuha-i- . ad' c followers, in their casting off of the auth- 
ority of the orthodox leaders, could be coon as anti-establishment 
in outlook, and more likely on that account to include some persons 
of an ascetic. turn of mind. Confronted with the novelty of a one- 
r: orith prescribed fast, the early Muslims would thus have experienced 
uot: tc confnsi. on had not ',, uhamnad settled trio nodality of RamAdän. 
12 
: cc : Satsh, p. 132. See below, and Goldziher, Ascetisne. 
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If one accei: ts that the confusion was the result of " existing 
diversity of practiced, in all. likelihood Jewish, then there is no 
need to posit a Sap in revelation, something which the orthodox 
cor: i. entarics are forced to do, as a result of their 'conviction that 
the chcn;; e in revelation detailed by this verse roust be viewed as 
an internal Islamic affair, i. e. that there had been previously in 
Islam'a fast where the provisions outlined in v. 137 did not operate. 
That this action of theirs shows either God or Xuharimacl to have been 
rather laclcing in foresight is not considered. The 'Jewish' explan- 
ation makes for a simpler and more cohesive interpretation of the 
text, and would be preferable on those grounds alone. 
It is notable that in settling the question of sexual relations 
during Ramadan, 111uham nad took the lenient view. Since Raraadän is a 
r 
fast of a type not dcalt with in the Talmud, we cannot say that this 
represents a deliberate I; hiläf of Jewish practice, such' as may be 
soon els'ouhere in the Quran, but there is certainly no objection to 
considering PIuham:. iad'c choice here as part of his policy of takhfif 
which is several tines in evidence in this sura, being initially 
adumbrated in 2_/106. It appears however that this instance of takh- 
fif 'is slightly different from the rest, for instead of directly 
altering the ordinance obtaining hitherto, I; uahanmiad here achievý: s 
his aim by settling a pre-existing dispute in a manner favourable 
to his general plan. 
As already mentioned, the'Muslimms observe the implications of 
this verse, but view it entirely within the Islamic framework. The 
presumed interdiction of sexual relations is thus incorporated irito- 
the hypothesis-cum-'fact' of the sawm al-awwal. During this first 
fast;, it iri said2, one could not eat or have sexua]. relations during 
And probably of sotnc lonC otandinC - cf. the discussion of 
ta}; litall üzia, below. 2 7,. ;. T. abari, r. 16t+-5 
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the hours of fitr if one had during that period either slept, or 
prayed the c11 cataria prayer. This recirie is said to be also 
that of the Cttrictians1. Various people found themselves unable 
to hold out against temptation for such a period, and : made appeal 
to the Prophet. Following this come the words which are the hall- 
mark of the asblb al--nuzül hadith: 'fa nazalat tilka al-äya', and, 
r 
with the utterance of v. 187, the situation becomes resolved, at least 
in the traditional accounts. The man who ate after having slept 
was Sirma b. Anas2, and the roan who could not refrain from his 
. 
wife after the cisha' prayer was cUnar b. al-Khattäb. The two cases 
tend to become conflated in the later tafcirs. 
The only recorded exception to this interpretation is that of 
Abu I; uslim; 3, who refused to accept abrogation in this instance (and 
in the Quran in general).. Iie held that this dispensation indicates 
not that the fluslirls over had another obligatory system besides 
their present one, but that this, the -11fast, abrogates that 
of the Christians. This is not to say that the I: uslims or iluhammad 
over copied this alleged Christian pattern even inadvertently: Abu 
i; uslim is ciriply arguing his anti-naskh case using the materials to 
hand, which are those of the orthodox I4uslims. The assertion of 
1 This appears to have been a somewhat careless attempt to provide 
a rationale for the ro ; ime of the :. awm al-awwal, indicating further 
. 
that this laLLor had no basis in fact: no mention of such a prac- 
tice amonst the Christians has been found outside the ;: uslim sources. 
It may be in soi a way connected with the earlier Christian Ramadan' 
idea. 
2 Thus in I; ucYritil.. l, ater vcrÜions have several variations on thi-G. 
T, crhal7s noteworthy is that the central filý; urc in a nur;, )cr of had1tho . 
concer ', iil; the fasting of t, ýe old is Anas (b. Iiälik). 
> ýaii]. 
113.1 
ýjrj 
" 
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Christian oririno for the fast, or parts of it, is just: one of thoso. 
hunna libauun lakum t" :a antum, libasun lahunna 
This metaphor is not easily rendered in English. The tafcirs 
Generally accopt that it is not literal, but explain it rather 
heavy-handedly. In the Quran, libns is used metaphorically as often 
as literally. In 27/; 26 it is applied to piety,. in 16/1.2 to hunter, 
and in, 25/47 and 78/10 to the night. 
The usual explanations Liven are that this refers to mutual 
intimacy being similar to that of the clothes and the body, or, 
rather unlikely, that the two persons involved in intimacy sleep in 
one gar, rment. Apparently an older explanation, however, and in turn 
not literal, is that the two partners find rest or confort (sakan) 
r 
in each other1. One can see that this would not satisfy the more 
precise minds of later scholars, but it teens that the cuection 
'sal; an' was riade by one fan iliar with 'o. g. Q10/66, 'ja c ala lakun 
al-lail litaskzunü fihi' (cf. also Q28/73, k0/61), and is thus an equ- 
ally justifiable interpretation, within the terms of tafsir. 
Zamat: hcliar I` ascerts that this phrase constitutes the reason 
for the tahlil of sexual. relations, i. e. that man is incorrigibly 
weak-willed. There is no real syntactical justification for this, 
and moreover it raises the theological problem of God's having 
rnade a law which Ile knew could not be kept, and then repealing it. 
The phrase should not be taken in isolation; it represents an 
encouragement to the acceptance of the previous words, and/or poss- 
ibly an introduction to the following. 
1 Quotcd by Tlbnri Srot. i Suddt and othcro, p. 163. 
2 
p. 2, y7. 
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c alicia allcý. hu annal: w. ý 1: iinttun takhtänüna anfusýzkum fatäba 
ýalaikum 
ti: a c af1 Canl: um 
The intention of the first part of this phrase is clear enough, 
but the precise iica:. ning is elusive. The reference can only be, in 
vie; of the context, to the doubt (or possibly error) prevailing 
concerning the mode of the fast, 'ac mentioned earlier. It seems 
here that excesuive caution or zeal is here the subject of a mild 
reproof. 
Although the words taba and cafes ankum might appear to pre- 
suppose some kind of transgression, it is more likely that their 
sense here is rather that of alleviation. This would thus form an 
e:: plicit confirmation of liuhamciad's imposing the easier regime on 
his oven community, an instance of takhfif dorlparable to that in the, 
verse on gitäl, Q2/173. 
An for the translation of takhtaniuia anfusakum, that of ? uh- 
am:: "ad All, 'you acted unjustly to yourselves', or the more general 
'betrayed yourselves' , is not very satisfactory, since there is lit- 
tle indication of what this refers to. It is possible to sec this 
ihktiyaiia as not an individual activity but mutual: if some form of 
: rutual attack or recrimination is posited, this might fit in with 
the unsurenoss c'oncerring the varying modes of fasting. Certainly 
if some considered that only a fast of extreme length or conditions 
was valid, and others were content merely ýo abstain during the day, 
then acrimonious dif erences might well be expected. An answer to 
the question of how long these differences had been going on might 
be supplied by the tense of takhtänüna, which could sug(; est that the 
r 
dispute was of fairly lone standing, pre-dating the fast of Ramadan. 
It is conc: 'ivable that there wcc a gap between the prescription of" 
Ramadan and the revelation of this verse: however, it is unlikely, 
as 11uhanmad would surely have realisedthat there would be diffic- 
ulties or uncertainties in applying the customs associated with 
96 
previous fasts to this new Ramadan fast. 
An alternative, more specific translation of the words, namely 
'cheated yourselves of a right', is perhaps more in tune with fuham- 
road's general message in this section. This maintains the idea of 
an clement of confusion concerning the question of sexual relations, 
but tnplies that the conviction that rafath was not permitted during 
the night hours of the fast was general, and further was ill-founded. 
Iiuhaiiad, possibly aware that the taboo was traditional rather than 
prescribed, is thus, able to appear as the enlightener, removing the 
self-imposed shackles typical of the old way of life, when he intro- 
duces this announcement. Although ho is making life easier for his 
followers, technically this is no takhfif, for he is simply Makin[-; 
clear a rul: hsa that most had been unaware of. 
r 
0 
The confusion or self-delusion may thus be considered to be 
inherited from the Jews, or to be virtually Jewish, inasmuch as 
Muhammad's followers where they had no' ruling from him would prob- 
ably follow precedent. 11uhammad's point here is that this precedent 
had no authoritative foundation, and could therefore usefully be 
abandoned. Uhile not breaking any precepts, for practical purposes 
he certainly seems to have been innovating. 
It is unreasonable to relate this phrase to abstention during 
other than a fact period, namely a kind of ihräm, as tiagtendonk 
doe, (pp"73ff. ). Firstly one should have sound justifications 
before seeing exotic references in a set of verses That. has up to 
now been dealing; exclusively with fasting; secondly, alleged ancient 
Arabian practice cannot be adduced as a precedent unless there is 
reliable independent information concerning it: poetry' and histor- 
iography produced by the "1lluclimc cannot be considered to be suitable 
source:; for this. 
he iduclim taicirs arc not very helpful on this phrase. They 
generally relate it to the previously mentioned . stories of 
cUmar 
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and Sirº, ra. One explanation, perhaps deciSned to lesson this blot on 
the record. of CUrnar's self-control, should be notedm althouSh no 
doubt the ficure of cUI. rar war, oriSinally om loyed in order to ind- 
ic: ate that even the future caliph could not stand the strain, so 
great grad it. RccordinF; to the new explanation, the kuntum clause' 
jr, conditional, i. e. you would have done yourslven. an injustice 
r- 
had the proviouU taliriri continued. It may be observed that Nuh- 
0 
cunrnad'c settlino this question on the easier side is in line with 
his ,, crierally leý.. 3 restictivo attitude to sexual activity. Polit- 
ically his virtual takhfif represented the best choice too, since 
by nakin, -, think no more difficult than, necessary (cf. the yusr- 
cusr clause) lie could better ensure solidarity in the period of 
united reliCioue demonstration which he caw ac part of the purpose 
of : tar, adän. 
fall an b3:, hilrühunna via-b1; aE; hiz mä l; aß: aba a11a-hu lakum 
The mufa$c, ir3 are almost unanimous in equatinr, wubäshara with 
, jimäC . JIot"tever, ae pointed out elsewhere 
1 in filth and hadlth nub- 
äshara refers to bodily contact with no automatic implication of 
intercourse. Some tatc, zrc2 seem to hint at this when they ray that 
umubashara equals jiriäe ' in the QQuran'3 , as if implying that the 
equation was not otherwise quite normal. Al-Asarim, the sole exception 
to the Seneral opinion, says it means jima 
e and what is less than 
jinäc, which iu perhaps as accurate as we may get4; lluhannad could 
scarcely have encouraged sub-coital relations, to the exclusion of 
coitusitce7. f, during the night hours of the fact. Such a situation 
See below, j7.26ä. 
2 Tabari, p. 169. See also Tabari, p. 180, top. 
3 
.: 1iic11 it; as good a:; nay ing '"in the present verse' : 
there are 
other instances of 1)"-, h-r fora III in the Quran. 
4 
Ra: t, p. 201 . 
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would have been patently impractical; although mubnshara does not 
apparently in itself desil; nato intercourse, we may safely accurie 
that Muhammad intended by this pronouncement to sanction the whole 
ranee of sexual relations. The nicht thus forms a complete contract 
with the day, when the actual fact takes place. At this time, inter- 
, course 
is definitely prohibited, and other eexual occurrences also 
endanger the fact to a greater or lesser degree . This at leant io 
11uhamriad's view as expressed in the Quran here. The Quran says that 
contact between persons of different sex is, contrary to popular 
conviction, permitted during the night of the fast. It is on this 
point that Muhammad differs from a section of current opinion. There 
can be little doubt, however, that even for I1uhammad the day-time 
ban remains absolute. 
tdo must therefore suppose that the confusion previously alluded 
to, which cave rice to the talLhtcnüna phrase and indeed the beGinn- 
inG of the verse as well, must have concerned sexual relations in 
the broadest sense. This. indicates that the equation of rafath 
with jimäc, accepted for the time being above, is, as in. -the case 
of mubäshara, not entirely accurate; lesser activities riust be 
included too. This is in fact more in line with the General extra- 
c, uranic usaie of the word rafath, which is held by the dictionaries 
at least to have a broader meaning pot specifically connected with 
coitue. 
As for the form of fallan bachirühunna, it is generally and 
reasonably held that this imperative is not an absolute command2. 
It is more than likely that those who claim the opposite are those 
who make of this phrase a prohibition of cazl, coitus interruptusýe 
The uecond half of this phrase can be soon as an . ndicattön- 
1 
See the hnulith cliscus.: ions on qubla, jinaba. 
20E;. :, ävi, p. 201. L, I,. ijar. tal. hohari, p. 257. 
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of the si. rc..,,; th of the opinion that sexual relations were at no 
time ca;:; patible with a fast extending; over a nui, ºbor of days, since 
it is a virtual repetition of the message of the uhilla clause, this . 
time confirming that the dispensation is of divine origin-- 11uhammad 
has to make clear that it is not he who is tampering with these 
traditional attitudes, but rather that it is God who is having mercy 
oa: IIiý mistaken . subjects, benignly removing their misconceptions. 
The favourable nature of the utterance is indicated by the li of 
tcataba li. This forms a distinct contrast with the impositional 
flavour of kataba Gala, in e. g. Q2/183, and emphasises the idea of 
r 
taklifif behind this regulation. Some Muslim commentators too consider 
the. object of the katb to be this rukhsa, which of course for them 
is an alleviation of a previous Muhammadan regime, rather than of 
a Jewish one. 
The tafsirs give t. number of other explanations, all illustrative 
of their familiar tendency to give concrete form wherever possible. 
The most frequent definitibnc are: children; normal sexual relations; 
Lailat al-Qaclr1. Tabari2 favours the first, since the begetting of 
cons is more worthy than the mere quenching of desire. Zamakhshari 
thinks that the is ilat al-Q? adr suggestion verges on bidca3: Others4 
deduce fron the lc-t-b of kataba that only intercourse with one's - 
wife or mamluka is meant. While the first suggestion, children, is 
quic straightforward, both it and the second proposal support the 
anti- eazl body, or are susceptible of other interested interpret- 
ation3, and are miopect on that account. 
This has to be 'sought' since its precise date was never agreed 
upon. 
2 
p. 169. 
p. 257. Posoibly because he thinks it, is too far-fetched. 
: gee c<;. 8äz3 p. 202. , 
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wa kulü ar. ý-:, hrabit ]tatta yatabayyana lalcurn al-khaitu al-almadu min 
al-khaiti al-armracli min al-fajr 
It is not clear whether or not this phrase is to be taken in. 
close conjunction with the previous ones concerning sexual relations,. 
If it is, there rust be posited a parallel difference of opinions 
r(w11iCh 
in the tarciro C; ivp rise to the Sirria lýadith, based op an 
alleged previous state of Islamic revelation); if. it is not, then 
one can simply take it that having dealt with one of the principal 
muftir&t, : duhammad Coos on to affirm his position regarding the other 
two, with no chamgo implied. The lack of background information on. 
this aspect of the fast renders this question incapable of conclusive 
settlement. 
As for the meaning of the latter. half of the phrase, it nay 
either be taken as literal, in which case it is easily translated, 
or as metaphorical, when we are probably, though not definitely, 
supposed. to consider the first appearance of light after the night, 
as a line or thread of white1, which, in its appearing, creates the 
effect of a contrasting line of black along the horizon. 
The great difficulty with the literal interpretation is its 
manifest ir, ipracticality, for the discerning eye can distinguish 
between a black aura a white thread throughout most nights (assuming 
they are cloudless), and not solely at the coming of the dawn. 
Another difficulty is that were this the correct interpretation, 
one might have expected khaitun abyadu, etc., instead of the generic. 
The s=? cond suggestion is scarcely more satisfactory, since it 
is susceptible of a variety of interpretations. However, it nay saf- 
ely be assumed that the first part of the dawfl is meant, i. e. 'first 
light', rai: her than the so-called also dawn, which is not a uni- 
versal or a constant phenomenon. 
ý Cf. the , nGlioh e:: pren;; ion, 'the streak of davin' . 
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The 1'1ciim tafoirc offer a variety of definitions, ranginc; in 
time from the false dawn to the ounrioo. The shorter porioda may 
be attributod to literalist intorprotationý or pious caution, while 
in the longer ones may be detected not la: tncas but the desire to 
delay the eatinE; of the cahur, a later practice of polemical origin. 
rlietlicr all or any- of the curGcctcd definitions over reprecentod 
r 
aideejiread practice is debateable: modern custom seems to frown on 
the trkinj; of food or drink for some time before dawn2. 
One early opinion, that of t3uddl3, simply paraphrases by 'hattä 
yatnbayyana lakurn al-nahar rain al--lail'. The proposal is 'reasonable 
in itself, but the use of khait to equal day or nicht seems to 
stretch the metaphor somewhat. However, it may be a Genuino usage. 
If co, the problem of precise definition still remains. This is 
left to the lawycre, and probably remains in their hands: an already 
mentioned, ' the pious tend to have stopped eating long before any 
doubt beGint; to arise. 
The tafcz. rs mention the literal interpretation only to rid- 
icule it in 1ºadiths. These centre round a beduin who is said to 
have tied'a black and a white cigal to his ankles, in order to be 
able to judge thereby the advent of day. The Prophet opt to hear of 
this, and there then carte down the words 'min al-fajr!, previously 
absent, to show that it was not meant to be taken literally. The 
frequency with which thene hadiths occur might indicate that sore 
party was in fact advocatinC the literal interpretation, but it is 
r: ore likely that the reason for its popularity lies in its anecdotal 
qualities. 
As for the parallel between this verse and the Talmudic pro- 
vision, firts noted i)t modern times by Geiger4 and rcoarded as"an 
1 
See 1. bolow, p. 253.2 See below, p. 257.3 Tabari, p. 171 
In 'las hat I"iohamriad auo don Judentum aufL; enonmen? l 
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undoubted specimen of Jewish influence ever since, some remarks 
should be iIade. 
While it must be admitted that in the preceding pares the 
Jewish model has been held up as the greatest single influence in 
the fact ' ins titüted by I iuhanmad, it is only fair to point out here 
that the natter of the threads cannot be safely regarded an more 
rthan 
a parallel, and is not at all definitely a borrowing from the 
Talmud or related literature. This in because there are almost as 
many differcnceu between the two caccc as there are 1il: cnce3cc. 
In the l iishna1 wo have: 'From what time may one recite the 
chenac in the morning? From the tine that one can di , týn4, uinh 
between blue and white. R. sliozer says: between blue and Green 
(here the Jerusalem version adds: 'which is more difficult'). And 
he has time to finish intil sunrise'. 
Gemara of . abyionian Talnud: 11-! hat is the meaning of "between 
blue and white2"? This also one may distin; uieh in the night: It 
means rather, between the blue and the white in it. Others say, 
betwoon a wolf and a dog, an ass and a Wild ass, a friend at four 
cubits'. (These suggest the Iiinlinah ordinanco was Generally con- 
sidered irnpr4: ctical if taken literally). 
Gemara of Jerusalem Talmud: '.... between blue and white threads 
of fringes' (referred to in Numbers 15/393: no doubt not the original 
intention of the I; ishnaic words). It carrier on to list other dict- 
ingixishinG devices as in the Babylonian version. 
. 
The following differences between the Quran and the Hishna 
are revealed: 
Blue for black (and in one version also Green for White). 
Order äevcrsed in the Quran (more suited to parallel of day 
fol: l. owinG night? ). 
I iishna concerns prayer, not fast. 
1 Tractate Berakoth. 2 Jewish Enc. has 'purple and white'. 
lJherc the New 1;, n. -li3 h O. T. hac 'violet' for R. V. 'blue'. 
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lioiuta concerns a ternhinua a quo, not a terminus ad. quern 
Quran apparcni: ly metaphorical (pin al-i'ajr) , iiichna Senerally 
taken literally in first instance. 
Threads mentioned in only one versions of the explanation, 
and this apparently from a desire to refer it to a Biblical text. 
r 
While it may be that the Ilichnaic words are a metaphor, it is 
striking that none of the commentators take it this tray ('possibly 
because the word translated by 'blue' in fact refers to a colour 
not associable with the ni(; ht), preferring, it scorns, tacitly tö 
a10andon the text in favour of more practical devices (and this two 
or three centuries before lluhanmad). It say be noted that the Muslims 
would be less able to act in this way, since the text they are deal- 
ing with is scripture. 
]3ec, rtuce of the discrepancies, the parallel seems on balance to 
be a chance one, although it is realised that Muhammad's information 
on both Judaism and Christianity was not always of a canonical form; 
this could conceivably account for the deviations. The probability 
of anti-Jewish ]chiläf here seems slight,. though it is possible that 
Luhammad, familiar with the device of the opposed colours used per- 
haps in a prayer ritual, chose to adopt it and deliberately change 
its meaning and application. 
one other parallel worthy of note"is the regulation concerning 
the evening chemac, which is technically performable until the 
coming up of dawn, as is also the eating of offerings" 
2 
1 It is not known which if either version of the Talmud circulated 
most widely in the Ilijdz. 
2 
-Tractate Berakoth. 
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thtimna atini ic 1-siyaria il; i al-laili 
The meaning of this phraso in clear enough, but, as the number 
of hacliths conc+.. rning it indicates, it is not vary precice. 
0 
The qucotion of whcn-nil; ht falls is variously defined in the 
com:,: entaricc1, but it must remain ultimately a matter of opinion, 
for the QZuran r, iveo no clear hint. It may be observed. that ilä is 
used hero rather than the hattü of the previous phrase, because al- 
thoul; h a particular point in time is meant here, lail is a period 
rather than a point. 
The exact mcaning; of atimmü requires some attention. The ass-' 
ertio'n of'Abü IIayyan2, that it irap2ies a previous fast (on that day) 
r 
in doubtful, and moreover suspect since it is used to back' the 
questionable claim that the niya for the fast, and the post-jinaba 
Ehusl, may be perforated in day-time. The usual tranalation, ' 'complete 
the fasts', is inatdequato3, since the came implication ariues, unlocu 
one concidors the real i . caning of the phrase to be ' conplete the 
iactinG day, which began the previous day at fitr-time, by now doing 
the actual fast'. A less curtibercorie, and preferable, translation 
would be 'spend the entire rest of the day (24 hours) in factint; ': 
i; hir, it; influenced by the occurrence in the hadith, which may or 
m,. iy not echo the Quranic ne. nninc, of such phrases as ' amarahu an 
yutimm cat: mahu, an yutiram baqiyyat yawmihi' . 
4 
The other Qurz.: nic usaces do not give a fire guide; it does 
however seem that somotines the sense of 'completion' is secondairy, 
and that the word scans little more than 'do', 'brine about', 'perform'. 
This last cu; _; ostion is apt for Q2/196 at least, which is the 
closest parallel to the f, ictinL; verse, and no it may be that 'atimmü 
ý 
Nee eýý" TabaY'l, p" 1, (r( 1 
75£'ilo-135" 
2 
I1-52" 
ý 
AlthouClt this is the General meaning of atanna, and its literal 
one too. 
4 
B. c. h:. tüiths on oAchüra-l, see beloto, p. - 18Qf. 
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al-siyRm' is in fact no ctront; cr than more 'süraü'. In this respect 
it is interestinC to note that there is attributed to b. I1aaeüd1 a 
variant 'agimü' for atimmü at Q2/196, which in the standard text 
roads 'e: a atimmü al-hajj wa-l-cunra lillähi'. It is possible that 
the 'completion' aspect of 'atamma is to be stressed in another way, 
namely that we are to understand here something on the lines of 
'make'the fast total'; this however involves the -implication either 
that the night period period contains some element of fasting, or 
that there in novelty in the idea of total abstention during the 
day, and there is little in the Quranic text to give firm support 
for such contentions. 
Apart from the ambiguity' of lail, mentioned above, this phrase 
interests the' commentators in that it can be made to justify several 
r 
pointy d3. cputcd in the hadith. By considering the order to fast dur- 
ing-the day as implying a complementary prohibition (nahy tahrim 
rather than nahy tanzlh) on fasting at night, wisa12 is proved anti- 
Quranic and therefore repro hernciblo. It need 7iardly be 
, said 
that 
the inference of such a prohibition is not justified by the text, 
as neither is the assertion that wisäl_ds. permitted', becahae-ilä im- 
0- 
plies up to And including the night3. Others take siyam here to be 
general, 'and not restricted to Ramadün or even Quranic fasts as a 
whole, and thus hope to Gain grounds for their claim that no vol- 
untary fast should be abandoned before completion4. These are all 
good examples of the way in which the Quran is called upon to support 
views on subjects properly (and originally) belonging to the realri 
of the hadith. Also intcrestinl; is the fact that the Quran does not 
constitute the last word: 'in the question of wisal, bith sides having 
made appeal to the 4yuran, Tabari finally decides against the prac- 
tice on the. grounds of the 'proofs' furnished by the hadith5. The 
1 Jeffcr; ý, I. Aateriala, n. 29.2 E. C. Abü Ilayyän, 1). 52.3 ýýzi, p. 205 
. 
If UG 5 1,. 175 
1 06 
fugaha' are hard ; ut to a--tract fron the one useful verso enough 
filth to cope with the whole nuhjoct of footing. 
Abu I1ayy3n (1). 5; ) mentions the curious claim, attributed to 
r 
b. cAbbäs, that in instituting a day-time fast, God intended the 
lchilär of Ahl al-l: itab. 
It need hardly be added that, having dealt with the'muftirät 
and the night in his own way, Muhammad does not deviate at all from 
previous practice in his injunction to spend the day-liCht hours in 
facting, am'. lie feels no need to justify this phrase. 
wa lä tubýahirühunna wa arttuM 
°älcifüna fi-l-nýnäjidi 
While Wat; tendonk's claim that the second half of this phrase 
is the 'crux of the verse' (p. 72) is somewhat extreme, it must be 
admitted that it is indeed interesting. Isere we have the only ref- 
erence in the Quran to the activity of ictikaf as forming part of 
Muhammad's reliGion, and yet in classical Islam, it is a whole 
institution. It has been maintained that hadith and tafsir are not 
0 
reliable direct sources of facts concerning the tide of the Quran; 
wo arc therefore entirely dependent for any reconstruction work on 
the nature of icti;. äfIupon the Quran itself. All that can be said 
with certainty from an examination'of this phrase is that mubashara2 
is forbidden to those practising this form of devotion in the mos- 
ques. We learn nothing nothing of the time, nature or duration of 
this rite, or whether it is necessarily connected with fasting or 
1 If indeed this is what the practice was called in J; uhammsd's time: 
the VIIIth form (loco not occur in the Quran. 
2 As previously noted, a word of flexible rcaninc: probably here 
signifying something at the lesser and of the scale, such as simply 
contact with women'. 
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with mooques1 . ºýaturally* thcoo are all qucotiono diccuoced in' the 
hadith; the tafsirs include some of these, and predictably offer the 
rabab al-nuzül, that before this verse was revealed, people used to 
practic e'mubtchara while in ietik f. The'root 
c-k-f occurs several 
tines in the Quran, where it appears to represent an established 
and still-flourishing rite that has long formed part of organised 
religion, by no means necessarily pagan. The fact that fasting is 
nowhere else connected with it sug;; ests that the two activities 
are not inseparable. IL-is quite possible that this regulation, coin- 
2 
ing as it does-right at the eud of the fasting section, may be in- 
f 
eluded licr. e cinply because riubäshara is of corinon concern to both 
ý. activities 
This is not to deny that fasting and ictikäf ever occur as joint 
reliZ; iouo activities in later ? slam, though it may be noted that 
%thcn linked they constitute the mark of the pious, the one guided 
by the ',,, ), uran as traditionally interpreted, rather than forming part 
of prescribed religion as practised by the observant layman. 
The pagan flavour of ictil; af, which, some have deduced from the 
.,, uran, 
is not entirely justifiable: until archaeological evidence 
to the contrary arrives, orL;. anised religion (and note that 'masäjid! 
in the plural, indicates a flourishing religion) in Medina and even 
Mecca must be considered to have been almost certainly the sole 
province of the Jews. While judgement may be reserved about the hajj, 
. __,. r_-... 
All the other occurrences of the root c--k-f in the Q,; uran are even, 
vaCuor: Q7/138,21/52,26/71, and roc; ib1y 2/125; suggest nothing much 
more definite than bowing down to worship. 
2 
Excluding of course the final phrase which is not in itself 
fustinf; -oriented. 
3 As mentioned above, there is no other instance of b, ý-shara in the 
Quraan bo ide3 this verse. 
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the rest of Huhamiad's syctcm is quite compatible with the Jewish 
tradition, and there seems no Good reason to except ietik f: 
The theories of 'rlaL; tendonk concerninc due&' and ietihaf, and 
his connecting; them with a pro-Ramadan fact, 'have been noted above. 
Ihn mistnhcn reliance on huslim tradition as sound arc; unent is 
responsible for many of his conclusions, which will not be discussed 
further here. 
ti. lka liudltdu allahi fa 13 tagrabühä kadhälika yubayyinu allähu ýyatihi 
li-l-näsi lacallahum yattagüna. 
The contents of this last phrase are unremarkable, apart from 
come echoes raised by the vocabulary. These are probably not entirely 
fortuitous. e may note yubayyinu, cf. v. 135, and laeallahum yatt 
aqüna, cf. v. 133. The common (e. g. Q2/229,230; 65/1) metaphor of the- 
'limits' confirms the divine origin of the fore-going prescriptions, 
and by, alluding to the prescribing that takes place in the first 
verse, the end of the ejection acts as a balance to the -beginniris. 
It also serves as a reminder that the sura as a whole is one greatly 
concerned with prescription1. 
Thus fluhammad closes the section which was to be the basis of 
one of the five shara' is of orthodox Tsläm. Wile keeping within 
the broad framework of the Jewish tradition, he incorporated into 
his version of the prescribed fast several features that deliberately 
differed fro, -. i the precedent. In doing so, I: uhanmad helped to build 
up his own pooition of authority, and to weaken the hold of those 
from whom he was brcakinL away. Although in perspective the Jewish 
and :. usliri fasts arc basically the sane, frcim , uhammacl's viewpoint, 
the differences; for which he claimed divine sanction, were far more 
important than the similarities. 
I `: 5: 1 notes that iotil: af is the seventh huhm of the sura. 
-, . And i: he fact that he could bring there about and be followed. 
1o9 
Chahtor Two 
C)tlter references to fasting in the Quran 
These will not be discussed in as great detail as were Q2/183-7- 
Generally speaking, they are no more than incidental mentions of 
fasting, and consequently shed no great light on the practice in 
Iluhammad's time, beyond indicating the broad fact that it was well- 
established. They have no great relevance to the 'Islamic fast', which 
is primarily Ramadän. We learn nothing of the style of the fasts in- 
volved. As for their motivation, and the 'phenomenological conclus- 
ions' to be drawn from them, these will not be dicussed in this work: 
suffice it to mention the relevant sections of Vagtendonk1, and the 
parallels in other religions noted by him and othcrs2. The attempt 
to establish the 'meaning' of these lesser Quranic fasts, when based 
as here on materials both scanty and ill-suited to such a purpose, 
seems fore-doomed to failure. 
The vercesin question may be conveniently grouped into three, 
divisions: i. Q2/196,1+/92,5/89,5/95,58/3-1+. 
ii. Q33/35. 
iii. Q19/26 
r 
i. 
n, 2/196 (Compensation for illness preventing pilCrimage): - 
fasting or alms or an offering. 
(Compensation for tainattuc): - an offering or a fast 
of three plus seven days. 
84/92 (Compensation for killing an ally): - blood-money plus 
manunission. But-if nothing to manumit, two consec- 
utive months' fast. 
1 Ch. 6, also 7 to a certain extent. 
2 See esp. his pp. 123-132. 
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c, 5/39 (Compensation for oath-breaking): - the feeding of 10 
poor, or clothing them, or manumission. Failing that, 
three days' fast. 
Q5/95 (Compensation for hunting in ihräm): - the feeding of 
poor, or its eqtivalent in fasting. 
Q58/4-(Compensation for misuse of zihär): - manumission; 
. 
failing that, two consecutive months' fast; failing 
that, the feeding of GO poor. 
This first group, containing references to fasting as a compeno- 
r 
ation or penance, have already been partially dealt with1. It has 
been cugý, coted that they. form part of a well-regulated customary 
system2 that only occasionally wins mention in the Quran. It may 
be observed that fasting in Q2/196 (second instance), 4/92 and 5/89' 
appears as the last option, sometimes only applicable if the others 
cannot be managed. Fasting is itself not exactly an easy way out, 
and its presence here as a last resort seems to indicate that the 
primary intention is to make transgressors suffer materially, thro- 
ugh payments in cash or kind. Where this is not possible, by reason 
of poverty, physical hardship is imposed. It is notable that of the 
common religious practices - prayer, pilgrimage, etc. - fasting is 
the aptest as a counterpart of material offering4. 
The kaffära customs that Muhammad knew seem to have been of 
a primarily Arabian origin. This, however, is not to deny that; 
with the passing of time, they could have been drawn into the Jew- 
ish system as it evolved in Muhammad's area. 
1 Above, p. 61. 
no 0 
Apparently of some long ctandin;: -, cc Ryckmanc, p. 33. 
3 
Also Q5/95,58/11., to a certain extent. 
Cf. . the hadith ' alrcawm zaküt al- jasad' . 
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ii. Q53/35" 
inna al-mit3. imina ara-l-nualimät ara-l-r. 1u' minlnA %4a-l-nu' minnt 
ara-l-giºnitina ara-1-(j, inität tra-1-: ädigina u. z-l-andigat va-l- 
. 
nabirina ua-l-t;, -birnt tra-1-'chnUhiCina ara-l-kJlai}l]. Cat wa-1- 
rautcu; acldiqina via-l-mutacaddigät via-l-nüimina tvc1-u1-aä' irnät 
.... 
ota-l-hlfizina furüjahum wa-l-häfiz: it va-l-dhükirina a11,3ha 
f 
... 0 
kathiran wa-l-dliäkirät a°adda allä2iu lahum ciaChfiratan wa 
C- 
ajran aziman. 
It is danr; crous to build too much1 on a reference such as thin. 
All that may safely. be said is that fasting is here conoidered to 
be one of the masks of the true believers, male and feriale. There 
is no reason why this should not refer to the prescribed fast of Ram- 
adän (the Muslims calculate (33/35 to be Iledinese), but it may equ- 
ally refer to voluntary activity. 
As for the claim, orir: inally in the tafcirs, but adopted by 
W'aitendonk2, that säha (Q9/112,66/5) is equal to c3ma, it is-without 
good rounds. The similarity of the context, it is"surE; ected, is the 
ori(; in of. the equation, the more concrete notion of fasting appear- 
inc preferable in the tafriristto mind to that of wandering about, 
which teems to be'the basic idea of the root, although generally it 
is employed with religious overtones3. 
The verse 33/35 is of little use in an enquiry into fasting; 
although listing variouc'reli ; iouc activities, its purpose is' far 
frori being the exposition of the modality or motive of any of them. 
I ZJurtendonk pp. 128ff. 
2 
p. 123 
3 Perhaps there should be mentioned with s ha another root occas- 
ionally reckoned to mean fasting, in the Quran, namely s-b-r, at 
0 
e. g. t12/4ý and 153. Again, this is simply a concretisation, with- 
out significance to the iuGue of the Our anic fast. 
112. 
iii. Q19/26. 
fa-kuli wa-shrabi wa qarri C ainan fa-immä tarayinna min 
a1-bashari ahadan, fa-qüli inni nadhartu 1i-l-rahm9ni 
caveman fa-lan ukallim al-yatrma insiyyan. 
The reference to facl: inC hero is puzzling, not least because 
the whole section in which the verse lies is somewhat rarbled.. 
r 
This is interesting in that it serves as an indication that Muhammad's 
information concerning Christianity was not first-hand; but is unf- 
ortunately no help in unravelling the meaning of the verse in ques- 
tion. 
Although we rare dealing with the same root, s-(w)-m, as in the 
other Quranic instances of fasting, it is evident that here the 
meaning is different, and possibly much more primitive, along the 
lines of simply 'ceasing or refraining from doing a thin'. The 
I: usiim philologers are in fact able to produce exariplec supporting 
this, but, an always in such cases, the chicken/egg problem arises. 
The preceding phrase, practically equivalent to 'eat, drink, and 
be merry', is almost completely incompatible with what follows, and 
can only be explained by positing defective transmission of the 
story before it reached 1": uhanumad. The conclusion that the conrien- 
tators draw,. working backwards from the last phrase (itself oddly 
parallel to Joseph's earlier state, v. 10 of the same sura),. that 
sawm virtually equals silence (cant) is perhaps too restrictive. ' 
0 0 
The last phrase is a bayan of the precedinC one, and not a rigid 
definition. 
The verse contains the only Quranic use of the form sawm as 
1 
There are 'no references to fastin"*or a vow of silence in'any 
Christian versi, n of the story. 
2 Some Persons even propoo. cd to read samt here (see e. g. Jeffery, S 
i", atcriala, they were no doubt aided in this by the oinillrity 
of the two words. 
T13 
opposed to ciyam, and this may tend to confirm that they have' 
oli: htly different meanincs. However, such differentiation is ent- 
ircly di., rc(arded in all later works, the two forma being u3ed in- 
di. ncri., tinately. There in not oven any apparent attempt to vivo cawm. 
the meaninc la fart' , and 3iyäri that of If astinj; I , as one might 
perhaps leave expected. 
That cna: m 'should in the Quran apparently preserve the less 
technical moaninG is in contrast to the widely accepted 'notion 
that the eyprecsion for fastinG as a relil3ious activity was imported 
into the Arabic lanruaCe in the form c m1. 
Without further contemporary evidence, the reference in this 
verse must remain obscure. This is however not of consequence to 
the present study, as the verse, whatever it means, has no bearing. 
on the Iluhammadan fast. 
r 
4 
1See 
on this e. g. Jeffery, Foreign Vocabulary, pp. 201-2. 
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Chapter Three 
Variant Reading of Q2/183-7 
This chapter deals with those alleged variant readings of 
the Lura. n (gira'ät) which occur in connection with the verses on 
r 
fasting. Sorge of these variants have been briefly mentioned already . 
The problem of accommodating various differing fiqh opinions 
in the same text, a need arising from newly-dominant theoretical 
considerations, naturally led the mufassirün to interpret the Quran 
in different ways; that generally speaking this was tho situation, 
rather than that the 'ambiguity' of the Quran led to differing 
interpretations, has, it, is to be hoped, been sufficiently demonst- 
rated2. The present intention is to show that the variant readings 
are but an extension of this process of accommodation. Accommodation 
is. almost too mild a word, for in several cases, the uncompromising 
desire to see a doctrine represented in the Quran led not to the 
adaptation of the doctrine, but to the adaptation of the Quran.. It 
is clearer than ever from this kind of evidence that in many ways 
the Quran was not the pre-eminent factor in deciding the lines of 
development of the institution of fasting as it evolved in classical 
Islam, and war far from holding in practice the primary position 
assigned to it by Shäfici's quadripartite theory of usül al-fiqh. 
It will be remembered that the Quranic verses on fasting fall 
into three main Groups: the principal prescriptive block, those which 
may conveniently be called 'kaffära' verses, and the two incidental 
instances of fasting, 019/26 and 33/35" 
As appeared from chapter one, the first section offers the 
greatest scope for discussion, and it is therefore not curprisinG 
1 P. 5?, 2 See above, p. 3" . This of course is particularly. 
the case in verses of lej"; al or relii, ious moment. 
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to find that by far the Lrcutest number of variants connected with 
fastint; are attached to this block. 
In the same way as Iladithn are furnished with isnadc to''guar- 
antee' their authenticity, t; o do variant readings appear with their 
chains of authority sometimes just as lonG and complete an those 
of the best hacllths, with the proviso that only a few arc attributed 
to the Fro;: hot himself: the claiming of prophetic authority would 
tend to make a nonsense of the classical Muslim datum that the Quran 
was uncollected and unwritten at the time of the Prophet's death. 
Schacht, building on Goldhiher, has shown that every hadith of . 
legal weight can be viewed as the embodiment of an opinion of one 
or other of the fugahal. or ulema of the period considerably after 
fluhammad's death2. Since hadlths proper and the gira'ät have the 
same-form, 'it may be inferred that both these types of information 
concerning the opinions, successful and otherwise, of the devoloping 
period of Islam, were the results of the same influences, and sub- 
ject to the same tendencies3. Two examples: just as in the hadith . 
literature differing opinions are attributed to one and the same 
early authority, such as Abii IIuraira or 
CX'isha, no b. cAbbas or 
Ubai is made to uphold conflicting readings; just as in the hadith 
0 
an opinion may be framed in such a way as to counter : definitively . 
another hadith (an instance of the process of abrogation), so, ' it 
will be shown, one reading may be formulated deliberately to coun-. 
ter the opinion supported by another reading. These considerations 
alone make a nonsense of any attempt to reconstitute the alleged 
primitive and differing codices of the Quran, long posited but never 
1 
Good examples of the isnads of variants appear in Abu 
CUbaid's 
Fadä'i1 al-. ýur'äa, the earliest work to record girä'ät cyotematically. 
2 Zce his Orit; ins, esp. part II. 
3 An inspection of the list of 
alleged owners of 'codices' in Jeffery, Ilaterials, will reveal the 
presence of many naneo faniliar frora the hadith. 
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brought to 1i lht1. In the aboence of any concrete contemporary lit- 
erary evidence of such codices ('and there is none) they must be ace- 
umcd to be gas 'riuch part of the Muslim mythology as the content of 
the Üira, which is transparently not a biography in the accepted 
sense of the word, but lart; cly a work on asbäb al-nuzül2". 
It is worth exanininc the traditional accounts of the early 
hinto±y'-of the Quran in a little detail, if we are to Cain a better 
appreciation of the function of the variants as a whole. 'It is cla- 
imed that'variants arose because of memory lapses and the ambiguity 
of the Arabic script,. compounded by the Geographical scattering of 
the, fuslirn communities. These two principal assertions rest on two 
highly questionable assumptions, 1) that the (Zuran was initially 
transmitted verbally, and 2) that even when tt was written down, 
there was no canon. The. k Fc isof the Prophet's illiteracy., with 
which the oral transrmiso ion idea is linked, is one of the manifest` 
., cc particularly the workn of Jeffery in thin field, notably the 
introductions to the individual 'codices' in his Materials, and the 
summary notes to his two articles on the readings-of ""aid V. CAll: 
having started from the wrong premisses, he just. missed seeing the 
reason for the mass of inconsistencies'which these premissec produced, 
nllthouGh candidly pointing out their existence. Ile was also aware 
of the dubious authenticity of nany readings (Materials, p. 5). 
2 It nay be noted that the true nature of these latter devices,. 
justifications of doctrines rather than explanations of their oric; ino, 
was recor; nised and openly admitted (somewhat belatedly) by the 8th. 
century Lhaf iei scholar 2arkashi (al-Burhan fi cülum al-qur' än, Cairo, 
1957-8, I, p. 23); as for the readings, Qurtubi wittingly or unwittinC- 
ly outlines the process behind their formation, in a discussion of 
Q2/184, ' specifically the word yutiq-unahu, which has a widely-trans- 
mitted variant yutarlwaqünahu (see below). 
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r 
abuurdities of the body of the (Duran text theories. It is inconcciv- 
able that such a man, a merchant, arbiter and politician, should be 
ignorant of 'reading and writing; he was intimately familiar with a 
reli;; ion based on books, and refers often to reading and writing in 
his own book:. lh hasmad's work: is a largely coherent volume, and there 
is no internal indication of its having been wtitten down other than 
eithez' by I3uhammad himself, or under his close direction. As for . the 
sug; Tcstion that in the period after I"Iuhammad'c death the Arabic 
script was incapable of differentiating between various sounds and 
conveying unambiguously when necessary a desired sense, there is now 
clear archaeological and numis,., atic evidence to disprove. this1. 
Other things being equal, there is then no reasonable basis for ass- 
using other than that I. uhanmad wrote the book known as the Quran, 
and wrote it unambiguously. I 
Unlikely as the claims-for Iluhammad's illiteracy and the dofic- 
iency of the Arabic script are, they were nevertheless made, and it 
becomes of moment to enquire who might benefit from the positing of 
such a situation where the Quran text wds not settled. The answer 
is clearly that such a state of affairs would favour those who- 
ass-erted that there existed variations from the standard text. Lest it 
should appear that the traditional accounts of the history of the 
text of the %ýuran were coldly fabricated with a view to covering up 
or accounting. for the machinations of a later generation of scholars, 
it will be as well to try to reconstruct the circumstances probably 
accompanying the appearance of the earliest variants: it seems hi,; h- 
ly likely that the first ones stemmed s1i'1y from suggested altern- 
atives to the standard text, suggestions that were nothing more 
than scholarly observations. ! 'or example, Farrä', talking of a word 
See the work of Grohmann and Nabia Abbott in this field: `Grohmann: i. Der Islam, 33 195d, p"221; Textes Epigraphiques gLouvain, 1962, pp. 57_$which refers to a diacritically pointed.;. 
CMS., of 22 A. H. This is also* mentioned by Nabiah Abbott in L'' 'Rise of the N. Arabic Script and its Quranic Development, :. ` Publications_of the_Chicano Oriental Institute 
_, 
vol. lLChicagol939" 
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in the accusative in the original text, says 'If it wore in the 
nominative, it would be allright'1. In transmission, such a cuc(; est- 
ion acgire; _ the trappinGs of 'authority', and the nucleus of ra'y, 
innocently uttered, becories transformed into. a locally preferred 
alternative to the standard text. With the gradual proliferation 
of these variations, a tendency develops, that of gathering under 
r tho name of some eponymous fl ure the textual variations of a part- 
icular centre of learning. This figure becomes depicted in the 
2 
claGoical theory an a local 'reader'. By a backward projection, 
the alternative readinj; s now associated with, hic name become con- 
cretised as constituting his version of the text of the Quran, his 
'codex'. Repeat this process with all the main centres of intellect- 
ual life in Islam, and there forms exactly that picture of a number 
of differing codices which the classical theory portrays. Rut the 
existence of these codices, it is submitted, is an illusion: -they 
represent the rationalisiLtion of the fruits of originally innocent3 
0 
ý tia': in-i al-qur' ä. n, sub 2/184 
2 Thus in later writinCs, the Farra' observation takes on tho form 
of a definite 'variant', with ouppotting names - see below. Goldziher, 
Richtun;., en, p. 6, offers concerning variants the theory of glosses. 
which for justification were given the name of a companion; these 
develop into 'rcadin o'. It is maintained in the present study that. 
this tendency is by no means limited, to the interpretative type of vt. 
That is to say, innocent in the sense that generally no hope. was 
entertained of any sut_; r"estion eventually supplanting the standard 
text, even thou-11 the suggestion nay have had some polemical charge. 
It in interesting to note that 'modern Muslim savants almost invar- 
iablt set aside the variants recorded from the old Codices on the 
ground that they are Tafsir (Jeff. I; at. p. 10). Jeff. suggests that this 
discarding sterns to a certain degree from the embarassment that the 
cxintence of the variants occasions. 
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speculation on one unchanging toxt, and one alone. However, once the 
CA Cory of a nuiber of differinG codices had crown up, and the idea. 
of variant readinCn, ac opposed to suCL; ested alternatives, had become 
r 
ectablichcd, the way was open for the promulgation of alternatives- 
cum-variants with definite polemical overtones, as an additional 
iaeanc, besides the hadith literaturo proper, of advancing particular 
. opiniöno. 
By this ,; tage, 'the process had become oolf-sustaining: 
the rationalisation offered by the theories provided ground for 
the proliferation of girä'ät, while the increasing nurnbere of the, 
latter provided 'evidence'. for the rationalisation. 
The girä'üt literature is thus capable of explanation in such 
a way that a) it is shown to be of comparable motive, and in large 
measure origins alto, to the haadith and tafsir, and b) it restores 
part of the early history of the Islamic sciences to a more rational 
and acceptable level; by removinG the fabulous' elements, the under- 
lying motives. and processes appear as entirely understandmble:: and 
in no tray sinister. 
Given this somewhat hapahzard pattern of evolution, it is hot 
surprising that the details of the I: uslim theories of the history 
of the uran-text vary considerably, and there is some confusion 
as to the relation of the texts of the seven (or ten, or fourteen) 
local Readers to that for which CUtlunan was allegedly responsible. 
This inconsistency, in conjunction with the other weknesses of the 
traditional account - Ituhammad's supposed illitcrncy, the alleged 
inability of a trading city to furnish better writing materials 
than flat stones and camels' shoulder-blades, the non-survival of 
any non-standard codex, the lack, of any precise details of the 
early codices beyond vague information about the number of our-as, 
order of vercey, etc. - te:: da to 3ug, cat that the gira'at phenomenon 
did not laot lone enough to become conclusively elaborated, or to 
Lain tidespread acceptance ainonj; all ranks of c cholarly'_opinion. 
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It appears that a very few roadinGs were known in the lattor half 
of the second century ; the E, reater number room to have been clabor- 
rated shortly i ter thin. However, Tabari, who was familiar with 
r 
quite a few of the fastin;; variants, never accepts any of then, and 
his rcuark on the variant 'mutat3bicüt'2, an addition to the standard 
text proposed in the name of Ubai, which would support Tabari's own 
conviction in the matter 'in question, is revealing: 'dhalika khilRf 
m3 fi masähifina, fa-ghairu jä'iz'3. On the word yutiqünahu (Q2/184) 
for which there are numerous variants, he says: '(yutiqünahu)is the 
reading of all 1 lusiims, and thus it is written in our copies of the 
Quran. It 'is a reading that having been transmitted down the centur- 
ies should not be differed from by any of Ahl al-"Isläm' The trad- 
itional form of the variant literature, providing 'guarantees' of 
authenticity hardly different from those of hadiths, failed in the . 
lozzg run to convince people that there was any real justification 
for taking into critical consideration any Quran-text other than 
that sin-lo one in universal uses. The attitude of Tabarl is ref- 
lected in other works, which refer to even the most fanous variants 
-jr 'shadhdh'6. This scepticism seems not to be based on any fornal 
renunciation of the theory of variants, by a"process of ijmäe or the 
like, but simply on the fact that no-one had ever seen a Quran that 
contained any of the variants, however %", ell they miGht otherwise 
1 
In I"i31ik, Shafici, iiugatil, rarra' (see below). However, variants 
of Q2/133-7 noted in these-early sources account for much less than 
10r%% of the total number of different variants. 
2 
Q5/89- 
3 ace also the considerably earlier Abü CUbaid, IWi, fol. 27, who is 
disinclined to accept even the most famous fasting variant, observ-" 
ing that it is not in the Ilasahif, of the IIijäz, cIrEq, Sham or elsewhere 
j 
p. '52. VLC orij in of which in turn had no; r to be accounted 
for: 
see Tab., I, pp. 20-60.6 E. g. Lisän al-°arab, s. v. t=tt-g. 
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be docu: entecl, acid it rer., ain3 the care today that there is only one 
Duran throughout the Muslim world; what variations there arc, arc 
connected with the actual pronunciation, rather than any deeper 
r 
matters. This fact alone would-be enough to raise doubts about the 
existence of any early variant codices. That the variantu did not 
die out, after theyhad. ultii; rately failed to become deemed worthy 
of serious con:; ideration'in the rclicio-legal arguments that many 
of then, had been d. signed to support, is due to the nu, ". raifying tend- 
ency of the Islamic science: no a whole. Obsolete opinions disappear 
only very slowly, if 'ever. All the evidence points to the fact that 
the :, uran' as Iouhammad's own work has not changed significantly 
sizice it left hic. ha.: ids; sslthough for lone after his death' it was 
not the subject of recorded scholarly study and application, it 
must have been continuously in the minds and eyes of thousands of 
I: u l±ns as a liturGica]. docurient: whore then was the opportunity 
for major deviations to creep in? 
An analysis of the alleged variant readings connected with 
any particular Group of verses will reveal that they may be divided 
in two vayn, according to type and according; to purpose. 
. 
he typos of variants are three: those that retain the skeleton 
of the original word, but vary as to dottinC and vocalisation, etc.; 
those where the skeleton of the word is altered, occasionally in 
such an extreme manner that a more correct term would be substitution; 
and those where extra words or phrases are imported into the original 
text. : 3roadly Üpeal: inf;, the first type is the most frequent, the 
third the least so. An authority of the eminence of Shafici, who 
was not very convinced by variants, refused to admit any of the 
two latter classes, interferinG as they do with the written text 
as it often appears, unvocalised. It is amonC, variants of the first 
type that one emit; ht start loolzint; for such Genuine., variations from 
:: uharr. iad' c text au there raay'ibe: ' a convenient example would be 
the 
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nalilc/nllilc of sur. 1 11. However, the najority of even tho voc- 
alic or diacritical variants, the least complicated typo, can be 
shown to have polemic weight, and thus cannot be considered innocent 
or genuine variations from the original text. 
This leads to the discussion of the purposes that 'variants servo,. 
and these can similarly be divided into three groups. 
Firstly, readings of direct polemical significance, supporting 
a doctrine or doctrines at variance with that of the standard read- 
ing, and which came into being initially from a desire to see an 
opinion represented in the Cjuran. Again, as pointed out above, there 
is every likelihood that, before the idea of variants became estab- 
lished, the authors of the suggestions they embody probably hold no 
conscious wish to impose directly their own opinions on the Quran, 
amd to supplant all other interpretations; according to their way 
of thinking, what the ; luran daid was not yet a necessary or decisive 
arguuent. 
Secondly, there are readings not of weight in religious or 
legal debate, but contributing in some measure to other spheres of 
Islamic science where there was arg=. ent which could usefully be 
strogthened by appealing to Ourani, c precedent. The most obvious case 
in pcint is philology, especially the field of morphology. Such 
2 
f 
readinC; s i: iay often also belong to group three below. 
Thirdily, rcadin ;s of an apparently subsidiary nature, yet in 
fact helping to play a fundamental role. These would include the 
genuine, innocent, ' variants, but also number Q.. uranic 'parallels' to 
other, more significant, variants, introduced simply in order to 
reinforce the notion of the e:: istence of variants, and to aid in 
the cctablichint; of them as a phenomenon of. apparent antiquity. 
12 ýce e. G. Jc: if., Iýýat. p. 25. 
` 
Cf. the quotation in GO1dZ. tlZicht- 
unf; cn, p. 5J: a1-carabiyya tuisahhah bi-l-girä'a, lä al-girü'a bi-j2, rabiya, ° dýr 
0.0. 
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The fact that all variants can be thus classified in in itself 
an indication that they do indeed derive from a single well-known 
text; they chow nothing of the types of inconsistency uliich might 
be seen if they were associated with an imperfect amalgam of genuin- 
ely differing recensions, as the Ituclim theory demands, and the 
pattern of their first appearance in written works, as opposed to 
their'clair.; ed dates of origin, further reinforcer, the conviction 
that they are' in practcally every cane in no way genuine or early. 
In the light of the above, it is clear that there is no sure 
way of identifying conclusively the very small proportion of gen- 
uine variations from the text of the Quran. However, it is equally 
clear that for the purposes of understanding and translating the 
Quran, there is no need to look further than the copy which we have 
in front of us, for to all intents and purposes, we have the orig- 
inal. The bilk of the variant readings can without qualms be left 
aside as later inventions, leaving only a small number of variations 
affecting only the pronunciation or the spelling of the passages in 
which they occur. This is not to deny that the majority of variants 
have any use, but it is not the Quran that an analysis of them ill- 
uminatoc; rather, it is the arguments which at la later date were 
built around the Quran, as that document came to be hold to be one 
of the theoretical cornerstones of legal and religious procedure, 
indispensable and not to be ignored. 
1 
There now follows a list of the recorded variants of Q2/133-7, 
together with the arguments each one is capable of supporting. The 
widely printed Egyptian text of the Quran, supposedly identified 
1 
; gee beloi"r, 2.125? Pace Jeff., -n. 14! 'it is of course obvious that 
0 
all the inforriation we can gather regarding the text of these early 
codices is of the utmost importance for the text criticism of the Q. ' 
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with the recension of ltafs, but in fact simply the orir , 
innl text, 
is taken as the standard, for purposes of comparison. 
In the matter of sources, as many original works an were read- 
ily available were consulted, principally based on the list offered 
by Jeffcry1.. A very nrsall number of the variants he quotes in the 
body of his book have not been found in original texts, and as he 
does not give references, these must be assumed to be in the works 
he quotes which it wau not possible to consult. All variants are 
noted, not merely those attributed to Companions: this has resulted 
in. a con idorabloincrease on Jeffery's total. An exception has 
been made of a few variants dealing with minor orthographic points, 
. hick 
have been omitted. The classification of variants according 
to their ancient 'authorities' has not been attempted, for reasons 
r 
made clear above` . : 1: ecauso of their linited- interest, the variants 
con: i. octod with the other verses rnentioninC fasting will- not be dis- 
cusseQ in i:. a, chapter. 
The distribution clia, "ran t rhich follows is of course not too 
conc; _usive; riot all writbrc will 
have troubled to record all variants 
known to them, and not all. writers have been avail,. ble for consul t- 
ati. on. However, it does tend to show that extremely few of the var- 
iants are early - noro than half of the, ' total' number recorded only' 
by writers who died after the fourth century of Islam. By the time 
of Bukhäri, only a tenth of the final nunber had been noted down. 
UituatiOfl io in no way compatible with the fixed pattern of 
early codices alleged in the theories advanced by the Pau : lino to 
account for the plienorrenon of the gira' zt. 
1. 
Ilaterials, r. 17. 
2 Yor Lhe result: of such an exercise, oee the body of ' I, iateriala' . 
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Distribution diagram of variants of Q2/183-7. 
A cross denotes the first record of a particular variant. 
Muqätil b. Sulaimän. 
S3bawaih .... .... 
1-Iälik .... .... .. 
'-Farra'.. 
.... .... 
5häfi°i. .... .. 00 
Abü CUbaid. .... .. 
ßukhäri. .... .... 
Tabari.. .... .... 
Ibn Abi Dä'td. 0*00 
Abü Muslim. .... .. 
Ibn Khalawaih. .... 
J agq as.. ..... .... 
Ibn Jinni.. .... .. 
BM Or 4257. .... .. 
d. 150 x 
d. 176 
d. 179 x 
d. 203 xx 
d. 2o4 
d. 223 x 
d. 256 
d. 310 xx 
.. d. 316 x 
.. d. 322 
00 d. 370 xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
00 d. 37o 
99 d: 392 xxx . 
.. ca. 400 xxxxx 
DÄ n i. . ...:.. 
0000 00 
d. 444 xx 
Baihaqi. .... .... .. d. 
458 
Tnsi. .... .... .... d. 460 x 
Zamakhshar3 .... .... d. 467 xxxxxx 
Sarakhsi .... .... .. d. 483 x 
T3aShawi. .... .... .. d. 516- 
4Jäsiti.. .... .. ." .0d. 
521 
Ibn al-Jawzi.. .... .. d. 596 
Ra z1... 00 .. 00 00 00 
d. 606 x 
CUkbäri. .... .... .. d. 616 xxxxxx 
Qurtubi. .... .... .. d. 656 xx 
13aidäw3. ... .... .... d. 
685 
Abu Vayyän. .... .... d. 754 xxxxx 
Jazarz...... .... .... d. 833 
Ibn Vajar.. .... .... d. 852 
Shawkani .... .... .. d. 1250 
Jeffery. 
........ oeoo 04 00 
xxxx 
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Q-2/1 33 
No varianEs of this verse have been remrdcd. From thin it may 
be deduced that no-one in the period when vürianto were beinC prom- 
ul sated denied that fa ; tinC wa. 3 a prescribed part of the faith. Cf. 
the tai': it of Ourtftbl on thin verse: 'Innahu kataba calnihim al. - 
[iyRn pia alramalium iyyahu wa awjabahu 
caltxihin., 13 khitäf fihi' . 
f 
; liäfic3. rticntiont that the knoulcd,,; e that the month (to be fatted) 
was Ramadan, and that ito fact was a fard, is so wides»road, and 
always has been, that it has never been necessary to relate from 
the-Prophet a hadith specifically to this effect2. 
Q2/184 
Official Egyptian version ("E''): ayyaman macdüdatin 
The position of this phrase, at the beginning of the verse, 
toCether with the followin 'fa'-clause, shows that it can only be 
read as a dircct continuation of 2/183, defining the period for 
which fasting is prescribed. 
Variant ("Vt"): ayManun nacaüdätun 
Rcad byý: b. 1: ascüd (fCh.,. 11) ; b. P: ascüd, Abü Dharr, Abü Husain 
(cUk. 113, p. 58. ); b. iºaacüd (Abü IIayy3n, p. 39); b. Mabcücl and b. (sic) 
Dharr (Jeff., p. 29)" 
The imr, rediate result of the change to the nominative is to 
wehen the tie between this verse and the precedinC, which raicec the 
suspicion that to concider the passage as two quite separate 
1 p. 280. 2 I: isäla, paraa. 436,433. 
Sc. throughout' this chapter 'alloyed to have been' read by. As 
pointed out in the introduction to this section, these ollcCations 
trill often i'Inve Moen precede by 'su;;;; cstcd resdinCs'. 
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verses was a deliberate tactic. There are two podible motives for 
this: at the riinplcst level, it r,. ay have stemmed from,. a conviction 
that a sentence starting thus with an accusative was inelegant or 
incomplete; the practical meaning of the verse is unchanged, a. m. 
now being in apposition to al-siy3m (Q2/133), whereas formerly it 
was a : arf. 
CUl: bari talcs the apposition a stake further by rugg- r 
csting that a. m. stands for 'sawnu ayy3nin (. acdüdatin)'.. This is 
typical of the tafsiristc' desire for absolute explicitness, and 
iß comparable to the more orthodox cx. >lanationo of nyynrian rnacdüdltin 
as neaning '(fa-n7irrü) a. rr: ' . Alternatively, a. r: t. in the nominative 
can now be considered as a hind of heading for the whole. vorse, 
echoed in forin and in root by the ensuing fa-ciddatun. It is to he 
c noted that the equation of a. n. and fa-iddaturi precludes the cqu- 
atiou of a. m. and Rarladan, which some mufassirs, considering a. ri. 
. 
to refer to a quite clif. ierent, three-day, fast2, found awkward. 
This reading then may conceivably be intended to support the abrog- 
ation of v. 1v4, by iinimizing any complications arising; from the 
run-over of meaning; from v. 133 to v. 184. 
F: fa-ciddlaLun 
An alternative to al-siyäm, v. 103, and therefore 'kutiba calai= 
kur, 1' is to be understood here: cf. ; 2äz5, ad loc.; 'ay fa-alaihi c 
. saw, nu 
c idda. .. ý. 
'Jt: fa-ciddatan " 
, tecordcd by Zam. (p. 255), Räzi (pp174-5), cUk. ItS (p. 56, narSin), 
Qurt. (p. 281) , Baid. (p. 33) , All (P-32); attributed to b. iiigcar. i 
(Jeff., b. I".. ). 
1' 
Qurtiibi (p. 281 ) c1yý of fa-oidciatun: wa al-°idda fiola rain al- 
°add, ua hiya bi-M, al-naodüd. 
2 See above, p. 38" 
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The lack iii. most of there references of oven the shortest ionäd 
is in itself an indication that this variant lacks groat polemic 
weight. Either it is intended as an adverbial accusative, parallel 
to a. i7.1 , or there is to be unclcrstöod an expanded phrase such as 
c2 'fal-yacum iddatan', again an addition which makes precisely clear 
r 
ghat is intended by the verse. This desire for precision perhaps 
aroce'from the fact that hero it is a matter of one of the five 
pillars of tho. faith, whore the underlying 2uranic injunction nust 
be Wade quite clear. 
I'arrä' observes concerning this verse 'ova law känat nacaban, 
c Lf 1: 3na cawaban' >, and U1cbari has 'via law quri' a... ' . As indicated 
above, this hypothetical observation is illustrative of the probable 
mode of formation of nan;, variants - an innocent Grammatical alter- 
native proposition acquiring with the passace of time an existence 
of its ownm and eventually an authority. 
A comparable variant occurs at Q2/196, where' b. Iligcam proposes 
'fa-fidyatan' for 'fa-fidyatun' 
E: ayyämin ukhara 
Ukhara, being plural, can only agree with ayyämin. The use of 
the plural form of the adjective, rather than the feminine singular, 
is posoibly comparable to the preceding (ayyämin) macdüd3tin. Al- 
though less common than the fern. sing. form, a plural adjective is 
of courze quite permissible in Classical Arabic.. 
1 ierhap3 the more probable origin, in view of the comrtenta of the 
Gracunarian rarräl (oee what follows). 
Baid., ad loc. 
! 
i' ý a°ani, ad cZ2/1Qýf. + Irýla', + n. 
0. 
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Vt: a": irai n u'. chra 
NuCý; cNtcd, without c., +ccii'ic attribution, by Tuc3T. (1). 116), RZ. ^, i 
(tl. 176), Ali (1). 33); read by b. 17accüd (c1Jk. IIS, p. 57; Jcff., n. 2t)). 
1älc the Sul jective it now in a more resular form, the fem. 
sing., and perhaps preferred by come on that account alone, or 
sug. _, ccted in order. to show that ukhara was in fact identical with 
r 
ukhrz' irua!: anin1 ,' there is now the possibility of applyinG ulchrä to 
(fa-)ciddatun. Tlhiy is ui;,; aificant only insofar as it is then impo- 
ssible, if the adjective applies to the cinrruldx 
ciddatun, to under- 
stand after it ImutatabicätI, a stop taken by those holding the 
doctrine that the gadä' of . 2ariadan. nu; t be performed on concccutive 
day31. `Thic belies can be supported by another route, if it be cra- 
ntcd that the plural ukhara is more reuainiscent of the mutatäbi'Rt 
than the : inGular ulhr1. While this has' no official sanction fron 
the grammarians, it ceoiac quite possible that the plural could be 
seen to refer to a sequence of individual days, while the singular 
would apply to days in Cencral. 
In support of this may be mentioned (jurtubl's comment at this 
pint: 'wa hiya (sc. ukhara) nifatun li-ayyämin, %. ia lam taji' ukhrä 
c 
cifatun 1i-1--idda'. Unfortunately Qurtubi 
does not outline the consequences of this anbiuity, but the muta- 
täbioat question is the only matter which presents itself as turn- 
ink in any way on the vocalisation of ukh-r-. 
Vt: ayZämin ul: hara r. iutatabiätin 
read by Ubai (Nälik 49Z Shäf. Umm 2/103, Zam. p. 255,123z7, p. 176, 
Ali, p.. -)5, Jeff. p. 120, Iiöldel: e, p. 83. ). 
1 
'rhir, doctrine is attributed to b. ilancüd; hic narsinc here as the 
'rectcttr' of this variant may thus be a deliberate move of attack by 
his oppont iitc in this :. matter. 
, 2. Possibly a later interpolation in Malik's text-Similarly, 
_the__reference in_Shafici_is _of_ 
doubtful authenticity. 
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This self-explanatory addition is intended to settle the lone- 
standing ärgrnraent, nentioned above, as to whether fasts other than 
Ramadan, usually specifically the gadä' of Ramadün, should be perf- 
ormed consecutively or not. The allegation of this variant gains 
some support from the fact that sometimes in dealing with fasts 
the Quran does mention consecutiveness, using this word1. 
'A'isha, 
r 
quoted by 'Zurtubi, in turn quoting the Sunan of Däraqutni, on this 
verse, is alleged to have said 'nazalat "fa-Ciddatun min ayyämin 
iikliara mutatabicZltin", fa-cagatat "mutatäbi47ltinl' 12. This hadith 
may be a rationali. nation of the existence of the variant, or an 
attempt to abrol; uto it; the latter is perhaps more probable, since 
I 
the K'isha report is late. Additionally it may be noted that caqata 
is one of the technical roots equated with naskh. There is apparently 
no other opinion from rlioha along there linen. 
Vt: aa tin ul: hara nutatäbicatin 
React by Ubai (Sarakhsi, p. 75" 
"This reading, which 3aAchsi calls shädhdh, it prob-ably identical 
with the above. : 4iutatäbi`a is often used in the tafsirs interchang- 
eably with the plural form, oven when discussing the sargo verse3. 
E: yut g7mahu 
L 
head in this way, there can be little doubt that the 'hu' 
refers effectively to 'fidya'; in contrast, the orthodox interpret- 
ation refers it with rather less probability to 'iyäm'. Both these 
views result in the creation of an alternative to fasting. The 
various iethods resorted to by the classical lluslim scholars to amend 
I ý. 1i/92f jý/4" 
2 
p. 281. iailiagi p. 253 has virtually the same hadith from 
CA'isha" 
e. g. Räz3-. 
tE 
See above, p. 50" 
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this situation, which was to them undesirable and indeed unaccept- 
able as. a contemporary fact, have been dealt with elsewhere. It may 
be recalled that the principal device was that of abrogation, by 
v. 185, but as will become apparent from what follows, much effort 
was also put into the production of variants designed to. cope with 
the difficulty; their complexity was one of the factors which led 
b. al CArabi to describe this verse as a 'baidat al-Cugr'1. 
f 
Vt: yutawwaqünahu 
Read by b. `Abbas (Mugatil, fo1.23, Shafi'i, "; Umm 8/59, Abt 
4Ubaid 
fo1: 27, Bukh. K. Tafsir, Nasa17! 70, Bai., p. 272, Zam., p. 255, BaSh., p. 70, "Uk. 
MS, p. 57, Qurt., p. 281, AH, p. 35, Shawkani, p. 158); 'Ikrima2and b: : cAbbäs 
(Abt cUbaid, Spitaler, p. 3), also Said b. Jubair and Mujahid (Abü 
`Ubaid, N&M, fol. 27) ; b. `Abbas, `Atä' , 
tÄ' isha, Sa`id b. Jubair, 
(Ikrima, Mujahid (Tab. P-132037-8); Sa4id b. Jubair and-4Ikrima' 
(Ibn Abi Dä'üd, p. 89); b. `Abbäs, A'is'ha, (Ikrima, Sa'id b. Musayyib 
(Jasräs, I, pp. 206-7); b. Abbas, A'isha, Sa'Lid b. Musayyib, Tawüs, 
Sad b. Jubair,. Mujähid, 4Ikrima, Ayyüb Sakhtiyäni, `Ata' (b. Jinni 
ad loc. );. 
( Ä'isha (Baihagi, p. 273); b. 4Abbas, Mujähid and many 
others-(Khal., pp. 11-2); Abü Bakr al-Siddig, b. 4Abbas (b. al-Jawzi, 
p. 186) ; `Ali, b. cAbbäs, A' isha, Savid b. Jubair, `Ikrima, Nu j- 
ähid (Jeff., pp. 185,195,232,246,269,277 respectively); recorded 
without specific attribution by Tüsi, p. 119 ('shädhdh'), `Ukbari,. 
(Im15. ', p. 81), Baidäwi, (p. 38). a 
This is the major counter to yutiqünahu, as might be inferred 
from the mass of authorities arrayed in its support. The effect of 
this variant is to reverse the meaning-of the standard reading, so 
that instead of 'to be able to', 'manage', we are now to understand 
ý Ahk'5m, I, p. 79. I 
2 The text of NO omits the 'n' of yut. in one version. Probably 
a scribal error. 
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'manage with difficulty', 'be unable to'. This is arrived at by 
taking yutawwaq as a denominal form from tawq, yoke or burden. Hu 
is again taken to refer to al-siyUm, and the altered moaning suits 
those of the opinion that various classes of people, such as the 
elderly and infirm, should be exempted from the rigours of fasting. 
This doctrine is attributed to b. 'Abbäs, who, as will have been noted, 
r 
is the most frequently quoted authority for this reading. Abrogation 
becomes unnecessary nowt-for the fidya clause is thus removed from 
general applicability. It is not apparent that this dispensing with 
naskh was deliberately designed to that end. 
The word yutawwaqünahu itself appears to be something of a 
neologism ; the mufassirün almost invariably feel obliged to follow 
it with an explanatory''ay yukallafünahu12, while yutiqünahu is 
usually considered sufficiently clear to stand without further def- 
inition. It is perhaps possible that this definition by means of 
the root k-1-f is influenced by the appearance in Q2/286-of both 
this root and t-w-q. The scepticism of some over this most famous 
of the variants connected with fasting has been noted already3, and 
we may also note the comment of b. Ilajar, who says that some claim 
this is a tafsir and not a reading 
4. 
1 With this precise meaning at any rate. It occurs at Q3/179, sa- 
yutawwaqüna. The existence of the word elsewhere in the Quran. may, 
as in the case of mutaibi'ät above, at the earliest period have given 
the impetus for suggesting that'it might be preferable to read it 
at Q2/184 also. Cf. introductory remarks on the origin of variants. 
2 Tab. p. 138, for example. 
3 Above, p. 120. 
4 
According to Tüsi, p. 119, some avoided the implications of the 
yutawwaqünahu variant by interpreting it as yulzamnnahu, i. e. with 
a meaning identical to yutiqünahu. 
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Vt: yutayyigUtiahu 
Read by b. `'Abbäs, 11ujühid (Khäl. pp. 11-2); b. `Abbas, `Ikrima, 
1: ujÄhid'(Jeff., pp. 195,269,277, respectively. ). 
A 'variation in form only on the original, yutiqünahu, without 
appreciable change in meaning. As shown below, the similarity of the 
main authorities'to those of the preceding variant supports this.. 
It is'perhaps comparable to other cases of a change in formt, but 
r 
there may also be detected a possible origin in oral debate. It may 
be conjectured that the proponents of the variant yutawwaqünahu 
announced-that all scholars were agreed that the correct reading, 
as received from the best. authorities, was the second rather than 
the fourth form. Their opponents would have made a show of agreeing 
with this, and would then have pointed put that of course the mid- 
dle radical was a ya, and not a wäw. Such a suggestion could hardly 
have been more than a debating device, as it must have been common 
knowlecge that in all other forms of the root, the middle radical, 
when strong, is waw. The ya can only have come from the imperfect 
of the fourth form, yutiq. Whether the ya suggestion did indeed- 
have a fortuitous origin as outlined above or not, it was certainly 
taken seriously by later scholars, and considerably developed, while 
retaining its basic identity of meaning with the original yutiqünahu. 
This development was no doubt helped by its supposed derivation from 
the strong root tawq via the form tafai'ala, giving in this case 
(ta)tayyaga, as tadayyara from dawr (Abü Hayyän, p. 35). This deriva- 
tion need hardly be taken seriously: it is not evident that the 
form tafai`ala is much more than a. nonce-form, developed if not 
originated by the grammarians for their own convenience. 
1 Cf. discussion on 'litukmilü', below, p. 152. 
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Vt: yutwiqünahu 
Read by Humaid (Qurt., p. 286, AH1, p. 35, Shawkilnl, p. 158. ). 
Although this deliberate archaism might seem to be nothing more 
than an attempt to back up the grammatical opinion that all hollow 
verbs may follow either the strong or the weak inflection, in this 
case in the fourth form (cf. Wright I, para. 61), there is a further 
point'at stake, connected with the arguments mentioned under the pre- 
ceding variant. If, as this variant sets out to do, it can be estab-, 
lished that the `ain of täga is, more properly waw, rather than ya, 
then the. case of those who would support the variants and indeed 
the original reading with the middle radical ya is weakened. In 
effect of course the present variant is indistinguishable from the 
standard reading. This gives some indication of the speciousness of 
the variant literature, especially in its more elaborate forms: in 
attempting to support the waw form, the readers of yutawwaqünahu 
have recourse in their search for proof to an adaptation of yutiqünahu, 
which according to their system is an unacceptable reading. 
Qurtub! and Abü Hayyän, treating it at the grammatical level, 
do not think much of it. Qurtubi says that the weak inflection, yutiq, 
is the regular one ('wa al-giyäs al-iCtiläl'), and the other adds 
that it is shadhdh. 
f 
Vt: yatatawwagnnahu 
Read by `Atä' from b. `Abbas (Khal., pp. 11-2); b. `Abbess (Zam., 
1 
P-2559 Jeff., p. 195); noted by `Ukbäri (MS, p. 57), Baidäwi, p. 38. 
This is an alternative to yutawwaqünahu, supporting the same 
argument by a different route, i. e. with the meaning '(those who) 
impose it upon themselves as a burden', rather than '(those who) 
Comparison with the comparable passage in Baidllwi shows that the 
printed text of 7, am, omits the Its infix. 
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have it imposed upon them as a burden'. While there is little to 
choose between the two, it may be that the proponents of yatatawwa- 
gflnahu favoured the more voluntary, self-affecting nature of. the 
act described by the fifth form. It is quito possible, however, that 
the fifth form was preferred for reasons of euphony with the follow- 
ing tatawa"a. Such euphony would enhance the case of those claiming 
I 
waw as the middle. radical. 
Vt: yattawwaqünahu 
Read by I4u jähid, b.. `Abbas, 'Ikrima (Ibn Jinni, sub Q2/184) ; 
Aiu'ädh, Abü Ilähik, I"iujahid b. Khair (`Ukb7iri, AiS, p. 57); b. 'Abbas, 
Täwüs, cÄ'isha, 'Amr b. Dinar (Qurt., p. 287); Ä'isha, Mujähid, Täirüs, 
Amr b. Dinar (AH, p. 35, Shawkäni, p. 158); b. 'Abbas, 'Ä'isha, °Ikrima, 
Mujähid (Jeff: -, pp. 195,232,269,277 respectively); also recorded by 
Zam., p. 255, and Baid., p. 38. 
Parallel to the preceding variant. The contraction and assimil- 
ation are more 'Quranic'1, which may account for its being more 
widely recorded. This more polished form would probably be the later 
of the two; indeed it is first noted by b. Jinni, who died after 
b. Khalawaih, the first recorder-of the fuller version, although 
admittedly only a few years separated their deaths. 
Vt: yattayyaqünahu 
Read by b. `Abbas, lßujahid, `Ikrima (b. Jinni, sub Q2/184); Ibn 
al-Anbäri from b. `Abbas (Qurt., p. 287); `Ikrima and'firga', Mujähid, 
b. `Abbas (Aii, p. 35); b. `Abbas (Shawkäni, p. 158); `Ikrima and ? ujahid 
(Jeff., pp. 264 and 267). 
1 
See Wright I, para. 111. Comparable perhaps is the vt. yataa" adu 
for yassa`Cadu (Q6/125), and yattahharü for yatatahharü (Q9/108), 
Jeff., p. 256. 
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This reading, with second radical ya, can bo seen as a counter 
to the preceding two readings; its development is doubtless parallel 
to that of yutayyiqünahu, with a fifth form instead of a second. The 
ya is a reliable indication of a reading designed to support the 
arguments of those who approved of the original yutiqünahu, that 
is to say it is a reading not opposed to the standard, but to those 
who oppose it. Again, some sought to give grammatical justification 
for the derivation of this form from the root t-w-q1. 
r 
Although admitting that this reading is 'good Arabic', Qurtubi 
is careful to point out that this was not 'min al-qur'än', and that 
'innamä hiya girä'a 'alä al-tafsir'. As already pointed out, many 
variants probably owe their origin to a transformation of opinion 
into girä'a, and it is likely that caveats such as Qurtubi's could 
be made concerning a great deal of them. 
Vt: yatig nahu 
Read by fujähid (Ourt., p. 286, Jeff., p. 277). 
This is clearly an open attempt to provide a firm foundation 
for derived forms with second radical ya. It sidesteps the complicated 
grammatical devices, already alluded to, which are used to explain 
how yattayyaq may be derived from t-w-q, by asserting that there 
exists in conjunction with the root t-w-q another root, t-y-q; yatiq 
could only come from such a root. However, it is nowhere attested 
to in the lexica; Qurtubi states bluntly that the word Ls wrong, and 
should have waw and not ya. 
Vt: yutayyaqünahu 
Read by b. `Abbas (b. Jinni, sub Q2/184); b. `Abbas, `Ikrimaý 
Mujahid (Jeff., pp. 195,269,277 respectively); recorded by Zam., p. 255, 
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naid., p. 38, cUkbari 1-IS p. 57. 
This reading is a refinement of yutayyiqünahu, reflecting the 
attacked yutawwaqünahu in the use of not only the second form, but 
also the passive voice. The difference in meaning between 'are able' 
and 'are enabled' is here overlooked entirely, for the purposes of 
debate. Lane, apparently quoting Tflj al-`arüs1, equates. this read- 
ing, wrongly, with yutawwaqünahu. It is a further example of the 
efforts made to show that the ya verb was just as capable of full 
inflection as the waw verb. 
r 
Vt: yuttayyaqünahu 
Mentioned by Abü Fiayyän, p. 352. 
In its use of the passive, this reading is clearly linked 
with the preceding one. They may simply have been employed to supp- 
ort the contention that the passive of this notional verb was a) 
possible, and b) bore the same meaning, for practical. purposes, -as, 
the active. The relative rarity of this reading, compared with its 
companion, confirms the suspicion that the second, rather than. the 
fifth, is the primary one. 
Vt: yuttayyiqünahu 
Read, by Mujähid from b. 'Abbas (Khäl., pp. 11-2). 
phis-would appear to be the result of a copyist's error; it 
does not conforn with any known verb paradigm. Possibly it^is inten- 
ded as a dialect form (see what follows), but as yutayyaqunahu is 
separately noted fron r; ujEhid (Khäl., above, p. 136 ), it should prob- 
ably be read yuttayyaqünahu, or, as the latter reading is-otherwise 
anonymous, yattayyaqünahu. 
Though the source of his quotation is not clear. 
2 Cf. also Zam., p. 255" 
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Vt: yittayyaqünahu 
Read by b. `Abbäs (Jeff., p. 195). 
. This reading can be seen as reinforcing the fifth form group 
of ya readings by deliberately employng a pseudo-archaic or dial- 
ectal form1.. By giving the ya form a respectable pedigree, its pro- 
ponents may have hoped to disguise its newness. Alternatively, this 
variant could be considered as a spurious 'shähida', invented ip 
order to be cited by those who claimed the prefix of the imperfect 
was capable of taking kisr2. This explanation seems however to be 
less. likely in this context, on account of the initially infirm 
r 
position of the ya readings. 
Vt: yutawwiqünahu 
Mentioned in commentary on Riyad edition of Abü Hayyän, p. 353. 
To give this reading the idea ofimposing' in-any fictive sense, 
as its form demands, makes a nonsense in this context. In explanat- 
ion of it, one can make out a case for its being the extreme point 
reached by the arguments of those who read ya in opposition to waw. 
The existence of the ya form having been demonstrated to their sat- 
isfaction, the obvious next step was to impose the meaning of the 
secondary group upon the original. This. variant can thus be unders- 
tood as being exactly parallel in both form and meanin1; to the 
second form of the ya verb, in turn based on yutiqünahu. 
In the hadith, the form tuwwiga4 is used in the sense 'to be 
ý 
Cf. Wright I, para. 90, Remarks on the Imperfect. 
2 Possibly a comparable example is the variant niCbud for naCbud 
(Q1/5), alleged to have been read by Zaid b. `Ali. (Jeff., ZbA). 
3 Apparently also elsewhere: Lane mentions, concerning yutawwaqunahu, 
that it appears 'erroneously' in the Calcutta ed. of the Qümüs as 
yutawwiqünahu. 4 See Wensinck's Concordance, S. V. 
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enabled to'. Whether this seen as a donominal form from t7igatun, 
or the passive of the verb of yutawwiqünahu, is not important: the 
point is that tawwaqa now incorporates in one form-both of the ideas 
associated with the basic root, those of capability and burdening, 
which though related, were originally distinct. 
Vt: yutaiqünahu 
Recorded by Zamakhshari, p. 255, and Baidäw1, p. 38. Lane mentions 
the Calcutta edition of the Qämüs as having this erroneously for 
yutaiwaqünahu1. 
It is reasonable to assume that Zamakhchari, and in tun Baidäwi, 
was not perpetuating an error when they recorded this form, and that 
it is in fact Lane who is mistaken. If it is not connected, via" 
yutaiwaqünahu, with the dorivation. of ya forms from, tawq, then it 
can only be satisfactorily classified as a diminutive verb, meaning 
'(those who) can manage only a little fasting'. This then would 
represent an attempt by those who favoured the waw readings to-'in- 
vest=tho'now firmly established ya group of readings2 with a meaning 
more acceptable to themselves. The oddity of the form suggests that 
it is scarcely more than a nonce-word, as indeed others of these 
variants seem to be, coined for the sake of argument and debate. - 
Yutaiwaqünahu has not been recorded as a vt; it seems to represent 
a stage in the grammarians' argument for deriving ya forms from 
t-w-q. The basic form is said to be fai'ala (see above). The ya hav- 
ing sukün, bads occurs between it and the waw; the latter is assim- 
ilated, to produce double ya. In the case of yatataiwaqünahu, whence 
11 
yattayyaqünahu, where the pattern is tafai'ala, _the 
grarmarians are 
able, as noted already, to advance'an 'example', tadayyara, from 
d-w-r. 11bä IIayyän explains this process, originally in Sibawaih: - 
2 And indeed the original yutiq, with which it is skeletally iden- 
tical. 
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The diminutive verb doss in fact have a respectable pedigree: though 
limited by the classical scholars to certain verbs of wonder 
l, it 
also occurs in dialect2, and it seeps likely that this example would 
be readily intelligible to the scholarly mind. 
a 
Vt: yatatniqünahu 
Recorded by Zam., p. 255, and Eai4., p. 38. 
This reading counters yattayyagQnahu in the same way as the 
preceding one does yutayyiq/yutiqünahu. 
r 
The proliferation of variants around the one word yutiqunahu, 
which can be reduced to just two basic points of view, is unusually 
great. It is facilitated by the nature of the original: a verb, hol- 
low, and containing in its root two opposable ideas, which makes 
for much potential flexibility. It is hard to say why this potential 
became realised, for many of the forms produced are outlandish, if 
, not unnatural. 
To recapitulate briefly on what was said earlier 
concerning the origin of variants in general, it seems that to make 
sense of the situation, a good many of this particular group of var- 
iants must be considered to be merely suggestions, possibilities, 
which were never intended to be taken as definite precedents or ex 
araples of genuine usage, but which through being recorded in writing, 
and quoted, acquired an air of authority, and came in the end to 
be called 'readings', and to have, in most cases, some specific att- 
ribution. This would appear to be a reasonable explanation of how 
the first polemical variants of all came into existence; whether it 
is'the process underlying every one of them is uncertain. It is per- 
haps possible to separate from the variants proper a number of 
Wright I, para. 184, ren. f.; Sibawaih II pp. 4,135; b. al-Anbliri, 
Gran. Streitfragen, Qn. 15, p"57" 2 Cohen, pp. 141-2. 
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'readings' that in fact never became more than suggestions - these 
would be those such as the last two mentioned above, which are only 
recorded very late, and without 'authority'. 
Vt: lü"yutiqünahu 
Read by JIafsa (Jeff., p. 214); recorded by Jalälain, Abü Iiayyl, n, 
P-36., 
This has the same effect as the yuVawwaqünahu variant. However, 
it seems that the suggestion that a'li' was to be inserted sot too 
dangerous a precedent, and it was not widely accepted. This is par- 
allel to a general tendency, among the most orthodox at least, to 
frown upon variants that were not formally close to the original, 
but-involved additions. This insertion of a 'lä' is not however 
unique: according to Farrä', on Q2/158, some read 'an 1H. yattawwafa'. 
r 
The similarity of the roots involved is perhaps not without signif- 
icance! 
E: fidyatun Ta`ämu mickinin 
With this vocalisation, the fidya, if and when it is applicable, 
is specified straightforwardly as the food (or feeding) of a poor 
man. 
Vt: fidyatun ta°amu r: asal; i. na 
Read by b. `Umar (Bukh., K. Tafsir,; Täb., p. 141); b. Ilishäm (Dan-3, 
Taysir, p. 79, Muqni`, pp. 11,89); b. `Amir amd Nüfil (Baih-ag7l, p. 200); . 
b. mir from b. Iiishäm (Baid., p. 38); Hishäm (Abti HayyRn, p. 37);, b. . 
`tlmir and the tledinese (b. al-Jazari, II, p. 226); Abü `Ubaid, N&M, 
apparently has this as his textus receptus2. 
Other refs. in Jeff., Niat., e. g. p. 185 (`Ali). 
2 fol. 24. Yet see 
fol. 26, where a tafsir of tatawwaLa khairan is 'ay miskinain'. 
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This reading represents a direct difference of opinion concern- 
ing the amount of food to be paid over in the fidya1. Some claimed 
that a number of poor were to be fed daily by one breaking Ramadzin, 
and presumably read the plural. Tabari, on the other side, claimed 
that if the plural were read, it referred not to the feeding of 
numbers of poor, but to feeding a single poor person for the number 
of days that had been broken. It ie interesting to note that the. 
ahl al-amsär, according to DNni, are agreed that rnasäkind does not 
have an alif in writing. Thus the upholders of the variant take 
shelter behind an abbreviated, form of orthography. 
f 
Vt: fidyatu ta°ämi miskin/maszkina 
Read by al-Iiasan, most Medinese (Tab. p. 141) ; Näfi' and be' Xmir 
(BM Or 4257, fo1.99); I+äfi° and be 4Ämir from be Dhakwän (Baihagi, 
p. 200, Däni, Taysir, p.? 9, Baid., p: 38, Räz3, p. 179); Iiäfi° and be "Amir 
(Tüsi, p. 116, be al-Jawz7i, p. 186); Iinfil and be Dhakwiýn (Abü 13ayy5n, 
P. 37, BM Or 5609, fol. 66); Medina and Shäm (Bagh., p. 70, Qurt., p. 287, 
Shawkäni, p. 158); Medinese and b. Dhakwän. (b. al-Jazari, II, p. 226. ). 
There appears to be no practical difference between this read- 
ing and the preceding two. The only effect of the use of id5fa bet- 
ween fidya and ta"äm is to define fidya. This variant thus seems to 
belong to the third class, i. e. it is a genuine variant probably 
owing its origin to similarity of pronunciation. That it is, or 
was at one time, a live issue, may be inferred from Tabari's dis- 
cussion, where he talks of the practice of the qurra', "using the 
word in its commoner sense, that of reciters, rather than authorit- 
ies for variants. The difference-between fidya and fidyatun appears 
therefore not to be polemically based; its difference from the 
majority of variants is exemplified in the mention of schools' 
1 See further on this the tafsirs, -ad loc. 
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(Medina, Shim) in its favour, something which suggests that it for- 
1 
med a genuine point of dicagreement. What seems to be a, comparable 
case occurs at Q4/922, where the E 'fa-tahriru raqabatin mu'minatin' 
becomes in a variant attributed to Zaid b. 4Aliý(Joff., ZbA, 257), 'fa- 
tahrirun raqabatan mu'minatan'. This question of the use of idäfa 
is also the subject of variants at Q5/95 (D7! n7, p. 100), and the two 
cases are linked by Baghawi:, p. 70. 
I 
E: fa-man tatawwaca khairan 
As was noted in the previous chapter, khair is capable of being 
interpreted in various ways, none of which is definitely more suit- 
able than another: it can be the adjective of a suppressed noun, a 
comparative, or a'substantive in its own right. The comparative was 
clearly thought by come to be the intended sense, ' for it. appears 
that the following variant counters that meaning.. 
Vt: fa-man tatawwa'a bi-khairin 
Read by b. Jlas`üd (b. Ab! Dä'üd, p. 57, Jeff., p. 29). 
As just suggested, the use of bi gives khair a more concrete 
nature. Baidäwi, commenting on the standard version, decides that 
khairan stands for bi-khairin3, or that it has a suppressed noun, 
or that the verb here has a transitive force; these three alternat- 
ives reveal acommon tendency to consider khair a substantive, 'and 
to read bi-khairin would confirm this and eliminate ambiguity. It 
I Perhaps also indicative of this is the fact that b. al-Jawzi (p. 
186) also gives authorities for the E version. This is unusual, and 
appears to be a characteristic of b. al-Jawzii; he does the'same for 
litukmilü (see below, p. 152). ' 
2 Which verse also contains a mention 
of fasting. 
3 Again illustrative of the mode of formation, of var- 
itints: 'it could be' becomes 'according to N, it was'. 
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is of coiürae poaaible that L'aidawi'a remark about the tranoitiveneaa' 
of the verb reveals a point that was under discussion: in this case 
the variant would be the product of grammatical rather than legal 
or religious considerations. Bi-khairin is also read by b. Fias`Ud 
in a variant of Q2/158 (4eff., p. 28). 
Vt: fa-man tatawwa`a khairan fa-huwa sharrun, wa al-3iyRmu khairun 
lakum 
Read by Ubai (Jeff., p. 120). 
Leaving aside for the moment the substitution of al-siyäm-for 
an tasümü, it is evident that'there was no doubt in the'mind of the 
author of this variant that khairan refers to--the fidya, and that 
the fidya is a bad thing, in no way an acceptable substitute for the 
fast. Although at first sight the antithesis of khair and sharr'seems 
neat, in this context they are not quite opposites, even if one tr- 
anslates by 'better - worse'. It almost appears that tatawwa`a here 
has the sense of 'consider'; 'reckon'. The length of this variant is 
remarkable. 
Vt: fa-man yattawwa'a khairan 
Read by Iiamza and Kisä' i (BM Or 4257 fol. 97) ; 'Isä b. `Amr and 
Yahyä b. tdaththäb, Iiamza, Kisii'i (2urt., p. 290, Shawkan3, p. 158); Ilamza 
Kisä'l and Khalaf (b. al-Jazari, I1, p. 223); Uamza and Kisä'i (BM Or 
5609, fol. 62); the Küfans except Asim (Lane); b. Mas' d (Nöldeke, 
GdQIII, p. 61); noted by Zam., p. 255, and AI1, p. 38. 
This reading is not noticeably different in meaning from the' 
standard version. There may be a grammatical point at stake here, 
for which this variant is intended as a shühida, or conceivably it 
is desined to provide a parallel for one of the yutiqunahu, such as 
yattayyaqünahu. A further possibility along these lines is indicat- 
ed by b. al-Jazari, 'who notes that the same variant is said to appear 
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at the other occurrence of this phrase, at c2/1581. Here the variant 
is clearly influenced by the closely preceding yattawwafa. 
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E: wa an tasümü khairun lakum 
Straightforward, with the exception of the possible ambiguity 
of khair once more, which does not in-fact become an issue here. 
f 
Vt: wa al-siyämu khairun lakum 
Read by Ubai (Zam., p. 255, Qurt., p. 290, Nöldeke, GdQIIIp. 83, 
Jeff., p. 120). 
There is little to choose in practical terms between the an mas- 
dariyya construction and the masdar itself. Indeed, the point of thid' 
variant may be to demonstrate that fact. Sibawaih'I, p. 475: 'wa an 
tasßmfl.... ya°ni al-sawm khairun lakum: al-f111 bi-manzilat masdar'. 
It may however be designed to show that the regular masdar of the 
verb soma is siyäri rather'than sawm. While it is, tempting to'see 
siyr1ra exclusively asthe masdar, and sawm as the noun (comparably 
with English 'fasting' and 'fast's respectively), no such consistency 
is displayed in Arabic, even in the Qurän itself, where siyäm is made 
to carry both meanings. The one instance of sawm (Q19/26). seems-to' 
suggest a noun. Alternatively, the masdar may here be used simply 
tp parallel in form the word fidya, and to make more explicit and 
striking the contrast between fidya and fast, and to enhance the 
preferability of the latter. 
In Nöldeke is the observation that this reading eliminates the 
possibility of reading 'wa in tasümü' (see below). This' suggestion 
seems somewhat out of place here, since although such a vocalisation 
could reinforce the optional nature of the alternatives of fast and: 
fidya, this possibility is not entirely absent from the standard 
1 See also Jeff., p. 28. 
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version. Further, to read 'in' here wakes the rest of' the phrase 
somewhat awkward, as it does not constitute a properly formulated 
jawäb to the condition. 
Vt: wa in tasümü 
Read by Zaid b. gAli and AVE tImrän (Jeff., ZbA, p. 254); Zaid b. 
r 
`Ali, 'Abü `Imrän, b. Qais al-Juba' i (ýUk. MS. p. 57, margin). 
The use of'in' for'an'reinforces the sense of option 'in the 
phrase, but as just intimated, this does not result in any practical 
difference in meaning. Yet the change to what must be admitted is 
the less likely vocalisation can hardly be seen as other than delib- 
erate. Possibly it represents a shähida in a grammatical argument. 
, 
Vt: wa al-sawmu khairun lakum 
Read by `Atiyyrt from Ubai (AH, p. 38); Ubai (Jeff. -', p. 120). 
This reading is identical in meaning with that mentioned above' 
using siyam, and seems to be intended to show either that sawm and 
aiyäm are interchangeable, and equally acceptable, which would tend 
to support the 'philological' explanation advanced for that variant, 
or alternatively that sawm does in fact mean 'fast', in the Quranic 
context: at'. Q19/26, there is some dispute among-the commentators 
as to whether sawm means fast or some other thing. If this is the 
case, the'aiyäm' variant could be seen as a deliberate counter to 
this, made by those who claimed that sawm in the Quran Was equal to 
samt. 
82/185 
E: shahru ramadäna 
The reading of chahru in the nominative admits of two interp 
retationc: either it is in apposition to al-ziyamu, or (preferably) 
it is the mubtada', with ramadäna, of a nominal sentence, unconn- 
III? 
ected grammatically with v. 183. The 'i. e. wa lakum shahr ramadin' 
suggestion of Farrä' is not acceptable as a third alternative, as 
it is not really an analytical explanation. 
Vt: shahra ramadäna 
Itcacl by al-IIacan (Farrü', sub Q2/185, Bergatrtisser, p. 24); `Äsim' 
and Piujähid (Khiil., pp. 11-2); Mujrzhid, IMu'äwiya, al-Hasan, 'Laid b. 
`A13, `Ikrima, Yahyä b. Yalmur (b. al-Jawai, p. 187); Zaid b. `Ali, 
`Ikrima, I"iujähid ( 4Uk. Mä, p. 5? ) ; Mu jRhid, Shihr b. Ilawshab, Urtran b. 
A°war from Abü `Amr (Qurt., p. 291); idem, plus Hafs from Äsim (Abü .. " 
Hayyän, p. 38); Mujähid, Shihr b. Ilawshab. , Härün b. A'-war, Abü . 
`Amr, 
. 
Kisä'i, Farrä' (Shawkän7i, p. 159); 'some readers' (Tab., p. 144); also 
r 
from T di , p. 121, Zam., p. 256, Rai, p. 181, Baidawi, p. 38. 
Read in the accusative, shahr Ramadan can be seen as a direct 
badl of ayy5min matdndätin. This is in direct contradiction to a 
number of mufacsirün who considered a. m. to be not Ramadan at all, 
but some other number of days, part of the sawm al-awwal, which was 
in turn part of the naskh claims surrounding v. 1841. However, the 
connection with a. m. may still be minimised by consideringa the 
accu3ative of shahr to be the result of a suppressed verb, such as 
'&. mü' (Daidäw3, `UkWiri). As explained above, it is very rarely 
that such extra words are the most natural way of bringing meaning 
to a Quranic passage. Iii this case, a desire to see here an explicit 
command to fast Ramadän is probably the underlying motive. 
2 
Jazari, II, p. 236, mentions that some run the two words together; 
this is most probably simply matter of tajwid, and not stemming from 
any wish to obscure the vowel deliberately. 
Ibn al-Jawzi (p. 187) gives (uranic parallels for this accusative 
which indeed could have offered the stimulus for the suggestion of 
1 See above, p. 35.2 Cf. BersträSser, p. 2k. 
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this variant1. 
Vt: shahara ramadRna 
Read by Mujahid, Humaid b. Qais, b. Muhaisin, b. Shihäb2(Uk. 
1"ß, p"57). 
This ingenious apparent transformation of noun into verb can, 
according to `Ukbari, be explained in two ways:, either shahara is 
nothing more than a dialect form of ahahra (he cites as parallel 
nahr and nahar3), or it is indeed a verb, with God as the unnamed 
subject. The meaning is thus ! God has made clear Ramadfln, etc. '. As. 
far as may be judged, there is no polemical weight behind this al- 
tered introduction to the verse; it perhaps runw. more smoothly as 
a sentence than the admittedly uncommon mubtada' without inna pre- 
sented by the standard reading. 
S. 
Vt: shahri ramadanu 
Recorded by `Ukbar3, Imlü' , p. 82. 
It is to be presumed that the possessive refers to God, and 
that as with the preceding' variant, the intention is to produce a 
more smoothly flowing start to the verse, although it is perhaps 
intended to counter one or other of the other readings, by altering 
the skeletal outline of the word. The proposer of this variant was 
no doubt aware of the special position among months claimed for 
Raman by several hadiths4, and also of the conviction held by some 
that Ramadan was in fact a name-of God. It seems unlikely that this 
Q22/77 &lillata abikura, 2/138 ýibghata all-hi. 
2 These authorities possibly belong to `Ukbäri's next vt., al-qur'änu. 
3 The present vt. would thus be a shahida for this phenomenon. Q2/ 
249 has the vt. nahr for nahar (Jeff., Zba, p. 255), and Q54/49 has the 
vt. qadar for qadr (Jeff., FZbA, p. 232). 
4 See below, p. 395. 
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reading was intended to cattle the related argument over whether 
one should properly say 'the month of Ramadan' or simply 'Ramadan' 
The first person employed by this variant does not agree well with 
the passive verb which follows. 
f 
13: alladhi unzila fThi al-qur'7inu 
A straightforward statement; the passive verb is in harmony 
with the preceding 'kutiba' of v. 183. 
Vt: alladhi anzdla fihi al-qur'äna 
Read by Zaid b. `Ali, b. al-Samaifa' (Jeff., FZbA, p. 220). 
It is difficult to see any real change in meaning effected by 
the change to the active; the suspicion is that this is intended. to 
act as a shühida for another, parallel, ' variant elsewhere in the 
Quran, where the change is of some moment2. It may be, noted that 
this variant would support the claim that Ramadan is a name of God. 
Vt: qur'änan 
Read by b. Kathir (Däni, Taysir, p. 79)" 
This reading may presuppose some variant such as the preceding 
one, but it seems more likely that it is intended, by making it in- 
definite, to alter the meaning of the word qur'än. The sense of the 
verse would then be 'The month of Ramadan is that in (or concerning). 
which it (i. e. fasting) was sent down as a prescription'. This rein- 
forces the injunction to fast Ramadan which follows; such a reinfor- 
cement might stem from the widely attested desire for absolute ex- 
plicitness' about the command to fast, or in order to support a con- 
1 See below, p. 395.2 Comparable are the FZbA vts., at Q13/36 (p. 225) 
and Q29/46 (p. 228), which have anzala pro unzila. Also in Jeff. p. 164 
we have anzala for nuzzila. But no advantage is apparent here either. 
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viction that Ramadan is to be fasted because it was in Ramadän that 
the order to fast carne down. This counters the standard Muslim int- 
erpretation, distasteful to some serious commentators, 'that Ramadan 
is to be'fasted because the entire Quran came down*en bloc in Ramadan 
to the lowest heaven, thence to dispensed as and when required., 
r 
Vt: quränuhu 
Read by b. Kathz. r (Dän3, Taysir, p"79). 
Disregarding the absence of hamza (on this, see next variant), 
this reading can be seen as parallel to the preceding one, in that 
it supports the same, more restricted, meaning of qur'an. This mean- 
ing, it should be noted, is by no means excluded by the standard 
reading, though in that case the logic of the sentence becomes rather 
involved. 
Vt: al-quränu 
Read by b. Kathir (BM Or 4257, fol. 99, Bagh., p. 71, A; i, p. 40, `Uk. 
11s, p. 57 (anonymously) , Jazari II, p. 226). Also attr. by l3agh. to ShUi°i. 
This reading supports that group which would derive the word 
quran from the. root q-r-n; rather than from root q-r-'1. This phil- 
ological consideration reveals that from the tafsir point of view, 
this variant is no different from the standard version. 
E: falyasumhu 
An ordinary lam al-amr. 
Vt: faliyasurnhu 
Read by `Ali and `Isi (Khäl., pp. 11-2); 4Ikrima, Sulaimän Taimi 
and ? 'Ubaid b. ? Musäh ('Uk. NS, p. 57) ; al-Iiasan and al-A °ra j (Qurt., ' 
I See e. g. ß5z1, pp. 182-3. 
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p. 299) ; Abü `Abdulläh Sulami, al-liasan, Zuhri, Abtl i{aywa, `Isis Tha- 
gaff (Abü IIayynn, p. 41). 
This variant can either be taken'ac genuine, simply a matter 
of differing pronunciation, or concerned to illustrate the grammatical 
contention that a lam al-amr does not necessarily take otikün when 
preceded by a particle such as fa. Bergstrasser, p. 27, gives other 
r 
comparable instance" of -li- for -1-. 
Vt: falayasumhu 
Road by al-Farrü' (Abü Iiayyän, p. 41). 
Again, non-religious considerations lie behind this variant; 
it is read by those who claim that the vowel of the lam al-amr. can 
vary to agree with the following vowel. 
E: al-yusra..... al-Cusra"- 
. The usual vocalisation, with sukün of the sin in both cases. 
Vt: al-yusura..... al-'usura 
Read by Abü Ja'far Hadan3 (Khal., pp. 11-2, Bagh., p. 72, WNsiti, 
fol. 121, Nöldeke, GdQ III, p. 139); ' jamä'a' (Qurt., p. 301); Abü Ja°far, 
Yahya b. WaththZb, Ibn Hurmudh, Isä b. '-Umar (Abü Hayyän, p. 42); 
Abü Ja'far, Abü 'Amr (Jazari II, p. 226,216); noted by Zam., p. 256; 
Nasr _b. Shaibän, 
Abü, Shaikh ('Uk. 1IS, p. 57); Abü Ja`far, 'al-Hasan, b. 
Migcam (Jeff., M). 
Although possibly an innocent variant, a matter of pronunci- 
ation, this reading is certainly capable of 'substantiating' the 
claim that a noun of the measure fu'1 may equally be road fu`u11. 
1 Bergstrtisser, p. 20, gives numbers of variants of both fu41 pro 
fu°ul and, v. v. Cf. also Q103/2, Ichusur. pro khusr (Jeff., FZbA, p. 286);. 
fuluk pro fulk (Q2/164) (Jeff., FZbA) ; muluk pro mulk (67/1; Jeff . FZbA) . 
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It should perhaps be noted that this type of variant, in contract 
to the more heavily charged type, e. g. yutawwaqünahu, was not int-. 
ended to supplant to supplant the original altogether, since it is 
the object of its supporters to point out that two forms of a word 
can exist side by side: their interests were served if, while acc- 
epting that the standard text read yusr, they could at the same time 
point'to such and such a companion who read yusur. 
I 
Vt: al-yusrä 
Read by Ubai (Jeff., p. 120). 
If yusrä is taken as a superlative, this reading can be seen 
as upholding the claim of e. g. those who say that fasting while 
travelling is not necessarily banned by, the Quran. The standard 
version of this phrase is usually taken as favouring,; the acceptance 
of the rukhoa, and according-to some, it obliged those travelling 
to take the easy path, i. e. to break. But by reading yusrä, the 
option is in some measure restored: one is to take that course which 
is easier, which, it is implied, will not necessarily in the case 
of everyone be that of breaking1. Yusrä can also be taken as a 
noun, of substantially the same meaning as yusr, and in this case 
may be connected with the argument surrounding other words which 
can have a terminal ya added. Thus Ubai (Jeff., p. 149) is said to 
have read at Q23/71 bi-dhikrahum for bi-dhikrihim, and at Q20/14 
li-dhikra for li-dhikri (p. 146). Bergstr1isser, p. 22, also Jeff., p. 86, 
has a variant hucnä for husnan (Q42/23). 
Es li-tukmilü al-4iddata 
The fourth form verb, said by BM Or 4257 fol. 99 to be the 
This somewhat strained interpretation is in fact applied by 
some even to the standard text: see e. g. ßäz-, ad loc. 
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commoner usace (i. e. than the second form). 
Vt: li-tukammilü al°iddata 
Read by Abü Balcr and Yagqüb (BM Or 4257, f ol. 99) ; b. Kathir 
and Abü Bakr (DÄnl, Taysir, p. 79); cÄc; im from Abü Bakr (Tüsi, p. 120); 
Abü Bakr (Bagh., p. 72); Ya°qüb and Abü Balcr (kläsiti, fo1.12); Abü 
f 
Bakr from `Tcim (b. al-Jawzi, p. 188, R7! z11, p. 188); Abü Bakr from '7Csim, 
Abü 'Amr, al-Hasan, Qatitda, A'raj (Qurt., p. 305); Asim from Abü 
Bakr (Baid. p. 39); Abü Bakr and Abü 'Amr (Abü Hayyan, p. 42); Ya'güb 
and Abü Bakr (Jazari, II, 226); also Zam., p. 256; b. Migsam, Abü Bakr, 
Ya`qüb, al-Masan (Jeff., bM. ). 
This reading and the standard version are so close in meaning 
as to make it likely that they are in fact genuine variants 
1. How- 
ever, there may be a link with the dispute over what 'idda refers 
to. If one reading could be made to bear the meaning 'pbrform in 
full', and the other 'make up the number', then the first would 
support those who argue that 'idda refers to the whole month, and 
the second those who favour the 'other days' prescribed for those 
sick or travelling. But the dictionaries offer no evidence of such 
a differentiation in meaning, and neither do the commentators hint 
at it: Qurtubi states briefly that they are 'lughatün' - two equally 
acceptable forms of the same word. Other possible influences behind 
this variant include a desire for formal similarity between this 
verb and the. following Ili-tukabbirü', and some connection with 
other Quranic occurrences of the same root: in BM Or 4257, we are 
additionally told that Abü 'Amr used to read the second form, but 
1 
Berestrhsser has numerous examples of forms I and II being inter- 
changed 'ohne wesentlich Bedeutungsunterschied, and also some of II 
and IV, as here. Cf. also a'lamtana for. Callamtana, Q2/32, (Jeff., 
ZbA, p. 253), and anzala for nazzalna, 00/9, (Jeff., FZbA, p. 232). 
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than chanced to agree with. I al-yawma akmaltu lakum dinalcum' (Q5/. 3)" 
This last could'however be seen as a. counter to the variant made by 
supporters of the standard text. 
Q2/186 
E: oibadi 
The-possessive ya is written in full. 
J 
Vt: cibadi 
Read by, Nu-aim b. Maisara (Khal., pp. 11-2). 
This variant may just be a question of differing orthography, 
or intended to demonstrate as a principle that in all case the first 
person possessive suffix-may be shortened. Such a claim would be 
useful in e. g. the dhikr-dhikri dispute, mentioned briefly above. 
It is possibly intended to harmonise with the following däci. 
Vt: cibadiya 
Mentioned by 'Ukbäri, I4S, p. 57, possibly attributed to b. al- 
Samaifa' and Abü Mutawakkil. 
As CUkb71ri says, this form represents the asl, an archaic fora 
of `ib5di (cf. Wright I, para. 185, rem. d. ). It is probably suggested 
hero simply as a grammarian's shlhida1. 
ý: al-dä°i 
The shortened form, though this time a present participle. 
Vt: al-däoi 
Mentioned by BaChawi, p. 73, BM Or 4257 fol. 99, Iäzi, p. 192, 
1 Cf. perhaps the vt. ba'diya for ba'di (Q61/6), recorded by Jeff., 
FZbA, p. 233, and bi-Cahdiya for bi-Cahdi, (Q2/40), in Jeff., p. 26. 
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Jazari, II , p. 237. s, " 
The lack of supporting authorities clearly suggests that this 
is a simple orthographic variant, of no weight in argument, although 
there is the possibility that it is influenced by the standard, 
full, version of `ibEdä., above. 
f 
E: falyaotajibü 
A ctraißhforward l7am al-amr. 
Vt: faliyastajibu 
Mentioned by 4Ukbsri, i"SS, p"57. 
Again the addition of the kisra has no effect on*the meaning, 
and this must be considered parallel in intention to fa"liyasumhu, 
above. 
E: yarshudüna 
The normal vocalisation of the imperfect of rashada. 
Vt: yarohidüna 
Read by AbU Itaywa (Khäl., pp. 11-2) ; Abü Vahik, Abü Shaikh, Abtl 
? Iiawla, Abt ? Itiswar, Abü Itaywa (`Uk. MS. p. 58) ; AbVL Ilaywa, * Ibrfhim b. " 
Abi `Abla (Alt, p. 47). Also noted by Lam., p. 25G, Räz'i, p. 192, i3aid. p. 39. 
This vowelling is unusual. Lane does not record'it. It may re- 
present an attempt by a grammarian to establish a-precedent for 
such a form. 
`Ukbäri says it comes, like the preceding, from. rashada. 
Vt: yarshadizna 
Read by AbU Simäl, b. Qais al-Juba' ('Uk. MS. p. 58); noted by 
Zan., p. 256,23aid., p. 39, Afl, p. 47. 
The vowelling of this variant is accepted as a 'lugha' of the 
standard version (Qurtubi, p. 313), and it may therefore be regarded 
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as a genuine variant. The original verb in this case is rashida. 
Vt: yurshadüna 
Read 'by Abü Simäl (Khäl., pp. 11-21) ; noted by Abir Iiayyan, p. lº7. 
Again, no difference in meaning can be detected, unless the use 
of the passive can be considered to suggest more closely the divine. 
agency behind the verb; right-guidance thus becomes a reward for 
belief. 
f 
Vt: yurshidüna 
Read by ! iu'ädh, Abü `Imrän, : b. Abi `Abla (`Uk. US. p. 58). 
A change in meaning, brought about by the use of-the fourth 
form, is evident here, but the purpose of the variant is unclear. 
The basic message of the phrase, i. e. that from belief stems right- 
guidance, is not affected-by whether it is the--believers who rec- 
eive the rushd, or others who receive it-from the believers. 
Q2/187 
E; al-rafathu 
The yin6ular. 
Vt: al-rufitthu 
Read by b. Nas`üd (Abü Hayy5n, p. 48, Jeff., p. 21ýN5ldeke, GdQ, III, 
p. 62) ; Zaid b. Ali and b. Nas -Ud (CUk. Is. S, p. 58, margin) ; Zaid b. `Ali 
(Jeff., ZbA, p. 254); noted by Tab., p. 161, Zam., p. 257, Baid., p. 39, Ri z 
p. 199. 
Although allowed by the dictionaries to be a masdar of the 
1 According to BergstrLsser's text, this should possibly be read 
yurashshadüna. However, a footnote admits the first form, which, as 
Abü Iiayyän shows, is attested to elsewhere. 
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verb rafatha (as indeed is al-rafath), al-rufüth is reckoned by 
`Ukbärl and Jeff., ZbA, to be a plural. Whatever it is grammatically, 
there appears to be little change in meaning, finless it be that by 
considering it plural, rufüth can be taken to refer to the number 
of various activities whose licitness is confirmed by this phrase, 
in contrast to the more abstract sense of rafath. This seems unlikely 
however, 'as also does the possibility that the plural is a sign of 
the plurality of the nights in which rafath is allowed. There does 
not appear to be any definite connection between this occurrence of 
the root rafath and its later appearance at Q2/197, which also att- 
racts a variant, namely al-rufüth. It is possible, though, that-as 
2 
. Beck1 suggests, rufuth is influenced by the fusüq of'Q2/197 
f 
E: uhilla.. al-rafathu 
The passive verb parallels kutiba, v. 183, and possibly also 
unzila, V-135-'The unmentioned agent is of course God. 
Vt: ahalla... al-rafatha 
Read by b; Maisara. (Kh! l., pp. 11-2) ; noted by AH, p. 148, Zact., 
p. 257, Rüz1, p. 199. 
The general sense rernains'unchanged; this reading possibly 
serves as a parallel to a similar variant elsewhere in the Quran3. 
1 Die b. ttasIlüdvarianten bei al-Farr', Orientalia 28(1959), p. 25O. 
2 Cf. also al-Farrä', ad Q2/187. He appears to suggest a b. I. 1as'üd 
vt., la rufüth era la fusüq, but this does not fit the context of 
Q2/187, and crust be taken as referring to Q2/197. 
3 At Q5/96, ui}illa (7jbA, p. 258) and 1 urrima (FZbA, p. 223) both have 
vts. in the active. Here there seems to be a gain in harmony with 
preceding 'and follor; ing verbs. At Q5/1, uhillat becomes in a vt. 
ahlaltu (Jeff-, p. 38, b. i; as`Qd. Also attrib. to Ubai and Zaid b. `Ali). 
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It does not seem Gonuine, -for the loss of harmony with the pre- 
ceding verbs is very noticeable, and to abandon, it can hardly be 
other than deliberate. It is possibly-intended to parallel the 
unzila/anzala variant above, but the authorities are not the came. 
The difference in voice gives rise to a potential ambiguity in the 
subject: is it God or Muhammad that is stated here to have brought 
r 
the change in dispensation? It is however unlikely that a Muslim 
would consciously introduce such an element of doubt. 
E: wa-btaghü 
The object of the 'se"eking' hero enjoined is not clear to the 
Muslim commentators. They suggest, for instance, wives, children, 
Lailat al-Qadr, and divine prescriptions. However, it is reasonably 
certain that the initial meaning of this passage is 'seek what 
God has written for you' (as opposed to 'imposed upon you'd), ref- 
erring to the just-mentioned rukhaa concerning nocturnal indulgence. 
Vt: wa-btighü 
Read by b. `Abbas (Khil., pp. 11-2). 
This reading is apparently intended to establish a feature 
of dialect; it cannot be derived from any other verb or form than 
that of the standard version. 
Vt: wa-ttabi`ü 
Read by b. 4Abbas (Farrä', ad, Q2/187; Zam., p. 257); b. 'Ibbäs 
among others (Tab., p. 1702); al-iiasan al-Basil, al-Hasan b. Qurra 
(Qurt., p. 138); b. `Abbäs, al-llasan, P. 1u°äwiya b. Qurra (Ali, p. 50); 
b. r: igsar. i, b.. `Abbäs, al-Ilasan (Jeff., bM. ); noted b$ Räz3, p. 203. 
1 Seo above, p. 99" ` Note that when asked whether this reading or 
the standard was preferable, b. cAbbas replies (in Farrä') that they 
are equal, but in Tabari adds that (nevertheless) the latter is better. 
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The variant appears to be designed to function as evidence 
to-uphold the claims of those who said that the early Arabic script 
was defective, thus helping to justify the existence of variants as 
a phenomenon: the skeletal outlines of this variant and the standard 
version are identical, and the meaning is virtually unaltered, and 
it would thus constitute a good 'example'. Alternatively, it can 
'be seen to favour the opinions of those who claimed-that what should 
be 'followed' is the divine prescriptions, rather than the other 
suggestions mention above. The variant is possibly influenced by 
close parallels elsewhere in the Quran, such as Q2/170: ittabi'ü 
mä anzala allahü; Q7/3: ittabi'ü mä'unzila ilaikum. 
Vt: wa-bghü 
Read by A'mash (Räz'i, p. 203, -Jeff., p. 316). 
This variant, using the first form of the verb, practically 
synonymous with the eighth, eliminates the 't' infix of the latter, 
form. This could conceivably bo intended to prevent the reading- 
of-e., -,. wa-ttabi't from the word skeleton, but the. motive behind such 
a move remains obscure. 
Vt: wa- 'ti 
Reda by A'mash (Zam., p. 257, Aj, p. 50, Jeff., p. 316. ). 
This reading supports the acceptance of the Quran's rukhsa 
in the most direct way, atä here being understood in the sense 
atä irara' atahu. 
E: `äkifüna 
The present participle, in its usual form. 
Vt: 4akifüna 
Read by AbU Sim<<1 (Khäl., pp. 11-2); Abü Siraäk, Abü Nah3k (ýUk. 
r; S, p. 58) ; Qatäda (AFI, p"53) " 
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According to the lexica, `akif haa'no participial force, and 
no meaning relevant to the present context. It appears then that 
the omission of the alif is merely a feature of the script, tather. 
than a matter of pronunciation. It is possible that it is intended 
parallel the alleged omission of alif in the writing of the next 
variant. 
f 
E: al-masäjidi 
This clearly implies that there was at the time of utterance 
of this verse a plurality of places of worship which the followers 
of Huhanmad. might frequent. 
Vt: al-masjidi 
Read by Abu 'Amr (Kli71l., pp. 11-2); 'Wmir al-3ha4bi, AMmaeh ('Uk. 
M3, p. 58); flujähid and A'mash (AII, p. 54, Joff., pp. 277,316). 
The singular supports those who claimed that. there was 'no 
i'til; äf except in the mas jid al-harflm' 
1. Later writers, such as Abü 
Iiay; yän, circumvent this by saying that here the singular is li-ljins, 
generic. This variant is also proposed'at Q9/17 (from ;; ujähid, 'Atä'; " 
Jeff., pp. 278,286). In this case, the concern seems, to be to establish 
that at the time of revelation there was only one place of worship 
for the Muslims. 
It may be seen from the above that the question of. fasting. 
as it is treated in these few verses of the Quran contains a number 
of instances where differences of opinion became crystallised in 
variant readings. All the variants recorded can be accommodated 
within the scheme outlined in the introduction to this chapter. 
1 
Lee on this e. L. Flizi, pp. 206-7. 
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Because these vorsec deal specifically with fasting, all the varianto 
have been listed and commented upon. Those in the remaining verceo 
mentioning fasting are of less interest, however, and will be omit- 
ted here. 
r 
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Chanter Four 
Fasting in the early hadith 
Introduction. 
This. chapter deals with the development of the theory on 
fa3tinL, as a iMuslim institution, in the period up to and including 
the life-tine of Shäfi'i, who died in 204 A. H.; the materials used 
will be confined largely to those of authors who died before this 
date. This limit is chosen because of Shäfill's great reforming 
and organising influence. After he elaborated his th&ories of usül 
al-filth, bringing order and a comprehensive system where none had 
been before, the less disciplined approach to legal argument prey- 
. 
iously current suffered a rapid eclipse. Pract-ically all those who 
post-date hiu are influenced by hid thinking; the former individ- 
uality is much less in evidence. But before his time, it is possible 
to reconstruct from the works of the second century of Isläm the 
outline and sometimes also the detail of the interests and practices 
of regions and individuals at a time when the fiqh was still devel- 
opin41 and when dogmatic considerations did not weigh so heavily 
in the expression and docur, ntatior, of decisions. 'tie may also 
discern the probable origins of many features of the Islamic fast 
which were later obscured, conscicusly or otherwise, by the homo- 
genising tendencies of the hadith process as later elaborated. 
Briefly, before Sh; 'zfi'i's reforms, lawyers' derived their 
fiqh from'a number of sources - custom, idealized custom, ra'y, 
and the EZuran. After 3h ficl, there was a rapid adoption of a 
systematic approach: Quran, then the sunna of the Prophet, then 
giyäs, L: nd, later, ijraa°1. The content of the raw material of the 
i 
1 On the nature and impact of Shafi°i's works, see Schacht, Origins. 
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law naturally did not change overnight when Shaft"i's* influence 
became felt: the bulk of it remained unaltered. in substance, brit 
with the now demands becoming felt, it had to be differently pres- 
ented and documented. In the now, more stringent, atmosphere, ` 
references had to be given for any argument proffered before others 
would accept it. Itb longer could an argument stand by itself. A 
need for precise documentation had arisen, together with a demand 
that the origin of any particular doctrine be clearly traceable to 
one of the 'new' founts of law. 
Accordingly, there came about the development and extension 
backwards of isnnds, resulting from the heightened competition to 
supply more convincing and ancient authority for one's arguments, 
and the mutation of opinions into documented hadlths, appealing to, 
Muhammad as the law-maker (or more accurately, law-ratifier), and' 
the more consistent reference to the Quran1. With the t}adlth form 
now firmly established, internal2 documentation techniques flourish: 
the principle of abrogation becomes an important tool, and dating 
devices become commonplace. It must be stressed that with the 
exception of the ideal approach of Shäfi'3 himself, generally the' 
principles he advanced tended to change only the form of legal 
material, and not the content. 
As Schacht noted in his EI article on second-century liter- 
ature, from the point of view of producing books, the lawyers were 
I 
by far the most prolific group in this period of Islän. It is 
accordingly not surprising that with the sole exception, of some 
occasional references in poetry, all our information on fasting. in 
1 Not necessarily the same, it may be noted, as following what the 
Quran said. 
2 Internal in the sense that they affect principally 
the matn of the hadlth. 
3 In the main article gArabiyya; 2ndo ed., 
p"58&, col. 2. 
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the first two centuries of the llijra deriver, from legal works; in 
which category for practical purposes may be included parts of the 
Bira, and such of the tafsir literature as is relevant. This is 
unfortunate in one respect, since there is no way of, telling how 
rauch this information coincides with the actual practice of; the 
time and place from which it originates. It becomes clear from a 
study of suctions of the admittedly somewhat late Iiudawwana, for 
example, that the fine detail of the discussion is almost entirely 
theoretical, and quite incapable of relating to normal practical 
life. This fact raises doubts concerning the, true nature of the 
apparently less theoretical material: when Ialik says: ''al-carnal 
'indanä', the first inclination is to translate this is 'what we 
do', rather than 'our opinion'. But what of 'al-°amal `indi'1? There. 
is little hope of always drawing a firm line between the practice 
and the theory in this period; however, sometimes the. matter is 
clear enough, and in later times ndn-legal writings can occasionally 
give useful information in this respect. 
I 
The treatment of the material here employed is a straightforward 
broadly chronological analysis of each topic. Although in no way 
novel as an approach, it is believed that this is the first time, 
it has been applied to the type of material in hand. Included also 
are comments on the oricins of the problem, where appropriate, and 
observations on the handling of their material by the source authors. 
It has been found convenient to follow the Muslims' division 
of the discussion on fasting into various. topics. These may be 
roughly divided under a number of group headings: days and other 
periods of fasting; practices relating to the fast which have Cur- 
anic connections; other practices; things which break the fast 
I See e. g. Mudawwana pp. 193,212,214,222. 
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(muftirät). For material not in there categories, see below, p. 277. 
Notes on the sources used in this chapter 
These are principally collections of hadlthc, drawn from two 
main areas. From the Hijäz, we have the Medinese Muwatta' of tiälik, 
d. 179, a compendious work of ýadith3 and opinions; from the `Iraq, 
the Kitab al-Äthär of Abü Yüsuf, d. 182, generally opinions with 
short 'genuine' isnäds, and the works of Shaibahli, d. 189: a version 
of the tiuwatta'1, his Xthär and his Jämi° Saghir. These last two 
works are broadly similar to that of Abü Yüsuf. Also CIrügi, but 
somewhat later, is Tayalidl, d. 204, the author of the first recorded 
musnad, containing almost fully developed hadiths of the classical 
type: alleged incidents of a period long past, recalled by a more 
or less extensive chain of 'authorities'. 
The other main works also contain hadiths, but are more disc- 
ursive and include more argument. These are the Nudawwana, a hand- 
book of. the early 111ilik77s, and the writings of Shäfi`i, who was 
originally 1-1edincce in outlook but who subsequently developed a 
broader viewpoint of his own. His works are varied but in general 
orderly, and besides giving expositions of his personal opinion, 
he also left treatises dealing with those of others. Although freq- 
uently couched in polemical style, these latter works afford valuable 
material for the comparative study of the questions involved 
2 
Occasionally useful have been the tafsirs of 1"Iugä. til b. Sulaimän, 
I On the relation of this to AMllik's version, see Goldziher, 1iuh. 
Stud. vol. II, pp. 204-9. A comparison of the fasting chapters give 
the impression that Shaibäni's 1"Iuwatta' represents a recension 
closer to the original. 
2 For further details on all the figures mentioned so far, see 
Schacht, OriCinn. 
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d. 150, and ' Farrä' , d. 2041 who were both ýIrägisl. 
The linitations of the present. study have meant that, with the 
exception of the tafsir of Piuqatil, only printed works could be 
used for the chapters dealing with the hadith. This has-had the 
result that broadly speaking, the subject of fasting has been seen 
only through the medium of more or-less canonical or proto-canoni- 
cal materials. It remains to be discovered how much the conclusions 
reached would be modified by a knowledge of the arguments of those 
who did not follow the principles which became crystallised by. 
Shäfi`'I. .G 
Even when we are dealing with the writings of mainstream 
thinkers, there is no knowing how complete a picture is given by 
such material as is readily available: in the works of'ähäfic3, 
r 
there are clearly some lacunae, for example in the KitRb al-ýawm 
al-Kabir. The further qualification has to be made that even when 
hadiths do survive, they are often merely the bare bones of arguments. 
1"Iuch of what follows, then, has to be tentative and the result of 
informed surmise, though with some knowledge of how the minds of 
the early lawyers worked, it is hoped that the analysec. advanced 
here coincide tolerably well with what actually happened. 
1 Beside the `Irücfie and the Medine:, e, there also existed a 
Syrian school, but it receives scant attention in the surviving 
works. For an assessment of such Syrian material :. iseir, 3*Chacht', j 
p. 288. 
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Non-Quranic days and periods of fasting 
It is evident from what follows that in the period which ended' 
with the death of Sh7lfi°3 regular fasting in addition to that pres- 
cribed by the Quran was widely considered to be a commendable and 
worthwhile practice. Thete were indeed some who disagreed with this, 
but they seem to have been a small minority . 
This generally favourable attitude among the Muslims to fast 
ing at certain tames is but one aspect of the long Semitic tradition 
r 
of viewing certain days an especially honoured2. These days are al- 
most always linked to the calendar: in one of the rare cases whero 
this is not initially so, namely when the Prophet is credited with 
a recommendation to fast throe days per month, the first reaction 
of the Muslims is to attempt to define' precisely which days of the 
month are meant3. 
The following section is devoted to an examination of . these 
various days and periods. 
Friday 
As Goldziher noted4, Malik 60 expresses strong opinions on 
the fasting of Friday: 'I have heard of no traditionist, fagih, or 
other responsible person forbidding the fasting of Friday: to fast 
it is meritorious. I have seen a learned man fasting it, even choos- 
ing to do so out of preference (to other days)'. !I lik'quotes no 
hadiths on the subject, and it is evident that only recently has 
he heard the suggestion that it might be wrong to fast on a Friday, 
I 
See section on Basic rast, below, p. 211. 
2 On this in Islam, of. Goldziher, Tagewdhlerei. 
3 See section on Three Days, below, p. 200. 
4 
REJ, vol. 28, pp. 83-4 
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which by implication is what at least some people were wont tQ do1. 
; ";. lik's favourable attitude to the practice is echoed. in Shüf- 
i'i's Kitäb Ikhtiläf C. A171 wa `'Abdulläh (b. Mas`üd)2, where the lat- 
ter, the. eponymous founding figure of Küfan legal thinking, is shown 
as opposing 4Ali'c professed dislike of Friday fasting. `Ali repre- 
sents a later stage of Küfan doctrine3, and this fact may hero be 
`indicated by his doctrine being expressed in regular hadith form, 
and the opposed view being simply a statement'- a moro, primitive 
nethod of presenting an item in legal argument. By the time of Tay- 
Flis3, however, b. : asc, üd's doctrine too is expressed in hadith form: 
` Tay-359: - Abü Dä' üd - Shaibän - `Asim - Zirr b. IJubaish - Abdulläh: 
'ma ra'aytu rasü1"a11ah muftiran-yawm al-juml-a'. The wording of this 
had th may indicate that,. under the influence of opposition, the 
original mere preference for Friday had hardened into something app- 
roaching an injunction. 
L 
r 
Since in this early period the custom appears to have been wide- 
spread in area, it does not seem necessary to seek its origin in any 
specific outside influence. Although it is dangerous to equate too 
4 
closely the Muslim Friday with the Jewish Sabbath or Christian Sun- 
day, it is reasonable to suppose that the pious mind will always 
try to honour the special day of the week, in the absence of any 
1 The Mudawwana is silent on Friday fasting. This probably indicates 
that among the I-Mlikis there was still no difference of opinion on 
the matter, though as Friday is a voluntary fast, it may be that it 
was not thought worthy of discussion, along with other voluntary 
fasts which are well attested to outside the FIudawwana. 
2 Umm 7/189.3 See Schacht, Origins, pp. 240-1. 
4 
Possibly fasting was seen by some as an ancillary to the special 
Friday prayers. On the pairing of fasting and prayer in general, 
see p. Z10 
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prohibition or other discouragement 
1. This would account for the 
state of affairs in the ; Muslim world until certain legal theorists 
who wished to sever all apparent dependence on Judaism, and indeed 
to contradict it positively, saw in the Friday fast a rälection of 
the Jewish and Christian tendency to magnify their respective Sab- 
baths, and determined to suppress it. This notion becomes explicit 
in later. hadiths3. The fact that only in exceptional circumstances. 
do the Jews actually fast on the Sabbath is here immaterial4: alth- 
ough the ! Muslims in this respect were echoing the Jewish practice 
in their deprecation of Friday fasting, they wore achieving their 
wider aim of the khilaf, of the general ta°z'im'of the special day 
I Though in the Christian world at least, hönouring it with a fast 
was not always acceptable: St. John Damascene, col. 71: Quicunque 
Doininicari auf Sabbatum jejunaverit, uno Sabbato. excepto, hic Christi 
interfector est. 
2A tendency conveniently expressed by the one 
word 'khälifühum'. See Vajda, A 1937, p. 63, Gcldziher, RRJ. 28, p. 77" 
ThouCh possibly partly derived from an inherited dislike of the Jews, 
it is more likely to have stemmed from the new theoretical demand 
that Muslim practice be seen to have an exclusively Muslim pedigree. 
This demand manifested itself in polemical activity when, as here, the' 
Muslim practice seemed to be based on non-Muslim precedent. This 
attitude was in contrast to the practice of some earlier lawyers who 
had been content to act on a more widely based-system of, precedont. 
Cf. b. Sa`d, 12134: käna. rasül alläh yuhibb muwäfagat ahl al-kitäb 
f1ma lam yu'mar fihi. 
3 See below, p. 286. 
4 
In the Talmud, Minor Tractatec, p. 295, we find that a certain group 
of men generally given to fasting would not fast Friday out, of res- 
pect for Saturday, presumably a reinforcement of the Saturday pro- 
hibition.. There is no apparent link between this Friday ban, and the 
l: uslim one. 
I 
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of the week. 
Goldziher also note6 the parallel tendency embodied in the 
post-ShRf'i''i hadith '17a tajl-alü yawmidikum yawm gawmikum'1. His 
apparent implication here, that the Muslims generally regarded Fri= 
day as an `id, comparable to the major festivals, is open to doubt, 
for this hadith is more usually quoted in connection with the que- 
stion'of fatting on yawm al-fitr and yawm al-nahr, q. v., p. 196.2 
I 
The situation in l iedina, however, remained stable as far as can 
be judged from the works of Sh fi'i: he nowhere discusses the fast- 
ing of Friday in detail, but the passing mention (Umm 2/104) shows 
that the choice of Friday as a voluntary fast-day was known and tac- 
itly approved. 
As was noted above, it was not until after ShNfi'i's time that 
specific reasons were advanced for not fasting Friday.. Besides, the 
b. flas"üd hadith (359), Tay7ilidi3 has four other hadiths, none fav- 
Possibly not polemic, but anti-ascetic, since it is itself para- 
lleled in Jewish lore (admittedly post-Muhammadan): I4aimonides' Code, 
p. 274: 'No fasting on a festival, or even on its second day'. Cf. 
also Talmud, Mo'ed Katan, p. 46: 'No joyous celebration without food 
and drink'. This in turn recalls the Tashriq hadith (below, p. 200) 
to the effect that 'hädhihi ayyäm aklin wa sharbin'. 
2 This is not to deny that there are many hadithe in ta`zim of Fri- 
day, sole of which claim it is an `Id, e. g. ANälik Tah7ara, 113. See 
also IIilyat al-Awliy71', III, p. 266.3"Although Tayalisi died in the 
same year as Shäfi'3 (204), his material'is consistent in betraying 
signs of being considerably influenced by the ideas advanced by 
Shlzfi`i concerning the status and role of the sunna. His collection,, 
in the form we have it, is probably the compilation of his pupils,, 
and will not therefore be taken as conclusive evidence in pre-204 
matters. 
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ourable to the practice,, and all going back- to the Prophet, in its- 
elf an indication of their relative lateness. 
It is interestinc that in three of them no direct attempt is 
made to dislodge the custom, which suggests that it was firmly ost- 
ablished. The Prophet is made in 1623 and 2595 to prohibit the dcl- 
iberato fasting of Friday by itself. It becomes allowable only if 
accompanied by a preceding or following day. This device avoids the ' 
absurdity of an outright prohibition of Friday fasts, when inevitab- 
ly there will be at least four in every Ramadan: Tay. 1114, to judge 
by its isnad, which ends in a minor companion, Abü Aws, rather than 
the Abü iluraira of 2595 or the wife of the Prophet in 1623, is ear- 
lier than these two, and is predictably less severe but still neg- 
ative in tone; the Prophet asserts that the ordinary devotions of 
a Friday properly fulfilled will count for far more than any amount 
of fasting, without. any explicit command or prohibition. 
Tay. 1922 assumes that Friday. should not be fasted, for it shows 
b. tUmar confronted with the dilemma of a man who has vowed to fast 
Friday. His reply shows that according to the proponent of the hadith 
the prohibition on fasting this day overrides the 2uranic command 
to fulfill vows2, an illustration of the principle that 'al-sunna 
takhugp al-qurn'3. 
The prohibition also occurs in Tay. 2105, which lists various un- 
fastable days. The last of these is 'yawm al-jum'a mukhta; sa min al- 
ayyäm'. 
It may be noted that the `All hadith recorded by. Shäfi`l 
does not appear to have survived elsewhere. However, Shu-ba, who 
figured in the isnUd of, that report, also recurs iri the first three 
of the above hadiths from Tayälisi. 
I Cf. Talmud, Erubim, pp. 23ff.: come say that no fast is proclaimable 
on X, Y, or Z, though acceptable if already commenced. 
2 Q16/91.3 See Shäfi; i, Rinäla. See above, p. 168. 
1? 2 
From the absence of any pro-Friday-fast hadiths, it may be as- 
sumed not that there never were any, but that they were eclipsed by 
the prohibition hadiths that are preserved in TayAlial; these last 
would not have developed their isnRds as they did without the stim- 
ulus of opposition. The prohibition seems to have been confined in 
this period to one area, `Iraq, which was why the almost complete 
'unanimity of Tayälioi's hadiths was possible. The one exception, Tay. 
359, does not reappear, and may be considered obsolete. 
Apparently equally unanimous, but of the other opinion, was the 
feeling of the colleagues of t"Sälik and Shafi'3. 
Six days of ShawwFal 
In the tafsir of the Barran Muqgtil b. Sulaiman, d. 150, is 
an intriguing hadith1: Sal-id b. Abi Said - Barn' b. " zib: the 
Prophet said: the who fasts the month of Ramadän and six days of the 
month of Shawwäl, then that is as if he had fasted eternally (fahuwa 
rawm al-dahr)'. The intended inference from this is that these extra 
days of fast are a praiseworthy act. The hadith is clearly virtually 
identical with Tay-594: Abü DÄ' üd - Warga' - Sa'd b. Said - `Amr 
b. Thäbit - Abü Ayyüb2: the Prophet said: 'He who fasts Ramadän and 
follows it with six (days) of Shawwäl has as good as fasted the 
whole year. 
1 rol. 24 2 Note the extended and developed isnad. I"iugätil is 
generally held (see Brockelmann, Sezgin) to be an unrelaible auth- 
ority because of his apparently casual treatment of isnäds; however, 
it is equally possible to advance his lack of concern for isnäds 
as proof of his genuine earliness, and the authority of his report- 
ed statements. His material does'not appear to be anachronistic, 
and there seems no good reason to doubt that what is attributed to 
him is indeed his. 
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The only lengthy discussion of this subject in this. poriod 
comes in fl lik 60, whore wo find a long rebuttal of such a propos- 
ition, in tones comparable in their vehemence to those of his def- 
ence of Friday fasting. fl 1ik says that he knows no-one of the ahl 
al-', ilm or fugahä' who fast these days. Ile has heard nothing on it 
from any of the salaf (i. e. no hadith-type information); it is frown- 
r 
ed by ahl al-°ilm; they fear it as a bid-a, and that ignorant folk, 
should join to ltariadän what does not belong to it, even if they did 
consider that ahl al-'ilm did give thorn licence in this matter. 
Although writing much later than the period in question, Abu 
Bakr Turtüshi, d. ca. 520, records some early opinions on the six 
days of Bhawwal1, which since they are not cast in hadith form, 
may perhaps be authentic. Ile notes that Nälik disliked (kariha) 
such a fast (as above), and that similarly Abü Hanifa. 'lä istahabba 
siyämaha'. ShRfi`l, however, 'yastahibbu2 ciyämaha'. "Turtüshi con- 
cludes, almost certainly correctly, that Shäfi`i bases himself on 
a version3 of the Prophetic hadTth already mentioned; this being, 
as far as we can tell, the only hadith in this. period,. Shlifi`i 
would have had no option, according to his own system, but to accept 
it. In TurtUshi's view, Malik and Abü Hanifa have no argument to 
fall back on, unless it be that they fear that enforcing this fast 
could lead to people thinking that it was an extension of the far- 
ida, the prescribed month of Ramadan. As we have seen, Mälik does 
indeed dislike the idea of joining the extra days on to Ramadän; 
however, his position is far from being a-reluctance to enforce the 
fast, as TurtUsh3 imagines, but rather that of unqualified disapp- 
I 
. 60-1.2 pp Cf. the partisans of b. 1`Iascud in Shafi ils K. Ikht. - 
`A13 wa Abdu117ah, referred to above: 'hum yastalibbuna gawm yawm 
a1-jurn`a . 
3 Though none such is contained, in any of the extant works of Shüf. 
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royal. 
N1ik understands the six days to come after the `id al-fitr, 
but this may be because for him Raman without the usual fitr cel- 
ebrations is unthinkable; certainly it is possible that this hadtth 
proposes a fast of 36 days, and equally certainly, the fate of the 
fitr cer4-"monies would be one of the first questions to come to the 
mind of the average Muslim on hearing a suggestion such as that con- 
tained in the two above hadTths. Leaving this aside, for'it is never 
apparently discussed, the only reasonably definite observation to 
be made is that, as-with'the prohibition of the Friday fast, `Iräq 
is the source of the bidla, although, as noted above, there were 
some, such as Abt Iian3fa, who were not keen on the practice. 
The underlying motive remains obscure: nevertheless, several 
possibilities suggest themselves. This fast can be seen as in some 
way counter to the widespread (in hadith at least - see below. ) not- 
ion of the desirability of a fast of three days per month, both 
30+6 and 12x3 having the same total of 361. The 36'days thus fasted 
would then be free of any of the associations undoubtedly present 
in some formulations of the three days' fast2. 
1 See ahead, p. 201, where three days' fast per month is likened, 
as in the IIuqUtil hadith above, to al-dahr. ' The three days' fast is 
sometimes rationalised by reference to the Quranic 'al-hasana bi- 
`achri amthalihä' ( 6/161), which may of course also lie behind the 
6 of Shawwal suggestion. This has an interesting parallel in St. 
John Damascene, col. 67, where it is explained'how seven'ti'es five 
days fast in Pentecost, plus one, plus one half-day-i-equals a total 
of 36ý days, iryturn equivalent to one-tenth of a year. 
2 E. g. Thursday-14onday-Thursday, p. 203; the 13th., 14th, and 15th. 
of the month, p. 202, both having Jewish connections. 
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It is sug; ested1 that these days are intended to be used by 
women to make up those days of Ramadan rendered. unfastablo through 
menstruation2. This appears to be an attempt to minimize the import- 
ance of the Shawwnl fast, for there is nothing in the Iadiths to 
justify their exclusive reference to women, nor is menstruation com- 
monly hold by Islamic law to last six days. Certain modern. sources 
I 
do however reveal, a connection between women and this particular fast. 
Antoun3, dealing with sundry fasts favoured by women, mentions among 
others the fast of six days of Shawwäl, after the fitr4, which is 
in turn followed by what. is called "Yd al-'aj. 'iz'. A. Jaussen5 
mentions a Fete de la Dame'( id al-sitt) in Shawwäl, and he says 
there exists some confusion between this and the lid al-sitter (of 
Shawwfl). The only widespread example in Islamic literature of any- 
thing taking six days is that of the Creation6. 
The idea of six days of fasting is also present outwith Islam. 
According to the Universal Jewish Encyclopaedia, some would fast 
six days after the New Year. Moses is credited'with having waited 
1 See e. g. on this Th. W. Juynboll, Handbuch des Islamischen Gesetzes, 
(Leiden/Leipzig) 1910, p. 132. 
2 Although not mentioned in the. Quran as one of the muftirat, nev- 
ertheless menstruation is unanimously held to be such, at least by 
the fugaha'. See b. al-IIäjj 11,64, for an account of a common prac- 
tice in defiance of the fugahä'. 
3 
p. 100. 
It is a curious fact that-voluntary fasts are often in Islam 
paiculiarly associated with women. This is borne out several times in 
the hadith: see what follows. 
5 
p. 341. Conceivably the 'sitt' is not the honorific at all, but 
stands for sitt layäli. 
6 
E. C. Q25/59,32/4,50/38,57/4" Adam and Eve stayed in Paradise 
for six days. (b. Qutaiba, Ma'ärif, Cairo 1960, p. 15). 
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six days on the mountain before receiving the Ten Commandments, in 
order to be purged of all the food and drink in his bowels . St. 
John Damascene, col-74, mentions a six-day fast 'propter Judaeorum 
iniquitatem'. It remains to be seen whether or not these instances 
have any bearing oh the Muslim practice. 
r 
That '-7 ehürä', a fast'day celebrated on the tenth of I4uharram, 
is closely related to the Jewish Yöm Kippür2 has long been establi- 
shed. Its name and time of celebration leave no doubt about this. 
However, the assertion that `fshürä' has formed part of Is1Hm every- 
where since Muhammad's lifetime, an assertion based on 'unanimous 
reliable tradition' , must be questioned. In the first place, there 
1 
Talmud, Minor Tractates, p. 1. 
2 See Lev. 23/27. Y. K. is supposed to have been instituted so'that 
the Children of Israel might atone for the sin of the Golden Calf; 
fasting is but one element of the'atonement rites of this day. 
3 Goldziher REJ 2, p. 75; Vajda JA 229, p. 122; HUCA 1938, P"373ff.; 
EI article ' shürli'" 'Wensinck). Vajda's treatment of the subject 
is'perhaps the fullest hitherto, at least in its reference to the 
hadith material involved. However, while correctly appreliending'the 
motive of parts of this material, he was prevented from seeing the 
pattern of the whole by his appraoch, which lacked any examination 
of chronological development, and by his eclectic attitude to the 
hadiths. 
4 
Nenainck, EI 1&2; accepted by most European scholars, 
including the most recent: Vajda (see n. 3), Goitein, : iagtendonk. As 
Schacht, Origins, p. 1E, points out, the general recognition of Goldzis 
findings on the hadith, and their implications, has not always been 
accompanied by their being implemented other than haphazardly, with 
frequently unfortunate results. 
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is ilo justification for considering the text of any hadith to be a' 
record of historical fact; claims of reliability and unanimity can 
have little value when it may be shown that both qualities have been 
artificially engineered 
1. In the second place, careful analysis of 
the earliest authentic discussions reveals a picture that simply 
does not tally with the orthodox Muslim view, which is largely that 
of the West also. 
Certainly, there isýa large, nurnber of hadiths on'the subject 
of `Tshüra', and not one attempts to deny that the Prophet ever, 
fasted it. But 1111lilc, who has three of the more widely circulated 
f 
ones2 significantly makes no comment on them or their differences, - 
(one enjoins the fast of t1shürä', two forbid-'it), even.. though they 
contain'the germ of an argument which Shäfi'ý'i felt obliged to deal 
with at length in Kittb Ikhtilaf al-hadith. This indifference is 
reflected in the authoritative handbook of the early tlalikis, the 
iludawwana, which contains only one passing reference to `718hüra'3: 
'Qada' of Ramadan may be performed in the first ten days of Dhü'l- 
fiijja and also on the day of `Ashura'. The implication here, by 
analogy with the case of the ten days of Dhü'1-Hijja, is that while 
`Äshürä' might be'fasted for itself, it is not so special that an- 
other type of fast may not be performed on the same day. It appears 
from the preceding items of information taken as a whole that while 
known as a day connected with fasting, 
Äshürli' was not of extra- 
ordinary significance, and certainly not comparable to any fast pre- 
scribed by the Quran. The latter, it need hardly be said, makes no 
mention, direct or otherwise, of Äshurä'. This must be taken to 
I 
Cf. Goldz., Muh. Stud. II, on tadlis, etc. 2 Malik 33,34,35- 
3 
p. 211. On p. 215 is a discussion on the (voluntary) fasting of 
i fuharram; though the case is probably entirely hypothetical, it is 
yet noteworthy that there is no mention of Äshürä', even implicitly. 
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represent the general early Me dinese attitude, and possibly that of 
the Ili jäz as a whole. 
Knowledge of `Ishürä' among the Muslims would stem either from 
the Jews, for whom it was one of the most important festivals, or 
from popular cie! r+ory. There is also the likelihood that not a few 
Muslims fasted `Ashüra', since Jews. had formed a considerable part 
of t; uhammad's earliest followers, and, in some areas at least,. vere 
among the number of the converted, and in the absence of a Quranic 
prohibition, they would be unlikely to wish to forego the spiritual 
r 
benefit to be derived from the observance of this great day. Dear 
in gin mind that the essential motive behind the Jewish `F, shürä' was 
the forgiveness of sins, which is not an exclusively Jewish concept 1 
there is no reason why the descendants of these converts should not, 
have perpetuated the custom. For the Nedinese, therefore, °Äshürä' 
was an accepted and non-controversial fact. We must look elsewhere 
for the origin of the differences of opinion. 
It is significant that theý. earliest opinions concerning 
'Ishürä' 
come from the `Iraq. In the Iraq there were not only the'flourish- 
ing Muslim centres of learning and population, but also the academ-, 
ies. and settlements of the Jews. The situation was therefore condu- 
cive to that spirit of polemic which pervades so much of the Class- 
ical t; uslim writings, perhaps the best example being the tafsir of 
Tabarl. The i1uslims found themselves obliged to establish their 
separate identity, and when a Muslim practice seemed to owe too much 
Various hadiths explicitly acknowledge this aspect o 
`Äshürä' 
as a Muslim occasion: see the`Arafa comparative hadiths, below, p. l99 
189. Vajda, IIUCA, p. 373, n. 9, notes that Zurgäni has a hüdith in which 
the Quraish are said to have adopted/instituted `Äshürii' irk expiat- 
ion of a Great sin they had committed - an obvious calque of the 
traditional Jewish explanation. See further on this, ch. 5. 
too overtly to outside influence (utwill emerge from this chapter' 
that this was usually Jewish influence)-the apologists had either 
to suppress it or disguise its. It is perhaps indicative of the 
strength of 7shürZi' as an 'Islamic' rite that in general the lat- 
ter course, that of disguise, was adopted for it. 
Our earliest record of `Äshüra' comes from the tafsTr of Muq- 
f 
ätil (fol. 22), who makes the brief observatibn that ýAshürä' was 
practised before the imposition of Rama4än. This refers to the not- 
ion that the fast of `Kshürä' was abrogated by the subsequent pros- 
cription of Ramadan2. Next in the `Iraq, Shäfi`3 has preserved for, 
us adifference of opinion between b. MMas`üd and `A113, who stand 
respectively for the earlier and later Man schools4. °Al1 appears 
in. a hadith'that is later attributed to the Prophets, in, which he. goes6 
Their objection was not usually to the content of-a practice, nor 
to its 'foreign' nature. Their concern was the theoretical one of 
showing that a practice had a proper and specifically Muslim pedigree, 
and was not adopted on the basis of a loose general custom. As is 
the case with much of"the hadith, the problem for the Muslims is one 
of documentation rather than content. 
2 With the accompanying implication that `Äshürä' had been an bbl- 
igatory fast in Isläm. See further on this below,. and ch. 1. This 
hadTth is itself an indication that `Ashurä' was already the subject 
of debate and difference. 
3 K. Ikht. `Ali & b. 1; asCüd. 
4 
See above, p. 177. 
5 This reference to`Ali is possibly preserved in Tay. 1212: 'mä ra'ayt 
ahadan a'mara bi-sawm '- shürä' min '-all b. abi tälib wä abi müsa'. ' 
6 
Arabic: kharaja yastasq . This reference to istisgä', rainmaking, 
is mystifying. It occurs in no other version of the hadith; as far' . 
as may be ascertained, ` chürä' is never connected with rainmaking 
either in Judaism of Is1äm. On istisgä', see below, p. 205. 
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out on the day of Äshüra', tolling such persons as started the day 
fasting to carry on doing so, and such as did not, to refrain then- 
ceforth from eating. As it stands, this hadith can hardly be seen 
as other than a straightforward commendatory hadith, favourable to 
Ishüräl; subsequent versions1 are somewhat modified. The supporters 
of b. flac`üd, however, reckon that he who did not start the day fast- 
ing should not fast (sc. the rest of the day). While it is possible 
I 
to see this as less favourable to Äshnrä', it is more than likely 
that the point at stake is not `ashnrä' at all, but whether once 
having started a day in a particular condition (i. e. either fasting 
or muftir), one may afterwards change it2. As such, this represents 
simply a divergence between two groups of scholars, and has no ob- 
vious polemical overtones. It is, difficult to decide whether the 
original role of the i11i. l; ad7ith was to settle this question of the 
change of state, or whether it is here being quoted by-the b. Nas°üd 
party out of context. Certainly in later discussions, it always app- 
ears solely in the sections connected with the fasting of Äshürä'. 
Abü Yüsuf (801) records a polemical assertion, attributed to 
b. `Abbäs, that Ashur. ' is on the ninth (of Nuharram). This is, cle- 
arly in opposition to 802, from Ibrähim, that-it is on the tenth. 
Ibn `Abbäs's su11; estion is designed to camouflage the true origins 
of c7süürä'3, which reveals by its very name-its essential connect- 
ion with the tenth day. 802 may be considered subsequent to 801 in 
time, for otherwise it would have been an entirely unnecessary 
observation. The claim that `Äshürä' is on the ninth accepts that 
it is a well-established custom among the Muslims, but attempts to 
I 
See ch. 5. 
2 This is connected, with the question of-the niya, 
or 'intention', the relevance of which to the fast is discussed. at 
length in the 1 iudawwana, and elsewhere. 
3 In line with the 'khälifühuca' precept, on which see p. 169. 
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deny its origin from, and connection with, the Jewish festival of 
the same name and time of celebration. 
As has already been said, concern over `Äshürä' seems at this 
period, i. e. before Shafi`3's systematic discussions, to be limited 
to the scholars of the East. The contents of Mälik'e hadiths, while 
bearing evidence of controversy, seem td reflect mostly Iraq! 
'concern rather than that of the Ilijäz. Mälik, 34 runs: Ibn Shihäb - 
Humaid b. 4Abdalrahmän b. `Awf hoard Mu`äwiya b. Abi Sufyän say on 
the day of `Äshüra', from the pulpit, 'People. of Medina, where are 
your ulema? I heard the Prophet say of this day, "It. is the day of 
Ashüra'. Its fasting was not prescribed for you. I am fasting it. 
lie who wishes to, let him fast it, and he who wishes to, let him 
break on it.! " Here the question is not one of origins, but of 
status. The plain message of the hadith is that `Ashürä' is for the 
Muslims not more than a sunna, an optional matter entirely. This 
stands in contrast to the claim that ý7Zshürä' was at one time or 
another a fard fast prescribed for the Muslims, a claim made by 
some Muslim theorists who hoped to deprive '-Ash-urä' of any current 
standing within Isläm by considering it abrogated by Ramadän. In 
order to further this claim, it was initially necessary to posit 
that it had once been obligatory, for if Ramadän was technically 
to supersede another fast, then this other fast had to be comparable 
to Ramadän, namely wäjib. This argument is largely an internal 
Muslim affair in its details, but it is of course not accidental 
that the alleged position of Äshürä' as a-i"; uolim fast, that of 
being optional, is in sharp contrast to its strictly obligatory 
nature in Judaism. Although the isnäd of this hadith is 'Medinese', 
this is no guarentee that the hadith is itself Medinese1. 
It seems that some were not prepared to accept that `ýshürrx' 
I Cf. Schacht, Origins, p. 32. 
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was only optional; such persons would have in the earliest period 
been concerned to uphold the practice of fasting on that day as a 
religious observance, rather than make any claims about its origin 
or status within Islam. Thus I-Mlik (35) says that he has heard that 
`Umar b. al-Khattäb (one of the most renowned Medinese authorities) 
sent word to Iiarith b. Ilishäm that the following day wat Äshürä' 
and that he should fast and order his people to fast too. In Yüs. 
803, the same hadith appears, now with the Prophet instead'of `Umar, 
and liürith replaced by an anonymous companion. The With is rein- 
forced with an additional phrase which says they are to fast even 
if they have already eaten (on that day). Although the common 
subject matter is bound to be responsible for a certain similarity 
in the hadiths, it seems that these last two, and the All hadith 
above , and the latter part of the Mu`äwiya pulpit hadith, can all 
be traced to. a common original sentiment in which one person urges 
a group of others to observe the fast, with subsequent polemical 
variations. This original was basically concerned with the straight- 
forward promotion of 4Äshürä' as a sunna; since these versions 
contain no datinC devices, there is no justification for the claim2 
that the Prophet's advocation of cAshürä' here predates the new 
order of things brought about by the imposition of Ramadan: there 
is also no indication that these hadiths are concerned to promote 
'7shürä' as a sunna in technical contrast to'a prescriptive fast. 
They would thus seem to represent an early stage of the argument. 
146lik's third hadith is from `Ä'isha: 'ýAshürä' was a day that 
the Quraish used to'fast in the Jähiliyya, and the Prophet (too) 
1 
P-179. 
2 Made in moat tafs1ra, "and subsequently formin; the , 
foundation 
of most Western theoriers on the chronology of fasting in early , 
Islärt. 
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used to fast it in the Jühiliyya. When he came to Medina, he fasted 
it and ordered its fasting. When Ramadan was prescnsibOd, then that 
was the faridä. And the day of `llshürä' was left. And he who wanted 
to, fasted it, and he who wanted to, left it. ' The report reveals 
two other steps in the disguising and downgrading of `Ashürä'. 
Firstly, `X'isha is made to assert that it was a day fasted by the 
Quraish, of whose number Muhammad was naturally one, in the time of 
the Jühiliyya. Although appeal to the 'amr of the Jühiliyya is not 
usually welcomed in the hadith literature, the object here is 
clearly to provide an Arabian, i. e. non-Jewish origin for the fast 
of Ashürä'. The appeal to the Jühiliyya is however only temporary, 
for, it having been established that the Prophet too used to. fast 
it and indeed made it obligatory after his arrival in Medina, the 
second attack is made, along the lines already indicated above: the 
concession to `Ashürä' being granted, it is now countered by the 
assertion that after Ramadan came down, the former fast was then 
left (taraka/turika), and became optional. Closely parallel to the 
Malik 33 hadith are Tay. 784 and 1211. The prime concerns of this 
hadith, then, are to supply Ashürä' with a non-foreign pedigree1, 
r 
and to settle its theoretical status within Islam in such a way as 
to accord with what must be presumed to be its contemporary position, 
that is to say, a fast not comparable to Ramadän but nevertheless 
widely recommended. The relationship between `Äshnrä' and Ramadän 
is also discussedain tafsir, but the bulk of this material. postdates 
a 
the hadith arguments, and there-is little doubt that this is an 
instance of the tafsirs' being in debt to the hadith, rather than 
1 
In accordance with the new demands in the matter of documentation. 
See above, p. 169. 
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vice-versa. 
The Muw. Shaib. does not have a hadith equivalent to Ialik 33, 
the `Ä'icha/Jähiliyya report, but under his veroion of N 1ik 34, 
the Mu'äwiya hadith, ShaibMni adds a note which amounts to a para- 
phrase of it. He concludes with the observation that °ilshürä' is 
(now) optional, and this is said to be the attitude of Abü Han3fa 
'wa-l-`ämma gablanä'. From this it appears, as suggested above, 
2 r 
i 
that the last phrase3, an expression of the actual state of affairs, 
I As explained, the sequence of events carefully outlined in this. 
hadith is typical of a 'dating' hadith, habitually employed in 
questions of abrogation, such as the tafsirc vf-Q2/183-7 deem unav- 
oidable. An abrogatum is necessary for the theory'built round these 
verses to work, and the `Ashürä' abrogation claim, familiar from 
hadiths such as the present one, was chosen by some (not all - an 
indication that the 41shüra' claim was not universally 'accepted, and 
was certainly not regarded unanimously as historical fact) to fill 
this role. Naturally, an clement of religious polemic is not absent 
here. The claim that `Tºshnrä' was ever obligatory in Islam repre- 
sents nothing more than a stage in a technical argument, primarily 
of those concerned with u; ül al-figh, but latterly adopted by the 
tafcTrists also. See also ch. 1 on this. 
2 Until more is known of the relation of the two Muwatta's it is 00 
difficult to assess the relative significance of their contents. 
There are indications that possibly Nlälik's tluwatta' as we have it 
is rather later than Shaibäni's, and, were this so, it could be 
that ? lik 33 is in fact the realization in hadith form of a comm- 
only-held theory such as is expressed in Shainni's note ad his 
version of Malik 34. It is unlikely that WOW is rendering a 
hadith in his own words. 
3 'He who wishes to, let him fast 
it, and he who wishos to, let him break on it'. 
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is the only part of the hadith of even remote legal applicability, 
and that therefore as a whole it reflects other considerations, 
namely the es'tabliohment of the technical theoretical basis of 
4Ashflrci' within IslEm. 
äh'afi'l is the only source to give any lengthy exposition of 
the subject in this period; he has some now hadiths in his late 
work, -Kitäb Ikhtiluf al-Iiadlthl, and his main concern 
is this thoor- 
etical one of settling, t1te question of whether `Xshürät was ever 
obligatory or not. The original simple question of advocating 
'-ÄshürR' as a good practice is now quite obscured. 
Of the six hadiths that Shäfi`i quotes here, the second is 
the same as Malik 33, the `X'isha/Jähiliyya report, and is indeed 
related from Malik, as is the fourth, equivalent to riälik 34, the 
Mu°äwiya hadith. The third is an expanded version of the latter, 
but the additional material has no apparent relevance to `Ashürä'. 
The fifth is clearly related to H lik, 33: 'thiga - Yahyä b. Hassan 
- Laith b. Sa°d - Näfi` b. `Umar: the day of ' 
Ashürä' was mentioned 
in the Prophet's presence, and he said, 'It was a day that Ahl al- 
Jähiliyya used to fast; he of you who wishes to fast it, let him 
do so; he who dislikes it, let him leave it'. 
2 This'hadith does 
not appear in later collections, and may well have been superseded 
by the more complicated N45lik 33, which introduces the question of 
Ramadan. Although Nalik 33 is the first of the two to be recorded, 
it seems probable that the b. `Umar version was the original. These 
four hadiths of Shafi`i's consider °Ashürä' to be now optional. 
The remaining two differ: the sixth is from Sufyän - tUbaidallFh 
b. Abi Yazid - b. 
CAbbas: I never knew the Prophet to fast a day 
1 Umm 8/498.2 Gaudefroy-Dcmombynes, 1"iahomct, Paris 1957, 
p. 563:. CAbdulläh b. Umar refused to fast CÄshürä' in order not to 
follow a pre-Islamic custom. (No source given). 
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preferring, its fadl over other days except this day, i. e. the day 
of `chürä'. This hadTth-is plainly favourable, and also uncompl-' 
icated. It is quite unconnected with the disguising 'ninth Nuharram' 
kiadi. th mentioned above by Abu Yüsuf as being related in the name of 
b. °Abbäs. 
The remaining Ihadith of -Shäfi`'S, the first one, ho quotes in 
ýKitäb. Ikhtiläf al-Iladith, is from b. Abi Fudaik - b. Abi Dhi'b - 
Zutri -c Urwa - ý'Ä' isha: the Prophet used to fast the, day of CWshürä' , 
and ordered (amara) its fasting. The implication of this hadith is 
obvious - 'KshürR' is to be regarded as an obligatory' fast. 'However, 
it is noteworthy that the l: älik 33 hadith, the `A'isha/Jähiliyya 
report, which appears to incorporate this hadith, is also related 
from CUrwa - `Iº'isha. Again there is the problem of what would app- 
ear to be the secondary, more developed, hadith being recorded 
before the simpler one. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to suggest 
that Shäfi°i's first hadith represents a fairly primitive and 'inno- 
cent' pro- o'Xshürä' attitude which was successfully countered at a 
later stage, when polemical considerations had become more dominant, 
by amalgamating it with a 'J-Rhiliyya' hadith2, and thus producing 
a hadith3 which (a) put "Wsh7urä' on ä more acceptable level (i. e. 
made it 'optional' probably reflecting current practice or at least 
pious opinion) and (b) solved the problem of its non-fluhammadan 
origins, which had caused trouble both on the level of inter-relig- 
ious polemic and in the field of internal usül al-fiqh theory. 
It is in fact the Zuhri - `Urwa - "Ä', isha report which prin- 
In the hadTth, Amara does not invariably convey a sense of 
obligation, in the technical sense however, and it is possible that 
here only recommendation is implied. 
2 
g. , häfi`i'c fifth, from N fiC - b. eUmar. 
3 
2Sälik 33, = Shnfi°i's second. 
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cipally engaged the attention of ShRfici in his discussion of these, 
six hadiths: 'There is no difference between thcce hadiths in our 
opinion, vallahu a°lam, except something in `N'isha's hadiths which 
is an example of those hadiths which I have described that are rel- 
ated by one muiiaddith and not by another'. Shlzfi°i admits that wero 
it the only hadäth on the subject, one could not escape the concl- 
usion. that 'Ash-urä' had been a fard. However, it is clear to him 
that it is to be interpreted in the light of the other hadiths,. 
specifically that in which Ramadän is shown to be the fard at pres- 
ent in force, and where °lshürä' is 'turilca'? that is 'turika 
ijabuhu - it ceased to be an obligatory Islamic fast. Shafi"i 
further judges it unlikely that 'Ishürä' was ever a fard, but at 
most wrjib. Whether he is justified in reading the technical expr- 
ession 1TjZZb' into this is debateable, and of course his whole 
approach to the material in hand is conditioned by a need to harm- 
onize wherever possible, but this explanation does maintain for 
Shäfi'i the historical and theoretical superiority of Ramadan, the 
Quranically prescribed fast, while acknowledging °ÄshUra' as a 
contemporary fact. It is not c shüra' itself which is at stake, 
but the secondary point of its status within Islam and its relation 
to Ramadan. 
That the Jähiliyya 'Ashüra' and subsequent 'abrogation' by 
Ramadan hadith was no more than a hypothetical-assertion may be seen 
from Tay. '2625, where we*have a quite different version of the 
events leading to fuhammad's alleged adoption of `WshürFi' : Abü 
Dä'üd - Shu`ba - Abü Bishr - Said b. Jubair - b. ýAbbüsl: when 
the Prophet arrived on fedina, he found the Jews fasting Cfshürä', 
and asked them about it. They said it was the day on which God 
drowned Pharaoh (sc. drowned his forces in the Red Sea) and saved 
2 Cf. his use in Yüs. 801 above p. 180. 
'Possibly vocalised 'taraka', inplying that Muhammad never 
actually__nade_ of -Ashura a fard., 
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Moses. The Prophet then said, 'We are more closely related (nahnu 
awls) to Moses than you'1, and ordered its fasting. The assertion 
that the Jews have less claim to Moses than the Muhammadans is of 
course directly in line with Quranic polemic, and the hadlth is 
more honest than the Ä'isha/Jähiliyya one, insofar as it at least 
admits the true origins of the °7shürä' fast. Historically it is 
valueless, and in no way suitable as a starting point for the con-. " 
I. 
struction of a chronology of the Islamic fast, as some have believed2. 
The dating element in the hadith is simply a relative device: 'when. 
he arrived in Medina' means nothing more than 'before Ramadän came 
along and displaced CFshürä ". This being the case, it is to be 
suspected that the dating phrase was not originally in the hadith, 
whose first intention seems to have been to promote Kchürä' as a 
Muhammadan and not a foreign-based sunna, rather than to settle the 
question of its 'Tjäb and consequently its relation to Ranadfln. 
The alleged reason for the celebration of cÄshüra' in this 
hadith does not tally with the traditional Jewish explanation3, and 
may simply represent-a piece of fanciful ta'wil4 on the part of a 
Muslim polemicist, an item of unfounded assertion similar to the 
suggestion that the Christian Lent was the model for the Islamic 
fast5, though in this case the assertion is draped round a standard 
jibe that the Jews continually showed themselves incapable of appr- 
eciating prophets and the other benefits that God granted them6. 
It is perhaps conceivable that the idea-of Furgän provides a common 
Cf. the Quranic claims about the Arabs' descent through Ism 'i1. 
2 llagtendonk, ch. 5, Sprenger, p. 53ff. 
3 Although the mention of Noses in connection with Yöm Kippur 
has Mýbne traditional justification. 
4 
Combined with anti-Jewish, pro-tiuhammadan propaganda. 
5 wee above, ch. 1.6 Q2/16,27 etc. 
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link here: 1": oaea' Furgan war, dividing of the Red Seal, and, accord- 
ing to this lýadith, it is commemorated by a fast; Muhammad's Furgan, 
mentioned in Q2/185, also appears to be connected with a fast, this 
time the f; uhammadan one of Ramadan. 
Although there arc only a few instances in the early hadlth of 
voices being raised strongly in favour of 
CÄshüra', it is clear 
, that (presumably at a popular level) the practice of fasting was 
well established. Besides the efforts to make its origin less app- 
arent, there was also an attempt to downgrade it by claiming that 
the fasting of the day of Arafat2 was much more meritorious3. 
Thus Yüs. 804 and Shaibäni I, Bab fadl al-sawm, both from 
Said b. Jubair state: Fasting the day of `Ashürä' is equivalent 
(in worth) to fasting; the whole year, whereas fasting the day of 
'Arafat is equivalent to fasting two years. Although these equiv- 
alents are in fasting and not in redemption of sins, in later vers-' 
ions this is not the case. 
4, 
and it is therefore probable that there 
were some Muslim apologists who were better acquainted with the ideas 
attached to the Jewish `Äshürä' than the authors of the Pharaoh/ 
Moses hadith above. In any case, the equivalents are reckoned in 
years, which is agreeable with the notion that Yöm Kippur atones 
for the whole year. The Aiukhtasar of Muzani also has this hadith, 
Q2/50.2 Despite the fact that the fast of `. Arafat was 
itshlf a disputed matter: see below, p. 194. 
3 The choice of Arafat was obviously conditioned by there being 
few if any other regular one-day fasts in Islam. The partial allit- 
eration of c chürä' and tArafat is perhaps a contributory factor. 
`Arafat is on the 9th. Dhü-l-Iiijja, which raises the question of. a 
possible connection with the suggestion that '-lshürez' is to be. 
fasted on the ninth of the month of Muharram. 
3 See below, p. 194. 
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but ShZºfi"i makes no relevant conment'on it. Obviously related ire 
Tay. 602, where the Prophet says, 'I consider the fastinS of the 
day of `Arafat atones for the year before it and the year after it'. 
In concluoion it ceems aafe to say that as a practice llahürä' 
was little affected by the discussions concerning it. These appear 
to have originated in the CIräq, where there would have been the 
greatest sensitivity among Muslim scholars on this type of subject, 
in which could be seen a practice owing its origin to a group out- 
side Islam, and which therefore had to be naturalized and given a 
definite position within Islam, as there appeared to be little hope 
of expunging it entirely. As has been elaborated above, an uncomp- 
licated tendency to promote `Ashürä' as a desirable fast was over- 
shadowed by these subsequent needs to accommodate it in a more 
r 
formal manner. The pre-occupation with the question of the relation 
of eÄshürä' and Ramadan, which is evident in Shäfi`i, has exercised 
writers on the subject to the present day, largely, it appears, from 
the mistaken assumption that the two had always been intimately 
connected, instead of being first linked by a second-century theory. 
Dhü-l-Ili jja 
The question of fasting in the pilgrimage month is somewhat 
confused, not least because the mönth can be broken up in various 
ways into a number of sections, some overlapping, and concerning 
each of which there is some difference of opinion. Interest is 
mainly confined to the period of the pilgrimage itself. The only 
definite information on the subject is contained in the Quran, 2/196, 
which states among other things that he who temporarily drops his 
ihräm, between the C'unra and the hajj proper, should make whatever* 
offering he can manage, or, failing that, should fast three. days 
during the pilgrimage and seven later. 
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An outline of the tirietablo of the hnjj will be us. oful: 
1st-10th Dhü-1-Ijijja - collectively known as al-6ashr. ' 
7th D10-l-Hijja - khutba in Mecca 
8th - tarwiyya; ihräm reassumed by the mutamatti`- 
9th - wuqüf at 
"Arafat 
9th (eve. ) - departure from Arafat 
10th 
11th - ayytm al-nahr, al-adhä 
12th " It - ayyUm al-tashriq, Mina 
13th 
It is not clear whether certain days were unfastable before 
the Quranic tamattu° ordinance, or whether it became necessary to 
consider then so because too many were by their fasting. detracting 
from the general post-hajj celebrations, almost, invariably involving 
the slaughter of numbers of animals. The Quranic prescription may 
of course merely have sanctioned existing practice. It is perhaps 
noteworthy that the hadiths and discussions very rarely explicitly 
relate the question of fasting to, its fittingness for a pilgrim. The 
general dislike of fasting feastdays has been mentioned above (p. 170), 
as has the possibility that it is a deliberate contradiction of alleged 
Jewish practice. Whether this allegation is true or not, the desire 
to curb untimely zeal for fasting is understandable. 
As for the mut°a fast, we find in the Muwatta'1 that tialik cl- 00 
aims the days of adhä and Mina are unfastable, which last agrees 
with Malik 36, from Abt Iluraira: the Prophet forbade the fasting of 
two days, ' the day of fitr and the day of nahr2. Elsewhere, in the 
Mudawwana (p. 211), Malik is prepared to admit certain fasts on the 
last day of Mina, but is adamant that the three days of naiir are 
inviolable. However, the less rigorous attitude to wards the last 
day of Ilinä is in I"Iuw.. Shaib. 25 extended back to the first two 
days as well: according. to Shaibän3, Malik here says that the muta- 
1 
14älik 37 2= 1; älik Haj j' 136,1: älik ýYdain 5. 
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matti` who cannot find the prescribed hady, or who missed doing his 
three days' fast before the day of nahr, may fast during the days. 
of tachrig1. Similar are the hadrths to this effect from'`W'isha 
and b. `Umar (H1ik iiajj X55); this suggests that the regular prac- 
tice of the mutamatti` was to fast-as soon as possiblo2. 
Shafi`i; according to the mulchtasar of 1 uzani (Umm 8/59), was 
also once of this opinion, but subsequently disallowed it. The word- 
ing implies that his is not the general opinion. His objection to 
even a mutamatti° fasting these days (the days of adhä and tashriq) 
is based on the 'nahy al-nabl'. There is little doubt that this ref- 
ers to e. g. I"Iälilc Iiaj j 1342: the Prophet forbade the fasting of the 
days of I"iinä. It is clear then that Iiälik's. opinion (as opposed to 
his hadä. ths) and the for.: ier thinking of ShÄfi`i both date from a 
period before the prohibiting hadith came into circulation, or at 
least before it gained cogency. Possibly i"Iälik distinguished between 
the mutar: atti`and others, for in referring to this hadith elsewhere3, 
he seems to accept that the prohibition of the Prophet has some 
validity: discussing perpetual fasting4, he approves of a report 
that this practice is acceptable if the prophetically prohibited 
days are omitted. 
The probability that the mutamatti° was to fast his initial 
three days as soon as possible, mentioned above at Muw. Shaib. 25, 
is reinforced by the observation of al-Farrä' on Q2/196: 'the last 
day is `Arafat, and the other two are to be done during the lashr'. 
r 
I Also thus: in I"fud. 1/389. 
2 It appears from Mud. 1/389 that according to t-iälik only persons 
performing certain uranic kaffära fasts, such as the mutamatti4-, 
were allowed to fast durinG this period. 
3 Malik 37 
4 
See below, p. 207.5 These are listed as Nina, adha, 
and fitr. 
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I-Mlik too allows theoc days to be performed non-consecutively 0 
It is evident that the prohibition, which in all forms is'pro- 
phetic, is later than the permitting badlths, such as NAlik 
255, which come from Companions. What is not'clear is when the 
iautamattit is supposed to make his Quranically prescribed three 
days' fast during the hajj, if the prohibition is regarded as valid: 
the Qüran appears to imply that the fast comes after the completion 
of the °umra, but it seems from al-Farrä's statement2 that in prac- 
tice this is not necessarily so. He may of course himself be infl-" 
uenced by the prophetic prohibition. It is not impossible that the 
difference in practice reflected by the h: älik: material and the 
prophetic prohibition has its explanation in regional. variations. 
It is to be noted that the Xudawwana discussions3-of fasting 
in this General period mostly concern the gaýä' of Ramadan. This 
could indicate that this time was specially chosen for such fasting, 
or might simply be an acknowledgement of the fact that this period 
contains a concentration of debateable days, and that for the M likis 
of the : udawwana, for whom voluntary fasts are*not of great import- 
ance, the qad71' of Ramadan is the most important fast after Ramadan, 
itself. 
Besides the Quranically based fasts connected with this part 
of Dh5-1-1Iij ja, which is 'sometimes termed the Cashr, i. c. 'the first 
ten days, of the month, there is also an isolated reference to a 
voluntary fast that in later times is the subject of several $adiths5. 
The report occurs in the nitab of Sibawaih, and in it the Prophet 
is made to state: 'There are no days fasting in whicli is dearer to 
I 
; -ýud., p. 213. On the queation of consecutiveness in general, see 
below, pp. 220.2 And i-lud. 1/389. ,3 Xudawwana p. 211f. 
4 
The making. 
up of days missed in P. amadan through illness, etc. 
5 Below, p. 306.. 
t 
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God than the Cazhr of Dhü-l-IJijja'1. It seems that here fasting, is 
being recommended as a way of profiting additionally from the baraka 
of this period. It is conceivable that the hadith is directed to- 
ward those not actually participating in the pilgrimage, and that' 
there is little connection with the total of ten days mentioned in 
the mut'a provision. That fact that the hadith is first'recorded by 
an Eastern scholar may tend to support the suggestion that it was 
directed toward those distant from the Iliji'zz. 
r 
The question of fasting on the day of rArafat has already 
been mentioned in connection with 'Äshürä'. Although the suspicion 
arises that the `Arafat fast was instituted from polemical reasons 
of this nature, there also exists a quite separate discussion of 
'-Arafat, with no mention in it of the Jewish fast, implying that 
there was indeed a custoti of marking this day with a fast2. It is 
not possible to establish conclusively which of these two questions 
associated with Arafat arose the first. 
At this period, there are only two 11adiths in favour of the 
`Arafat fast, besides the shürä''comparative ones. J"älik Hajj 133: 
Yahyä b. Said - Qäsin b. Muhammad: ý'iT' isha used to fast the day 
of cArafat3 -a simple assertion. Yüs. 818 conveys the same inform- 
1 Sibawaih died at almost the same time as Malik; this may thus be 
another instance of a voluntary practice probably known to N lik' 
but on which he makes no recorded comment. The reference is taken 
from NaffÄkh, Fihris t3hawähid Sibawaih, Beirut 1970, p. 58. Annoyingly, 
a printer's error has resulted in the omission of the reference to 
2 
the text of the Kitab. Farrä's mention oftArafat fasting (above) 
does not necessarily imply its beim singled out for special celeb- 
ration in this way. 
3 
On a different question, but perhaps compar- 
able in its use of C7 isha, is I; ä1ik Ilaj j 255, above. 
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ation by a different isnäd in a kiad%th apparently chiefly concerned 
with the day of nahr: CA'isha is shown as fasting `Arafat, and Mas- 
rüq, it is said, would have done so too had he not thought that the 
day in que:: tion was not `Arafat but yawm al-nai}r. By implication, 
s'A' isha fasts Arafat voluntarily 
These $adiths are countered by Muw. Shaib. 232 and the practi- 
r 
cally. identical ; ay. 1649. These admit the true situation, but pro-' 
ject it back in to 'history': they state that there was some dispute 
over whether or not the Prophet fasted on the day of `Arafat, and 
then 'settle' the matter by having Umm Fadl go and send the Prophet 
a bowlful of milk, which he then drinks. The prophetic action is 
probably designed to supersede that of his wife °Ä'isha, and can be 
seen as bolstered by the choice of Umm Fall: although the latter was 
not a wife of the Prophet, she is supposed to have been the first 
woman to accept Islam after Khadija3, and was therefore senior by 
a great deal to `Ä'isha. This principle of gauging a person's trust- 
worthiness as a hadith authority by the length of their Isläm was 
a relatively early development, and in some respects short-lived: 
its method of approach is directly opposite to that of abrogation, 
according to which the latter action is the model. 
Both the l. adiths locate this occurrence at Arafat itself. 
Whether this is meant as a ta'kid of the implied disapproval of 
fasting, or indicates that the problem is confined to °Arafat any- 
way, is not certain4. Probably it is the latter, for Shaibäni in 
1 I. e., not on account of the nut'ýa provision. 
2= Hä1ik Hajj 132. 
3 Ibn 3acd 8, p. 204.4 There is nothing in the sources to 
support the otherwise reasonable theory that fasting on °lrafat 
day was considered a way for non-pilgrims to participate by proxy 
in the pilgrimage activities (cf. the adhä sacri$ swhidh are made 
throughout the Islamic world, and not just at Mecca). 
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discussing this 1adith says that fasting `Arafat is entirely a. 
voluntary matter, though if the fasting renders one too weak to 
make the ritual du'ä' (in the pilgrimage coredony), then. it is 
prefcrable to break1. It seems therefore that there was no strong 
tradition of fasting on tArafat day. The c7'isha hadiths of course 
show that some favoured it, but this party does not zoom to have 
' been able to reply to the Umm Fadl hadith. In the. light of this, 
the promotion of AC rafat as a counter to Ashürä' seems to be an 
almost entirely artificial affair. It may be surmised that the 
motive of those who did not favour the fasting of Arafat was 
the desire to keep the culminating day of the pilgrimage a time 
of celebration rather than one of self-castigation. This view is 
supported by an apparently authentic report from Sal}nün2, who 
relates that-Ibn Wahb vowed never to fast the day of CArafat again. 
This was because he fasted it once and he became much oppressed by 
the heat and thirst while at theimwägif. He said, 'The rest of the 
people were awaiting the rahma, while I, was waiting only for the 
time of iftär' . 
It seems that the fasting of, `Arafat never became widespread: 
some Nandaeans make a deliberate--point of fasting it. to counter 
the i: uslim-a' reverence for it3. 
There is rather more unanimity concerning yawm al-nahr, the 
10th of Dh P 1-IIi j ja. Malik 364 is a hadith from Abü Huraira, to 
the effect that the Prophet forbade the fasting of two days, those 
1 Muw. Sliaib.,, bab $awm yawm Arafat. 
2 An early Mäliki. He 
compiled a biography of Ibn Wahb which precedes the text of the 
lattor's Jämi`, ed. David-Weill. This report, p. xvi. 
3 Cf. Drower, p. 92. y 
4= 
t"lälik Iia jj 13G; cf. also Malik 
CIdain 5. 
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of fitr and aclh. i (= nahr). Similar is Tay. 2238, from Abü Sa`Id. 
As noted above, Malik'37 mentions, without specific attribution, 
the prophetic prohibition of fasting lIinil, fitr and adhF, This three- 
fold prohibition seems to be somewhat different from the Abü Hur- 
aira hadith, and may be linked with Tay. 2105, from Anas, in which' 
the Prophet forbids fasting on nix days of the year: tashriq, fitr{ 
'adhR, and Friday by itself. Although fULlik appears here to adopt 
the ruling in a fairly detached manner1 , he is' elsewhere more def- 
finite: cf. Mud. 205, where one proposing a fast on (fitr and) adhä 
is told, 'hädha al-yawm la yasluh fihi al-sawm, fa'aftir'. Although 
there is no specific reference to any prohibition from, the Prophet, 
this does not mean Wilik ignores *it - cf. Shaib. II, p ab man yü jib 
al-siyäm `all nafsihi, where again the hadith is not mentioned, 
while in another place2 Shaibäni makes it clear that the Prophet's 
nahy is quite binding. Shäfic3, as might be expected, does not 
allow fasting on the day of nahr, 1.1i nahy al-nabi'3. 
There is no hint of the original motive behind the disapproval. 
Again, it woul46e reasonable to expect. a desire for solidarity on 
this day of sacrifice and the accompanying consumption, when one 
fasting would be somewhat conspicuous and inviting censure or 
opprobrium. 
There is one hadith, first recorded by Abü Yüsuf (818) which 
could be construed as permitting fasting on the day of nahr. It 
shows flasrüq being deterred from fasting by the conviction that 
the day in question was the day of nahr. CÄ'isha rebukes him, 
saying the day if nal. r is only the day on which people make their 
sacrifice, while the day-of fitr is only the day on which people 
I Ile is dealing with another subject at the time. 
2 Muw. Shaib., Bäb al-ayyäm allatT yukrah fihi al-sawm. 
3 1~lukht. 1"luzani, Ucua 8/59, cf. also Umm 2/104. 
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break their fast. However it is clear from the contexts in which 
this hadith appears elsewhere 
1 that it is intended to justify the 
principle that regardless of the actual state of-the calendar, the 
day on which most people celebrate a festival is to be taken as 
the proper 'day for its celebration by all, i. e. general practice 
overrules a theoretical calculation of the date of a festival. 
r A subsidiary questiön whose relation to the above-mentioned 
ban on nahr fasting is difficult to determine is raised by Tay. 
811: Abü Da' d- Thawüb ibn `Utba al-Hlahri - ýAbdullüh, ibn Buraida 
al-Aslami - Ab3hi; the Prophet would not go out on the day of fitr 
until he had eaten, nor go out on the day of nahr until he had 
sacrificed. This is possibly evidence of a compromise - fasting 
has prophetic sanction for part of the-former day at least. How- 
ever, Malik (CIdain 7) does not consider people obliged to eat 
before going forth on the day of adha, as some claim is the practice 
for the day of fitr. Whether here Malik is echoing local custom, 
or the point of view expressed in Tay. 811, is not clear. 
Shäfi`l makes brief mention of this point in discussing the 
fitr side of the question2, and oddly makes no reference here to 
the prohibiting hadlth from the Prophet. This is perhaps because 
he does not regard abstaining from food for such a short-time as 
proper fasting3. ShäfiOI - Sacd - Zuhri - b. Musayyib: the Muslims 
used4 to'eat on the day of fitr before the salat, and they do not 
do this on-the day of nahr. Discussing this and other fitr hadiths, 
Shäfi'i concludes that it is best if one eats before prayer on the 
1 E. g. Umm 1/230; rluglatil fol. 24R. 
2 Umm 1/232-3. 
3 This is generally the case in Isläm, in contrast with Christianity 
and Judaism, where fasts of only a few hours are permitted. 
4 
It is not clear whether the tense indicates that this was not 
always the case. 
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day of fir, but the reverse is the case on the day of adhZ. There 
is no penalty, however, if this is not done. 
It would be tempting to consider these last opinions as the 
target of the prohibition attributed to the Prophet. However, it 
is difficult, though not impossible, to make out a case for this 
chronologically - unless there is definite proof to the contrary, 
' we must take material attributed to the companions to be earlier 
than that which=is related in the name of the Prophet. There is 
also the fact that the prohibition gives no indication of partic- 
ularly attacking. a fast in the early part of the day. 
The equivocal position of Malik concerning the days of Minü/ 
tashriq has been noted above. However, it is clear that. Shaibäni's 
thinking , and latterly that of Shäfi`i2, represented the majority 
view of their period, namely that these days were in general not 
to be fasted. The Prophetic prohibition3 on the fasting of these 
days was known in all areas. In certain forms it seems to be an 
extension of e. g. Malik 36, which was confined to fitr and adhä. 
This grouping of similar edicts for mutual strengthening is a 
common device of the hadith 
The hadith under Piuw. Shaib. 25 does not appear in the Muw- 
atti of :: älilt: `Abdul]. h b. `Amr V., °Äs went into his father's *0 
house during the days of tashriq, and he offered him, some food, 
saying, '. Bat'. CAbdullüh said to his father, 'I am fasting'. He. 
replied, 'Do you not know that the Prophet used-to order us to 
uw. Shaib. 25. This does however only deal with the 1"iut0a 1 
fast. 
2 Umm 2/104; IMuz., Umm 8/59. With this, the same reserv- 
ation applies as in n. 1.3 Mälik 37, Shäfici, Muz., Umm 8/59; 
I-Mlik Ilaj j 137, cf. Muw. Shaib. 24; Tay. 2105. Implied prohibition 
also in Shaibäni II, z; Ztb. man yüjib al-siyäm ''alä nafsihi. 
If 
E. C. p. 201. 
I jp 
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break during these days? '. This may refer to the more widespread 
hadith, but, it is riore likely that it is of independent growth, al- 
though parallel in intention. 
Another hadith rationalises the hitherto bald prohibition, 
and may on that account be considered later. 1.171lik Iia jj 135: the 
Prophet cent cAbdulläh b. Ifudhäfa to go the rounds on the days of,. 
'Minl,. to say that these were the days of eating and drinking and 
being mindful of God (hiya ayyim aklin wa sharbin wa dhikri alläh)1 
Similar is Tay. 1299, with quite different personae, and without 
the final phrase.. Fasting, is forbidden by implication. Another 
version, employing this time `Ali, is used by Shlifici, in the Risäla 
to prove a point in an unconnected matter, and in this case, a 
specific injunction not to fast is added. Although the Quran is 
never mentioned in those discussions, which is in itself signifi- 
cant, it is instructive to note Q22/28, 'where, concerning the sacr- 
ificed animals of the hajj, the Quran says, 'Eat of them, and feed 
the poor unfortunate'. 
Three days' fast 
The custom of fasting three days, at variously defined times, 
is not discussed by Malik and. Shäfil-i. In view of the latterly wide- 
spread documentation documentation of the practice, there can be, 
little doubt that these two were in fact aware of it, and it must 
be supposed that their reason for not mentioning it is comparable 
in this case to the attitude of the Mudawwana and Abü Yüsuf, who 
being as a. rule little concerned with specific non-Quranic volun- 
tary fasts, also ignore it. However, Mugätil b. Sulaimän, discussing 
1 In Jeffcry, ;; aterials, p. 336, 'ayyäm aklin wa sharbin'* is prop- 
osed (not particularly aptly? ) as a variant for 'shurb', Q56/55" 
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Q33/35, says: ' lle ' who facts Ramalzýn and three days of each month 
belongs to the people mentioned in this verso; when he fasts the 
ayyUm al-bid1, when it is the 13th-, 14th. ', and 15th. of-the month. 
And the Prophet said, "He who fasts them, thon hoias fasted for 
eternity (faqad cäma al-dahr)"2'. 
Tayälisi has no fewer then fifteen l; adiths on the subject. Abü 
Iluraira, " with five different isnäds3, says, 'The Prophet ('Khalili'. ) 
counselled me to do three things - to fast three days per month, to 
pray the witr, and (in most versions) to pray the quhä'. As noted 
under tashriq above, frequently a number of assertions are grouped. 
-together for strength, especially when, as here, all are disputed 
in some degree. 
r 
Other general exhortations come from Tay. 4824,1074,1313, and 
2393 5. All these except 1313, represent Ramadlan (in 482 and 2393' 
called 'shahr al-$abr') and three days per month as equal to eternal 
fasting, as was the case in the Muq til report. This equation is more 
properly part of the discussion of 9awm al-dahr6, although possibly 
it is also linked with the idea of 'al-hasana-bi-`ashri amth7aliha'7; 
thus three days fast serves the ne6ds of-one month8. This no doubt 
is a subsequent rationalization of this fast, rather than the real 
1 See below, p. 202.2 See below, sub Dahr, and cf. Six Shawwal, ab- 
ove. Several hadiths have a polemical injunction to fast three days 
per month, which is designed to serve as a substitute for sawm al- 
dahr. They obviously borrow the three days motif from hadiths such 
as are described below, and do not represent original information. 
Examples: Tay. 33,2255,2230,2288.3 Tay. 2392,2396,2447,2471,2593" 
4 Where it is claimed that such a fast 'yudhhib maghlat al-sadr'. '" 
5 Again from AbrA lIuraira. 
6 
See below, p. *207. 
7 
Cf. Q6/161. 
$ 
Cf. Tay. 2230. 
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reason. 
The three days are variously defined: Tay-360, from b. Mas°üd: - 
The Prophet used to fact three days of the '-idda of each month. 
(This has no immediately apparent meaning, 'and should perhaps road 
'ghurra' rather than "idda'ý. ) 
Tay.! +5: The Prophet said: lFast the white nights (al-layäli al- 
r 
bid2), the 13th., 14th., 15th. ' In Tay. 1225, the bid-fabt is equated 
(in worth) with 'siyära al-dahr. 
. 'ay475: 'The Prophet said: '0 Abü Dharr, when you fast three 
days of the month, then fast the 13th., 14th., 15th. ' 
Tay. 1556: `Ä'isha was asked if the Prophet fasted the well- 
known/distinctive/customary days of the month (al-ayyam'al-madlüma3). 
She replied that he did. Respecting this last 1adith, it seeps unl- 
ikely that there is any connection with the ayyEm maClümät' of Q22, /28, 
as it appears to refer to days that recur every month, and it is 
thus reasonable to assume that it refers in fact to the bid, those 
nights especially remarkable for their moon. 
It is likely then that apart from the general hadiths that 
leave the days unspecified, there are at this period only two main 
definitions, namely the first three days of the month, and the mid- 
dle three. Possibly, since it has '-Abdulläh b. r: as'üd as guarantor, 
while the other had the have lesser fiCures, Tay-360, which advocates 
the ghurra, is intended to counter the general opinion. 
Tay. 1572 shown c*Ä'isha claimimg that the Prophet used not to 
care which part of the month he made his three days fast in. This 
I Cf. I-Iright, II, para. 111 9 and below. 
2 Cf. Ibn al-Athir, Nihäya, 
s. v. b-y-d: 'It is short for ayyäm al-layal al-bid, so called bec- 
ause in them the moon is risen from beginning to end. The general 
reading al-ayyrtm al-bid is erroneous'. 
3 On this word, cf. B! rüni, 
4 
e. g. p. 234: The SoGhdians have among their months many festivals and 
' ayyTtm matlüma mul-azz0ama' . 
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is designed to counter all the definitions 1 and need not be seen 
as merely a rationalizing of the differences. 
Besides this three-day fast and its manifest variations, there 
exist other three-day fasts. First of these is the practice of 
fasting the series Thursday-Monday-Thursday, borrowed from the Jews, 
and to be mentioned at greater length later2. The Abu 1Iuraira hadiths, 
above'may well refer to this as well as or instead of the bid fast. 
However, it is definitely a separate phenomenon, not least because 
the days are fasted in a series and not consecutively. The second 
is the Istisgä' or rain-making fast3. 
The notion of doing things for three days is common enough- 
witness the tashriq ceremonies, and t1}einitial three-day fast of 
the mutammattil,, as well as, for example, the traditional three days 
of diyafa. It is therefore not surprising to learn that there are 
Jewish instances of a three-day fast, besides that just mentioned, ' 
which is not of consecutive days. They'include the fast of Moses on 
the mountain before receiving-the tablets 
';. 
the Karaite fast of 
three days before the Passover5; the fast of Esther through Pass- 
67 
over, said by some to have been on the 13th. -15th. of Adar; II 
I 
1 Because of undesirable associations attached'to the defined fasts 
- possibly traces of moon-worship in the bid fast. On other anti- 
definition hadithn, nee below, p. 211. 
2 
See below, p. 320. 
If 
3 p. 2o5. 
Abave, p. 1,7. 'Phis passage is quoted in the Sira (trans. Guill- 
aume, p. 251). 
5 Qirgisczni 4,924.6 Ginzberg, IV, p. 123. 
7 Ginzberg, Legends, VI 471. Others, say the 14th. -16th. It is 
interesting that this fast is 'historically unverifiable' (Rabb- 
inovitz pp. 32-If) and that the first definite mention of. it comes in 
760 A. D. (=142 A. II. ). The fact that there are other explanations of 
this fast (Vajca, IIUCA, 384, Talmud. Minor Tractates, p. 294), and/ 
2011 
facc. 13/121; the three-day fast for all practised by some Karaitos 
after the specially fasted 70-day period2. These fasts, where reg- 
ular, are annual rather than monthly, which perhaps tends to confirm 
that in the case of the Muslim three-day fast, a lunar connection 
is to be sought. 
Since all our references to a three-day fast in this period 
come from the CIrEq, it seems likely that Jewish influence is at 
work, although instances of things being done in threes are so wide- 
spread that the custom might also be spontaneous. It is perhaps 
relevant to note that I-ýýzlik, in dealing; with the Quranic kaffEra 
fasts, says that where the length of these is not spocified, they 
are to be of three days3; this may however be simply by analogy 
with the kafflära of Q5/89. 
Little idea can be drawn from the hadith as to the motive be- 
hind the three-day fast in Islam. Reverence for the moon, it has 
been suggested, might play some part, especially in the case of 
the bid fast: the moon has always been a body of great moment in 
the Semitic mind 
r 
/differing dofinitions (tlishnah 2"legilla: Esther fast on 13th. only; 
Leslau, pp. xxix-xxx: 13th. -14th. ) suggests that this is a ration- 
alization of a non-prescribed Jewish custom. 
1 Other refs. in Vigouroux, Dictionnaire de la Bible. 
2 Qirgiszn'S, 4,919.3 I1 lik Ilajj 160. Referring to Q2/196 
and possibly R5/95.4 Perhaps relevant here is Talmud, 'Minor 
Tractates, pp. 4069426: If one eats fat beef or vegetables on the 
night of 14th. or 15th. of the month, his blood is on his head 
(i. e. he courts danger). Westermarck, Principles, pp. 396,411, gives 
several examples including Jewish ones, of fasting at the now and, 
full moon 'presumably for. fear of eating food which is'supposed to 
have been polluted by the moon'. 
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In the tafoirs, somc'mention is made of a fast of three days 
in connection with the ayyam ma`düdüt of Q2/1841. This however is 
a later development, and teems to be borrowed-from hadiths such as 
have just been discussed, rather than to represent a separate 
manifestation of the phenomenon. 
Referring back briefly to the bid, it is to be remarked that 
`according to Burnaby 2, the Jewish t shürli' is sometimes called the 
Wlhito Fast (no references given). 
Note in conclusion that there, is at this period no specific 
attack on the custom of fasting three days per month,, but merely 
some disagreement as to it, definition. It is apparent that'the 
custom was widespread, in the East at least, and was not'considered' 
objectionable. As far as we can tell, it stemmed from popular 
practice, and did not immediately begin to attract formal Islamic 
docu. aentation. 
Istisgä' fasting; 
It is convenient to insert here some mention of this fast, 
since it has a connection with the preceding, . and is otherwise, 
virtually unclassifiable. It is mentioned by ShäfiCi in his Kitäb 
al-Istisgä'5, in a passage which is. in many ways, unparallelled in 
Islamic literature. It is recorded that a certain imäm had a pract- 
ice of ordering his people to fast three days before commencing 
their istisgä' prayers. Shäfi i approves of this custom, and 
further that a (voluntary) fourth day should be obscrved: 'Although 
the idea of fasting for rain is by no -means novel, it is singular 
that this is the only mention encountered of its forming part of 
I See Quran ch. on this, p. 38. 
2 Jewish and Muhammadan Calendars, p. 186. 
3 Umm 1/248. . 
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an Islamic ritual . As noted under 
Ashüra', there is an enigmatic 
reference to `All's going out on the duy of 
Äshürä' to 'yastasgi', 
but it seems likely that this day can have been a regular day for 
rain-making, if only because of the gradual rotation of the Muslim 
calendar. It is also the only Islamic instance of a fast with a 
definite purpose, other than the Quranic kaffara fasts, which last 
can be considered retroactive2. In addition, the concept of an imam, 
however this word is to be interpreted, ordering a fast is unknown 
in the canonical Islamic literature. 
Referring to Shtfi'V s discussion of the matter, it is inter- 
esting that no mention is made of any formal authority to back up 
this practice, which may indicate that this is one of Shäfiri's 
earlier statements. 
The fact that three days are recommended immediately recalls 
the Jewish three-day rain fasts, which form much of the matter for 
debate in Talmud Ta°anith. These are ordered by the priests or 
elders, but are not of consecutive days. 
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, p. 566, notes that the pre-Islamic Arabs 
seem to have fasted three days before the rain prayer, and that 
custom has preserved this abstinence. It has unfortunately not 
been possible to trace the source of this statement. 
I 
In the preparation of this study, nothing on this subject has 
been noticed in any of the kutub al-giyärn in hadith or elsewhere, 
and nothing in revealed by 1 ensinck's Concordance. 
2 One can also discount here such oddities as the 11oroccan practice 
of fastinG three to seven days in order to become a juggler. (West- 
ermarch, I; orocco, p. 362). 
''0. l ý 
;; nwm ; i1-cialir 
Perpetual fasting (in the daytime1), known in the hadith as, 0 
sawn a]. -dahr or cawm al-abad, is to be di:, tinguished from wical, 
which tends to refer more to prolonged complete abstinence. 
Our earliest references come from Mugätil (fol. 24L), in the 
already mentioned hadiths, which liken Ramadan plus six days of. 
Shawwäl, and three days per month rocpectivoly, to 9awm al-dahr. 
Although there is no reason to suspect these 4adiths of being in 
the first instance polemically opposed to sawm al-dahr, the pass- 
ibility is there, for there is definitely in later hadiths a cons- 
iderable body of feeling against what must have been reckoned by 
some to have been an unnecessarily ascetic practice. 
For I"ISlik it is a question of little moment: he has heard (37) 
the ahl al-r-ilm say that there is no harm in it, providing certain 
days (Iiinä, adhä, fitr) are broken. Sh"fi`i is silent, and the Mud- 
awwana does not discuss the matter as such, although on p. 192'is 
mentioned the hypothetical case of one vowing to fast 
.a 
month or a 
year 
2.. There is also (p. 127) the case of one vowing to perform in 
r 
perpetuity another kind of fast. Other indirect references also 
tend to support the existence of the practice: Sha'bi on Q2/183, 
in Farrä': law surtit al-sana kullaha, la'aftart yawci al-shakk3. 
In contrast with those rather. meagre materials, Tayälis3 
has a number of different opinions, all of which are related from 
the Prophet. Since none actually forbids the practice, it may be 
1 This at least. There is no firm evidence of this from contem- 
porary hadiths, but it may be inferred from the cAmr b. 'I? hadiths; 
see below, p. 209.2 Cf. Chaib. II, Bab man yüjib al-siyam `alä 
nafsihi; Shilfi`3 Umm 2/1011. 
3 On yawn al-shakk, the doubtful day at the end of Sha'bä , see 
below, p. Z31- 
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assumed that it was widespread. A specific origin need not be sought 
for this com; °on ascetic practice. 
TayRliri's hadTths arc of varying opinions; 513,514 are fav- 
ourable: the Prophet said, 'Ile who fasts perpetually will find hell 
has become narrow for him, (i. e. he is safe from hell)1.1147 places 
hin in a sort of limbo, where his action has no merit: concerning 
perpetual fasting, the Prophet said, 'He who fasts perpetually 
does not fast' (the idea being that a hardship regularly under- 
taken becomes no hardship2). 
There are two anecdotal hadiths commonly associated with this' 
f 
question. 
The first., disapproving of the custom, concerns a' man who 
is absent from the Prophet for a year, and who on returning is not 
recognised by the Prophet, so altered is his appearance through 
perpetual faotinC. The Prophet aslcs, him who ordered him thus to 
torment his soul, and orders him to fast (instead) one day per 
month. The nan replies, 'Give me more'. The Prophet says, 'Fast two 
days....... ' etc., until he says, 'Fast three days of each month'. 
There seems no reason to think that such a hadith represents the 
origin of the three-day fast, but rather that the three-day fast 
is the 'natural' substitute for a prolonged fast, and especially 
'Nan szma al-dahr dä. gat 'alaihi jahannam häkadha wa"°agada 
tistin' . Goldziher, 
(Uber Zahlenfiguren, ZDIIG, LXI, 1907,756-7) 
explains how the Cagd symbol for 90 stands for something narrow 
and. difficult of entry. 
2 It is not clear whether SaCadia 
Gaon's judgement (Yale Judaica Series, I, p. 161. ), that it is 
impossible for one to fast every day, 'refers to the same attitude., 
3 L. g. Tay. 33. Tucadhdhib nafsak - curiously 
parallel to the standard Hebrew expression for fasting, ýa`anith 
.- nefesh. 
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suitod to the haoglin(; device of the story. 
The second type of the anecdotal h, adTth1 is initially of the 
same tendency, and concerns O-Abdullüh 'b. 
CAmr b. `I , said to be a 
keen faster. In later years, this hadlth has'almost innumerable 
varying; recensions. Tay. 2255 contains several of the usual feat- 
ures: Abfl Dä' üd - Shu`ba - Ilab! b b. Abi Thäbit - AbVL `Abbäs - 
r 
01 Abdullah'b. °Amr: the Prophet said to me, 'Am I not informed that- 
you spend the night in vigil and tho day in fasting? Do that, and 
your eye will become sunken2, and your soul faint. Ho-who fasts 
perpetually does not fast: (proper) fasting is three days of each 
month, (that is as good as)'perpetual fasting'. Up to hero the 
hadith is comparable with the preceding one, but now it counters 
the three-day fast, and ends up with a'comproraise version of perp- 
etual fasting: I said, '0 Prophet of Gdd, I can manage (more than 
that)'. Ile said, 'Then fast'the fast of David, peace be upon him; 
he used to fast a day, and then break a day, '-and used not to fled 
1ý. 
when he confronted (the enemy) '. 
The interesting motif of the fact of David'has, according to 
Jacober, no parallel in Jewish literature, although David is 56 
E. g. Tay. -2d-5592280.2 Evidently a real danger: it is 
reported of Ahtmad b. 'aid al-Nakha" i that he lost the sight of one 
eye through great fasting. (Ililya, II, 104). 
3 Cf. Saadia Gaon, p. 367: fasting for a day impairs hearing, sight 
4 
and intellect. On this phrase (wa 1ZI yafirr idhä 
l5qä1, cf. b. Sald 1,9: ummati la yafirr. David's steadfactnezo 
iw perhaps connected with the Quranic image (21/80) of him ýzs the 
inventor of armour. 
5 P. 63. The vici1" of David hadith, is 
also mentioned by U. R. T'aylor, al-Bukhara and the Aggada, MW 33, 
1943- 
6 
But cf. II Sam. 12/21-3. 
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credited with being devoted to night vigils. It seems that the choice 
of David. is not a chance one for he is not otherwise a particularly 
frequent figure in t: uslim lore, and in versions of this' 4adlth, his 
name remains contitant. It may be that the zeal for night prayer 
(cf. Q73/20), in Arabic 'giyäm al-lail', automatically evoked in 
the ;, uslim mind the parallel and partially assonant phrase, giynm 
I 
al-nahar. The two activities are often linked in tho biographical" 
literature: Mid was cawwhm, gawwäm: ga'üm, ga'üm1. 
To return to the intent of the hadTth: it is clear that this 
is to reinstate, at leaet"partially, the idea of sawm al-dater. That 
this hadith is the secondary one is evident Yiot only from the dev- 
eloped fore; of its arCurlent, but it is also indicated by the exist- 
once of short forms` of the 'Abdulläh b. `'Äs hadiths that lack'the 
David motif, and the fact that the earlier hadith barely survives 
this period. The change from 'a man' in the first hadith to a well- 
known companion in the second is also indicative of their relative 
position in time and the argument. 
The dahr/three-day comparison also exists outside these longer 
hadiths, for example in Tay. 482,1074,1225,2393. Tay. 2288 should 
perhaps be included here: it invokes . 
the law of diminishing returns, 
suggesting that to fast one day per month brings the reward of the 
remaining days; to fast two days brings the reward of the remaining' 
days. The hadIth ends by recommending a fast of three days per 
month, thus stri'lcing a balance between zeal for fasting. and its 
decreasing worth. 
E. g. Sa'd 8,58 and passim in, liilyat al-Awliyä. Just one example 
from outside Islam: Saadia Gaon, p. 395: some say the highest end- 
eavour is to fast. by day and arise by night. For the antithesis of 
this, cf. 11ilyat al-Awliyä', IVi59: al-shaitan al-akül al-na'üm. 
2 h'. g. Tay. 2280. 
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The picture presented. by the hadiths as a whole is thus not 
one of regional or oven internal polemical differences (though in 
fact the question of sawm al-dahr seems to be confined in this 
period to r. Iräq), but merely of various attempts to regulate zeal, 
with one notable counter-blow in the form of David's fast, effect- 
ively half of al-dahr, which nevertheless still acknowledges the 
dislike of perpetual fasting. This motive has parallels, in the 
Jewish literature: He who augments, diminishes 
I; he who fasts in 
r 
chastisement of self will be designated sinner; each man will be 
called to account for everything which his eye perceived but which, 
he did not cat. 
Basic fast - 
There are grouped here a number of Y}adiths that. although not 
necessarily of the same origin in either time or place nevertheless 
express a common tendency. This, put simply, is a desire to get 
away from the ever-increasing range of alleged, sunna fasts, and 
back to the one divinely prescribed regular fast, Ramadan. How 
much this was attributable to a dislike of asceticism, or to posit- 
ivo fundamentalism, or a distrust of some or even all of the mate- 
rial that was appearing under the name of the Prophet, cannot now 
be determined. 
Already noted is the idea that an increase of fasting does 
not bring an increase of reward. Another good example, not confined 
to fasting, is the hadith of varying recension2 iii which a beduin 
comes to the Prophet, enquires about Islam, is told of the five 
sharä'ii, and that nothing more than this is required, unless he 
wishes to do so voluntarily. The beduin says that by God he will 
Talmud, Sanhedrin and Ta`anith. 
2 Tay. 22,2329, Shaf. Ris. 344; 
Malik Safar 94. 
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not exceed the minimum, and the Prophet replies approvingly, 'aflaha 
in cadaga'1. Tay. 2329's version says, concerning the fast, 'and to 
fast of the twelve months one month', with a clear hint of 'only' 
about it. 
Several hadlths are'at pains to refute the suggestion that the 
Prophet ever fasted any complete month other than Ramadän, e. g. Tay. 
12f97: "4A'isha: 'The Prophet never used to fast a complete month 
except Ramaýän, nor spend a night in vigil, nor recite the Quran 
at night'2. The first part of this message is also contained in 
Tay. 2626, Malik 56. This last reveals the probable object of attack 
of all these hadiths, by further stating that the Prophet was most 
given to fasting in. Sha-bän3. -In later times, the alleged fasting 
by the Prophet of Muharram and Rajab is also attested to, and these 
may well have been included in the attack. The motive is clearly 
the fear of setting up a fast of a month's length which could seem 
to rival Ramadan in some way. 
More general in application is the claim that the, Prophet obs- 
erved no set habits in his fasting. Malik 56: the Prophet used to 
fast until we said, 'He never breaks', 'and used to break until we 
4 
said, 'He never fasts'. 
There remain to be discussed in this first section two aspects 
of fasting which at this stage are little more than hinted at, but 
which emerge as more important later. 
There is the possibility that part of this hadith's purpose is 
to establish that the sharili` are in fact five in number. 
2A further example of the three- fold 1adith; see above, Three- 
Days. The latter part of the present hadith relates to arguments 
arising from Q73/20.3See also Tay. 1475,1603; Muw. 'Shaib. 27. 
4 
Similar is Tay. 2037, and first half of Tay. 2626. 
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Firstly, the fasting of Monday and Thursday, certainly a Jewish 
borrowing 1. Ibn al-Qäsim, Mudawwana p. 217, says' that I lik was more 
than once asked for his opinion on a particular point of the fast 
of the woman who has taken it upon herself to fast Mondays and 
Thursdays for eternity2, and the inference is that this was not an 
exceptional undertaking. 
I. 
Tay. 632, the only hadlth in this period, already goes back to 
the Prophet; Usama b. Zaid was travelling to some property of his 
in Wadi al-Aura, and he was fasting Mondays and Thursdays. I (his 
mawlä) said to him, 'Are you facting even though you have grown 
old and weak? ' Ile said, 'I saw the Prophet fast Mondays and Thurs- 
days, and he-said, "Ono's deeds are raised up (for heavenly account) 
on Mondays and Thursdays"'. 
Secondly Shabän, already touched on above. 'The asoertion that 
the Prophet did not fast all of Sha'bän is obviously a counter to 
Y 
the opir; ion. that he did not do so, an opinion upheld by Tay. '1475: 
4 
the Proýnhet used not to fast any month of the year except Sha°bän3, 
which he used to fast in its entirety. This last phrase-may be 
quite innocent, but may also be interpreted as referring to the, 
yawn al-shakk, the day concerning which there is doubt as to whether 
it belongs to Shal-bän or Ramadan, and therefore whether it should- 
be-fasted or not 
4. 
We see from Malik 56 (above) that Shal-bän was 
still favoured as a month for fasting in, and in fact no hadith 
1 Cf. Vajaa, IiUCA p. 380ff. 
2 Cf. Talmud Ta4anith 52, a vow to 
fast Mondays and Thursdays for ever. Also discussion of yawm al- 
ithnain in Shafi°i, Umm, 2,158, ýawm al-Nadhr. In Mud. 21'6, a man 
vows to fast Thursdays in perpetuity. - 
3 Presumably Ramadan is automatically understood here, being 
obligatory rather than voluntary. 
4 
See below, p. 234. 
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offers a reasoned objection to such a fast. Thy. 1603 claims that 
the Prophet never used to fast two months conjointly except Sha`bän 
and Ramag5n1. The two consecutive months thus formed recall the 
Quranic kaffära for zihär (ß58/3-4): although later writers do in 
fact connect the fast of Shar-bän and Ramadan with this verse2, it 
seems unlikely that this represents the original motive for such a 
f 
fast. Firstly, the need for a zihär kaffUra must have been an 
extremely infrequent occurrence in the classical times3, and the 
call for a fasting kaff'ara even more uncommon. Secondly, the problem 
of niya immediately presents itself: 
_how can 
Ramadän,, a, fast per- 
formed"because it is prescribed by the Quran, be allowed to form 
part of a fast which is intended to fulfil an entirely different 
purpose, namely that of kaffara? The short answer is that according 
to the ancient schools, it may not. 
The true reason for the fasting of Sha'ban seems more likely 
to be found in a consideration of the reverence accorded to the 
night of nisf Sha-ban, a time of great baraka. The basis for the 
objection to Shal-ban seems easier to. pin down: it is the fear that' 
such a fast should become considered as parallel to or even riv- 
alling the fast of Ramadan. It is possible that sime fasted Sha'ban 
in ta`zim of Ramadan: this would be comparable-with the late Jewish 
practice of fasting the month of Adar in preparation for and in 
honour of the Day of Atonement. on the tenth of the following month. 
4 
Although mentioned, in a number of hadiths as being of the 
number of the prohibited days, the fasting of the day'of fitr is 
1-. 
"- - -3 i- -- i' -- --1. -4. - 
I- - .. _... . --- . -- ....... -_-. 
2 
. Ln prinLeu zexti rcau 
' SiitAiL1'alLL' pL. "V ' yclWWa1LL" . 
E. g. Tüsi, Istibsär. 
3 Thus e. g. Shäfi°i, Umm 59279" 
4 
Cf. Mälik 36-7, Iiälik `Tdain 5, Tay. 811, Shäf i"3 Umm 2/104, 
Shaib. II, Bab man yüjib al-; iyäm `a1ä nafsihi. 
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never treated as a separate subject in the had3. th collections. 
There is no evidence that anyone over made a special point of 
fasting this day in isolation, and its inclusion in the hadiths 
must simply be for the sake of completeness, an acceptance of 
general practice - the so-called id saghir, universally observed, 
which often eclipses the id kabir. 
. 
The following section deals with problems related in varying 
degree to the QZuranic provisions on fasting, as they appear in the 
hadith literature of the period under discussion; the Quranic 
context of these issues is treated at greater length in another 
chapter1. 
Fidya 
Quran 2/184 reads, in. part, 'faman käna minkum marijan aw 'alä 
safarin fal-iddatun min ayyämin ukhara wa 'ala alladhin yutSqünahu 
fidyatun tacRmu miskinin'. The evident meaning of the latter half 
as it stands is-that those who can afford it are-to make recompense. 
(for not fasting) by feeding a poor man. For reasons which are. 
explained elsewhere 
2, this was seen by the majority of the exegetes 
of the 4tiuran as constituting a dispensation of. a general and opt- 
ional nature, and in their view such a state of affairs, where the 
solemn obliCation to fast could apparently be-cast aside by those 
with sufficient funds, was unacceptable. 
The loop-hole was blocked either by considering the fidya- 
clause abrogated, by Q2/185, or subjecting it to forced interp- 
retation, which included the suggestion, of variant readings that 
See above, ch. 1.2 See below, pp. 50ff. 
21 0 
co;;: plctely altered the sense of the passage. 
Before the time of ShZlfi`i, when for the lawyers, the Quran 
did not yet occupy the theoretical position to be assigned to it 
by the usülis, the fidya outlined in Q2/184 was for practical 
purposes ignored1. Thus Malik 51, commenting on a report that Anas 
b. Ndlik u3ed to make fidya after he grew too old to fast, says he 
, does not consider such action necessary, although 
it is commendable. 
Malik clearly thinks that the old and infirm may without penalty 
give up the fast. This humane attitude, while possibly an instance 
of ra'y, may be based on the conviction that yuV! qünahu means 'can 
manage (fasting) only with difficulty'2. Malik's unconcerned appro- 
ach to the above hadith is not surprising, for although he takes 
it as such, the Anas report does not 'represent a legal opinion 
proper, but rather one of the tafsTr devices'adopted to associate 
the application of the fidya with the old and by extension to deny 
it to other groups. The tafsir may however owe something to what 
Y 
is apparently a genuinely legal hadith, an-examplb of which'is in 
Nugatil3: Anas b. Malik broke from old age in the year in which he 
died, and made no gadä'. There does not seem here to be any question 
I There is the possibility that perhaps in the city of the Prophet 
the fidya clause was observed in what is argued (see ch. 1) to be 
its correct manner, i. e. applying not generally but particularly 
to those affected by the mari1/safar regulation, as a recompense 
for incomplete fulfilment of the command to fast at a specified 
time. But no positive evidence for such a continuation of the orig- 
inal ruling is detectable in the hadith or elsewhere. 
2 This last phrase (Arabic 'Gala rashagga') is-understood by those 
who view the fidya as not abrogated, and still applicable to a 
section of the community. It is parallelled by the variant yutaw- 
waqünahu. 
3 Fol. 24. 
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of, or reference to, the fidya. Again, the second hadith reflects 
a commonsense attitude, in some ways parallelling the above judge- 
ment of t"Mlik. The arguments of both the Anas hadithc are confirmed 
by QEsim and Stlim, two of Malik's followers, in Mud. 211: 'la 
giy5m calaihi (cc. the old man) wa la fidya'. 
In Küfa however, the case of the old man is considered to be 
definitely regulated by the Quran, although, as suggested above, 
this is not implicit in the text. Accordingly, Yus. 810 imposes 
W'am1 (= fidya) on the old man who is unable to fast. The fact 
that this hadith is from Mujähid, a notable tafsir authority, and 
is in the form of a sab'ab al-nuzül,. indicates that we are dealing 
with what is primarily tafsir material. That it supports the Küfan 
legal attitude is confirmed by Yüc. 814, which is obviously related. 
This latter hadith is from Ibrähim; it repeats the it'. m injunction, 
f 
and specifies the amount of food necessary2. Although it is hard 
to separate with precision tafcir hadiths from legal hadiths, "it 
does seem in this case that a general concern for the position of 
the old was deliberately taken up and particularized by some who 
sought to restrict, for tafsir motivea3, the fidya passage in the 
Quran. 
After the earliest period, the case of the aged is usually 
treated in conjunction with that of the pregnant or. nursing mother. 
In Mud. 210 we can observe the transition from treating the latter 
two on their merits, by. ra'y, to the analogical process oftreating 
1 Note the apparent interchangeability of this form and the 
Quranic tai m., 
2A half-sä' of wheat per diem. It is 
interesting to-note that Piälik 51 says that if an old man should 
wish to make fidya, then the amount necessary is only one mudd (a 
quarter-sä`). There has obviously been some disagreement. 
3 Connected with the elaboration of the sawm al-awwal hypothesis. 
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them as "'aick' and therefore Governed by Q2/1841. This change of 
approach may parhaps be related to a decline in the popularity of 
the selective 'old' interpretation of'the fidya clause of the Quran, 
in favour of the theoretically more soundly-based device of abro- 
Cation, which was the choice of most of the later mufacsirün, inc- 
luding Tabari. 
r 
Similar tro the "Mudawwana passage is Malik 52, where J"Mälik dives 
his opinion that the pregnant woman who fears that fasting will 
affect her child, should break and make fidya, and then mentions 
that the ahl al-`ilm think that she should make gad-a2, as she is to 
be considered 'sick'. The pregnant woman who has no such fears is 
to fast normally3. 
In some cases, Malik also considers gadä to be necessary, but 
for different reasons. 
It seems that here Malik suggests the fidya purely from raiy4: 
the idea that the fidya applies to the sick (and the traveller) is' 
never found in the tafsirs5. 
1 Rioted by Schacht, Origins, p. 113. The-possibility is discussed 
elsewhere (pp. 44f. ) that 'sick' here and elsewhere in the Quran can 
be taken as a technical term and means 'incapacitated by'sickness'.. 
It would thus probably include such cases as M lik mentions hero. 
2 Comparable is Yfls. 815: fitrand gadä' (no fidya). 
3 Cf. 11aimonides, Code, p. 450: Pregnant and nursing mothers fast 
all day on the 9th. Ab, as also on the Day of Atonement. For a 
different opinion, see Talmud Pesahim 268-9. For a modern Islamic 
instance of a refusal to exempt nursing mothers from the fast, see 
Dickson, P-579- 
4 As suggested' above, it is possible that there 
is some influence from the interpretation 'yut, _3qünahu 
ala mashagga'. 
5 As an acceptable doctrine. It-is mentioned, only to be rejected, 
in P. äz'i, pp. 173-4. 
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Hugatil (fol. 21f), probably reflecting the `Ir qi position, 
says that women who fear for their unborn children should break 
their fast and feed the poor (half-aä`) without gadä'. YUs. 815, 
which imposes fitr and gadä' (and not fidya) in such a case, perhaps 
indicates that the position outlined in the i"lugRtil hadith was sup- 
erseded in the same way as Nalik's early doctrine was, abandoned, 
r 
though of course both doctrines may have existed simultaneously 
for a while. 
Shafi"i also shows evidence of a developing opinion. In ümm 
2/103 he retains the fidya for pregnant and nursing mothers, if 
they feel they are unable to fast1. If they find it positively 
harmful, then they are considered 'sick'. The old man who is incap- 
able of fasting pays adaga, by analogy with the alternatives 
prescribed for one who cannot make the pilgrimage (Q2/196)2. it 
seems he has heard of a suggestion such as was contained in Yüs. 
810, "that Q2/184 rofers to the old, and is inclined to accept it, 
but he is unsure of it - 'wallähu a°lam'. It is perhaps rather less 
arbitrary than his QJuranic analogy. 
His views became more settled later. In Mukht. Muz. 
3, 
we see 
that Shzfici has now heard of the b. CAbbäs variant reasing yutaw- 
waqünahu4, (for yutiqünahu), designed to support the YUs. 810 conte- 
ntion that Q2/184 refers to the olds. Shäfi'ý3 prefers the standard 
reading, which he then disposes of by abrogation, and this inclines 
I 
Cf. Umm 7/251., 
2 In Tay. 1062,1065, we find two similar . 
hadiths giving the sabab al-nuzül of this verse. It tells us nothing 
that cannot be deduced from the Quranic. text. 
3 Umn 8/59. 
t} 
3co above, p. 131. 
5 It is perhaps not coincidental that b. 
cRbb. s is one of the 
authorities for the smilax doctrine advanced in I"Suqatil fol. 24 
on behalf of the pregnant and nursing mother. 
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him reject the Yüs. 810 claim. Ile now relics firmly on his previous 
analogical Quran interpretation as the mainstay of his conviction. 
In conformity with this dismissal of the fidya clause, Ißukht. 
}Iuz. (Umm 8/57) abandons the fidya prescribed for the pregnant and 
nursing"mother in Urirn 2/103, and substitutes sadaga - evidently a 
further giyäs on Q2/196, and a parallel to the case of the old man. 
From elsewhere in the Umm1, it'is clear that Shafici was aware 
that some preferred gadä' for the pregnant and nursing"mothers, but 
he seems to make no comment'on this, choosing instead to advocate 
sadaga. 
The decline of the fidya as a solution to the problem'of the 
old man, etc., apparently common to all. areas 
2, 
may possibly. be 
due to its weak basis in the Quran, and might represent a tacit 
admission that the reference to the old was in the first, instance 
a tafsir device. Both the gadUz' solution, and to a lesser extent, 
f 
ShEfi'*i's gadaga solution, are more in line with the, (quranic. pre- 
sciptions, clear evidence of the growing importance of the Quran as 
a theoretical source of law. 
Consecutiveness 
The question of whether a fast of 
.a 
number of days (excluding 
Ramadan) should be porforried consecutively or not provoked many 
differences of opinion in the period before Shafi°i's death. This 
was partly because the Quran does not consistently settle the matter. 
In Q4/92 and 58/4, we find. prescribed 'two consecutive months',, but 
in Q2/196 and 5/89 simply 'three days' and in 2/184 'other days'. 
Generally discussion centres on the only fast of any length 
1 7/251. ` Thoaugh not toto. l: Antoun (pp. 41003) records con- 
temporary inc, tances of old men (and menstruants) paying tho'fidya. 
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likely to occur under normal circumstances, namely the gadä' of 
days misr; ed in RamacJän. This is also the only obligatory fast 
imposed by the Quran, outside Ramadan, and has no alternatives 
In Malik 45, for example, Ibn CUmar say6 that he who breaks 
Ramadan through illness or during travel should make gads' consecut- 
ively. The Muw. Shaib. version of this omits the qualificatory ill- 
r 
ness and travel clause, but has a comparable opinion'from b. Umar: 
III yufarraq gadä' Ramadan. These opinions already betray the exist- 
ence of a debate. Although not explicit, it may be assumed that 
the 'b. `Umar' point of vied is based on an analogy between'the 
indivisible original, Ramadan, and its substitute. 
2 
I": äli. k 46, through Zuhri, shows b. `Abbäs and AbU* Huraira taking 
opposite views on this subject, though'it is not said who favoured 
what. This-is somewhat inconclusive, sepecially as the two are else- 
where3 represented as being of the same opinion. Malik 48 tells us 
that SaCTd b. Musayyib favoured consecutiveness, and while Z' lik 
himself was of the same opinion, he also considered that non-cons- 
ecutiveness (tafriq) was admissable. 
) lik's position is further elaborated in Mud. 212-3, where he 
notes that in the Quran the month fasts are explicitly consecutive, 
while this is not the case with the day fasts. He states his clear 
preference for consecutiveness on all occasions4, but does not deny 
the validity of tafriq where there is an option. The Iludawwana has 
a considerable list of those seeing no harm in tafriq: b. CAbbiis, 
Abü Huraira, "Amr b. al-c'11s, cUrwa b. Zubair, ¶Atä' b. Abi Rabäh, 
Abü °Ubaida b. Jaräh, ?; ucädh b. Jabal, and from YUs. 811, Said 
b. Juliair. 
Contrast the first four Quranic refs. above. 
2 Though N lik's 
position, as is shown below, is arrived at along slightly different 
lines. 3 See what follows. 
4 
Cf. his comments ad 48,49. 
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Against them are act b. IUmar' (cf. Malik 45), `Ali, and SW "Id 
b. flusayyib (cf. M 1ik 48), and from Yüc. 812, Ibrähim and `Ämir. 
The only rontsonably definite inference to be drawn from those lists 
is that the differences that the matter provoked wore numerous. 
Thohe differences, it is felt, were largely on a theoretical plane. 
I"iälik 49 reveals the next stop in this hitherto inconclusive 
confrontation of opinions. In a hadith, Ilumaid refers to an enquirer 
that'tafrrq'is permissible in a kaffära fast (Q2/196,5/89; it is 
here assumed that those kaffäras whose consecutiveness is Quranically 
specified are here excluded). MujEhhid then contradicts him, on the 
basis that according to 'the reading of Ubai b. Kaeb! the Quranic 
text was 'three consecutive days'! The circumstances preceding this 
assertion must be typical of the origins of many of the alleged 
variant readings of the Quran. This particular variant has immediate 
polemical relevance, and shows how thinking conditioned by technical 
considerations of usfl al-figh, principally giyÄs, coupled with the 
realisation that a 'Quranic' argument was now coming to be regarded 
as of great weight, led to an allegation, which according to custom 
was expressed in hadith form, and which in time. became 'treated as 
fact. It is indicative of the artificiality of this reading that 
Ubai is not mentioned in the just-quoted lists of parties for and 
against consecutiveness. 
4 lik does not himself act on Ubai's allegation, though he 
does not criticise it, presumably because it favours his. own op- 
inions. Muw. Shaib. does not have the Ubai reading hadith2, but 
Shaibtn! follows fälik in preferring consecutiveness while not 
I See above, p. 129. Ilia reading was not confined to this instance 
of the kaffara fast, but was by some at least alleged to exist in 
all cases where the ouran. left the matter unsettled. 
2 The precise 
implications of this non-inclüaion-are difficult to determine. 
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disallowing tafriq. This, he claims, was Abü IIanifa's doctrine, and 
that of the 'ämma. However, there are the differing opinions, noted 
above, from Yüs. 811-2. 
This being the case, it is not evident that either point of 
view in this matter is exclusively confined to any particular 
place. As the question is peculiarly Islamic in nature, and not of 
great practical or spiritual consequence, it is safe to say that 
in this early period, it is not much more than a matter of private 
opinion. A consistent analogical approach to the only incontrovert- 
ible information, that contained in the Quran, is generally pre- 
ferred, though not universally insisted upon. 
As might be expected, Sh3fi1-'f has a more clear-cut approach 
to the problem: 'Every fast not specified in the Quran as consecut- 
ive may be fasted separately, on the analogy of fac-idda min ayyämin 
ul: hara (Q2/184-5) where Jidda means simply a number, without any 
mention of mutatäbi`ät'1. Similar is Umm 2/103: 'cidda min ayyllmin 
ukhara, ' without any mention of mutatabicät, referring no doubt to 
the Ubai reading or the assertion which preceded it. However, he 
preferred2 consecutiveness where the matter is optional. ShafiCi's 
apparent rejection of the variant3 is interesting, since it seems 
r 
to show that for him a girä'a did not have the strength of the 
Quranic text as generally received, an important pointer to the 
basically anachronistic nature of the alleged variants as a whole. 
Shäfi4i also quotes the earliest hadith from the Prophet on the 
subject, through an unnamed companion, to the effect that once the 
number of days to be fasted has been ascertained, they may be fasted 
in any manner, i. e. consecutively or otherwise. One gathers that 
1Unn 8/293. Cf. also 7/66.2 Umn 8/58. 
3 In this place, at least. 
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the hldith is still fairly primitive, as it appears nowhere else as 
an argument, and seems not to take any account of the Quran. 
In Umm 2/103, wo find that fasting in kaffttra of an oath , 
1 
loft unqualified by the Quran, is to be consecutive, though app- 
arently Shäfi`i was doubtful on this. Muzani noted2 this instance 
of inconsistency with his other qawl, and it seems that this is a 
remnant of a previous reasoning by giyäs that fasting in kaffAr6i al- 
zihr is consecutive, and that this, being also a kaffära, should 
serve as a model for fasting in expiation of an oath. 
ßhafici also makes it quite clear that if a fast is consecutive, 
r 
then any break, whether normally excusable3 or not, renders the 
faster liable to start again from scratch, with the sole exception 
of the menstruating woman. This attitude is severer than that of 
2411lik5, for whom menstruation is joined to illness as legitimate 
reason for breaking., 
In K. Ikht. Abi J; anifa and b. -Abi Lailä, Shäfic i represents 
these two as differing on the two months' fast penance for breaking 
a 
Raman without due excuse. This penance is based latterly wide- 
spread haddth6, which in. turn is based on Q58/3-4 or Q4/92. Abü 
Hanifa maintained that it could only be consecutive, while b. Abi 
Lai1a considered that it need not be so. Schacht7 deduced from this 
that the hadith originated between the two Kflfan figures, but this 
is not necessarily so. The only definite conclusion is that b. Abi 
Lailä did not accept the opinion which came to be expressed in the 
hadith. 
As the above shows, there eras also some discussion of the 
consecutiveness or otherwise of non-Ruranic fasts. M lik (Mud. 
1 Q5/89.2 Umm 8/293.3 I. e. through sickness or travel. 
4 
Umm 7/66,8/293. Cf. filik 40.6 See below, p. 226. 
7 P. 142. 
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213-8) considered that if one vows to fast a month, or a number of 
days, they need not be consecutive unless initially specified as 
such. 
Although, as has been seen, there was some, diversity in the 
approaches adopted towards the' question of consecutiveness, little 
acerbity is evident, and few hadlths were generated. This would 
help to explain the non-appearance of the subject in the various 
kutub al-ciyäm of later authors. 
It may be noted in passing that in discussing fasting as a 
method of rain-making, Sh-afin mentions a fast of 'thaläthat ayyäm 
mutatäbi°Ät', again evidence that the consecutiveness of non-Quranic 
fasts was also considered material, and incidentally curiously par- 
allel to the Ubai reading. It need hardly be said that a consecutive 
fast would almost invariably be thought by one performing it to 
be more efficacious than a separated fast, even though the latter. 
might in some cases have the sanction of the fugahä. 
I 
Fitr Ramadän 
The question of the panalty, if any, for breaking Ramadan 
without excuse 
1 (generally by sexual intercourse, though occasio- 
nally eating and drinking are added by analogy), which was briefly 
mentioned above, is an interesting one from the point of view of 
the hadith material involved. In this early period, there is 
basically only one hadith, which appears suddenly2 and almost 
immediately achieves widespread circulation and recognition, being 
accepted in part or in whole by all major parties, and provoking 
I In contrast to breaking it 'näsiyan'. The deliberateness of the 
act is tenerally assumed, and not always explicit in these discussions. 
2 I. e. in its first recorded form it is practically as fully dev- 
eloped as in its later Manifestations. 
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no noticeable opposition. 
Some idea of the state of affairs obtaining before the hadith 
principle became very developed may be had from Via. 822; Ibrühim, 
reported through Iiammad - Abü }Ianifa, says of ono breaking Ramadan 
deliberately that he should seek pardon from God, and fast another 
day in its place 
1. In Äthär Shaib. 9, this is elaborated slightly, 
r 
though keeping the same isnad, to specify sexual intercourse; the 
atonement is now gada', plus as much free-will offering as can be 
afforded, and the ta°zir penalty if the imam finds out2 Following 
Schacht, we may place this opinion as belonging to the time of 
Jammad, d. 120. 
Of approximately the same period, perhaps slightly later, is 
Mugätil fol. 24, the earliest instance of the hadith that dominates 
all later argument: Mugätil - cUmar b. Shucaib4 - Abihi - Jaddihi: 
the Prophet said, concerning the man who has sexual relations with 
his wife in Ramadän deliberately5, he should free a slave, or 
failing that, sacrifice an animal, (or failing that) let him feed 
60 poor and Make up the day missed6. These alternatives are evidently 
ý Opinion3 of Ibrähim Pdakha'i and, Salid b. Jubair in Baihagi 228': 
mä nadri mä kaffäratuhu yaqüm yawman makanuhu wa yastaghfir alläh, 
i. e. la kaffFtra r-alaihi. 
2 This is incidentally the only mention 
of the taCzir in connection with the fast in any of the canonical 
and related smaller works that has been encountered'in the prepar- 
ation of the present study. 
3 Pp. 234-6. 
4 
This should perhaps read cAmr and not°Umar. 
5 The format 
suggests that this is the title of a well-known legal question. 
6 
Although possibly this represents the original version, there 
is a suspicion that the text is incomplete. A familihrity with the 
4 uran invites the inference that the feeding of the 60 poor is the 
alternative to 60 days. fast. 
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borrowed from the (Zuranic l: uffaras; this becomes quite clear in the 
version in Kitttb Ikhti1Z f ýlli wa Ab-1 lfanifa, which is perhaps a 
development from the ? -{uqdtil stage in that the ' mean' now becomes 
'a beduin' who comes to the Prophet seeking advice. The Prophet 
offers him in turn the three alternatives of the Quranic kaffUra 
(Q58/3-4)1: freeing a slave, two months' consecutive fast, the 
'feeding of sixty poor, plug the option of offering radaga (perhaps 
borrowed from Q2/196, or Tthär Shaib. 9) before being forced by 
reason of the offender's extreme poverty to lot him off. This last 
phrase can be'seen either as an intended demonstration of the Prop- 
het's magnanimity, or as foreclosing the possibility of a fourth 
option or additional command, namely the fasting of a day in place 
of the one broken. Thus also run Muw. Shaib. 3, Yüs. 795, I4ä1ik 28. 
Other versions appear to borrow. from other Quranic prescriptions, 
for example, the offering of an animal (cf. Q5/95) proposed in the 
rluq"5til version und Pirlik 292. It is apparent that all versions 
are the fruit of ra'y, but equally clearly, there is a tendency for 
the analogies to be constructed with the material of the Qurbn in 
mind. 
One may easily imagine that the original proposer of the 
hadoth felt that only a Quranic punishment was fitting for a breach 
of the Quran's major fast, something which was undoubtedly regarded 
by many as a grave lapse in a period of communal religious activity3. 
Compare Tay. 2540 from Abü Huraira: the Prophet said, 'Eternal 
1 That this was the origin was recognised by the Muslims, e. g. 
Sarakhol, 56. The reference to Q58/3-4 is not as arbitrary as might 
at first appear: the verse deals with sexual relations, and is thus 
suitable for gigs. 
2 Cf. Shafi°i's Umm 2/98, also 8/373- 
3 Even today, the observance of Ramadan is generally the most 
seriously undertaken of all the traditional duties incumbent on the 
Muslim. 
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fn:; ting could never atone for breaking a day of Ramadün without 
excuco . 
I, iälik 29 reaffirms this special position of Ramadän in another 
way for he is unwilling to apply the rigourous kafffra outlined in 
the principal hadith for any fast but Ramadan itself, i. e. not for 
gaýä' Ramadän. The hadith in tiälik 29 also adds that the beduin was 
r 
finally required to gadä' a day in place of the day broken. This 
remedies the earlier situation where in the last resort the offender 
escaped without any penalty, and is probably a stage later than 
Xthizr Shaib. 9, where Shaibäni seems to take the gadä' element of 
the earlier Ibrähim judgement (Yüs. 822) and add it to the 4ihar 
kaffära, to arrive at his own and Abü Hanifa's doctrine. 'In Nuw. 
Shaib. 3, he extends the penance to include those who eat or drink, 
by day in Ramadan without excuse. 
Although Malik quotes the hadith, it is clear from Mud. 213 
that he does not feel bound to accept it entirely. He asserts that 
only the fec ing of the poor will atone for the breach; which view 
is possibly based on a desire to imitate the terms of the Q2/184 
fidya. He further claims that manumission and fasting, the other 
main alternatives, are unacceptable. Certainly fasting as a punish- 
ment for breaking; a fast is somewhat incongruous. It is to be 
noted that in his discussion of the I}adith Iiälik 29, he limits 
himself to the defining of the amount of food, which suZgests that 
for him the rest of the hadith was of little or no importance. It 
is likely that the hadith did not represent I"Iedinese opinion. 
Shifiý-i is not surprisingly driven to scorn, and professed 
amazement that the Iiälikls should have adopted such an arbitrary 
.1 This hard line from Abü Huraira perhaps be compared with hic 
alleged but so far unsubstantiated severe judgement in the case of 
junub. however his music, i; u also attached to a version of the prin- 
cipal hadth outlined above. 
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approach to aI adith from the Prophet. ;? e naturally acceptd it, and 
cottlea various details, establishing the exclusive nature of the 
alternatives, namely that there is to be no feeding of poor people 
if one can fast two consecutive months, and no fasting if one. can 
find a slave to free. 
f 
ShÄfili thinks little of a saying attributed to Rabi`a, that a 
day broken in Rama n should be made up for by twelve other days, 
on the principle that the one month of Ramadan satisfies the fasting 
requirements of the whole year. One suspects that this is spurious 
information, in line with Eabi°a's, reputation of being an extreme 
uoer of ra'y2. 
The slight differences between the various versions, principally 
the addition or omission of clauses concerning sadaqa, or the'repl- 
aceinent of the missed day, do not occasion any discussion. -In this 
period. 
Ru' ya 
Since the Quran prescribes fasting for all F; uslims for a spec- 
ified period, namely Ramaddn, it is naturally a matter of some ciom- 
ent to dtersine exactly whon this month begins and ends. The haditha 
on this subject are many and varied, and have proved to be among the 
most difficult to correlate. 
This is not a little due to our ignorance of how the Islamic 
calendar worked. Certainly popular practice3 seems always to have 
considered the sighting of the new moon as the beginning of the month4, 
1 IImm 3/56, cf. also 2/98.2 Cf. Schacht, p. 247. But in ijilyat, 
IX, 110, this report has a tolerably 'authentic' form. 
3 See e. g. Lane, 2lanners, p. 478, and Jatitrow, p. 213.4 This is 
allegedly derived from, but probably merely sanctioned by, Q10/5. 
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but for official purposes1 there was 'from an early period'2 a reg- 
ulated calendar. This was based on a unit of 59 days, the approxim- 
ate length of two lunar cycles. Coupled with the intercalation of 
eleven days over each successive period of 30 years, this system is 
of 'a considerable accuracy'3. For convenience, the standard year 
is of six two-month cycles, each of 30 plus 29 days. Ramadän, the 
ninth month, is thus of 30 days. 
, he Jews had also been faced with the problem of a calendar. 
Although a computed calendar, based on the true new moon (i. e. the 
astronomical conjunction, rather than the first appearance to earth- 
bound observers) had existed since before the Dispersion, 'and had 
allegedly been revised by hillel II (d. 358 A. D. ), Palestine and 
Babylon had retained the direct observation method until at least 
the, middle of the fourth century A. D. The question of the calendar 
wo: c one of the big areas of difference between the Rabbanites and 
the Karaites, the latter preferring the primitive method, in acc- 
4 
ordance with their fundanentalist. scripture-based precepts. 
According to Baron5, the Isawites and the Yudghanites, groups 
allied to the Karaites, were accused by Saadia Gaon of imitating the 
Muslim in their rejection of the computed calendar. At this later 
stage, it may be true, that the influence was running this way, but 
6 
at an earlier period there stems little doubt that there was a com- 
i: on concern amonc both Muslims and Jets on this question?. The con- 
temporary documentation of the disputes on the Jewish side is 
1 I. e. not religious. 
2 EI, art. 'Zara n'. 
3 Burnaby, p. 380. 
4 
In theory at least: Baron V 191-2 shows that some Karaites in 
practice conformed with the Rabbanites. 
5 V, 94.6 It should be 
noted however that by Saadiats time, the Isawites and YudChanites 
were numerically very small (cf. Baron V 193. ). 
7 Cf. Q2/189, 
yas'alünaka can al-ahilla, etc., and what follows here. 
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however extremely sparse. That Muhammad was aware of the disputes 
may be'inferred from his professed dislike of interfering with the 
'natural' calendar, and his rejection of the intercalary month 1 
which may be seen as part of his later policy of deliberately cQu- 
ntering various of the orthodox Jewish practices. His success was 
only partial, for, as noted above, official practice still counten- 
anced'intercalation, albeit of days rather than months, as in the 
I 
Jewish system. 
v 
M 
Although a rejection of computation may be polemically advanta- 
geous, it introduces the great practical difficulty of determining 
the arrival of the new month when the sky is obscured or-overcast. 
Some policy becomes necessary to ensure that in the case of Ramadan 
the month is fully and uniformly fasted. Either one. starts fasting 
from the earliest point in time at which the new moon might concei- 
vably be expected, or some standard calculation or rule of thumb 
(distinct from computation) must be developed and-adopted. 
In the light of the foregoing observations, an assessment of 
the i}adIth material involved will now be attempted. In Iialik 12, 
the Prophet says of RamadUn, 'Do not fast (it) until you see the 
new moon, and do not break until you see the new moon (sc. of Shaw- 
wä1). If it is'overcast, "fa-agdirü lahu" '. There are here two 
sets of possibilities: 1) the first part of the 1adith'is a counter 
to any method other than direct observation3, or it means 'Do not 
fast before seeing; the now moon4', or it is simply an introductory 
phrase for the second part; 'agdirü lahu' either means 'Ilse the 
1 Q9/36-7,1015.2 = I". uw. Shaib. 1.3 This is suggested by 
the negative command. Against this is that it, never occurs without 
the second part. Also, Tay. 1810(cf. Mugatil, fol. 24) has the phraso 
in positive form. 
4 
Parallel to other hadiths against fasting the 
'doubtful day': see below, p. 234. 
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date arrived at by computation', or 'Reckon a certain number of 
days from the previous new moon'. 
All the fuller version of this l; adith assume this last to be 
1 
meant, for they variously define the length of the month in days . 
t. Iälik 2, from tAbdulläh b. Dinlr - b. CUmar, obviously closely con- 
nected with Malik 1, inserts at the beginning, 'The month is 29'. 
By 'the month' is presumably meant Ramadän2, though in favour of 
the interpretation Sha'ban is that it is more important not to miss 
a day at the beginninS of the month than not to run over at the other 
r 
end. Also, to refer 29 to Sha`bän agrees with the official calendar. 
Malik 3, through b. `AbbEs, ends: 'complete the number3,3O"4. Isere 
there seems less doubt that Ramadan is meant, though there is a 
possibility that this hadith and the previous one are intended, to 
be contradictory., 
Yüs. 820 relates from Zuhri a well-known ihadith concerning the 
Prophet, who, it is said, once had occasion to swear off his wives 
for a month. `A'isha is represented as being surprised to see him 
back on the 29th, and is told by the Prophet that the month can be 
of 29 days, and it can be of 305. If taken as referring to months 
in general, the hadith does little more than state the obvious6, 
and it seems more profitable to see it as referring to a single 
month, specifically Ramadan, and either acting as a compromise bet- 
ween two opposed parties, respectively claiming-that Rac: iadfln never 
1 Though Zurgäni II 15k records an 'astronomical' interpretation 
of this, which has an air of credibility. 
2 Cf. Q2/185, shahru Ram- 
adän, etc. 
3 Cf. Q2/185, li-tukmilü al-`idda. 
4 
Cf. Nugätil, fol. 21f, 
which has slightly different wording; Tay. 873,2k81,2671,2306. 
Cf. perhaps Tay-1550, where in a different hadith 
"Ä'isha promotes 
the '29 as much as 30' view. See also Mugätil, fol. 21+. 
6 
Shflf., Ris. 
p. a not talking about this problem in particular, says of RaaadtZn 
'wa gad yakün 30 wa 29'" 
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is less than 30 days, or justifying the vagaries of direct observa- 
tion. There is no mention of Ramadan or fasting in this'hadith, but 
it is nevertheless always included in the chapters on fasting. The 
same hadith occurs in varying forms'at Tay. 24,2744, both through. b.. 
CAbbäs, promoting this time 29 alone. 
It is at least clear that some thought Ramadan could be of var- 
iable length, for in Tay. 863 we have an opposing hadith which claims 
the Prophet said 'Shahrä c-idin la yanquqdni', referring to Ramadan 
and Dhü-l-Iiijja, both officially 30-day months. The opinion behind 
this hadith probably stemmed from a pious desire to fast Ramadan 
/ 
'properly', i. e. as much as possible 
2, 
and this motive, as inuch as 
any desire for following a strict method of computation in the cal- 
endar, probably accountc'for many of the '30' hadiths. 
In his general discussion of the ru'ya3, as this question is 
usually known in the legal works, Shäfiel makes no mention of these 
particular differences. This possibly indicates that the matter was 
of no great interest to him, or that it was not primarily a JJijäzi 
concern. Elsewhere4 he quotes I. Mlik 2, but with the addition of the 
ending of Nälik 3, ' fa-akmilü al-°idda', and M lik 3 itself-5 his 
statement in K. Ikhtil3f al-Hadith that if it is overcast, one sho- 
uld count 30 of ShaObän and do likewise with Ramad5n, seems to be 
based rather on another hadith, from Abü Huraira, also'known in the 
Mudawwana (204), dealing with yawm al-shakk, on which see below. 
If it may be assumed that the '. agdirü' phrase always formed 
part of the type of hadlth :, ientioned initially above, then it seems 
that for the purposes of fasting at least, there was no noticeable 
departure from a general opinion that the visual method-was to be 
1 1"falik 3, above, from b. 'Abbas, said 30. In ýray. 2721, a separate 
hadlth, he says simply 'ak: iilü al-cidda'. 
2 Again, cf. Q2/185, fa- 
ak: ailü al-`idda. 
3 Uinm 2/94.4 Unm 8/372.5 Umm 8/56. 
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employed for accortaining the limits of Ranadün under conditions of 
fine woat"or. The dispute appears to be over the length of the month 
0 
to be assumed if it is. overcast: however, it is entirely possible 
that the 29/30 discussion is but an aspect of the related problem 
of yawn al-shakk, the day which comes at the end of Sha'b'un, conce- 
rning which there is doubt as to which month it properly belongs to, 
and therefore whether it should be fasted or not. 
Shäfi'i devotes rather more space to the discussion of this 
question, and concludes that generally the practice of fasting yawm 
al-shakk is wrong. This may be why he favours treating Sha'ban as 
of 30 days if the disputed day is overcast, and such an attitude 
would no doubt stem from a fear of treating as Ramadan what does 
not belong to it1. 
However, I1 lik treats this question as quite separate from the 
preceding one: he has no hadz. th, but'says (55) that the ahl al-'ilm 
forbid it, if the doubtful day is 'intended' (manwf) as part of Ram- 
aýän2. As a voluntary fast, not connected with Ramadan, then there 
is no harm init. Malik observes that this is the practice of Medina3. 
In Mud. 204 there is a hadith that exactly matches this. point of 
view from Darawardi, a contemporary of Mälik, also Iiedinese: Abu 
Huraira4: 'Do not precede the month (Ramadan) with-either one or two 
I 
days fast, unless this coincides with a fast that you are already 
engaged in'. Rabi°a, another I"iedinese, expresses the same idea in 
a different way (I4u(I. 204). The principle behind all this is the 
typical early'Mäliki consideration of the niya, specifically here 
the reprehensible 'niya Raman ala shakk''. It seems to be primar- 
ily a Nedinese concern, although) it is true that Abü Yüsuf of Küfa 
1 Cf. a later hadith to this effect (p. 349), and conparable'object- 
ions to the fasting of 6 of Shawwäl, and of Sha°ban as a whole. 
2 Probably also a factor in ShZIfi'-i's judgement; of. Umm 7/96. 
Cf. Ihud. 201+. 
4 
Sinilar is Tay. 2361. 
ýS5 
says (800) that lbrrzhim disliked the practice. 3hetfi`i reveals that 
this apparent early unanimity was not long-lived. In Kitilb al-Saws 
al ughTr1 is a hadith from `Ali via Daräwardi to the cCfect that to 
fact a"day of Sha4ban is preferable to breaking a day of Ramaclan. 
This is an expression of straightforward pious circumspection 
2 
ilitiyät, the matter of the niya being disregarded. Shfifi°t ignores 
I 
this (for him awkward)3 reference to yawn al-shakk, to concentrate 
on another aspect of the hadith. More straightforward is Ikhtil5f, 
4" 
where we find that b. Umar used to fast a day before the new moon. 
Both these favourable hadiths are from companions; all except one5 
of the opposition hadiths are-from the Prophet. 
As ;; ülik is adamant that Medina dislikes, the practice of fast- 
ing yawm al-shack, it is reasonable to assume that he has heard the 
opposite suggestion. The b. 'I1mar hadi. th may have been designed by 
others to undermine the hedinese attitude6, and the `Ali hadith is 
almost certainly `Iräg3. However, Tayälisi. 's hadiths on yawm al 
shalck7 are unfavourable to the practice, as also are both of Abu 
Yüsuf's3. As far as one can tell, ShaibänT was of the same opinion9. 
There remain several small points connected with the ru'ya which 
will not be discussed in detail here, such as: whether one or two 
witnesses are required for the sighting of the moon; the niya; when 
Also in Kitrtb al-Sawm al-F: abir. 
2 Comparable in a way is the 
report of Dickson, p. 219: Shicis on principle and to show their'gre- 
atcr zeal, nearly always start to fast (Ramadan) a day-earlier than 
the Sunnis, and continue for a day longer. 
3 Though possibly this 
writing is of an early date, before he had formulated his -later 
theories on the subject. In support of this is the. presence of Darä- 
wardi, whom Shafilt did not readily accept as an authority'in lhter 
years. 
4 
Umm 8/546, cf. 8/56.5 From b. `Abbas, Umm 8/546; see also 
the Farra' Shar-bi hadith, above, p. 24.6 Cf. Schacht, p. 32.7 2361,2721. " 
$ 819,300.9 See t; uw. Shaib. 1. 
fir should be made on the last day of Ramad-Lin if the now moon be- 
comes visible while it is yet day. - 
Although most of the Ru'ya discussions revolve around technic- 
alities that are entirely internal Islamic matters, there is a sus- 
picion-that come of the concern about yawm al-shakk in particular 
stems from broader Semitic tendencies, related to the honouring of 
the now moon. It is a fact that the beduin at least until recently 
welcomed the-new moon, especially that of Rama an, with gunfire and 
shouting, and this is but one aspect of a widely-documented rever- 
ence for that heavenly body. Within Islam, mention may be made of 
the bid-fast , and certain interesting features are to be found in 
r 
Judaism too: the Code. of Maimonides states that there is to be no 
fasting on New Moons 
2. In contrast, there was a mediaeval custom 
of fasting certain months to take the place of an expiatory new 
moon sacrifice3. Among the Falashas, there takes place on the 29th. 
of the eighth month a fast of supplication. 
With the possible exception of the two companion hacliths ment- 
ioned above, there is little, evidence of any of the non-technical 
aspects of this problem being recordeß in the surviving Yhadtth lit- 
erature, and certainly little definite indication of what original 
motivcs lay behind the fasting of yawm al-shakk. 
Safar 
The Quran clearly encourages the traveller to break his fast 
in Ramad'an, and indeed may even be considered to enjoin this posit- 
ively5. IIowever, certain people were'reluctant to accept this dis- 
" 
pensation; whether this was from reluctance to abandon a previous 
I23 See above, p. 202. p. 305. Universal Jewish Enc., art. Fasting. 
I } Leslau, pp. xxix-xxx. 5 Q2/184-5. 
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usage, or simply fro: a desire for the additional heavenly reward 
of. fasting when this was not obligatory or of not interrupting Ram- 
adiin, may not now be determined. Certainly, there are reported a 
number of actual instances of a reluctance to stop fasting during 
travel', as well as the many allegations to that effect in the had- 
ith literature. The differences of opinion on this matter gave rise 
to a great number of hadiths2. 
Perhaps the earliest are those in 1"; ugatil (fol. 24) : one is pla- 
I 
inly in favour of fasting: Abü Dardä' said, 'In cumta fa-ma'jür, wa 
in aftarta, fa-ma-dhürThe other represents a compromise, and 
indicates that two opposed parties were already well established: 
`Umar b. ühu°aib - AbThi - Jaddihi: We saw the Prophet during travel 
(both) fasting and breaking. 
?: e next have several companion hadiths which are soon superseded: 
the Vugatil hadith had already made appeal to the Prophet. Uälik 
4 
25 is a bald assertion from b. Umar, through Näfi", that he did 
not at while travelling. Malik 26, Ilisham -CUrwa, says that while 
CUrwa did do-so in Ramadän5, his companions did not. This is pres- 
umably intended to present the matter as optional6. Similar in form 
is Shaibäni, Athär, 1, where it is-claimed that Hudhaifa, a Mediriese 
in Küfa, fasted during travel, while Abü Müsä, a Barran, broke?. 
These figures are no doubt intended to represent their respective 
local schools of fiqh. 
In Malik 24, we again find the' Malik - Hishäm - `Urwa isnäd 
1 E. g. Dickson, p. 580, Burckhardt 1,99, Thomas, p. 244. 
2 This would be added to by the presence of a tafsir problem. 
3 This hadith appears nowhere else. 
4= 
Muw. Shaib. 13. 
5 This qualification is perhaps implicit in the preceding hadith. 
6 
Cf. Nug5til fol. 24, above. 
7 In the printed text, supply 'aftara' between swat and 'Abt tiüsZ'. 
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supporting the optional claim (cf. M lik 26), though the matn io' 
changed: lIamza b. CAmr al-Aslami, said to be a keen factor, asks 
the Prophet whether lie should fast while travelling. The Prophet 
leaves the choice entirely to him, with no preference expreeced: 
in shi'ta fa-: um, wa in chi'ta fa-aftir. Similar is Malik 23, where 
we are told that on a journey with the Prophet, those fasting did 
not upbraid those breaking, nor vice versa 
2. The Mudawwana, 203, has 
an Aclaml hadith with a different, non-'family' isnad, and is there- 
fore possibly earlier3: it supports the acceptance of God's rukhsa . 
YUs. 792 presents a different theme: the Prophet sets out on a 
journey in Ramad n, and when the (fasting) persons complain of dis- 
tress on the way, he breaks until he reaches Mecca. Similar is Yüs. 
? 93, in which the place of fitr is specified'as Qudaid. Although 
a fairly natural development, given. the topic in hand, the motif 
of the Medina-Mecca journey maybe borrowed from Shaib. 1, in which 
a member of the Banü Su' la says 'kharajt ilä Mecca', introducing 
the I dhaifa-Abü MUsä hadith above. As it stands, the present hadith 
is capable of several interpretations: either it claims that fasting 
on a journey is optional, or that it should only be done if it 
causes no hardship, or, most likely, it suggests that a traveller 
may break his fast only if going further than the distance between 
Mecca and Qudaid. To this extent, then, the purpose of the hadtth 
is nothing more than to establish for legal purposes the meaning 
5 
of 'safar' in terms of distances. No place was mentioned by name in 
I Also in Shäf., Umm 2/102.2 Cf. Umm 2/102.3 Cf. Schacht on thin, 
p. 170.4 Possibly influenced by Q2/185, yurid alläh bikum al-yusr, etc. 
5A 
precisely similar phenomenon is to be observed in the question 
of gatr al-galät fT-l-safar. Restricting the comparison to this 
. It 
period, the problem as dealt with by t"1 lik appears to be rather 
simpler than that of fasting while travelling. The majority of / 
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the Yüs. 792 liadith, and it seemc highly probable that the mention 
of C; udaid in the second hadlth represents a deliberate attempt to 
6 
change the purpose of the hadlth while borrowing a well-known 
pattern. 
MElik 21 resumes this theme: the Prohet seta off for Mecca 
in the year of victory (Rama; län 8 A. H. ) and fasts until he reaches 
Kadidý, a place seven-tenths of the way between Mocca and edina2, 
where he breaks. His companions break too, for they continually act 
upon the most recent order of the Prophet: känü ya'khudhüna bil- 
ahdath fal-alidath min amri rastzlillilh. This phrase, coupled with 
the explicit dating, leaves no doubt that this hadith is designed 
to abrogate iihat has gone before. Again, the precise target of the 
hadith is not quite clear. lZadid may be intended to represent the 
minimum distance to be travelled before fasting may be. a1andoned,. 
or the hadith may more simply be seen as absolutely disapproving 
fasting while travelling. It appears to be moire developed than 
M 1ik 22, which has a less complate isnad. In it we find the Prophet 
in the year of victory ordering fir while on a journey, on account' 
of the nearness of the enemy, although he himself continues to 
/Nälik's hadiths are concerned to settle this point of what legally 
constitutes a journey, and there is no discussion of optionality etc., 
and less concern with dating the various items in the argument. As 
for the common theme of the Mecca journey (cf. ldälik Qasr al-Salät 
15), it does not seem possible to establish which if either dis- 
cussion employed it first. Only infrequently are. the two questions 
treated jointly, e. g. the rather late 1; ilyat al-Awliya', VII, 318: 
Ichair urimat1 alladhTn ... idhä säfarü gasarü wa aftarü. 
Sic. Dually vocalised 1": udaid; perhaps intentionally differen- 
tiated here from the otherwise assonant Qudaid. 
2 This information frcm the note ad I älik 22. 
1 
2110 
fact; some try to emulate hire, and to quench their zonal, he publicly 
drinks sore water at Kadid1. 
Similarly devised, though of opposite intent, for in it the 
Prophet recommends fasting for the traveller, is the hadith from 
Anas b. 2: älik2 which is dated to the time of the battle of Iiunain, 
generally reckoned to have taken place a month or two after Ramadan 
8 A. H. 3, and thus deemed to abrogate the Kadid. hadith. The I; unain 
hadith does not re-appear elsewhere at this period, although Tay. 
2157 does add llunain to a version of Malik 23 (see below). A puzz- 
ling aspect of the Anas hadith is the reason why the Prophet's 
companions on this raid4 should have been fasting at all, 
. if. it was 
r 
not Ramadan. 
It is plain that I4älik's hadiths (21 and 22, above) can be 
seen as showing that it is not done to fast Vahile travelling. However, 
Yüs. 792 and 793, although potentially of the sane tendency, may 
rather be intended to show that it is permissible to change from 
fasting to breaking in the course of one days. This is a matter 
1 
The mention of the enemy recalls the hadTth discussions of salät 
al-khar, ºf, but no precise links are apparent. 
2 t-Iudawwana 203. 
3 Cf. b. SaCd 111108.4 The fact that these hadiths are often 
dated to raids may be because these constituted the most firmly 
established 'journeys' in the career of the Prophet. However, this 
phenomenon, z: nd other factors (see Quran chapter), give rise to the 
suspicion that for cone of the Muslims, and possibly in the Quran 
as well, safar does in fact mean raid. The fact that even today, 
come Beduin practice a deree of abstinence before setting off to 
fight, cair; ht , _ive so;: o clue as 
to why they were fasting outside 
llama( Mn. 5 Cf. a version of the Kadid hadith exl)licitl. to this 
effect in 1Jr 2,101. ähafi'i is not convinced of its authenticity. 
Thies question of chance of state is also present in the qasr al-salat 
discussions. 
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connected with the broader problem of the niya, which occupies the 
lawyers of the : lludawwana at some length (201-3) but which will not 
be examined in detail here. There are thus several inter-related 
issues in the fasting while travelling hadiths, and it is not now 
always easy to distinguish which point - niya, minimum journey, or 
simple preferability of fasting or breaking - is the main subject 
i 
of any one hadith. 
It, emerges that Malik, together with the majority (of the Med- 
inese), prefers fasting for such as are able, although he is bound 
to admit (Malik 41) that the Quran allows the traveller to break, 
in spite of his being generally mote capable of fasting than a sick 
person1. Agreeably with this fairly strict approach, he considers 
that a kaffära, as well as the Quranic gadW, is necessary if one 
breaks on a journey without reasonable excuse after having been 
fasting. Part of the punishment here will be for breaking the niya. ' 
In general, the early JF-iäliki position is basically in line 
with the Quran, though there is a distinct reluctance to accept the 
rukhsa to the full, almost as if "ala safarin' was only to be con- 
sidered a reasonable excuse for breaking when it became equal to 
' marid' . The hadiths from Asla; Ti- and 
CT' isha (Mid. 
. 203) , which 
regard the matter as quite optional, are supplied, as is often in 
the Nudawwana, simply out of academic interest, and not as proofs 
or arGuments for the ; -; älilci point of view. 'The less severe view 
which promoted these latter Iadiths therefore probably stemmed from 
outside the Hijaz. 
In contrast with the M liklu' approach, although the question 
is originally Duran-based, is not greatly influenced by what the 
Quran says, being founded on independent principles such as that of 
1 This reasoning; in no doubt behind the conviction that only a 
traveller going more than a certain distance may break. 
" 2ý1% 
the niya and the preferability of remaining in one state throughout 
the day, ShZifi`i has the Quran constantly in mind. Nevertheless, it, 
is Sh-afici, and not the Quran, that slices through the conflicting 
hadiths to produce a tolerably consistent doctrine. Ile has a"varioty 
of 4adiths, only about half of which are traceable to Malik. The 
newer ones tend towards the view that fasting while travolling is 
reprohenoible. 
One develops the story of the Medina-Mecca journey (cf. Malik 
22), although the place of fitr is now Kuräc- hl-Ghamim. When the 
Prophet hears of the persistence of some in fasting, he exclaims, 
'ixlä'ika al-tusät', which in Quranic terms is quite true. In another, 
the Prophet utters over the body of one who has fainted, 'laisa min 
al-birr1 an ta3Ltmü fi-l-safari One version of this adds that this 
was on the Tflbük raid2, which took place in 9 A. H. This probably 
indicates that the Ilunain hadiths, (or perhaps all the opposition 
hadiths) were thought worthy of being countered; the hadith may also 
be designed to avoid any Näliki interpretations of the 'year of 
victory' hadiths. 
Shäfi°i, Umm 2/102, feels forced to accept that the Quran for- 
bids travelling while fasting, but this for him is not an absolute 
tahrim, because of the 2lälik 23,24 hadlth which claims that the 
matter is optional. To the objection, presumably of those whom 
Shäfi`T mentions as considering the tahrim absolute, he answers 
that the Prophet forbade fasting at that time only because the 
enemy was near. This raises the suspicion that the phrase 'ittaqü 
`aduwwakum', which does not appear in most recensions, is an ins- 
ertion designed to counter this very objection, or one similar, 
On this phrase, cf. Q 2/177. 
2 See above on the apparent identification of safar with raid. 
Täbük also features in a hadith on gacr al-salat. 
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which had no doubt been raised well before Shäfi`i's mention of it. 
Bearing in mind the foregoing, Sh. zfi°i, like Iiälik, states his 
preference for fasting if one can manage it, and calmly asserts 
that the 'laisa min al-birr' hadith may be taken as not contradic- 
tory to the Aalami (optional) hadith, but as explaining it (Umm, 2/ 
102); that is to say, if you fear that fasting will be too much for 
r 
body, then you may choose not to do it. 
Shafie is discussion of al-siyäm fi-l-safar in Yitilb" Ik: htiläf 
al-hadith is later than the above1: the awkward interpretation of 
the Quran is replaced by-one more in line with the conclusion 
reached in the Umm, and the Quranic implications (as Shäfi i sees 
them) are expanded along the lines of the hadiths, so that those he 
quotes become almost superfluous. Only the laisa al-birr/Aslami 
contradiction is left to be dealt with. 
ShEfi'i cannot avoid the evident Quranic rukhsa,: but chooses 
in effect to ignore the consequent yusr-, 'usr clause. His final words. 
on the subject are: 'Acceptance of a dispensation is not obligatory, 
and disregarding it not a sin'. Wherever there is no extreme of hard- 
ship, then, he prefers fasting for the traveller, continuing Ilälik's 
line of thinking, and, to his own satisfaction at least, -nullifying. 
the opposition. 
Thus both Malik and Sh-afil-i are disinclined to accept the " 
Quranic rukh. a, in spite of various hadiths opposing this vied 
which appear to have come into circulation after the time of Malik. 
In this respect it is interesting to note that of Tayalisi's eight 
hadiths, which contain the motifs lacking in Malik but known to 
two are positively against fasting during a journey, four 
Darlwardi is replaced in iun. tdn by someone r. iore trustworthy in 
2 
Shäfi `i' a eyes. An exami: lc here is Ikht. (Umm 
8/492). Kurä' al- 
Gha:. -. ici and 'ulZl' il: a al-c-iL-, ät' in Tay. 1667, laina min al-birr in 1243. 
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are quite optionalý , and two are of the ldodina-Mocca journey type, 
and, boing without Great detail, may be counted as optional too2. 
The consensus of these is thcrefore more favourable than not to the 
breaking of the fast during travel. How much these discussions 
belong to the realm of tafeir is difficult to determine: it will be 
noted that there is in them little mention of the more definitely 
r 
legal question of what constitutes the minimum journey. 
Comparable to the impression given by the Taysilis3 had3ths is 
Shaibän3's comment on Iluw. Shaib. 143, where he claims that the 
general opinion (of Küfa), and that of Abu Hanifa, favours the 
optional view, though he does not use the Quran as an argumant. * Even 
3 haibän3, however, says fasting is 'afdal' for him who can manage 
it. 
Although the cIr2! gi doctrine appears more- lenient} than the 
Illjäzi, it does not scc: justified to confine either point of view 
in this matter to one area or the other. It. is notable that although 
Shäfi'ý'i would have us believe that he is guided by the, Quran, he 
perpetuates the strict Maliki outlook which counters the Quranic 
message, while Shaibnni who does not mention the Quran lies closer 
in fact, to its prescription. 
1 wo from b. `AbbRs (1492,2677); cf. Mud. 203;. 
2 Though cf. the other interpretations above. Tay. 's remaining 
hadiths : 1175,2157,2701,26k'+. 
3=N 1ik 21. 
Cf. ShaibL-ini's comnent on Siiaib. 1. 
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äoi; ic fasting customs not connected with specific clays or periods, 
and not dependent upon any Quranic rulin,, will now be dealt with. 
Wisal 
T 
; 1i; ä1 is the practice of fasting for a prolonged period with- 
out the nocturnal respite, in the first instance for two days and 
'the intervening night1. When wisäl refers to considordbly longer 
periods, total abstinence gives way to the eating and drinking of 
a minimal amount only, generally once a day, at sunset (or Bahr: 
see below). At this point, there is similarity, if not identity, 
with sawm al-dahr2. The practice clearly derives from ascetic mot- 
ives. 
For Illälik the question is a simple one: he gives two kindiths3 
of similar substance, in which the Prophet prohibits the practice, 
but exempts himself, claiming to be supernaturally nourished. Thus 
Malik 39: Abü al-Zinced - Acraj - Abü Huraira: the Prophet said, 
. 'Beware 
öf wi; al: ' They said, 'But you practise it, 0 Messenger of 
God'. He replied, 'I am not like you, I am fed and watered by my 
Lord' . It is generally assumed by the Muslims that although pour- 
ished, the Prophet was in fact practising wia1: whether this is 
exactly what the l6adith says is debateable 
5. 
Thus ý; uw. Shaib. Dab al-wisäl fl-l-siyäm, Tay. 1125.2 See above, 
p. 207.3 fl 1ik 38,39. Cf. the two hadTths of I"fuw. Shaib. Bab al- 
wisäl fT-l-siyarm. 
4 
Sc. at night? The last phrase of this hadith 
is practically identical with Q26/79: (rabb al-Cälami. n) yutCimuni 
wa yasgin1. Note also Iilyat al-Awliyä', X, 51: Do not force food 
and drinl: on your sic]:; their Lord feeds and waters them. 
5 It could be intended to show that tho Prophet only axe pcared to be 
practising wisal (cf. 1z! , p. 205), but there does not seem to be 
any point to this. In later versions of the hadith, it becomes def- 
finite that the prophet was in fact observing the practice. 
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For the lawyers of the fudawwana, the matter does not merit 
discussion, and for ShEfill, who naturally selects the tlälik - 
, 
NäfiC - b. O-Umar hactith a3 being the sounder of the two, there arc 
no difficulties: God is simply naking a distinction between the 
Prophet and lesser people2, in that he has divine licence'to do 
,. come things that remain forbidden to others3. 
r 
.. 
connected with for example those parts of the Sira which seel; to 
furnish Muhammad as the Prophet of Isläm with a partly stiperhuman 
nature, comparable with that of the leaders of earlier and rival 
reli¬; ions. 
'rayZZlisi has four h: diths on w .ýý. 
4 
-all of which mention the 
Prophet's prohibition, though only one, 1579, in words reminiscent 
of M lik's hadiths. '. }ay. 1764, from Jäbir b. r-Abdulläh, says simply 
that the Prophet forbade wir , 751 in fasting. It is possibly the proto 
type of the first statement in the Malik 38/39 1}adith, although the 
short sentence, 15 wisal fl-l-sawn, recalls similar concise maxims5-, 
I Cf. Schacht, Origins, p. 176.2 Cf. Q5/67 , wallähu yaýsir. luka 
Min al-nZia. On the other hand, Q18/110, innama ana baoharun mithlul; um. 
3 llukht. Muz., U mm 3/59.4 1125,1579,1764,2173. 
IIowevor, the true situation is not quite as simple as this, 
for the hadith gives us a clear picture of two previous stages in 
the argument, nariely a Prophetic prohibition, and another prophetic 
tradition sanctioning the. practice. The purpose of the present 
hadith is to remove the strength of the sanctioning tradition by 
restricting its application to the Prophet himself. The hadith's 
intention is therefore not primarily to magnify the figure of the 
Prophet, but rather to score a point in a matter of debate. - 
The khasä'is hzdiths, of which this is a specimen, are not 
5 For examples, sec Schacht, Origins, Index of legal probleris. 
, Z1F, j 
which may indicate that the hndith, appoarind only in the rather 
late Tayäliai, was indeed a 'legal' maxim that only latterly became 
,. -attributed to the Prophet, as an additional weapon in the argument. 
Tay. 1125 relates the story of one Lailä, wife of Bash-Ir b. al- 
khas7ºsiyya, who says, 'I wanted to fast two days in wisäl', and men- 
tioned this to Bashir. He said the, Prophet forbade this practice, ' 
and said the'Jews do it, so fast, but break when the night comes. 
This rationalisation by reference to the Jews is unusual, and-in 
contrast to the more common 'khalifühum' type-of hadlth, ''here div- 
ergencc from the Jewish practice is the original motive. for the 
alle, -, ed Muslim sunna. 
This assertion concerning the Jews seems at first to be doubtful; 
Vajda1 thinks that the practice is originally Christian, and-says,, 
r 
that this has often been shown, but unfortunately gives. iio references. 
(It is however clear that asceticism'was a marked feature of the 
early church, though of course such an attitude was not exclusively 
confined to the Christians). Even assuming that VaJc(a's assertion 
represents the true picture, there remains the possibility that the, 
Christians were influenced by the Jews. In fact the notion of pro- 
longed fisting is well attested to in both the O. T. and'the Apocry-' 
pha2, and in view of the fact that there is virtually no other 
evidence of Christian influence on Islamic practice, on balance the' 
sug; ection seems ill-founded here also. 
While it is dangerous to argue directly from Apocryphal times 
to the 7th. or 35th. centuries of the Christian era, the possibility 
of a continuum is nevertheless established, and it seems-reacöinable 
that the words put into the mouth-of the Prophet in Tay. 1764 should. 
1 IiUCA 385. 
2 Esther 4/15, Tobit 3/10 (3 days); I Sarg. 31/13,1 Chron. 10/12, 
II Esdras 5/12,6/31 (lonCcr pperiods). See also-Enc. Jud. vol. 6, col. 943. 
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have the memo ultiz Ito bLic; ic in fact as in the cacec of lchürü and 
`. Ca c jil, for cxamploý . Again, 
cIr. ul seems to be the place viliere the 
practice boconec part of I31'm : the °Iragia have the larger number 
of 1}adi tlio, and are responoiblc for virtually all the known diccuco- 
ion of the subject in this period` . Shaibünz. quotes liälik 36/39, 
and addz, 'We uphold thin. 'ýJis Zil is mal. r ih.... and this i3 the view 
' of 11bä 1lanTfa and the ma jority3' . The predominant 1}adlths thur. 
reflect the main cIräq point of view, and may therefore be judged' 
to have originated among the eastern scholars. 
It was suggested above that behind the I. iglik 38/39 hadith lay 
an original pro-wiý. äl hadith or. opinion. Shaib. Athär. 10 and Yüs. 
794, both from Abü I1anYfa from °A11 b. Aqmar may represent this. 
Alike both in general form and in much of the detail, they assert 
that the Prophet (Yüs. adds 'in Ramadan') took great pains to consume 
no pore and no less than a drink of milk (M.: 'at sahr'), having 
spent the day fasting and the night in vigil. It seems that Yawm 
al-dahr is not here referred to. Since only the Prophet is specifi- 
cally mentioned as acting in this manner, this hadTth would tie in 
conveniently with 'the people's ' assertion in the Malik 33/39 coun- 
ter-$adiths. 
Although the anti-wisäl hadTths far outnumber those favourable 
to the practice, it seems that it showed little sign of succumbing 
to the adverse propaganda. completely: Tay. 2173 has Abü Said al- 
1 Sec below, p. 176, and above, p. 250. 
2 Shafi°3 in his comment mentioned above seems. to be adopting a 
purely servile attitude to the hadith - it. is not apparent that for 
him it endorses any previously known doctrine. 
3A 
variant text omits 'these last three words. 
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KhudrT rciiarking that his sister persists in wisä1 in spite of both' 
the Prophet's prohibition and his own. Abü Satld's sister urai°a 
bint Malik b. inn enjoys a certain fame in hadiths connected with' 
another legal question1, but it is not apparent that these throw 
any light on the present case. The figure of 4V Sac3d's sister may 
stand for women in general, perhaps parallelling Lailh in Tay. 1125 
r 
above, but any precise connection between women and wic; ül remains 
elusive. Although the matter has not been systematically investigated,, 
in dealing with the fasting hadiths as a whole, the impression has 
been gained that women feature in them more frequently than in had- 
1ths on other subjects. It may tentatively be suggested that this 
is an acknowledgement by the composers of the 1iadiths of. a greater 
lilting for voluntary fasting among women; this phenomenon is sub- 
stantiated by occasional factual reports 
2 
There remain a few minor points connected with the discussion 
of tricäl. It may be noted that Shäfi°T's version of Idälilc 38 has 
'(inn! lastu) mithlakum' for ka-hai'atalcum3. There seers no practi- 
cal difference, but the latter version does recall (and controvert) 
the Quranic 'innamn ans. basharun mithlakum'4. 
Taking wisfl by its less rigourous definition, the eating of 
one meal per day, a parallel arises with the Jewish method of per- 
forming long fasts. Compare also the situation which Q2/187 is 
reforming. It is therefore conceivable that besides the anti-ascetic 
element, which seems to have motivated the earliest ihadiths, part 
I That of al-nar'a al-rrutawaffä anhä; see for example b. Sa'd 8/ 
366, Shäf. Umm, Ciddat al-mutawaffä anhä. 
2 Antoun, b. al-Iiajj. 
3 
Used in an identical way, Iiälik Iiaj] 83.4 Q18/110. This phrase, 
without the final word, appears in numerous hadi. ths 
(see tlencinck) 
and occurs ih the Iuwatta' (Aqdiya 1). 
5 Some at least seem to have been performed thus: cf. Line'. Jud. ''asten' 
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of the reason for the dislike of wi: ä1 was its closeness to regular 
Jewish practice. However, the definition of wicäl is somewhat flex- 
ible, and it is not definite that all the 1ºuslim lawyers would have 
called such fasting by the name of wigäl. 
An in:; tunce of an alternative name for winül apparently occurs 
in, I"luw. Shaib. 27, where the 'hatter' hadIth1, the purpose of which 
r 
is to'counter non-prescribed fasting customs in General, is used to 
the opposite effect. Its clause 'lcfna rastil all-ah yacüm hattU naqül 
lä yuftir' in taken in isolation to justify a bäb-heading 'al-mud- 
Ziwana 'als al-; iyam'. 
Trz °jil . 3l-al 
TaCji1 al-fitr (or al-ift. r),. the deliberate brin-inr; forward 
in time of the meal that nnnrks the end of the fasting day, originated, 
as Vajda Old earlier Goldziher noted2, in the desire to establish 
a contrast between Islam and Judaism. This desire is expressed in 
the one word tkchälifühumV3. Given this inter-religious polemical 
origin, it is not surprising to find repeated the pattern of the* 
chshurä discussions: the practice is ignored by the t"tudawwana, 
while t : älik who has three l; adiths on taGjil4, has no comment to 
make. The earliest recorded mention of the subject comes frcm the 
tafsTr of i-: ugätil b. Sulaimzn: Nugätil - `Atä'. - Umm Dardä' - Abu 
Dardä': 'Three things are the mark+"of prophethood: ta°jil al-fitr... ' 
Altogether there are hadTths of four different motifs on , 
this 
subject by the time of Shcäfi°i, although the latter only mentions 
those of Malik, and apparently doses not know Tay. 600 from the 
1 See Basic Fast, p. 211.2 Vaj4a, HUCA, 370. Goldziher, Mohamm- 
edanische Polemik. 
3 See Friday, above, p. 167. 
4 
Two are virtually identical and favour ta°jil. The other doea not. 
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Prophet, which supports his own opinion. However, even from these 
few matorials'can bo reconstructed evidence of a lively and devel- 
oping debate. 
Sh5fi`i's writings on the subject are fairly late, and he does 
not devote much space to its discussion. He simply takes together 
I"Iälik'c prophetic I; adith1, 'lä yazal al-näs bi-khair2 mä cajjalü 
al-fitr' (this is not in itself incompatible with his dictum3that 
eating must stop until the sun sets 
4) 
and the CUmar and e-Uthman had- 
ith, N lik 85: Mälik - Zuhri - Humaid b. cAbd al-Rahmän: Umar and 
CUthm7ln6 used to pray the maghrib prayer after making sure that the 
black night had come before they would break their fast. Then they 
would break after the prayer, and this in Pamaci; 1n. This*of course 
is opposed to the former hadiths of Nälik. Shäfi-i realises this, 
but nullifies the intention of the'companion hadith by claiming that 
fasting after nightfall is a technical impossibility, and that the 
two were in fact breaking without having consumed anything. Shäfi i 
supposes that Cumar and CUthmän were seeking the fadl of abstaining 
from food longer than necessary, and that they were (mistakenly) 
thinking that the matter was open (wäsi°). It is interesting that 
Shaibant, commenting on this hadith7 and obviously less bound by 
the Prophet's words than ShUfi°i, also considers the matter 'wasi61, 
seeing no ba's in breaking either after or before the prayer. 
It appears that Malik 6 was revised in ShäfiCT's lifetime to 
1 
i"iälik 6&7, = Muw. Shaib. 18.2 This phrase is not uncommon: 
parallels in b. Sa°d 1216,22130.3 Umm 2/96.4. Ile quotes here 
Q2/187, 'thumma atimmü al-ciyäm i1ä al-lail'. 
5 Similar is Muw. 
Shaib. 9.6 Probably two to provide the two shähids.. 
7 I"fuw. 
8 
Shaib. 19. It may of course be that 'Before or after? ' is the 
question the liadith is designed to answer: this does not stop it 
forming material for the present debate also. 
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exclude any 2ossible objections from parties who favoured the delay- 
ing of the fitr meal, for although in the Kitäb. al-; iawm. al-Kabir the 
hadith is no in t", alik., in the ümm (1/97), it has the addition 1 wa 
lam yu'alchkhirühu'. 
In view of the anti-Jewish motive for the practice' of ta'jil 
al-iftär, it io natural to look to the CIrUq for its origin, and it 
in noteworthy that in addition to the llugätil hadith above, 'ayälisi, 
another '_'. asran, hay two of the three pro-tacjrl hadiths of the per- 
iod. 
One of thcm, 1512, appears regularly in later collections, prob- 
ably because of its anecdo"kal style. Put briefly, two companions 
ask °A'isha whether it is better to hasten, iftär and delay suhGr1 1 
or delay iftär and hasten suhür. `A'isha replies that the former is 
better, being the practice of the Prophet. This pairing of the two, 
complementary activities also occurs in the Mugatil hadTth, and in 
Shaib. 1, where the hadith is in a rather different form, and only 
at the companion level. Again, the former choice is the accepted 
doctrine, according to Shaibäni2. Comparable is his comment ad I°tuw. 
Shaib. 18. 
Tayflisi's other favourable had. th, 600, is a polemical adapt- 
ation of, and counter to, ? Ialik 8. `Umar and `Uthmän are replaced 
at their prayers by the now more authoritative figure of the Prophet, 
who says that the breaking of the faster lies in preceding the rising 
of the stars, i. e. not so late as 'black night' of the earlier had- 
ith. The last phrase of the report, 'mubädarat tulUl al-nujüm', re- 
calls the Jewish injunction to assess the arrival of night by the 
sighting of a certain number of stars3, although for the purposes 
1 
See below, p. 253.2 Though if taken in conjunction with Muw. 
Shaib. 19, it is clearly not actually binding. 
3 See Vigouroux, art. 'JeSnc', col. 1532. 
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of the fuslim fast, nightfall is traditionally always reckoned in 
terms of dark and light, rather than by the visibility of the stars. 
An examination of the two textually identical hadlths of 1"Ialik 
(6 & 7) reveals that while one is from the early traditionist Said 
b. hlusayyib, The other has the earlier Sahl b. Satd al-SfCidl, and 
this is the hadith that Shäfi'i uses. 
There can be little doubt that the motive behind the ta'j31 
hadiths is entirely polemical. Because the first hadiths were placed 
under the authority of the Prophet, Shäfici adopted them and cons- 
olidated their lead over the then less developed oppostion hadiths. 
In this, way, the virtue of prolonging the fast, which one might have 
otherwise expected to have become more prominently advocated, is 
eclipsed by the desire to counter the practice of the Jews. 
f 
S uhür 
The word cahtir, coming from a root which contains among other 
notions that of 'dawn', signifies the meal eaten at the end of the 
night before recommencing the fast. Suhür is the act of eating the 
same. 
As was seen above, some hadiths1 treated'suhür and iftär join- 
tly, as complementary activities at opposite ends of the day. How- 
ever, Malik, in his section on to '-jfl al-iftär, -has no mention of 
suhür2, and it is plain from Nud. 191 that the early lälikls were 
1 
, 'iugätil, fol. 24, Tay. 1515, $haibani p. 
48.2 But 1ui. Shaib., bäb 
matä yuhram al-ta' rn Calä al-ca'im, has a hadith featuring Liläl 
which appears later i-n ', lay7lisi. This hadith does in fact occur in 
I: älil:, but in his K. al-Salät (14&15), and it is the one known to 
ShnficT 'see ; hat follows). No specific mention of suhür is made in 
it, and possibly it was not designed as a suhür hadith,, but the fact/ 
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not concerned with the meal as such, but, as is often the case, the 
determining of what knff<<ra or gadä' is necessary, in this instance 
for one eating after dawn. '.! e find that S"; älik has recently had cause 
to consider the so-called false dawn, and by-an analogy with the. - 
afterglow which sometimes follows the sunset, he takes it to be part 
of the night, for the purposes of the faster. 
It is evident that the possibility that it could be viewed 
otherwise has either occurred to him or been mentioned to him1, but 
as far as we can tell, not as a definite opinion or hadith. Shäfi'lb 
attitude, as expressed in Umm 2/96, is that eatint is permissible 
until the manifestation of the latter dawn - the one which spreads 
on the horizon (muetaridan fl-l-ufuq). This is the same phrase as 
Malik (Mud. 191) uses; see further on this note 1 below.. This'judge-_' 
ment is based on the alleged practice of the Prophet, but there is 
no surviving hadith which clearly fits this assertion, unless it is 
Tay. 15122 that is referred to. The same prophetic precedent is per- 
f 
haps referred to in fukht. Uuz. 3, where it is stated that Shflfi"3 
preferred taCjil al-fitr and ta'khir"al-suhür on the basis of the 
Prophet's action. 
In l: itäb Ikhtiläf `Ali wa b. tlascüd, the Prophet is not rent- 
ioned. Shäfi'i simply says that su4Ur is before, sunrise "(tulU&al-fajr)' 
/remains that Shaibäni and scholars of succeeding generations take-' 
it as applicable to this question. 
1 Not necessarily in, connection 
with suhUr. Another question related to this time of day is that cif 
when the sub'n/fajr prayer may be performed. In e. g. Umm 1/73-4, it 
is decided that it may be started only when the second dawn has arr- 
ived (wa idhä bTina al-faýr al-äkhir multarician hallat calAt al-subh). 
-ý 'z 1. c Sec Tacjil, abovc, p. 252. "' Umm 8/57. -r Cf. Taimüd Babli, 
Pesahim: In a public fait, one may eat until the ascending of dawn. 
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and that neither the IIijZ! i ulema nor the party of `AbdullFxh b. 
IdaecUd (the early Küfanc) agree with the "All 1adith that the Prophet 
prayed the qubl. prayer and then said, 'This is when the white thread 
becomes distinct from the black", i. e. advocating ta'khir. 
0 
This introduction of the Quran is evidently a later atep., It 
is clear from this brief discussion that ta'khir al-cuhür did not 
mean for Shnfi°l such a lengthy delay, that, is, until after the subh, 
prayer, though of course the hadz. th he knew may have had'intentions 
similar to those of the CAli hadith. 
. 
The subject did not apparently occasion much debate in the 
Hijaz. 
I 
There is to be found elsewhere in Shafi°i2 another hadith which 
by others was applied to. the question of ta'khir. ' Shafic'S's non-use 
of it may indicate that in his eyes it dealt with another, albeit 
related, subject, that of the timing of the adhfln. However, both his 
versions of the hadith make specific reference to eating and drinking, 
and it is. difficult to see that it was designed to deal with anything 
other than a fasting problem. 
It concerns the two muezzins of the Prophet, Bilai3 and b. Umm 
? iaktüm. Sufyän b. cUyaina - Zuhri - Slim b. CAbdulläh b. cUmar 
Abihi: the Prophet said: 'Bilal makes his adhän while it is (yet) 
night 
4, 
so eat and drink until you hear the adhl-in of b. Umm Iiaktüm' . 
The other hadith runs: Malik - ZuhrT - 3iilim b. `Abdull_h: the Pro- 
phet said, 'Biläl makes his adhän while it is (yet) night; so eat 
and drink until b. Umm I"'. akttzm calls. And b. Umm Maktüm was blind, 
1 Referring to q2/187. Cf. the later hadiths on this. 
2 Umm 1/83: 
bäb wagt al-adhan 1i-1-: ubh. 
3 Cf. Iýälilc, K. Iiidä' 15. -Like Shäf-- 
i`i, Ilälik seems unconcerned by the fa3ting implications--of the had- 
ith. 
4 
Arabic 'inna Biläl yu'adhdhin bi-lail', which is conven- 
. 
iently alliterative. 
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and used not to call until s o; o-one said to him "acbahta, aibuhta"". 
These hadiths. can be said to be in favour of ta'khz. r, but lit- 
tle more can be stated with certainty. The extent of the delay adv- 
ocated is not clear. Tay. 1661 parallels these hadIths, and it appears 
from others of Tayalisi's reports with the same theme that it-is by 
no means the original version. In Tay-897, the Prophet says that the 
adhinn'of Bill should not be cause for those eating sahar to leave 
off doing so, and neither should 'this whiteness' - the false dawn. 
Tay-350, rationalising, adds that Biläl's adhän is only to recall 
r 
those who have spent the night in prayer, and to wake the sleeper. 
Tay. 1661 can be seen as amending this rather unsatisfactory state 
of affairs, where the Prophet is in effect saying 'Ignore the adhfln', 
by introducing b. Umm Maktflm, as in the Shäfic'i hadiths. We learn 
further that those present used to restrain b. Umm N, aktüm until they 
had quite finished their sahUr. Nevertheless, there was only a short 
time-between, the two adhäns. This last has the flavour of a pious 
amendment. Later versions' quantify the interval. 
As was hinted above, it. is difficult to decide which question 
the original 4adiths were aimed at settling. In; particular it is not 
clear whether the idea of two differently timed adhäns represents 
a genuine practice, or a rationalistaion of a difference of ©pinion, 
over adhän times, or is simply a fiction stemming from the ta'khir 
hadiths. 
Despite these problems of precise interpretation, the general 
tendency of the hadiths on ta'khir al-suhür is clear enough -a de- 
laying of the last meal of the night as long as possible. It seems 
not entirely fortuitous that this question should have become linked 
with that of tacjil al-if är, which had polemical origins Later 
One is probably modelled on the other,. but it is hard to say 
which came first. 
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4adiths1 certainly make the sähür the object of a deliberate contra- 
diction of Jewish practice, but this is over the actual eating of 
the meal, rather than the time of its consumption. 
Tay: 2006 is interesting in this context. In it, the Prophet 
says, 'Eat the sahnr, for it is a baraka'. The need for such exhort- 
ation mii: ht indicate that there was a practice among some of not 
eating in the latter part of the night. The hadlth might equally be 
construed as an anti-ascetic measure, perhaps against some form of 
wisal, or as anti-Jewish2. 
i 
From accounts of fasting in ltamadän in recent centuries3, it 
appears that the sahür is generally taken well before-the night ends, 
and this consideration suggests that the discussion over its precise 
timing may well have been largely theoretical. 
al-Sawm Gan al-. Mayyit. 
It is a general principle in Islam that religious obligations 
cannot be performed on behalf of others. However, this conviction 
4 
was not always universally held. Yfls. 796, from Ibrahim, and Malik 
43, from b. cUmar, both state that no-one may fast or pray on behalf 
of another, it apparently being presumed that the other party is 
dead. From such statements, it may be inferred that the opposite 
had been suggested. These two instances are opinions rather than 
hadTths. The opposite point of view is upheld by Tay. 2630, from b. 
ýAbbäs, where the Prophet orders a woman to fast for her sister who . 
1 See below, p. 373. 
ffi Cf. later hadlths, and Goldziher, Piohamm- 
edani$che Polemik. 
3 L. g. Lane, p. 484, Antoun, p. 102, Dickson, p. 579, 
4 
Bliss, p. 213. In the pre-Islamic period, expiations could be shared 
3). See also Shafi°i, K. Ikht. al-ýJadith, bäb al-raj-al (ßyckmans, p. 30 
yamüt wa lam yahuj j aw käna calaihi nadhr. Also Umm 2/115, ha j j`an 
mayyit. 
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died on a journey before being able to perform a previously vowed 
fast. 
The matter occasions no direct discussion in this period. M11li1t 
42 debates the related topic of whether or not the gadä' of outstand- 
ing fasts, by feeding pogr people, may be a charge upon the estate 
of the deceased. Ile decides that it is, if the dying man specifically 
rmakes. a bequest for that purpose within the permitted third of the 
total estate, but that if he does not so stipulate, then the matter 
is optional. Thus the unfulfilled duties of the deceased, as opposed 
to the gadä' or kaffilra therefor, never become incumbent upon others. 
This is agreeable with Malik 43. Similarly Shäfig3 (Umm 2/103) says 
that if one becomes sick(in Ramadan), and does not recover, there 
is no gadä'necessary, but if one recovers before subsequently dying, 
and does not take the opportunity to work off the outstanding days, 
this shortcoming should be paid off (out of the estate) at the stan- 
dard rate of one mudd per miskTn per day. Although this is more rig- 
orous than Malik's view, it is still only the kaffara, and not the 
deed itdelf, which is considered outstanding1. 
Fasting in commemoration of the dead, as opposed to fasting on 
their behalf, has no place in Isl m as classically formulated2. Pos- 
sibly the Shi°i °Ashürä' ceremonies can be partly seen as an example 
of such a practice, but this cannot be stated with certainty, as the 
festival contains so many different strands. Westermarck3 gives a 
Moroccan instance of fasting after a death; this primitive activity 
gains no mention in the classical works. 
Though Zurgäni, II, 183, says Shäfi`T and others 'yastahibb li- 
wärithihi an yasüci 'anhu'. 
2 In contrast with, for example, the 
Jewish practice. 
3 
Principles, p. 399. 
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Certain of the muftirät, that is those events or practices 
which break the fast, will now be discussed. Some of these questions, 
such as the inhaling of dust, or swallowing rain-drops, are too 
trivial for detailed examination, especially. as they show no signs, 
of having provoked serious difference of opinion, and certainly no 
argument that found expression in the form of hadith. Accordingly, 
I 
only the major muftirät will be dealt with here. 
I11 'Zma 
For tiälik, the question of 1ijäaa (cupping or phlebotomy) 
I is 
relatively clearcut. He has three hadiths on the subject: 31, going 
back to b. CUriar, is a simple assertion that the latter and Said b. 
Abi Waggas cupped while fasting; 302 also goes back to b. cUmar, 
with a slightly improved icnTd (Näfi°3 instead of Zuhr! ) and designed 
to counter 31 by adding that in later life b. Umar gave up the. 
practice. A further remark, apparently by I1 lik himself, makes it. 
clear that it is quite acceptable to cup after the iftflr, in a per- 
iod of several days fasting. 32, from eUrwa,, seems concerned not so 
much with whether or not one may cup. while fasting (though an add- 
itional clause does favour this).,, but rather with the. question of 
whether once having cupped, one should carry on fasting. "Urwa con-' 
sidered that one could do so. 
Pialik ignores the subsidiary. point raised by 32, and expresses 
his view, recounted three times in, a somewhat rambling judgement, 
that unless undue weakness is to be feared as a result of cupping, 
1 Unless the contrary is stated, this is taken to mean 'while 
, Im 
8/372 (Kitrib al-3awm actually fasting' .2 Similar are Ziiafi`i, Ur 
3 
al-l: abir), and l1Iuw.. shaib. 9. On whom cf. Schacht, e. g. p. 248. 
4 
But cf. tdurw. ; 3haib. 9. 
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there is notliinf; acninst one so doing 
1, 
nor is any gadä' necessary, 
2 
even in Ramadan. The Nudawwana has two hadiths from the Prophet, 
one saying that cupping in one of three things that do' not cause 
the faster to break, and the other, through b. `Abbas, 'that the Pro- 
phet used to cup while fasting. 
Abi Yisuf in Kifa knows of throe hadlths: his 807 parallels 
r 
1l11lik" 31, though the two wothies are now Sac-d b. Malik 'and Zaid b. " 
Thäbit3. This recurrence of a pair of figures seems not fortuitous, 
and may perhaps be intended to represent the two parties to the 
cupping operation, the patient and the surgeon4. Although the dis- 
cussion revolves for the most part around the patient, the operator 
is also mentioned sometimes (see below), especially if it is a ques- 
tion of censure. It is conceivable that this is in some way connected 
with the dislike of carrying on a trade in the day-time in'Ramaýan. 
Yüs. 809 is slightly later: we learn that Umm Salamä, a wife of 
the Prophet (and therefore a more authoritative companion) cupped 
while fasting. This hadith has not apparently survived elsewhere. 
It was doubtless superseded by Yfls. 808, similar to the b. 'Abbess 
3adTth of the Mudawwana, but adding that the Prophet was not only 
fasting but in i1}räm also. This is a subtle device for dating a had- 
ith to the end of the Prophet's life, and thereby abrogating his 
I On this matter of undue weaknenn, it may be noted that although 
cupping would imply an illness needing cure, such illness, which in 
the case of Ramadan at least would be governed by the marid/safar 
clause of Q2/184-5, is never mentioned in the relevant 1adiths. 
2 
Cf. P: ud. 198, where read 'fa-sälima' for 'muslin'. 
3 The addit 
ional information, that they practised cazl, seems here subsidiary. 
4 
It may be less specific than this: the pairing could simply refl- 
ect the com, aon conviction that two'are better than one, which in 
IslUm has legal strength, in the matter of witnesses. 
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former actions: the only pilgrimage the Prophot made as leader of 
the h, uc1im3 was the so-called flu j jat al Vlada` 1 in the ycar 91 . 
The oxictencc of these improvements reveals that there was tho 
stimulus of opposition. Although claims that the Prophet did not 
cup while fasting are as yet unrecorded, except in the rather later 
'. 'ayälisT, and once in ShUri°i, they were evidently fairly widespread 
at an earlier date. 
Shäfi`i in the KitrAb'al-yawm al-Kabir mentions only flfllik 30, 
that b. CUmar cupped while fasting. This may be because the K. S. K. 
has not :. urvived in its entirety. In the KitFLb al-. awm al-Saghhr, 
however, the same hadlth appears, and also 1. lälik 32, although the 
first part, which, as suggested above, deals with a different prob- 
lem, is omitted2. ShM°i says that each point of view leas many 
followers, and although lie knows two hadiths from the Prophet, one", 
that lie cupped while fasting (probably the b. eAbbäs hadrth), and 
the other that lie said 'aftara al-hüjim wa-l-mahjüm', noither'for 
him is reliable. If either were, he claims, he would uphold it. Faced 
with this dilemma, he prefers not to cup, Ili-l-tawaggi', though 
following the judgement of fdlik, he says that if one should cup, 
then it does not break the fast. 
r 
By the time 'ihUfi', i wrote the K. Ikhtilaf al-; iadith, the posit- 
ion had changed. Ile now has the'aftara' hadith in substantially the 11 0 
same dress as Tay-1118, though with altered isnad and with circum- 
stantial padding: Abdulwahhab b. cAbdulmajid - Khälid b. IJadhdha' - 
Similar to Yüs. 808 is Tay. 2698. This and Tay. 2700 have an improved 
isn<<d through Migsam which appears in most subsequent versions of 
this ýadTth, e. g. Shaf., K. Ikht. iadith, also foot Umm 2/108-9. The 
fact that the Prophet did cup while on pilgrimage is 'established' 
in numerous hadlths, e. g. Umm 7/212. 
2. Supply 'illä' in the printed text. 
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AbU Qiläba - Abu al-AshCath San°äni - Shaddäd b. 'Aws: I was with 
the Prophet at the time of the conquest (of Mecca), and he saw a 
man being cupped on the 18th. of Ramagan1, and he said, while hold- 
ing-my hand, 'aftara al-häjim wa al-mahjüm'. This counters the for- 
mer companion, now '-prophetic, hadith from b. tAbbas, which for Shä. f- 
ici now has the fairly strong isnad Sufyän - Yazid b. Abi Ziyäd - 
11igsam - b. 
CAbbäs. Confronted with two hadiths of apparently equal 
weight (though Shafi°i still says 'if both are sound', as if there 
is yet some doubt2) he resorts to naskh, along the lines indicated. 
It is possible that the reference to the conquest of 1"1ecca3, another 
obvious dating device, was inserted by the upholders of the b. `Abbäs 
hadith to strengthen their case, since as far as we may tell, the 
1ligsam hadith is younger than the b. Abbas one, and there would 
have been no point in the proponents of the Migeam report thus dating 
their material. Shäfi`i thus ends up agreeing with the majority view, 
certainly that of Malik, Abü YUsuf, ShaibUni and Aba 1Tanifa, namely 
4 
that cupping does not break the fast. 
ShCafi'-3 also offers in support of his conclusion the independ- 
ent principle that nothing coming out of the body breaks the fast. 
1 No special significance should be attached to this date; it is 
probably merely circumstantial detail designed to give 'authenticity'. 
2 Indeed , iuzani, whi died 264,, was still not convinced by the häjim 
and mahjüm 1}adith, and is able to explain it away without much tro- 
uble (Amr wa Nahy, p. 160)". Part of the doubt may have concerned the 
exact reason why the rjim broke, for nothing enters or leaves his 
body: Zurgäni 11,176, indicates that some resolved this by consid- 
erinG his fitr virtual rather than actual - the ajr of his fast is 
lost, though physically his fast is still sound. 
3 I. e. before the liujjat al-wadfC. 
1. 
Ir 2iuw. Shaib., bäb al-l; i jäma, second and third i}adlths. 
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As far as maybe aocertained, this is nowhere attributed to any 
early authority, and certainly not to the Prophet. It appears at 
this stage to be simply an anonymous legal principle, or possibly 
an instance of the use of ra'y on the part of Shüfi`i. In later 
times , it is attributed to b. '? bb s and others. 
It may be that in the attempt to establish this principle lies 
the reason for the unexpectedly large number of hadiths that this 
practice provoked. If it could be shown that immediate physical 
relief from the rigours of fasting, rather than-the prospect of 
curing some unrelated ailment, was the motive behind those who 
cupped while fasting, then this last problem might be solved. There 
is also the possibility that cupping attracted so much attention 
because it is concerned with blood, a substance closely connected 
with matter:. of ritual purity, and one's ability to participate in 
an observance such as the fast. 
2 
f 
It may be noted in conclusion that two unfavourable opinions 
concerning cupping occur in the Talmud3; if a man fasts after 
letting blood, his blood is upon his head (i. e. he courts danger); 
intercourse after cupping brings a deformed or diseased child, if 
no food is taken after the cupping. Behind both these beliefs lies 
the. 'commonsence' view that cupping brings about a dangerous weak- 
ness. 
1 See e. g. ZurgrnT, II, 1? 6. 
2 In this connection, there is a noticeable parallel with the 
case of menstruation, which also breaks the fast. Occasionally, 
hijama is mentioned as fit to be discouraged at other times also: 
Westermarck, Pagan Survivals, p. 133: bloodletting is not to take 
place on a Friday (apparently from a hadith). 
3 
Minor Tractatea, pp. 406,564. 
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Jinaba 
The legal position of one starting the fasting day in a-state 
of ritual pollution occasioned by seminal discharge (known as jin 
üha, adj. junub) and not having washed before dawn is a question 
that provoked heated debate at an early period. It appears in a 
fairly developed form in Ililik, and Schacht uses it as an example 
of 'the conflict of doctrines in the growth of traditions' . All 
N lik's hadlths go back to the Prophet by way of his iwives, which 
is not surprising in view of the intimate nature of the subject3. 
fl lik 12, from `'Ä'isha and Umm $alacta, is the simplest example, 
yet its assertion, that the Prophet', s jinriba was the result of int- 
ercourse and not of a nocturnal emission, already indicates an 
attempt to counter a previous objýotiön-., to the original contention 
that the Prophet would fast after commencing the day in a state of 
jinZba. 
blälik 10 is virtually identical, but makes an additional pro- 
viso, 'in Ramadän', a further strengthening of the pro-jinaba. case. 
Tay. 1502,1503 are similar to I-Sälik 12, emphasising that the Prophet 
would arise (asbaha4) junub, then wash5(ightasal) and go off to 
prayer as on a normal day. This mention of prayer may be a device 
to affirm the validity of the fast after jinäba by pointing to the 
Prophet's normal action, even though he had been junub, in this other 
devotional activity. 
f 
The next staue, represented by t7FLlik 96, is designed to show 
that this practice was not, the exclusive personal prerogative of 
the Prophet?, obviously countering another objection: a 
'man 
comes 
12 
.1 2-3. ZP5 Generally `A l isha and Umm Salama. 
3 On this, see 
Shff. in K. I"tibär, p. 137.4 Necessarily after dawn? 
5 This des- 
cribed in a manner similar to that of Yüs. 824, below. 
6=I; 
uw. 
Shaib. 4, Shäf., Umm 8/372.7 Cf. the case of wigäl. On personal 
privileges of the Prophet, see Schacht, p. 46. 
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to the Prophet, asking what he should do, as he-has arisen junub, 
but wiche to fast. The 1rohet replies that he is in the same con- 
dition, and merely proposes to perform the ghusl and commence his, 
fast. The man objects, saying, '0 Prophet, you are not like us, for 
God has forgiven you all your sins 
1'. The Prophet becomes angry at. 
thin, with the clear implication that ih thin kind of matter at 
f 
lcact, he is no different from all other men. 
JZlik 112 uscs-the same isnad. as 12, and in a rambling anecdotal 
hadTth, `A' isha confirras her statement of Malik 10&12, to the dis- 
comfiture of Abü Iiuraira, who has been reported as supporting the 
opposite doctrine, namely 'man aYbaha jünuban aftara', a phrase 
which has the, characterictic ring of a legal maxim. Abü Huraira is 
made to admit that. he has no sound authority for his statement - 
'innama akhbaran'i mu'. chbir'. Essentially similar is Yüs. 824, whose 
different isnad goes back only to Ibrahim of Küfa'(d. 95), and . which 
is therefore probably an earlier version. 
It is quite possible that the somewhat disreputable figure3 df 
Abü Iiuraira4 was deliberately chosen to represent and discredit the 
view that jinäba without washing before dawn'breaks the fast, espec- 
ially as at this'period his alleged opinion survives nowhere outside 
this hadi. th. ; ay. 1606, in which AbTk Sad comments on a simple fav-° 
ourable hadith, saying that Abü Huraira was alone in his opinion, 
I As Zurgän3, II, 159 observes, 'i°tagada al-rajul anna dhälika min 
kha; a'isihi li'anna alläh yuhillu li-rasülihi mä shä'a'. 
2= nuw. Shaib. 5.3 On Muslim doubts about Abü Huraira, see G. H. A. 
Juynboll. 
4 
If the A. H. doctrine was ever seriously held (on which 
see below), it is possible that his name is used for abrogation pur- 
poscy: A. II. is generally hold to have become a Muslim only two or 
three years before the death of the Prophet. 
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need not be taken as anything more than a reference to a hadith such 
as Yüs. 824 or i"i'dlik 11. 
M lik's own opinion was quite in line with his 4adiths. He saw 
no harm in the practice, even if it was deliberate (Mud. 206). Ibn` 
: "lahb knows another favourable A'isha hadith (Zlud. 207)', parallel 
to M lik 11&12, more graphic in detail, and with a different, shorter 
icnadi because of this, and its explicitness, it may perhaps be con- 
sidered an early version. 
Apart from these instances, the practice does not occasion any. 
debate in the Pludawwana. This, and the fact that Yüs. 824 goes back 
only to Ibrahim, points to theGlraq and more specifically Küfa as 
the probable origin of the difference of opinion. In addition, we 
have the rhetorical exclamation of b. Has°üd (Yüs. 825), 'What conn- 
ection is there between fasting and jinäba? ' (expecting the answer 
'none'), reported from IbrZthim. Tay-1502, a favourable hadith, has 
Shacbi, another Kflfan, in its isnäd. However, he is almost as fict- 
ional a character1 as Said b. Musayyib of Medina, who appears in ' 
I. 
Tay. 1606. The number of different isnads suggests that the names of 
`7C'isha and Umm Salama were used early on, without specific isnZids, 
and that these then grew fairly haphazardly. 
It is interesting that Shäfi`i, who initially quotes formally 
only tlälik 92, notes that there are other recensions, and that the 
opinion expressed in it coincides with the local doctrine and indeed 
that of most areas. Though latterly of course Shäfi`i's acceptance 
of the doctrine is based on the alleged action of the Prophet3, it 
seems here as though he allows local practice to confirm his own 
thinking. In spite of the fact that the favourable view 'in the 
matter of jinZZba is that of the majority, ShäfiC does take the 
trouble to rebut the counter doctrine. From his words, it is hard 
1 
Sec Schacht on this, p. 230.2 Urara 4/97,8/372.3 Niukht. Muz., Umm `8/, 56. 
2G7 
to judge whether this for : häfi i is hypothetical or not. In the 
later K. I4tibär of Ilariadlhüni appear two scholars, Masan of Basra 
and 11wzä`!, who are said to have held this opinion, but those ass- 
ertions are qualified and uncertain. 
Sh-Lifi4l's rebuttal uses an argument that parallels b. Mast11d1c 
rhetorical comment in Yüs. 825. The argument in itself is sound 
'enough, but it nicrepresents the oppositions case, and does not an- 
swer it, for it fails to deal with the fact that it ultimately rem- 
ains purely a matter of opinion whether or not jinäba breaks the 
fast. Pursuing his arguments, Shüfi i, -in a sarcastic reference to 
the alleged opinion of. AbU Iluraira, purports to show that such-a 
sugr, cstion is devoid of meaning as it stands, and that the meaning 
which is accordingly to be supplied is in fact that of the prevail- 
ing doctrine. 
Shaibän3's comments 
1 follow a different line, which ShRfi"1 
would surely have adopted had he been aware of it when writing the 
above, so awkward is his defence of his own stand. Shaibänz. accepts 
the A'isha hadiths, and shows their meaning to be in evident har- 
mony with the prescription of the Quran, 2/187, u1illa lakum lailata 
al-; iyami al-rafathu ila nisä'ikum. Laila is taken to mean necess- 
arily the entire night; hence if one is. allowed jima` until dawn, 
how can the following ghusl fail to be after dawn? 
2. 
This introduc- 
tion of the Qüran as a proof is undoubtedly secondary, for the alm- 
ost unanimously hold opinion that jinäba does not break the fast, 
is ultimately grounded in common sense, and not in need of such el- 
aborate justification. 
It-is again evident that the dispute, was`IrFgi in origin: by 
1 Iiuw. Shaib. 5.2 Cf. perhaps a hadith from b. Umar (P, zmi, p. 127): 
a wa in al-mu'adhdhin adhdhana bi-l-galät wa ana baina'rijlai imra'ati, 
la-a-htasaltu thumma atmamtu sawmi. 
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the time Shzifi'T wrote hic I:. Ikhtil: if al-lindlth, the argument 
outlined by Shaibilnl had reached the 2"1flliki areas, and ShIlfV-1 
adopts it wholesale 
1, 
and naturally without acknowledgement. ilia 
previous grounds for objection to the Abü Huraira story are now 
however based on the relative authority of the reports,: the words 
of the' two wives of the Prophet far outweigh a report from a com-_ 
panion from an anonymous person. This also shows how Shüfi is 
thinking had developed. He is also able to employ further sophist- 
icated arguments, mostly analogies. 
Me suspicion arises that the attitude typified in the Abü 
Huraira assertion was never widely hold anywhere, and was something 
of a red herring, stemming perhaps from an over-systematic applica- 
tion of the laws of ritual purity2at some stage in the development 
of the legal sciences. The proposition (there seems too. little evi- 
dence to call it an'opinion of the usual type) was quickly and gen- 
erally rebutted, but because it was cast in hadith form, and an 
anecdotal hadith at that, it was virtually assured of immortality. 
r 
Qubla 
In Q2/137 we find that during; the night of Ramadwn the faster 
may indulge in what is termed 'rafath' and 'mubäshara'. Both these 
terms are said in to tafsirs to be kunyas of jimä', rafath mcaniü; g 
originally to speak directly of that which should only be alluded 
to, arjd ciubashara carrying the idea of mutual contact of skins or 
bodies. Leaving aside rafath, as it is not mentioned in the legal 
works, an examination of the usage of mubäshara, in Mud. 195-9 re- 
veals that for the Iiälik! s, and presumably (see below) their con- 
temporaries in other regions, the Quranic metaphorical extension 
of meaning to include sexual intercourse is entirely ignored; mub- 
Umm 3/523.2 This naturally leads one to look towards the Jews;. 
cf. posited `Iräg3 origin:. above. 
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äsiiara is apparently synonymous with mulämasa, and meant simply 
1 bodily contact, without any inherent sexual connotations . Evident- 
ly in the .. ', uran it can refer to something stronger than this, but 
the mufascirs' equation; rafath = mub6shara = jimfG is apparently. 
more assertion, stemming from ignorance of the situation that the 
Quranic ordinance was reforming? and perhaps also a desire for tidi- 
/ 
ness .- 
The Quran does not explicitly forbid mubäshara during the 
day3. This fact, coupled with the potential ambiguity of the word, 
raises the question of whether or not bodily contact between the 
sexes is permissible during the day. In the hadith, the question 
generally becomes specified as that of 'al-qubla li-l-95'im'1}. 
That it was considered to be of some importance may be soon from the 
fact that iIZZlik, who in his Kitäb al-ýiyäm has 60 sections, gener- 
ally of one I}adith each, has on this subject eight'hädlths. These 
he places into two categories, according to whether they take the 
severe or the lenient view (tachdid or rukhsa). 
Cf. a had'ith from al-IIasan, Sarakhs3, p. 59, where wubäshara is 
qualified by the adjective fähisha; it is obviously basically a 
fairly neutral word. Zurgänl, II, 165, says: 'yubFishir... ay talmas 
bashratuhu bashrat dl-mar' a,. wa nahw dhälika, lä jim3° ' . 
2. 'Seo on 
this, above, p. 156 et seq. 
3 
" The context however makes it alnost 
certain that such a prohibition is to be understood. 
4 
Though mubäshara is fairly frequently mentioned too. Where 
both are mentioned in the same place, it has not been observed 
that individuals hold opinions which differentiate between the 
two. 
z'! o 
llaiik 17 represonto one of the earliest recorded opinions, and 
reveals the existence already of a legal problem with two distinct 
parties: AbU Ituraira and Sa`d b. Ab-3. WaggZi uddd' to take. the lenient 
view (k-ana yura1Iiis7ini fi-l-qubla li-1-Yä' im) . Shaib. 3 and 6 are 
primitive hadiths, with the icnüd Abü Ilanz. fa - Iiammizd - Ibrähim, 
saying respectively that the Prophet used while fasting to kiss, and 
to indulge in mub; -zshara. 
For the other side we have Malik 201 and 18b. In the former, 
b. `Umar forbids both qubla and mubäshara for the faster, while in 
the latter, `Urwa does not consider that al-qubla can be conducive 
to good (lä tadcü ild khair). 
Also at the companion level, we find b. `AbbEs (Wilik 19) per- 
' 
mitting qubla for the older man, and disliking it for. the young. 
The obvious motive behind this hadith is mentioned specifically in 
a $adlth from the Prophet (mud. 196) which ends with a phrase rem- 
iniscent of Idälik 18a3 - al-Shaikh amlak bi-nafsihi. Compare hero 
also Shaibäni's comment on Shaib. 64 (above): 'We see no harm in 
(mubäshara) so long as he does not fear himself inclining to other 
than mubäshara'. Concerning the Mud. 196 1adlth, the assertion at 
this point in the t: udawwana that b. f-iºbbäs had the same doctrine 
as the Prophet is clearly an inversion of the true state of affairs, 
as regards the chronological development of the hadiths. 
I"; älik 15 is pro-qubla, and seers to be deliberately and pol- 
emically modelled on i; älik 20, the 
`Umar prohibitory hadith: it says 
1 Cf. Azrmi 3; 11alik 20 = Muw. Shaib. 8, which in the Lucknow 
edition has the gloss ' li' anna man hý: ma hawla al-himä jrüshik an yagec 
fihi' - another hadith. 
2 Baihagi 232 has a hadTth (also from a 
companion) where b. Umar it criticised by an old man for forbidding 
qubla. b. `Umar replies: 'anima ant, fagabbil, 
fa laisa Linda istik 
khair'. 3 See below, p. 271.4 As on r; uw. Shaib. 7. ' 
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that `Umar'c wife kissed' ''Umar's head while fasting, and that'he did 
not forbid her. `Umar'c former words are thus superseded. by what is 
more convincing in 1ctdz`. th terms, namely his action. This is the 
first hadith to make appeal to a woman in illustration of its point., 
and the genre quickly reaches its logical culmination in `iC'icha, 
who, being by all accounts the favourite wife of the Prophet, was 
presumably best aware of his personal mores1. Thus M. lik 14: Hishäm 
I 
- `Urwa2: 
`X'isho said, 'The Prophet used to kiss one of his wives 
while fasting'. Then she laughed. The clear implication is that she 
was the one thus favoured. 
`A' isha also appears in Mälik 163, urging the fasting "Ilisha . 
bint Talha to welcome her returning husband with kissing and car- 
essing (mulIcaba), reassuring her that this is quite alright. No 
specific appeal is made to the Prophet here, and the hadith may there- 
fore be earlier than'the preceding one. 
The opponents of the qubla then take up the figure of `7tieha 
in Mälik 18a. $he admits that the Prophet used while fasting to kiss 
her, but then asks, 'Which of you had as much self-control as he? ' , 
meaning that he was always able to curb any desire to go further, 
and that this was an example of his superiority to other men - one 
of his so-called khas3'is. It may be noted that this appeal to the 
special position of the Prophet has already been made more than once 
in the field of fasting5. 
This hadlth is in its turn answered by the lengthy and explicit 
Malik 136, using Umm Salama, perhaps the most frequently quoted wife" 
And being, his youngest wife, she is advantageous from anaskh 
point of view. 
2 Lilco °Urnar, now taken up by the opposing side - 
contrast with I°151.18b. 
3=1 
uw. Shaib. 7.4'ayyulcum amlak 
li-nafcihi'. Cf. above, p. 270" 
5 See above, on Wiaal, Jinäba. 
6 
1dutw. Shaib. 6. 
of the Prophet after `Ä'isha. The 1adTth makes it clear that kiscinG 
while fasting was not a personal prerogative of the Prophet. An. 
objector says, 'plc are not like the Prophet of God, far God permits 
his Prophet what he wishes. ' The Prophöt becomes angry at this cug-" 
gestion, and intimates that his superiority over other men lics in 
greater piety rather than in being the subject of special divine 
ý dispcnsntions. 
In some ways, cZ'isha seems to have been a 'natural' choicö 
as the protagonist in the hadiths of both sides'aind all regions, 
for the isnads culminating in her vary widely . Yfls. 
805 contains 
a simple statement, parallel to that of Ialik 14, but possibly cli- 
ghtly earlier, since it makes no mention of the object of the Prop 
hot's attention, while The. 806 has a kunya for yuqabbil, 'yugib min 
wajhiha'2, which suggests a later refinement. This might derive from 
a desire to make C71'isha avoid rafath, strictu sonsu, in her speech; 
in the came way, certain persons were troubled at her saying 'irb 
(see below). 
Although Malik does not discuss the hadiths in the luwatta', 
his opinions on this question are recorded in. the Iliudawwana, 19-7" 
lie dislikes kissing for the faster ('lä u1iibb': in another responses, 
he considers the qubla makrüh), and, it seems, any other contact 
with women (via lä an yublshir). Ibn, cAbbäs is also said to have 
forbidden mubäshara, and the same is related of b. ''Umar3, Zuhri, 
and `Atä' b. Abi iabäh. Others make the distinction, which is perh- 
aps implicit in the judgements of forner lawyers, that only mubüs- 
hart which is done deliberately for the pleasure thereof is blame- 
worthy. The point at which kissing. or contact becomes reprehensible 
1 Cf. Yüs. 805 (= Shaib. 4, similar to Shaib. 3) and Y. 806 
(= Shaib. 5). ' 
2 
Cf. Tay. 1391: nä kana yamtanil-u min wajhihä. 
3 
Cf. Na1ik 20. 
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is variously defined, in terms of physical reactions, in detail, 
while the discussion remains academic, detached, and, one must sur- 
mise, largely hypothetical. 
NFtlik is altogether severe in these matters: he considers that 
anything from an erection upwards incurs at least gadül1. Ile relates 
with evident approval a story of pious men of days now pact who 
rforbore to enter their hocieo by day when fasting for fear of any- 
thing untoward. ShUfi`i is less stringent 
t"Iälik, then, follows a strict line, based, as far. as may be 
judged, on pure ra'y. How much this influenced, or was influenced 
by, contemporary practice, cannot now be determined. As was hinted 
at above, if the attitudes on this matter evident in the Quran still 
prevailed in Ilodina in the second century of Isläm, this would help 
to account for Wilik's opinions. 
In contrast with Nrilik's attiude, ShaibanZ and AbU Van3fa 
(Shaib. 5) are uncomplicated in outlook: they. see no harm in the 
matter, providing the man remains in control of himself3. 
Sh-afi°i came to be of an inclination similar to that of Malik: 
if one is aroused by a kiss, he should refrain (Umm 8/57). He is 
unable to say that it actually breaks the fast, although Rab1 rep- 
orts another saying of ShäfiC! 's, that it-does break. This is app- 
arently related to a hadith from the Prophet, which is the same as 
I. Mlik 18a, with the exception that the phrase 'ayyukum amlak li- 
nafsihi' now runs 'ayyukum amlak li-irbihi'. Later muhaddiths-are 
at pains to explain this'grossness in the mouth of `X'isha by 
On al-nazara bi-l-shahwa, cf. Talmud ;; inor Tractates: to loolc at 
a woman is tantamount to having her. 
2 Cf. lukht. i". uz., Umm 8/57. 
Shaib. j: 1 ý, an Chair dh-alika, ay illä al-nizälI; Muw. Shaib. 6: 
'-an al-jimä`': ritual pollution,. as much as contradiction of the 
Quran, is probably the factor in considering this limit. 
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clainin{; th:: t ' irb means 1I<<ja rather '-aduw, or revocaliaing it to 
'crab. Thy. 1399, accepting; the oriGinal wording, makes the best of 
it by making one of the figures who ask `t1'isha on this subject 
hcsistate and say, ' m<< kuntu li-arfath 'inda umm al-mu' minn' . It 
was probably a I1iki who made the substitution, which narrows-the 
meaning; of the hadith in a manner consistent with the attitudes of 
the I': udawwana. 
; hztfi'i's reluctance to depart from the Iläliki line is well 
illustrated by his cayinc, 'do allow this (the qubla) because of 
what the i"rophet did (cf. 'N lik 14) and the relaxctä. on made by b. 
r 
cAbbäs and others', namely that qubla is all right for the old, etc. 
1, 
and, as light be expected, he quotes the diuapproving 14älik 18a and 
18b. Mentioning the b. ýAbbäs judgement, he says there is no ikhtilZcf 
on this, but it is reasonable to interpret this as applying only to 
the Maliki areas. ShafiCi in the $isäla quotes also Mälik 13, a pro- 
qubla hadith, but this is used for another purpose. At times he 
seems to be somewhat arbitrary in the materials he chooses to take 
note of. 
Shafic'i had not always been of this general persuasion. In his 
Jitäb Ikhtiläf 'Ali and b. liaslý, üd, we find that the early Küfans 
consider the qubla m'akrüh, while the later Küfans disagree: theirs 
is the attitude reflected in Yüc. 805,806 and Shaib. zni. Sh'ifi`i's 
comment on this is that we (the Ijijazis) have it from the Prophet 
that he kissed while fasting, and from more than one companion, so 
we say 'la ba's'. Shafi'71 may well have been forced to adopt this 
position because Maliklo unfavourable hadiths do not , with the 
single exception of 18a, which is isnädless, go back to the Prophet, 
I Cf. Nudawwana. Muzani has Ib. °Umar and b. CAbbäsI. It nay be 
noted here that Muhammad, being of- a fairly advanced age when he 
was married to `A'isha, is conveniently covered by the b. 
`Abbas 
tahk ,s. 
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and therefore would not for Shüfi°i conctiute binding arguments. This 
state of affairs would naturally have been remedied by the later 
1I likis . 
Tayälisi has a number of 1adiths on this subject: Tay. 1399 
has been dealt with above; the remainder) are simple assertions, 
all but one2 from C isha, that the Prophet used to kiss while 
fasting. ¶2ho nature of Tayalist's hadiths as a whole tends to sup- 
port the conviction that in general the `IrULgIs were more lenient 
in this matter. It is not clear whether the change recorded in K. 
Ikhtiläf cAli and b. N, as`üd represented a general shift of opinion, 
or rather merely a change of emphasis. 
It is unlikely that we are meant to take seriously the alleged 
4 
saying of Rab3ca that the faster who kisses his wife should go into 
i `tiknf for three days3. 
Siwak 
Besides the major muftirät4, or at least those which provoke. a 
good deal'of discussion, which have been dealt with above, there re- 
, main a number whidh being of no great importance generally failed to 
generate.. hadlths, and were dealt with by the lawyers with ra'y and 
giyäs, more or less" systematically applied, and to a greater or lesser 
degree-of detail. Such are the questions of vomiting, sneezing, using 
enemas, rinsing the mouth, swallowing things other than food or 
drink, eating or drinking involutarily or forgetfully, wounds to the 
stomach, etc. 
6 
1 Tay. 1391,1476,1522,1523,1534,1578,15u6.2 1586, from hafsa. 
7 Umm 7/2411. Cf. Schacht on 'Kabi<-at al-ra'y'. In this inst- 
ance cf. perhaps Q2/187, 'la tubäshirühunna wa antum cakifüna'; 
4 
Amon st tho3e should perhaps be included menstruation: though not 
mentioned in the Quran in connection with fasting, there is a univ- 
ersal conviction that it breaks the fast; it therefore does not pose 
much-of a problem. 
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One of the more interestinC examples should suffice, that of 
siwäk, the use of the tooth-stick. 
1,1älik has no hadiths on the subject, but is at pains to est- 
ablish that for ahl al-9ilm, siwäk is neither forbidden nor makrUh 
at any time of the day whatever. 
This is an indication that an objection has been raised to its 
ruse at a certain time of day. From later debate we may safely infer 
that this was the latter half, when the breath of the faster begins 
to grow somewhat stale. This is exemplified by Shäfi`i, who sees 
here an application of the latterly widespread hadith to the effect 
that the remains of food in the mouth of the faster are, to God, 
sweeter than musk. M lik also knows this2, but does not relate it 
to this problem, probably not seeing the hadith as legally applicable 
at all. For Shäfi"i, then, the use of the siwäk in the afternoon is 
reprehensible3. 
6 
Mälik ignores this consideration, and we may accept Mud. 201 
as a reasonable explanation of this: Malik is more concerned with 
whether or not the stick, or using it, is a possible form of nour- 
ishment. Accordingly, he dislikes using a green stick, though oddly 
enough a dry one wetted is permitted. Neither Shäfi`'i nor Shaibrn 
nor Ibrahim (YUs. 813) is worried about this. 
It appears that this generally moderate attitude did not prevail 
amongst all parties, for it was found necessary to create Tay. 1144, 
an assertion that the Prophet used to use the siwäk times without 
number whilst fasting. This is parallelled, with the same isnäd, in 
Mud. 201 . 
1 Cf. ühaib II, 3" 
2 58; cf. also Tay. 2413. 
3 Uran 3/59, Umm 2/101. Otherwise, Shafi°i is very much in favour 
of siarnl;; cf. Umm 1/23. 
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Ethical hadiths 
Not durprisint; ly, the legal works which constitute virtually 
the sole source of our information on fasting in this period, and 
which as has been seen may often be suspected of Giving us details 
of opinions rather than of practices, contain little material that 
is not susceptible of direct legal application. However, there are 
to be'found a few injunctions that are Guided by moral rather than 
legal considerations. These came originally no doubt from diverse 
sources, although they may conceivably have already been gathered 
together in works similar to the (later) Jämic of Ibn Wahb, which 
contains a considerable proportion of non-legal hadiths. 
A typical example is Shafi°i, Umm 8/58: Fast decorously, and 
do not use unseemly language. If a faster is abused, he should 
(merely) reply, 'ans sä'im', on account of the Prophetic hadith to 
that effect1 . 
r 
There is also a number of Iiad3ths which attempt in one way or 
another to assess the spiritual value of fasting. At this period, 
the main source for this kind of 4adtth is Tayalisi, although Iiälik 
also has three, all through AbU Huraira, a convenient vehicle 
2 
for pious material of no legal weight. These i}adiths by their nature 
are not likely to show evidence of serious differences of opinion, 
and none are to be noticed. 
Several of the themes which occur repeatedly in later collect- 
ions are' already present: Ramadän sees the opening of the gates of 
Paradise, the shutting of those of hell, -and the chaining up of 
the satans3. Fasting is a junna, a protection. The remains of food 
1 Cf. Iialik 57, Tay. 2537. .2t. älik 57-9. 
3 Malik 59- 117ilik 53, Tay. 227,560, and of. -Ezra 8/23. 
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in the faster's mouth (khulüf fara al ä'im) zre to God1 sweeter 
2 
than musk (which, as another 1adlth points out, is in turn atyab 
al-tib, the most fragrant of perfumes). In Tayälisl, 2436, this sent- 
ence appears at the end of a longer hadith, and the implication here 
is apparently that the faster should not use perfume. It is doubtful 
whether this is always the object of this hadith. On these ! khulüf', 
compare perhaps Talmud Ilat; igah: Hic tooth wore black by reason of 
his fasts. 
Another hadith claims that every good deed is rewarded ten- to 
seven hundred-fold, excepting fasting, ' the reward of which is in 
i 
the hands-of God3. This seems to indicate that fasting is the only 
genuinely selfless activity. One day's fast in the way of God is said 
to ward off hell for seventy autumns4. Compare here the case of the 
Rabbi who fasted ' um vom . "ever des Iiölles nicht versehrten zu warden' - 
As for the mF. ntion of 'fi sabil Allah' in this hadith, there may be 
here a connection with the abstinence said to be observed by the 
Arabs bofpre battle6. Compare also the reports of fasting on raids 
mentioned under 'Safar' above; while not historically true, these 
reports may derive from a model based in real life. According to Tay. 
2584, the faster's prayers are answered - probably related to Q2/186. 
Several hadiths stress the importance of the purity of the inner 
I In contrast to the sensation experienced by mortals: cf. Francis. 
Gano Benedict, A Study of Prolonged Fasting, 1915, Washington D. C. 
p. 64: On the 3rd day, the odor of the breath was offensive, becoming 
fetid... (but becoming less so by the 31st day). See also Zurqüni II, 
198.2 Ibn Sa9d 12113.3 Nälik 53, Tay. 2584 (cf. Aziri 3ý The 
precise meaning of the last phrase of this is not clear: a number of 
theories are enumerated by Zurgäni Ii 200.4 Tay. 2186. On rock 
oninG in autumns, cf. b. ; aC d1 110, -140 kharifan'. 
5 
Lnc. Judaica, 
from B. Miez. 55a. 
6 
See ch. 1 on possibility of Quranic'. 'safar' eq- 
ualling 'raid'. 
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motives of the faster, as opposed to his outward physical abatent- 
ion1: he who fasts in faith and nindful of the heavenly rewards 
(irn nan wa ihtioäban) will be forgiven all his sine. It in possiblo, 
to see here a general counter to. the debateable claims surrounding 
the relative powers of forgiveness attributable to the. 
CXshürä'and 
Arafat fasts, and comparable in motive to the 'Basic Fant-f, haditho 
'discussed earlier. 
Tay. 747,2131, however, suggest that no physical act of piety 
can approach in worth a love of God2. Returning to the motives of 
the faster, Tay. 1120 says that he who fasts unwillingly is like 
a rnushrik. Tay. 2107 asks rhetorically, 'How can one fast who con- 
tinues to cat the flesh of other people? '3 (i. e. indulge in back- 
biting). This is comparable to the injunctions to avoid evil speech 
(above), and in the Ginza Rba of the Uandaeans, we find; 'Fasting 
is not a physical affair, but consists of restraining one's mouth 
from lie. -al one's mind from evil thoughts, etc. ' Continuing the 
idea of kaffära is }ay. 408, where it is claimed that fasting, 
sadaga, al-amr bi-l-ma°rüf and al-nahy can al-munkar all atone for 
the fitna that lies in wife and property. 
Various minor cunnas are propounded: the best thing to break' 
one's fast with is dates, and failing that, water, for water is 
'tahflr'5. This is possibly directed against over-indulgence during 
the nights of Ramadan. The guest should not fast (when others present 
are' not doing so) 
6. 
He who continues to fast while others eat in 
his company will have the angels praying over him7. The young man 
See also Ghazäli on this. 
2 This apparently non-Islamic concept 
fairly well attested to in the hadith: cee llensinck, Concordance. 
Cf. Q49/12.4 Pp. 18,23ff. 
5 Tay. 1261.6 -Tay. 2203. 
gay. 1666. This does not necessarily contradict the preceding 
4adith. 
28C) 
rrlho cannot afford to set up home and marry ic; advised to fast, for 
1 far sting, is t7. ntariount to wi jam' -a sort of temporary castration . 
Compare here the story of Joseph's fasting as a prophylactic against 
the allurements of Potiphar's wife2 , and contrast the barren Rachel's 
desire for fertility, realised after twelve days' fast. 
In connection with the gates of Paradise, mentioned above, 
there is an interectinl; h, idith in }iäli1 
tF 
which says that for the 
practicantc of each religious observance, there is an appropriate 
gate, named after the Lctivity5, e;; cept for the fasters, whose-lot 
it is to pass through the only specially-named gate, that of al- 
Rayyän. This name, p roatimably derived in some way from the notion 
of moisture or quenching (root r-y-y), does not"appear, as far as 
may be discovered, in any place independent of this 1adith, and its 
origins are therefore hard, to trace. The idea of gates in Paradise 
is of course familiar in Jewish literature, and the name Rayyän may, 
perhaps stem from such a source. 
Besides the main topics which engage the Muslim writers on 
fasting, there are naturally a number of minor. problems which 
because of their purely technical nature or non-controversial 
nature are outside the scope of this utudy. They include discussions 
of minor muftirätG, voluntary fasting, forgetful'or mistaken brea- 
king of the fast, the minor Quraric fasts, and when the gads' of 
Raman may be performed. Generally the materials are scanty, and 
show little evidence of great debate. 
Tay. 272.2 eot. Jos. 3,4f.; 10,11f.; referred to 
4 
G. F. Iloore, II1 264.3 Ginzberg, I, 415. Jihad 49. 
5 E. S. Bab al-äalät. 
6 
On there, see Siwäk, abovo. 
One rather iarl; er topic which has boon excluded from thin study 
is that of I-tikäf, to which may perhaps be joined Lailat al-Qadr. 
AlthouUh traditionally associated with 12amae7An, these two subjects 
do not in fact have much to do with fastinc; as is pointed out 
elsewhere1, even the link with Xamadän is somewhat tenuous, and 
they will accordingly be ignored. 
r 
1 See under Q2/187, p. 156. 
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Chapter Five 
Fasting in the post-Shäfic^f badith 
Note on the sources 
The bulk of the references in this chapter come from the six 
canonical works, with the addition of the Musnad of Ibn Ijanbal. 
The collections of Dürim3 and the somewhat later Naisabflrl and Bai- 
hagi have also been useful. Not strictly a work of )iadlth,, but'con- 
f 
taining much valuable material, are the Tabagät of Ibn Sa'd; minor 
sources have included the ¶abagät of Khalifa b. Khayyäý. and the 
work of fiqh attributed to Zaid. b. 6 Ali. The Kanz al-°UmmUl has 
been found to contain many 4adiths not otherwise available in prin- 
ted form, and the iadiths of TUs% have also been consulted. Other 
lesser works are indicated as they appear. 
Because of the great number of Iadiths in this period, their 
generally technically well-developed form, and consequent relative 
anonymity as regards party and place of origin, chronological and 
regional comparisons have not been possible in this chapter, beyond 
the occasional indication of a iadith first recorded in, say, Bai 
hagi, as 'late'. Attention has been directed almost exclusively 
at the content of the hadiths, rather than their isnäds, with the. 
intention of continuing the analysis of their argument commenced 
in the previous chapter. 
To stem the proliferation of references, the major post-canon- 
ical collections are not quoted except when they introduce novel 
material, and many duplicate references have been omitted in the 
case of the Musnad of. b. Ijanbal. 
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Friday 
-A growing tendency to-disapprove of the,. fasting of Friday was 
noted in the previous chapter (pp167; fe). As as may be. judged, far 
it had been a , fairly widespread custom, hitherto regarded as unob- 
jectionable-in moat parts. Post-Shgficr-badiths. are almost unanimous 
in their support of the unfavourable attitude. A few Iadiths1 
(basically identical) forbid the-practice outright.. This must refer 
. to the custom, of regularly fasting Fridays, rather than constituting 
an absolute ban on all Fridays: as was, mentioned before, the most 
obvious flaw in such a ban would be the case of Ramadün. The Vadith 
is strongly asseverative., Most. vernions come fröm Mut}ammad b. cAbb3d 
b. Ja°far2, and others from Abü Huraira. Mus. 146 is typical: Muted. 
b. `Abbäd: I asked Jäbir. b. °-Abdulläh while he was performing the 
tawNf (round the 
_Ka°ba), 
'Did the Prophet forbid the =fasting of Fri- 
day? '. He said,, 'Yes, by, the Lord of-this, house'. The-form of the 
careful question and answer, posed. in a very holy spot, is clearly 
designed to reinforce the, point of the iadlth. In other. versions,. 
Abü Huraira denies, 'wa rabb. hädha al-bait', that it was he who for- 
bade the fasting of Friday, but rather it was the Prophet: this is 
accompanied by a-similar claim concerning AbU Huraira's, notorious 
doctrine on jin5ba3. It therefore seems that this hadlt1t represents 
a strengthening of the case of those who hold the A. H. view on jinäba, 
since in the case of Friday, a parallel claim is better documented. 
With the validity of the, A. H. doctrine on Friday thus 'established', 
the A. H. claim on jin3ba, which is otherwise weak, gains a measure. 
of 'authenticity'. -If this accurately represents the background of 
the 4adithýin question, then it may be concluded that it was never 
1 Mäj. 1724, Mus. 146, Bukh., bäb gawm yawm a1-jumoa, Där. 1735, Han. 7382, 
2/286,3/296,312, Tir. 742a. 
2 According-to-b. SaCd 5/350, he was 'galil 
al-4adith': none are quoted. 
3'Above, 
p. 265. 
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intondod to count as an argumont in the discussions concerning 
Friday . The 'bait' motif in the A. II. versions is probably borr- 
owed from the widely received b. `AbbUd ]adith2. 
The paradoxical nature of the Muhammad' b. cAbbttd 1 adiths is 
recognised by Bukh., bab gawm yawm al-jumca, which adds the explan 
atory clause 'i. e. that it should be fasted in isolation', which 
brings the 4ad7ith into conformity with the import of practically all 
the other unfavourable reports. Bukhärl's tarjama reinforces this' 
view, using words which apparently never'occur in hadlth form: 'man 
agbaha 96'iman yawm al-jumr-a fa-`alaihi an yufýir'. 
There are several versions of this basic message3. Tir. 742a 
has the common one fron Abü Iiuraira, which Tirmidht claims is gen- 
erally adopted by the jurists: the Prophet said, 'None of you'should 
fast Friday unless you also fast before or after it' 
4. 
Mus. 148 adds: 
'and no giyäm on the night of Friday' - of. the Abt! Darda' hadith 
below. Although the AbU Huraira report is so widespread, there must 
have been some defect in it to necessitate the floating of the b. 
GAbbäd hadith, whose first recorded appearance is after that of the 
A. H. one. Similar to the A.!!. hadTth is Ijan. 2615, from b. °Abbtts: 
'lä tasümü yawm al-jumta wahdahu'. Slightly more elabotate are. Sacd 
4/61, Jjan. 6/444, in which the Prophet rebukes Abü Darda' for spec- 
ially, spending (ikhtassa) the night of Friday in vigil, and the day 
in fasting (the familiar siyäm/giyäm pairing); also ! an. 5/224-5, in 
which Bashir bo al-Khasäsiya is told by the Prophet not to carry 
1 There are nevertheless other hadiths from A. H. on this subject 
(see below), which seem detached from any considerations affecting 
the jinäba issue. These no doubt helped to form a basis for the 
jinaba-polemical ones. 
2 Cf. also Van-2/365.3 Cf. earlier Tay. 1623, 
2595.4 ßukh., bäb gawm y. awm al-jum°a, AD, bäb al-nahy an yakhuss yawin 
al-jumlý, a bi-lawm, Mus. 147-8, Mäj. 1723, Van. 2/407. 
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out his proposal to fact Friday by itself1 and to refrain from 
speech on that day - this latter practice is hot unknown in the had- 
ith2. 
Of comparable content is a had! th3 from Juwairiya bint al-}Järith 
whom the Prophet is said to have married in ShaCbfn 5' A. H. Its cont- 
ent does not appear to contrast with that of the previous 'lä takh- 
uss'. hadiths4, and may perhaps be intended to demonstrate that the 
f 
ýadith applies equally to women. Compare on this Sa'd 72194, where 
Junada Azd3, in a report in which the Prophet-at"+-the Friday prayers 
publicly takes a drink to show he'is not fasting, says, 'I came to 
the Prophet fasting on a Friday in a group, of which some were 'women. ' 
Tirmidhi mentions that he has heard along these lines from 
`Ali (cf. Shäfici's K. Ikhtiläf 'Ali wa b. Mast-üd), Anas, and °Abd- 
ulläh b. 'Amr5. 
The other motifs in the anti-Friday hadiths are not new: in 
SaCd 5/375, iian. 4/8, Tir. Jum0a 4, fasting is not actually forbidden, 
but reckoned inferior to the other observances of the day (cf. Tay. 
1114, earlier). This $adith semms to have been polemically adapted 
to counter the Friday fast, for other versions (e. g. Sated 4287) omit 
any mention of the fast. 
6 
Han. 2/303 is apparently a conversion of astandard A. H. 
In the KU2318 version of this: '11L ta§üm yawm al-jum ca i11ä fi 
ayyäm huwa ahaduhä wa immä fi shahr huwa ahaduhä'. 
2 Cf. Goldziher, 
Ascetisme, where the character is Anas b. Malik. 
3 IIan. 6771,6/430, 
6/324, saCd 8/85, Bukh., bäb yawm yawm al-jumca, riaisab. 436.4 it is 
possibly more personalised and anecdotal in form. 
5 Cf. Han. 6771. 
But see Tir. 742, b: Umar. 
6 
Cf. b. 'Iajar on Bukh., bäb yawm yawm 
al-jum°a, also Naisab 437. 
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4adith: it inserts at the beginning, 'Friday is an id, so do not 
make your `Id day a fast day'. This latter phrase exists separately 
1, 
and the suspicion arises that the assertion that Friday can bo con- 
sidered an 'Td is questionable, to say the least. However, this does 
represent the only attempt in )adtth form to rationalise the prohib- 
ition on iriday. KU2317, from b. CAbbas, is interesting here, for 
it twists this thinking slightly: 'lä tasflmü yawm al-jumc-a fatatt- 
akhidhühuý'Tdan'; this has the scarcely orthodox assumption that 
fasting is the prerequisite or characteristic of an id. 
For further information we may tarn to b. ; 
iajar, ad Bukh., bdb 
sawm yawm al-jumca; besides the assertion that Friday should riot be 
fasted because it is an °Td, he suggests that one should'not'fast 
'li'allä yadcaf Can al-Cibäda', or because of fear bf. <going to excess 
in honouring it, as the Jews became obsessed with Saturday, or 
because of fear lest it become considered obligatory, or that it 
be made obligatory (here khilrtf of the Christians is said to be the 
motive). The polemical element, discussed in the previous chapter, 
is evident'in these 'reasons'. 
Another support of a negative kind for the anti-Friday fast 
sentiment is contained in Tir. 746, where it is claimed that the 
Prophet would fast the Saturday, Sunday amd Monday of one week, and 
the Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of the next. 
The evidence of the hadith clearly suggests that although, as 
Tir. (742) remarks, some of the ahl al-film favoured Friday fasting, 
this point of view failed to gain much post-ShäfitT support. The. 
Tay-359 hadith, 'ma ra'ayt rasal all&h muftipan yawm al-jumca', is 
still known2, but shows no sign of having developed. One new pro- 
1 See also Hilyat, 3/266: the Prophet said, 'God made Saturday an 
cad for thom, and chose Friday for us, and made-it an týxd for us'. 
2 Itäj. 1725', Tir. 742, Bai. 294, iian. 3860. 
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Friday 4adith is KU25581: 'man gEma yawm al-jum°a kataba allflhu 
lahu Oashrata ayyUm'. Another hadtth2 promises a rather greater 
reward: Kalb al-AhbEr said, 'David used to fast one *day and break 
the next, and when his fast happened to fall on a Friday, he would 
increase his gadaga offereing and say 'Its fast is like the fast of 
50,000 years, like the length of the Day of Judgement... It is the 
same. with other deeds; their reward is multiplied in it (Friday)'. 
These hadiths by themselves would. scarcely have given rise to the 
p 
great number of anti-Friday fast reports, and since we have virtually 
only one side of the argument, it seems that the other side, the 
pro-Friday section, must have been the relatively inarticulate pop- 
ular practice, something which, for polemical reasons, few of the 
later fugahä' chose to defend. The apparent innocence of Malik's 
position has been lost. Nevertheless, in spite of the dearth of 
specifically pro-Friday fast hadlths in this period, there is evid- 
ence of the ta'zfm of Friday in other ways: Han. 3/340: yawm al- 
jum0a sayyid al-ayyäm wa a, '-zamuhä Oinda allah min yawm al-fitr wa 
yawm al-acihä4; Sal-d 51367: Do not mount (to travel) on a Friday, or 
on the f-idainn. 
There are one or two hadiths which favour a Friday fast app- 
arently in conjunction with other days (not always. '-consecutively). 
Thus Iian. 6/289, which is a version of the Three Days Y}adlth6, 
specified hero as Monday, Friday and Thursday (sic). This appears 
to be a concoction of the Monday and Thursday recommendation? with 
the Friday dither thrown in to make up the three, or in order'. to 
1= Zurgäni 2/203.2 I; ilyat al-Awliy61,5/382. It is doubtful 
whether the reporting of this particular hadith by Ka°b al-Ahbgr is 
indicative of a Jewish. origin. 
3 Cf. Sacd 118.4 Said here to be 
Adam's birthday. Compare the dislike expressed by some of travel 
in Ramadän. 
6 
p. 321.7 pp. 213,324. 
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promote it by association with the more established fast. Baihagi 
295 promises forgiveness of sins to whomever facts Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday, another formulation of the three days; of. Ilan. 
3/416: Ramadän, Shawwäl and Wednesday, Thursday and Friday ensure 
entrance to Paradise. Another version says. the Prophet actually 
ordered such a fast; b. 'Abbess favoured it. Also relevant here is 
1 
p KU2623: he who fasts three days Of a 'shahr haräm', Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday, then God will write up to his account two years of 
worship. Finally, Baihagl has what seems to be a version of the 
'gillamä' hadith from b. 14ascUd2: the observation that the Prophet 
was rarely seen muftir on a Friday is reinforced by the further 
remark 'and seldom did the fast of Friday escape him'. These hadiths 
are almost without exception either late or non-mainstream. There 
seems little doubt that despite an undercurrent of feeling favour- 
ably disposed to the Friday fast, scholarly opinion tended towards 
the opposite viewpoint. Their cautioq was probably principally due 
to a fear of excessive tar-zim of the'day by the populace, backed up 
by an awareness of the polemical necessity of appearing'to differ 
from the Jews and Christians. 
ShawwÄ1 
The post-Shäfill period sees a great proliferation in the num 
ber of hadiths concerned with fasting in Shawwäl. The commonest' 
theme is that of Raman plus six days of Shawwäl being comparable 
to fasting in eternity3. A slightly different version, in which 
I No doubt this 'favouring' represents the origin of the prophetic 
liadith. 
2 See p. 168. Other versions of this occur at Van. 3860iNas., 
bäb rawm al-nabl. 
3 AD, M fi gawm shawwal, Tir. 759, M3j. 1716, Mus. '2o4, 
Han. 5/417, Där. 1761. According to the 111z 'An, the common link in the/ 
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aiyam al-dahr is replaced by riyam al-sana (cf. the earlier Tay. 591j), 
is represented by Ian. 3/3081" This may be intended as a deliberate 
expunging of the dahr motif, confirming the report's open implicat- 
ion that it is an anti=dahr hadlth (of which there are several other 
types), or more simply an introduction of the motif of expressing 
the value of a, 'fast in yearly terms. See also what follows: to read 
2 
f 'sana' facilitates the rationalisation of the six-day fast. 
There now seems little doubt that the six days are intended to 
come after the fiVr of Ramadän. Although only four hadrths specif- 
ically say 'ba°d al-fitr'3, there is ho indication that the other 
versions imply no break is to be made. Three of these, Mgj. 1715, itan. 
%80 and KU2957, together with DZIr. 1762, versions of the 'year' type, 
are the only ones4 to attempt to provide a reason for the six-day 
fast. As hinted at in the previous chapter, a fairly satisfactory 
solution can be arrived at by arithmetical means: taking the text 
'al-hasana bi-cashri amthälihä', Raman is seen to account for ten 
months, while the six days of Shawwäl account for the remaining two 
months (= approximately 60 days). It is doubtful whether this is' 
the true reason, for the precise motive for the selection of Shawwäl 
rather than another month remains unexplained, unless it is that it 
happens to be the month immediately following upon Ramadän. 
As suggested previously, the 36 days of Ramadan and ShawwIll-can 
equally be seen as a reformulation of the three days per month notion: 
this explanation is advanced by b. Märik ad Tir. 759, who incidentally 
/isnads of all these, Sahl b. Said, was thought weak by Nasal! 
(and b. Hanbal), which would explain the former's non-inclusion of 
this hadith, and perhaps also that of Bukhäri. Also Van-3/324, 
3/344. Different isnäd also, although the Tay.. version had Sahl.. 
2 Cf. the `Arafat/ CAshürä' hadiths. 3 IIäj. 1715, IIan. 5/280, ICU2957 
(simj r- are 2598,9) and KU2605.4 KU2604 may be included here. 
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also ccraidero that the six days may logitimatoly be fasted non-con- 
secutivoly1. Again, no reason for-such a reformulation is given. 
Possibly because it could be interpreted or defended as but 
an alternative expression of other more generally accepted fasts, 
the hadith not with little recorded opposition. However, ad Tir. 759 
we do have an opinion of Hasan al-Basri, who is stated to have said 
on hearing this hadith, 'By God, God is perfectly satisfied with 
the fasting of this month (sc. Ramadün) for the whole year! ' Tirm- 
idhi says he has heard on this subject from Abü Huraira also, but 
the hadith does not appear to be extant. According to Turtüshi, 60-1, 
. many 
thought that fasting in Shawwäl was obligatory, and this he 
takes to be the reason behind the reported dislike bf it among some 
fugahä'. It is not clear whether this was in fact always the case. 
Tüsi, Istibsär 2/132, basing himself on two opinions from com- 
panions, is lukewarm on the subject of fasting 'those days following 
the fitr' - Shawwäl is not explicitly mentioned. From Zuhri we learn 
that the fasting öf the six days after the fir is quite optional, 
and from ijuraiz, that one should not fast after Ramadän voluntarily 
until three days have elapsed2; the three days probably represent 
the usual extent of the fitr celebrations. Tüsi deduces from these 
hadiths that these days after the fitr have more fadl than other 
days, and that fasting in them is. quite optional. It seems that he 
selects these reports to reinforce an opinion already held, for no 
mention is made of the favourable hadiths from the Prophet3. 
The six days of Shawwäl hadiths were not the only manifestation 
of the special regard in which that month was held. In*an explicitly 
f 
'Huwa mithl 9iy7lm thaläthata ayyUmin min kulli shahrin'. This is 
strictly speaking not quite accurate, as Ramadan plus 11x3 does not 
equal Ramadan plus six, 
2 Cf. here also Tüsi 203.3"Possibly this 
is s. d because he is not a Sunni. 
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anti-dahr adith1 1 the Prophet suggeoto that equivalent in worth 
to siyam al-dahr is the fast of Raman 'wa alladhi yallhi', plus 
every Wednesday and Thursday. Similar is Han. 4/78, which names 
Shawwfll, and Han. 3/416, which adds rriday to Wednesday and Thursday. 
Arithmetic is apparently of no avail here2. The fasting of Shawwrtl 
may be comparable, to that of Sha°bän, where the proximity to Ram- 
an is definitely'significant3. Other indications of the special 
position of Shawwäl include the report in 1 lik that the Prophet 
4 
made up any i'tikRf that he had missed in RamaäZEn with ton days of 
Shawwal, and the allegation that this month was one of the ashhur 
al-hurum. The EI mentions, that some considered Shawwltl lucky for 
marriages5, others the opposite. 14! J-1744 also reveals a connection 
between Shawwrll and the achhur al-hurum: Usäma b. Zaid is said to 
have made a habit of fasting these imonths, until the Prophet ord 
ered him to fast:, S. hawwäl instead, which he then did until. his death. 
Apparently connected with this hadith is the succinct ', pum Shawwälan' 
(KU2600 -. from Usama). 
Possibly related to, or countering, the six days of Shawwäl 
reports, are other hadiths proposing a fast-for three days after 
Rama gn: this period would appear to coincide with the actual length 
6 
of the fir festivities. Conceivably. here the motive is to avoid 
1 AD, bab fi gawm shawwäl. Same as Tir. 748, KU2601; all from Muslim 
Rurashi. 
2 Unless Ramadan plus Shawwal plus every Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday is seen as approximately equal to half of al-dahr; cf. 
the fast of David, mentioned under Dahr, above, p. 207.3 See P-333- 
4 
Bab gadä' al-ictikaf. 
5 Cf. BalAdhuri, Ansäb al-Ashräf, Cairo 
1959, pt. 1, p. 410: A'isha said, 'The Prophet contracted marriage with 
me in Shawwal,. and made me his bride in Shawwäl'. 
6 
TUsl 203, cf. also Istibsär 132. 
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undoing the good achieved in facting Ramadan by giving onosolf 
over to the customary extravagances of the festival. 
According to Birün3, p. 333, on the 4th. ShawwUl falls the yawm 
al-Mub5hala, which some racomiiend'should be fasted. On this, see 
below, p. 3ts 
f 
°HShürä' 
It was observed in the preceding chapter how the Jewish fast 
of Yam Kippur had become firmly seated in Islam as the faßt of 
°Ashürä', and how various methods' were adopted to try-to diguise its 
origins. Those efforts continued after the time of ShTfieT, as also 
did the controversy over the historical and present status of 'Ash- 
Urä' within Is1Äm: the various contentions, that it was enjoined, 
preferred, optional or abandoned, each: have hadTths to support them. 
Very little in the way of fact can be drawn from the mass of hadiths 
surrounding the problem, but it seems incontrovertible that the 
fasting of ý, Ashürä' was an ineradicable part of popular Islamic 
practice in at least the central regions of Islam. Most of the had- 
Tths in this period have either appeared previously, or can be dir- 
ectly traced to earlier reports, but a few new themes occur also. 
In the discussion-: of the origins of cAshürä', the claim that 
it stems from a Jahili practice (cf. Malik 35), and is therefore 
not Jewish, finds much support. The commonest version1 claims that 
' shürg' was ordered by the Prophet, but that after the imposition 
of Ramaoän, it became optional entirely. Others2 are similar, but 
lack the mention of its being previously ordered. This might indic- 
L 
1 I"iu3 . 113,114,116, Där. 17? 0, Bukh. , b5, b riiynm yawm Vash7ur5', Tir, 753 s 
AD, bab fS $awm yawm OUshürä' , Iian. 6292,6/29. =; 30, et al. 
2 Mus. 118, 
120,121; Abü °Ubaid fo1.45, tfäj. 1737, Bukh. Taf. Q2/183. 
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ate that the 'order' was inserted either to make ýAshürä' as an imp- 
osed fast strictly comparable with Ramacün, and therefore capable 
of being abrogated by the latter, or to make the whole hadith cou- 
nter a separate claim that 'Ashürä' was (still) an ordered fast. 
Some versions1 have an addition clearly intended as unfavourable to 
`Ashürä': b. `Umar (the last link in. the isnEd) never used to fast 
it unless it coincided with some other fast"he happened to be en- 
gaged in -'compare the Friday 'lä takhugs' hadlths. Only a very few 
versions attempt to give a reason for the Jähills' fast. It is said 
to be 'yawn min ayyam allah'2. The Prophet offers this information 
after the imposition of Ramadän, and the addition is clearly desig- 
ned to maintdin. Tshürä' in a favoured, if now optional, position. 
Ibn Hajar (on Bukh., bUb siyAm yawm 1ý-äshürä') notes amore detailed 
explanation, that some say Quraish committed a great sin in the past, 
and instituted the c, Äshnrä' fast to atone for it - as barely con- 
cealed calque of the traditional Jewish explanation of the origin 
of YUm Kippur. Note also a claim occurring at the"Han. 6/244 version 
of the hadith3, that OAshürä' was a day on which the Kaeba was 
veiled. This is the bnly 'concrete' link with the Jähiliyya, but 
given the polemical charge of the hadith, it cannot bo. taken to re- 
present any historical fact. Seemingly anti-Äshürä'. is a version 
of the Jähiliyya report in which the fasters are not described very 
flatteringly: F; ilyat al=AwliyV', 9/41: k7inat al-wahash tasüm yawm 
`äshürä'. Also resenting the connection with 'pagan'"times is the 
assertion of b. Duraid, that CAshürä' is an Islamic name, unknown 
in the Jähiliyya. 
1 Mir. 1769, AbU cUbaid, fo1.45, Mus. 119, Sar-d'4116, Van. 4483, Bukii., brLb' 
wujüb gawm ramajän. 
2 t-lus. 117, xan. 5203, AD, bab fi sawm yawm cäshüra'. 
3 Cf. b. llajar on Bukh., bÄb siyäm yawm I-äshürä'. 
4 
ZLirqüni, 
2,117. 
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A quite separate hadith is b. Satd 1117 (cf. also llan. 2/359), 
which claims that Noah and his company embarked on the 10th. Rajab, 
and disembarked on 'yawn clzshUrU' min m4arram'1, and that it. is 
for this reason that those who fast "Achflrü' do so. This may be an 
attempt to give cAshürä' a pro-Jewish origin2, or. may simply be'a 
borrowing from Jewish folklore, an instance of the familiar tendency 
to associate numbers of 'historical' events with important dates in 
the calendar3. A fuller version of the Noah hadith in KU (2642, 
from AbU Shaikh) exemplifies this further: Noah descended from the 
ship onto Mt. Jfldi on cAshUrrL' day. Noah fasted. and ordered those 
with him to fast, in thanks to God. On (AshürF. ''day God forgave Adam4 
and also the people of the city of Jonah, and on it he split the 
-sea for the Israelites. On it were born Abraham and Jesus. 
Another hadith concerning the origins of 'Ashürfl' is that in 
which the Prophet is shown as arriving in Medina to find the Jews 
fasting it (known also to Malik). On'enquiry, he finds that the 
fast commemorates the victory of Moses over Pharaoh; he then pre- 
empts the'Jews' right to celebrate the day, by saying (in most ver-' 
sions) 'nahnu ahagq bi-müsä minkum', and ordering its fast. Some 
recensions have 'awlä' instead of 'ahagq', which suggests more 
clearly that Muhammad and his followers have kept more closely in 
line with Moses' precepts than have the Jews5, who, as the Quran 
frequently testifies, often ppposed the will of divinely sent mess- 
6 
engers. As previously indicated,, this hadith simultaneously recog- 
1 This odd turn of phrase is not parallelled elsewhere. 
2 Cf. Muh- 
ammad's references to the pure time of Abraham. 
3 Cf. the long list 
of events associated with 'Ashnrä' by Birtni, p. 329.4 On Adam in 
connection with the fast, see also p. 318.5 In fact the (Qur- 
anic) 'awlZE' variety is recorded first. Perhaps not too much signif- 
icance should be attached to the difference. 6 See Sura 2, passim. 
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nicer and attempts to quash the Jewich nature of the day. Thus the 
generally received Sactd b. Jubair version 
1. The fact that it orders 
the fast of °ÄshürV is interosting, but does not, unduly worry the 
muhaddithfln, who have no difficulty in regarding it as abrogated, 
either as in the Jahiliyya type of hadlth, above,. or by the sequence 
of events outlined in the CA'isha hadith, below. Thus b. Iiajar sees 
it as belonging not to. the body of currently, valid material, but to 
the time when, 'wajaba calaihi (sc. Muhammad) muwäfagat ahl al-kitÄb'2. 
One must assume that Ilan. 3/340, from Jfbir, which says 'The, Prophet 
ordered us on `Ashüra' day to fast, and said "It is. a day that the 
Jews used to fast"', is an apocopated version of this3; the apparent 
suggestion that something should be done because the Jews do (or did) 
it is really not acceptable under any circumstances in orthodox 
18111m 
4. 
It would seem that this attempt tp promote ''Äshüra as-a sunna 
is either fairly. old, or came from an area. or group where the gen- 
eral doctrine that reference should. not be made to other religions 
for authority had no strong hold. 
The acceptance of "Rshürä' in the'ahagq' hadiths is not coun- 
tered, but is subtly changed in another version, where the Islamic 
practice-is rationalised in such a way. as to make it appear a delib- 
erate contradiction of Jewish practice (the'khälifffhum', notion). 
Thus Bukhäri5: the Jews used to reckon cWshürä', an yid (and therefore, 
according to majority Islamic thinking, not fastable), -so, Muhammad 
says 'Fast it'. This of course ignores the fact that although Yöm 
1 Fius. 127-8, AD 123, Bukh., bäb siyäm yawm clshürli' , rtäj. 1734,4an. 2644, 
2832; cf. also Han. 2/359,3164, Dar. 1766.2 ad Bukhäri, b&b §iydm 
yawm `äshürä'. 
3 Though the isnäd is different. 
4 
Unless one takes 
refuge in the manner of b. Hajar. But this is not apparently imp- 
5 
licit here. Ba-b giyäm yawm 'ý, ashürli'. Cf. also Ian. 4/409, and 
a 
T"lus . 129,130: 
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KippUr is a major occasion in theJewish calendar, it is nevorthe 
less a fast. The 'fact' of Muhammad's arriving in I tedina to find 
the Jews engaged in OWohürä' has provoked the expenditure of much 
effort in attempts to show that Muharram and Tishri did indeed 
coincide in that particular year of the Hijra, or conversely, acc- 
epting and building up from this datum a complex chronology of 
fasting in the early years of the Hijra. However, this, I}adith is 
like all others in that the information it contains is by itself 
no guide to historical fact; in this case, it is simply part of 
the presentation of a polemical cape, and any attempts to prove it 
r 
correct or extrapolate from it can only be vain: the Muslim calendar 
did not exist at this date as a separate system, and no disinterested 
. student 
has shown that the months of Muliarram. and Tishri did coin 
cide at this time. Even Birüni, who was quite willing to accept 
the Jewish origin of cWshürä'j would not accept this precise cal-' 
endrical parallel, for want of proof'. 
AD, bäb ma ruwiya anna CashUrrt' al-yawm al-t5sVý, (also Mus. 133) 
admits the Prophet's having ordered the fast of 
Cchüra', but is 
apparently' concerned to clear the Prophet of any charge of contin- 
uing a Jewish practice. The Prophet is told that 'Ashüra' is a day 
venerated by the Jews and Christians2, and his reply is to say that 
next year, it is to be fasted, on the ninth (or the eleventh: Bai- 
hag-1 287). However, by the time the year had elapsed, the Prophet 
was no longer alive. The report is clearly comparable in many ways 
with the earlier 'ninth' 1iadlths, but does not enjoy a wide circul- 
ation in this extended form. This is no doubt partly because it is 
so clearly at variance with the Jewish (and QuratshTl origin 4adiths, 
which place the adoption of (7shüra''at the beginning. of Muhammad', s 
1 
p. 329.2 The fatter are simply included for good measure: no 
need to search for a historical Christian CÄshürä'. 
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period in Medina, if not earlier. The iadith is somewhat inconclu- 
sive in one respect, for although the last ascertained act of the 
Prophet was to fast the tenth, his last order was to fast the ninth. 
This dilemma may however be a secondary point, for the 4adith can 
also be taken as an intended proof that oÄshüri' was never abrogated. 
If this were the real purpose of the report, it would help to explain 
its infrequent appearance in this form, as the continuing force of 
the order to fast c"eshürW was not a widely held doctrine among the 
aqi b al-$adlth. 
That this version of the hadith was designed to settle an 
argument about abrogation rather than the ostensible problem of the 
date of celebration of `Ashürä' may be indicated by tho existence 
of other, simpler, hhdithsl in which the Prophet says, 'If I live to 
see another year, I shall fast (`Ashürä') on the ninth'; this report 
is more clearly in favour of the change to the ninth, and the 
'khü]ifühum' motive is explicitly mentioned in ßan. 2154 (see below). 
Another type2 is apparently secondary, for it involves a con- 
scious and deliberate defence of the 'ninth' view, as compared with 
the earlier mere recommendations. Ibn`Abbäs3 is approached in the 
Maejid al-Haräm (in a holy spot, and therefore guaranteeing his 
veracity) and asked about 
clshürä'. He explains that it is to be 
celebrated on the ninth day from the beginning of Mu4arram;. his 
questioner asks further whether Muhammad fasted thus, and b. °Abbfis" 
says that he did. The alleged prohetic precedent had obviously been 
called into question. 
Mdj. 1? 36, Van. 2106,3213,19? 1,2: ns. 134. 
2 AD, bäb ma ruwiya anna6äshürä' al-yawm a1-täsic-, Mus. 132, iian. 1540, 
2135,2214,3212,3393, Tir. 754. 
3 Also the companion in the previous hadith. He was also the figure 
in the early hadith on this subject from AbU YQsuf, 801. 
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There are two other isolated hadiths on this topic, still from 
b. `Abbfls. ii, Ian. 2154 says: the Prophet said, 'Fast `AshürV ; be diff- 
erent from the Jews in it, fast before it a day, or after it a day'. 
The presumed implication is that either the ninth or the eleventh 
is to be fasted, rather than the tenth plus another day, although 
the latter interpretation is supported by Tirmidhi's addition (755): 
b. `Abbas said, 'Fast' the ninth and the tenth, and be different 
from the Jews' . 
It may be that the 'ninth' suggestion was never taken seriously, 
0 
for there is only one ladith that specifically rebuts it'(perhaps 
the mass of other OTshürä' reports are seen as sufficient support 
of the orthodox definition of its date, together with the innate 
linguistic connection of 'Ashürä' with the tenth), namely Tir. 755: 
b. °Abbäs (! ) 'says the Prophet ordered the fast of t1shürä' , the 
tenth day2. However, some parties went so far as to rename the. shif- 
ted 'Ishürä' by the analogical name TRWRI; and there are indications 
in Tüsi (203) that its fasting was an actual practice 
4. 
Some tried 
to minimise the 'ninth' suggestion: see Tahäw3,337. 
The JähilT origin hadith, it was, noted above, terminates with 
the Prophet leaving the post-Ramadän*cAshürä' as an entirely optional 
matter. Virtually the same hadith, without the Jähili phrase at the 
beginning, is Mus. 115 (cf. also Bukh., bab=aiyäm'yawm cnshürä', Bukh., 
Taf. Q2/183). These are also from CUrwa - `Ä'isha, and it is reason- 
able to assume that the hadith represents the'model for the 'Jähili' 
I Cf. on this b. Hajar on Bukh., bab ciylim yawn ýgshUrHlj and V53: 
203.2 Cf. earlier Yüs. 802. For Muslim 'explanations' of the name, 
see b. iiajar on Bukh., bäb giyUm yawm Cäshurä'. 
3 Mus. 125, Abü CUbaid 
fol. 46, Iian. 5/96. Cf. also note ad Tir. 752.4 Though as the fast on 
this day is said to be in commemoration of lusain's confinement in 
Kerbelä', it is possible. that the fast preceded the name Täsü°ä'. " 
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1adTth. 
Comparable in content and purpose is a report from Jäbir b. 
Samura, in which the Prophet orders the fast of Ashürä', and vig- 
orously encourages its observance (yahuththunä wa yatac-ähadnä Cal- 
aihi). After Ramaýian was imposed, he ceased this, but. on the other 
hand he did not forbid the fasting of the day1. Somewhat shorter, 
and with a different isnHd, is Bukh., ýflb giyam yawm cäshfrA': the 
Prophet said, 'If one wishes, one may fast the day of CAshürü' '. 
Slightly more positive is another Iadith, generally through 
Qasim b. Mukhaimira2, where the question of C-Ashürä' is treated 
jointly with the similarly disputed one of zakät al-futr. After 
the appropriate nasikh verse came down, the Muslims were neither 
enjoined to observe it, nor were they prohibited from doing so, 
but nevertheless, they observed it. In some ways comparable here 
is the Mucäwiya pulpit Iadith3, although this also serves as an 
argument in. the related topic of documenting the basis of `AshürAl 
within Islam. 
Such arguments from the realm of usül al-fiqh lie behind many 
of the $adiths concerning cAshürrx', as was pointed out in the prev- 
ious chapter, and naturally the theories that provoked the creation 
of such 4adiths were still current in the period of the later coll- 
ections. However, most of the moves in the argument appear to have 
been made by the time of the death of Shafic, 3, and although the 
material of the arguments survives in 4adith form, the ßeneral-imp- 
ression gathered from the mass of post-ShäfiOT reports is that the 
For refs., see n3, p. 298. On TäsU4ä', we may note that Jaussen, p. 
373, mentions that among unlucky days there finure the 'tflsüc', or 
days with a, nine in their date. 
2 Nas. Zakät 35, Han. 616, AbütUbaid, 
foi. 46.3 Soo abovo, p. 181. Han. 4/95,96,97, Mus. 126, Nas. 80, Bukh., b7Lb 
giyäm yawm ýashürFi'. 
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theoretical position of"clshüru' was no longer such an important 
issue. Many of the ýadTths appear to be of a simpler type, dealing 
with CAshüru' as an accepted Muslim sunna fast. 
Examples of this tendency are those $adTths1 which unequiv- 
ocally enjoin the fasting of c7Tshfr8', These cause no. problema to 
the theorists, who regard them as to be soon in the light of those 
other hadiths which state the same and then go on to'introduce the 
abrogating Ramac n, reducing CTshilrg' to optional status or less. 
However, since they are in fact not so developed, it seems reasonable 
to assume that their original purpose was to advance the position 
of cTºshürä' as a current Muslim fast. There are not many of these" 
$adlths, and we may safely assume that 'a number of them suffered 
conversion through addition as just outlined. 
One such 'simple' hadith is Nan. 4/6, in which CAbdulläh b. 
Zubair "says from the pulpit2, 'Today is ciishürä' , so fast it; the 
Prophet ordered its fasting'. Another is Ijan. 10693, in which it is 
claimed that the Prophet fasted Ashürä' and ordered its fasting. 
Han. 4/415 is set in the mosque of Küfa, where Abü I. 1üsR Ash °ar3"has 
a message similar to the foregoing. The mention of Abu MUsä recalls 
the ýadTths in Shifici's K. Ikhtiläf -Al-* wa b. Mascüd4, as also do 
several 1iadlths in Kanz al-cUmmal: 2977,2995: CA11 and Abu I. 1usä 
were the most given of the companions to the ordering of `l'shürä'. 
In KU2993, it is said that c7C'isha was told that 'Ali ordered the 
fast of CAshlrü', to which she replied, 'He is the most knowledgeable 
I Not previously recorded in their present-form, though naturally , 
their tendency is paralleled by some of the early, non-technical, 
'sunna' type 1Ladiths. 2 Cf. the Mu'äwiya hadith. The pulpit 
motif is lacking in the'1an. 1F/5 version of this. 
3. A16o Dür. 1767, 
raj. 1733, both Urwa - °A'isha. More brief is KU2988 from "'Ä'isha: 
4 
the Prophet used to order the fast of eAshürä' See above, p. 1? 9" 
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about the sunna of those who remain (alive)'.. In KU2992, it in said 
that tho. Prophet and AbU Bakr and cUmar all ordered the fast of 
c7Ashürlil. The appeal made by these $adlths to companions suggests 
that perhaps they are considerably older than their first recorded 
appearance would suggest. 
A more widespread $adith advocating CAshürill but which takes 
a form less susceptible of abrogation by alteration than those prev- 
iously mentioned 
21 16 that in which the Prophet orders a man of 
Aslam, to tell his people that it is, 'Ashürä', and that it is to be 
fasted even if they have already eaten that day3. 
This iadith is carried further in 14us. 136,7; Bukh. bib gawm al- 
§iby, 5n, (cf. also Tir. 752): Rubayyi° bint Muc-awwidh adds, '.... and 
after that we used to fast it, and make. our children fact it, and 
make a plaything of wool to distract them if they cried for food'. 
The hadTth is clearly designed to reinforce the CAshürä''fast, rather 
than promote the fasting of children, which in classical Islfim at 
least is not favoured before maturity, even though they may be 
keen to do it5. However, as if often the case, practice seems to 
have differed from legal theory; at Sacd*6/78, a drunkard is upbr- 
aided for his condition with the words, -'wailak wa sibygnung siyäm'. 
I All these KU hadiths. are said to come from Ibn Jarlr (Tabari). 
2 Possibly accounting for its more frequent occurence. 
3 It is possible that this hadith is related to the question of 
niya, specifically the point of whether having started the day in 
one state, i. e. not fasting, it is technically possible, then to 
commence a fast. See on this the versions of this 4adith at Bukh., 
bäb idha nawa bi-l-nahar sawman, and Nasa'i 72-3- 
4Cf. 
b. Zia jar, ad Bulth., bUb sawm al-9ibyän. 
5 For an example of this, see Jaumier and Corbon, pp. 3-"k. 
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Compare the covority of the Jewich c7Cohür3l., whore according to come, 
children 610o' have to fact . 
A quite different type of hadith advocating CAchüria' is that 
found in KU2617, where the Prophet says, 'Fast `Ashürü', (it is) a 
-day that the prophets used to fast, so fast it'. Similar is KU2618 
(= 2636): 'CAshürä' is the 3d of a prophet who was before you (qab 
likum: cf. Q2/183), so fast it'. Whether or not these hadiths are 
connected with the polemical 'Moses' hadiths above is hard to dete- 
rmine. They may well represent a less complicated appeal to the 
past, comparable with the claims concerning Noah, above. 
Other favourable hadiths remove the question'of C shürIP from 
any pseudo-historical framework (perhaps deliberately, since this 
was so disputed) and simply recommend it as a ctraightforward sunna, 
e. g. Han. 6/2882: the Prophet used to fast the ninth of. Dhü'1-II. i'jj 
the day of `Asiiürä', and three days-of each month, the first Monday 
and two Thursdays. Note that here no comparison is made between 
CAshürä' and 'Arafat-(ninth Dhü'l-Hijja). The question of. tWshürä '' s 
being ordered-or not is ignored, which is also the case in another 
badith, from b. '`Abbäs3: I never saw the Prophet deliberately prefer 
the benefit of fasting one day over others except this-day, and this 
1 Apparently of a different intention to such hadiths is b. Sa°d 
8/227, where it is said of Ruzaina that she related iadiths on 
'AshürW. b.. Hajar's Tabagät reveals the following attributed to her: 
(the Prophet ordered CTºshürä'): he would call his children and those 
of'Fätina who were yet nursing, and spit in their mouths, and say 
to their mothers, 'Don't suckle. them today'. 
2 Cf. also the similar I an. 6/287, also Han. 6/423,5/271, Nas. 80. 
3 Bukh. 109, Mus. 131, Han. 3475,2856,1938, Nas. 80, Tir. 752, KU2057,29769 
2986. 
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month (i. e. Ramad7an1). It is interesting to note that none of Naca'i'a 
types of hadith is mutally contradictory, and all favour `Äshlirä'. 
This may conceivably refloct Nasa'l's own bias, but equally it may 
indicate that for practical purposes the arguments over 'XshUrU' wore 
over (Nasa'3 is the latest of the canonical six), with the result 
that the 1adlths with polemical overtones, omitted by Nasa'3, were, 
as suggested above, merely the records of earlier controversies 
rather than weapons in current use, and further that there was gen- 
eral agreement that the fast of cVshürii' was g-good thing, at the mu- 
stahabb level2. Tir. 753 seems to confirm this: 'The practice-is acc- 
ording, to °A'isha'c hadith' - the JUhiliyya one, which terminates 
by saying one is free to fast cAshür&' if one wants. 
Also on the favourable side may be mentioned three hadiths in' 
KU2641: He who fasts yawm al-zTna3, that is, yawm ýAshUrä', will 
thereby make up for, any fast he has missed in that year4.2644: He 
who can look after himself (wasiCa Calä nafsihi) and his family (ahl) 
on the day of `AshürR', then God will look after him for the rest 
of the. year. 2976: Umar b. al-Khattäb said, 'On the Day of Judge- 
ment, God will ask you only about the fast of Ramadän and of yawm 
al-zina, ya*ni yawm OAshürä ". 
Even before the time of Nasal!, there Are not many hadiths 
which positively disapprove of the fasting of `Ashürä' as a current 
practice. The unfavourable. comparison with cArafat continues as 
before, in various recensions5. Some have only the `Äshüräf part 
1 This last phrase not present in the Shäfiý3 K. Ikhtiläf version 
of this hadith, and its purpose might well be to rebut the assert- 
ion that OÄshürä' is abrogated by Ramadan. 
2 Cf. Hamadhäni, ICtibär, 
133: 'Ajamca ahi al-cilm C-ala anna sawm rlshnrä' mandüb ilaihi'. 
3 The origin of this term is obscure. 
4 
The idea of c7Cshürä' as 
the kaffZira for the whole year has already been noted. 
5 See ch. 4. 
Han. 5/295, M5j. 1730-191738, Tir. 752; AD, bäb fT gawm al-dahr tatawwuCan, 
/ 
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(cf. the 'zTna' 1adlths above), and are possibly the original typo, 
since they parallel the orthodox Jewish views on this day as atoning 
for the whole year, but equally some versions have only the Arafat 
part. 
More definitely opposed is the'1adTth in which Ashcath b. Qaio-, 
comes upon cAbdullSh b. Maoid eating on the day of o7Cshürä'. The 
former is invited to join, but replies, 'I am fasting', to which 
CAbdulläh says, 'We used to fast it but then it was dropped"* Most 
versions also mention the imposition of Ramadan as the reason for 
the abandonment. Although obviously related to the 'historical' had- 
iths discussed earlier, the style of the hadith appears to indicate 
that it is intended to express a current antipathy to °Ishürä', 
rather than to settle its historical and theoretical position. 
The canonical collections of hadith in dealing with `Ishürä' 
do not reveal all the facets of the subject, complex as their treat- 
ment of it is. Being Sunni to a man, they ignore the greatly diffe- 
rent emphasis that cKshiträ' carries in the ShIcT world. The EI gives 
f 
a convenient resume of the rites associated with the 10th. Muharram 
in -this respect, and it might seem that these are quite separate 
from the ýAshflrä' of Jewish origin so far discussed. However, it 
appears from a study of the Shic3 traditions that the two aspects 
are not entirely disparate. Because the basic assumption is that for 
the Sh "Is the day of 'Ashürä' is a day of mourning-for the murder 
of al-lusain, -the views of ShTGi scholars have been ignored in dis- 
cussions of this fast in Sunni Islam. This stand is only justifiable 
in dealing with the popular °ishüra': the Shi i traditions reveal 
that for the Sh O scholars the matter was not quite so simple. Thus 
/SaC-d 7236, Mus. 196-7. 
1 I. 1us. 122-4, Bukh., Taf. 2/183, Han. 4024,4349, Abü CUbaid fol. 44, 
I°tibär, p. 134. 
I 
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we find that the observation by fasting of °A'shürä' as ä day of 
mourning for al-Husain in in general'reprehended1. Excessive emotion 
is frowned on, but on the other hand; so iS tho fasting of °Ashürä' 
in the hope of benefiting from its fadl, in'the mistaken following 
of the belief if 'our opponents': these are probably the Jews2, just 
as the Jews were the object of khilaf3 in some of the more explicit 
Sunni traditions. 
The Sh3 i traditions as a whole appear to reveal an internal 
division of opinion, ' rather than a polemical difference between 
`Alids and Sunnites. It"is fairly well-known that to a large extent, 
and with the exc9ption of the isnads, Shir-i hadiths are similar if 
not identical to those in the Sunni collections. It is consequently 
not surprising to find in Tüst (IstibsAr) that the first haddth is. ' 
a polemical anti-Jewish one, familiar from the Sunni works, prop, 
osing the ninth instead of the tenth of Muharram. Others are quoted 
which are broadly favourable to the fasting of `Ashürä', and comp- 
arable with Sunni traditions, for instance that which claims that' 
cAshürii' brings the kaffara of the whole year. however, the tone 
of other Adiths, particularly those of Tüsi's SunanS, is somewhat, 
different. In one, `Achürä' is condemned (for no specific reason), 
and another repeats the 'abrogated by Ramadän' story, *ahd further. 
claims that to fast anything 'matrük', as *Ashürä' is, is a bid-a. 
`Ashürä' is not to be fasted anywhere: it is a day concerning which 
no 'kitäb' came down, nor sunny, except the sunny of 'al-zuyyäd bi- 
1 An exception to this is cWmili, a twelver, for whom 'sawm yawm 
r-7Cshüra' huznan' is one of the xnustahabb fasts (fol. 18). 
2 Though possibly the Sunnis are meant. This would perhaps acknow- 
ledge the general practice of fasting shires'. 
3 TQsI, Istibaär, 
p. 136.4 This is also in' CAmilig fol. 18.5 In general, the 
had- 
iths here are not Sunni calques. 
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gatl al-Husain b. cAlTI. It is a day of 'taahr'um' for Muslims, 
therefore they should not fast it, and he who does fast it will be 
rewarded with hellfire. Clearly, excessive zeal on the part of some 
led to the composition of hadiths against such observance of the day, 
which were based on the arguments of the SunnS reports.. Ttist recog- 
nises the difference between the two types of hadith, those favour- 
ý. able. and those strongly against, and rationalises their differences 
along the lines outlined above, connected with the death of Husain. 
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it seems safe to assume 
that the celebration of. °Ashüra' on the same day as the anniversary 
of the death of al-l; usain is largely a matter of coincidence: it 
may be surmised that the latter event became attached by attraction 
to the existing festival,. which already had penitential overtones, 
. although 
it-is of course possible that the, murder did.. indeed fall 
on the 10th., Muharram. 
. Dhü-1-Hijja 
One aspect of the religious practices connected with Dhü-l-; iijja, 
that was recorded in only one instance before the. death of Shäfi'i, 
is much more in evidence after that time. This is the general ven- 
eration of the first ten days of the month, known as ayyam al-Gaohr. 
Tir. 757 (Baihagi 284)1 represents the Prophet as claiming that 
good works performed in these days outweigh even jihäd in terms'of 
heavenly reward: the Prophet himself spent the days in charitable 
acts and spiritual exercise. Mr-1781 adds that Sacid b. Jubair, 
who appears in the isnäd of all versions, gave himself over to 
extreme 'juhd' in these days. This information may indicate that 
the prophetic Iadith was predated by a companion version in the 
name of Said. Although neither the Prophet nor Said is specific- 
1 Similar are AD117, Där. 1780, Mäj. 1727. 
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-ally credited with having fasted this period, it may safely be ass- 
umed that this is at least part of the intention of the 1adTth, since 
the mutaddith4n are-united in placing this ýadlth in their respective 
abwFLb al-rawm. There are also other ladiths which are more explicit 
- see what follows. 
The variations1 on the above hadlth display the concretising 
R 
arithmetical tendency already noted in, for example, the 'six days 
of Shawwäl' hadlths. They mention the fast by name, and claim that 
to fast these ten days is equivalent to fasting the whole year, 
while the giyäm of each of the ten nights is equivalent to the giyäm 
of Lailat al-Qadr. KU2651 is even more generous, promising a year's 
fast for each of nine of the days, plus two years for the day of 
CArafat. Nasa'i 95 has several iadiths claiming that the Prophet 
would fast nine or ten days of Dhü-l-Iijja, among other fasts?. 
Opposed to these iadiths is one through Ibrähim - Aswad - 
`Ä'isha, 'who says that she never once saw the Prophet fasting the* 
Cashr3. This is obviously a counter-]adTth in design, and is verb- 
ally reminiscent of the "Ä'isha report claiming that'the Prophet 
4 
never fasted a complete month. It does however seam to. -be quite old, 
since Tir. 756 also records the $adith with a lees developed isnUd, 
terminating in Ibrähim himself, with slightly different wording: 
the Prophet was never seen fasting in the °ashr. 
The motive. behind fasting and otherwise marking the ashr is 
probably not very complex, being simply an expression of the regard 
felt for Dhü-l-iIijja as the pilgrimage month, possibly experienced 
more by those who were unable to make the pilgrimage in person. It 
could thus form a kind of unofficial kaffÄra for missing the ha"jj. 
1 Tir. 758,1,15j. 1728.. 2 Cf. here Iian. 6/287. ' 
3 Mäj. 1729, Tir. 756, 
AD, bab fT fir al-"ashr, tdus. I`'tikäf, 9,10, iian. 6/42.. 
If 
See above, p. 212. 
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It is unlikely that these ten days have anything to do with the three 
plus seven days of the tamattua ordinance (Q2/196); the timing pre- 
scribed by the Quran is not compatible with a fast of the first ten 
days of the month, though according to some 9 the cashr was indeed 
the period preferred for the mutCa fast. This opinion may be attested 
to in Bukhäri, bäb 9iy5m ayyzlm al-tashriq: the mutca first is (perf- 
ormable) up to the day of °Arafat2. For a more regular interpret- 
ation, see Nas. Nanäsik al-I; ajj 50, which gives the Quranic ruling 
almost verbatim. 
Post-classical hadiths3 reveal a tendency (perhaps implicit 
earlier) to raise the question of whether or not gadä' of Ramadün 
may be performed during 'ý-ashr, and seem to imply that this period 
is more favourable than others for such fasting: compare KU2120: 
Raman is the 'sayyid' of months, and Dh7u-l-1ijja is the greatest 
of them in respect of 14urma'. 
In connection with the Cashr, some mention should be made of 
Nas. 80: the Prophet used to fast, shürä', and nine of DhU-1-Hijja 
4 
r 
(tiscan min Dhi-l-ijijja). Whether this means in fact nine days, or 
just the ninth (Arafat) is unclear; certainly all other versions 
of the 4a th just have tisca DhT-1-Hijja, which would perhaps be 
most readily understood as the ninth. Wore clear-cut is al-`Amili,. 
who recommends as a mustaiabb fast 'awwal Dh7-1-Ilijja ilä't7Isieihi'5. " 
Without this last information, one would have been tempted to suggest 
that the nine days in question were the 1st-8th, plus the 10th, with 
the omission of Arafat, whose fast is often vetoed. C mill also 
1 E. g. Farrä', ad Q2/196.2 Though this could quite well refer 
to the initial three days, rather than the full ten. "Tir. 773 appears 
to suggest it is normal for the mutamattic to do his-fasting in the 
ashr. Istibsär 119, KU2697-9, Baihagi 285. Unfavourable to 
this is KU2798.4 Cf. also r%as. 95.5 Fol. 18. 
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rolateu that fasting; the nine is equivalent to fasting in perpetuity. 
With the possible exception of the 9(th) Dhü-l-Iiijja reports, 
the cashr hadrths make no reference to the fasting of OArafat. This 
may be because they are intended to apply to those not at CArafat, ' 
and not on the pilgrimage-, and for whom 'Arafat is fastable, acc- 
ording to many. Aside from this, the question of fasting 'Arafat 
' shows some development in the post-ShZfie3 ]adith literature: it is 
mostly an increase of opinions supporting the unfavourable view. The 
opposite view was never well represented in 1adtth, though it exis- 
tence is perhaps implicitly demonstrated by the widespread hadith1 
in which Umm Fadl offers the Prophet a drink-on the day of 'Arafat, 
and he accepts. This report is in some versions altered to feature 
instead of *Umm _Faýl her sister Maimnna, the 'last wife of the-Prophets 
This alteration may represent an abrograting refinement that res- 
ulted from the stimulus of opposition. 
Of a parallel tendency are several ýadiths from b. 'Umar, in 
which he says he never fasted the day of Arafat, and neither did 
the Prophet or the first caliphs, though the matter remains opt- 
ional2 (this is specified as being during the hajj). 'In SaCd 7190, 
b. °Umar is shown as forbidding its fast3. 
Abü fIuraira is also used to attack the fasting of 'Arafat, 
this time specifically in Arafat. Thus Ilan-2/304, whore he repeats 
4 
a prohibition of the Prophet. 
It certainly appears that, although not always explicit, 'a 
distinction is drawn between the fasting of CArafat in Arafat and 
outside it. Thus no 4adlth specifically favours Arafat fasting in 
1 Dukh., bib §awm yawm "Arafat, Mus. 110-1, Sa"d 8/204, Tir. 750, ijan., . 
6/339.2 Thus Tir. 751,750, Där. 1772. IJan. 5948 omits mention of the 
}iaj j. Cf. Sacd 11171 b. Umar used not to fast "Arafat day. 
4 
Also 14Äj. 1732, Naisab. 434, AD, f3 gawm yawm "Arafat bi-oArafat. 
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aArafat l, while none forbids it outright outside cArafat. An excep- 
tion to this general rule is to be noted in T131 
2: Do not fast 
c'Ashürä' or `Arafat in Mecca or Medina 'or anywhere else. 
One other )iadlth, supporting the majority view, appears to 
borrow from a'motif more commonly' associated with the question of 
ayyäm al-tashrlq: 'the Prophet says, 'The day of Arafat and the days 
' of tashriq are our Islamic `id, and they are days of eating and 
drinking3 '. This is as close as the hadlth literature comes to 
rationalising the °Arafat prohibition. Another borrowing hadTth 
comes' in Tüci4: the Prophet never fasted CArafat after Ramadan came' 
down. This is clearly closely linked in form to the '1shürü' hadiths. 
In contrast'with these 1adiths, there are still several which 
are broadly favourable to cArafat fasting. Already noted is the theme 
of the comparison between Arafat and ''ýishürä'5, where the former'' 
is deemed to be twice as effective as the latter, lasting two years' 
instead of one. Not all versions appear to be ocmplete: ' Tir. 749 and 
KU2651 do not mention cWshürV, though the fact that *Arafat is 
still alleged to atone for two years implicitly invites a comparison 
with something else that is less efficacious. The possible logical' 
oddity of the comparative 1adith - if Arafat atones for two years, 
then strictly speaking it would be unnecessary to fast it every 
year - seems'to confirm the suspicion6 that the $adTth was devised 
primarily as a weapon against CÄshürä', although the atonement as- 
pects of CArafat may have been genuine7, even if the atonement was 
not originally associated with fasting. 
I But IstibYär 133-4 is quite moderate in this matter. 
2 P. 203. 
3 Där. 1771; Nais. 434, Tir. 773, AD, giyäm ayyäm al-tashrig. 
4 
203. Also Istib9ar 133.5 E. g. Van-5/295- 
6 
See ch. 4. 
7 Cf. Tüsi 181. 
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InIstibqür 133, wo: find that cArafat is equal to (but) one 
year. Whether this represents a deliberate - khiläf of the regular 
ýadlth is hard to say (see also what follows). 
The other early hadith, concerning c'A'isha'G fast during Arafat, 
also survives, but only in }Jan. 6/1281. It has apparently been robbed 
of some of its force by the addition of the rationale that it atones 
for the preceding year. This restriction to one year alone may poss- 
ibly-represent a primitive attempt to usurp, rather than outdo, the 
position of `Ashürä'. It is surprising that it is not more widely 
received; this provokes the suspicion that it advocated, or was seen 
to advocate, the fasting of Arafat in CArafat2. 
More novel is the composite hadith3 in which the 9th Dhü-1- 
Uijja, rather than Arafat by name, "appears as a day 'to-be fasted 
as a sunna., This is possibly linked with T c! 203: in it a man re- 
plies when asked about °Arafat, 'I fast it; it is a day of dul-ä' and 
mas'ala4'. This appears to reflect an unknown outside considerations 
One last report, not exactly a }iadith, which may be quoted in favour 
of the Arafat fast, is to be found in Hilyat al-Awliyä'(4/281): it 
runs '... and wake up your servants so that they may take their 
s4Ur in preparation for the fast of the day of CArafat'. 
-Although any unjustifiable harmonisation of hadiths is to be- 
guarded against, 'it does seem that opinion is settled that in Arafat 
itself fasting is not permissible, but that it. is acceptable else- 
where. 
1 Cf. possibly also AD98, Tir-773.2 Cf. the rather ambiguous op- 
inion of Tir. 750.3 E. g. Han"6/423,5/271,6/288, Nas. 80, naihaq 2285. 
4 
The same phrase occurs-in a similar hadith at Istibq'br 133" 
5 Though possibly it'simply refers to the regular Arafat ceremon- 
ies. On du°ä' and nas'ala in connection with the fast, cf. Q2/186. 
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As was the case before Shlifidi's death, the majority opinion, 
as expressed in the Iadiths, is to disapprove of the fasting of 
yawm al-nahr/al-ac} . 
A common report to this effect is that through Abü CUbaid mawlä 
°Abdalrahmän b. Awf1, that one or maor of the first caliphs, usually 
cUmar, reported that the Prophet forbade the fast of adhf and fitr2. 
r Several of these mention the early argument of CÄ'isha, that fitr 
is theday you break, and nahr the day you slaughter3. The prophetic 
prohibition is'also related from Abß Huraira, in a straightforward 
manner 
4, 
and from Abü Sacid al-Khudr15. Mus. -143 and Tir. 802 have the 
same prohibition from °Ä'isha. 
Various other Iadiths repeat earlier themes: the Prophet used 
not to go out on the morning of yawm al-nahr without having eaten6; 
the question of one'who vows to fast yawm al-nahr, answered by b. 
CUmar (Mus. 142, Han. 6235,5245,4449, Bixkh., bäb sawm yawm al-nahr). 
Perhaps aa-. -earlier hadith, since it is still at the''successor' 
level, is Sacd 5/134, where Hishflm b. CUrwa makes a point of break- 
ing fir and nahr. Another companion hadith, implicitly advocating 
eating, is Kh. p. 114. Also at the companion level is Sacd 6/114-5- 
Only one Iadith attempts to rationalise the nadir prohibition, 
and this is not specifically, against fasting; it is along predictable 
lines: Sacd'5/393: it is a day of sacrifice and celebration. 
1 iian. 435,225,427,224,163,382, Maj. 1722, Tir. 771, r1us. 138, Bukh., bAb 
gawm yawm al-fitr, AD, bäb sawm al-cidain. 
2 On yawm al-fitr, see 
" 
ch. 4, p. 190 et seq. 
3 See above, p. 197.4 i; an. 2/511, Mus-139, Bukh., 
bäb sawm yawm al-nahr. 
5 Bukh., bab sawm yawm al-nahr, sawn yawm al- 
fitr, Dgr. 1760, N1äj. 1721; Tir. 772, P; us. 140,141, AD, bäb sawm al-idain,, 
Iian. 3/7,3/39,3/66,3/85" 
6 
Ilan- 5/353,2868, r! ä j. 1? 56,1754. 
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As for the quoation of fasting during the days of Min'a/taohrlq, 
there is a little fresh argument recorded in the )adlth. Previous 
themes arearepeated'in numerous slightly differing versions. Thus 
the CA1t hadith1, which is the moat widespread2. In Iian992 and 
Sad 
21134, there is`no mention of the Prophet as author of the statement, 
which may reveal-an'earlier level of the hadith3, although in the, 
Sacd report, it should be observed that cA1 is said to be mounted 
on the Prophet's' mule. The sameýhadith comes also from other compan- 
ions: Mus. 145, IIan. 3/460 have Kacb b. Nälik and Aws b. Ijadthän (the 
two representing the legal shähidän? ); Budail b. Wargä' appears in 
SaCd 21134,4231, Kh. p. 108; cAbdulläh b. Hudhäfa in Han. 3/451, Han. 5/224, 
SaOd 21134'(also on the Prophet's mount); Bishr b. Suhaim in Dar. 
1773, F! j. 172O, Han. 4/335', which bias an extra clause stating that 'la-. 
yadkhul al-janna i11ä mu'min'. Han. 708, Sacd 2134 (bis)`add''wa 
dhikr lillgh' to the'akl and sharb. 
The simple prohibition, with the same rationalisation as in 
the*, OA271 had1th, is generally from Abü Huraira4. Occasionally, 
'ayyUm aklin' becomes 'ayyäm tutmin', and in one version (KU2829) 
'bir-ä1'5 is added to the list. The 1adith also comes from Yünus b. 
SaddUd (iJan. 4/77) and Nubaisha al-Hudhali (Mus. 144). In Tir. 773, Där. 
1771, from cUgba b. CÄmir, ayyäm al-tashrIq are combined with -Ara- 
fat, under the title ' TdunU ahl al-isläm', as unfastable days. 
It is possible that this hadith, considered generally, `is less 
advanced than the CA11 hadith, for the latter localised the action, 
guggesting that perhaps the same considerations are'involved here 
as was'the case with Arafat, namely that those who'are present at 
the pilgrimage celebrations are subject to a different regulation 
`1 
Tay. 1299: 'these are days of eating and drinking'. 
2 $an. 221, 
567,708,824.3-, Thus Ijan. 3/494, featuring Bi1ä1.4 IIan. 2/387,5/75, 
7134,2äj. 1719.5 Explained as 'wigs, al-nisä'. 
from that applying; to tho3o are not in Mecca, and who are particip- 
1 
ating by proxy . However, the precise import of a 1}gdith such as 
SaCd 5/101, Sacid b. Musayyib used to fast perpetually, but yet 
break on tashriq in Medina, is elusive. 
Another fairly common I ad'ith2 is that involving CAbdullnih b. 
cAmr b. CAa, noted. under the discussion of Dahr as a keen faster, 
who refuses to stop fasting on the days of Hing until assured that 
it is a prophetic prohibition which forbids this. As there is no 
separate hadTth recording CAbdullgh's practice without any subsequent 
modification, the ]adith need not be taken as indicating any real 
difference of opinion: like the Sa'Td b. Musayyib hadith, the more 
extreme the case, the more impressive, as an argument, is the event- 
ual conversion. A slightly different version shows cAbdulläh in re- 
pentant old age, wishing he had accepted the prophetic precedent3 - 
compare the dahr/three days hadiths where a similar deyice is used. 
The only glimpse of any real opposition to this unfavourable 
view occurs in Bukh; rr, who has in the tarjama of bäb siyäm ayyäm 
al-tashriq a 4adith claiming that CA'isha used to fast the days of 
Minä and that so did Hishäm. This is perhaps comaparable to the 
stubbornness attributed to `Ä'isha in the pre-Shficl period over 
the matter of CArafat. Bukhäri however chooses not to take it at its 
face value, but interprets it in the light of another $adith from 
b. '-Umar and A'isha, where the days of tlinä are permitted to be 
fasted but only as part of the mut°a fast. The same information is 
confirmed by other hadiths in the same blib (cf* also KU2834). Ibn 
hajar is not totally convinced by Bukhäri's reasoning on this point. - 
So far the fasts mentioned in connection with Dhü-l-Iiijja have 
largely followed on previous tendencies noted in the preceding chap 
1. On this point Cf. IstibgRr P-132.2 I; an. 4/197, D7zr. 1774, AD, bab 
i awm hyyäm a1-tashriq, SaCd 4210. 
ý Sacd, 4210.4 Cf. pre-ShEf.. debate. 
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ter. However, in certain of-the Shi°i works, a number of other 
fasts, principally of a commemorative nature, it appears, are rec- 
ommended. Thus the 1st. of DhQ-l-i; ijja is said to be Abraham's 
birthday, and its fast is said to equal that of 60 months. The 18th. 
is reckoned to be the day of nasab of the Prophet1, and we are told, 
that prophets used to fast this day2. Again, it in said to equal 
f' 
60 months' fast. According to °Ämili, another Shi cT, the 24tho is 
to be fasted, as it is yawmwal-mub5hala3. Whether these days are 
exclusively Shi°i fasts is not clear. Interesting also is xahäwj, p. 
337: the Prophet used to fast half of Dhü-l-1ijja, cAshürä', and 
three days. 
It may be convenient to include here the 15th. Dhü-1-QaCda, 
which Tusi recommends as a fast-day, for on it was founded the Ka-ba. 
The reward of this day is also 60 months. 
4 
In conclusion it may be noted that there may be a further 
connection between fasting and the pilgrimage in those hadiths which 
claim that an cumra in Raman is, as good as a hajj. 
5 
Three Days 
The practice of fasting three days per month, covering as'it. 
does a number of different formulations, becomes more widespread 
and complicated in the iadith of the post-ShZlfi-T period. 
The simple 'awgäni khalili bi-thaläth' report of-Abü Huraira6 
1 Sc. when he first received the Message? 
2 TUsi 203,4. Compare 
an `Ashürä' hadith in similar terms. 
3 Cf. Q3/61, where this root 
occurs. For a different dating of this, and a note on'the associat- 
ions of the day, see Blrüni, p"333" 
1F CImili also mentions this 
figure; it is apparently a common Shit device. 
5 E. g. Sacd 8/314. 
6 
See above, Three Days, p. 200. 
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is the commonest. It is now related in some cases from Abü Dharr 
too2. Two of these versions incorporate the 'al-hasana bi--ashri 
amthälihä' rationale3. AbG DardU' serves as the figurehead in other 
versions4. Whether the use of these two companions reflects some 
dissatisfaction with the Abü: uuraira version is unclear. Comparable 
in format to these hadithc is Han. 6/287, where tA'isha lists var- 
ious"practices, this time four in number, which the Prophet never 
omitted to observe. One of these 'is the fasting of three days per 
month. Slightly adapting the ten-fold reward notion is KU2586, where 
. we learn that the three-day fast will atone for ten evil deeds, and 
will purify in the same manner as water. 
There are other straightforward recommendations of the three= 
day. fast which-are not concerned to specify the days in question: 
NNas. 94: the Prophet said, 'A good fast is three days per-month5'. 
Sacd 1230: Three days' fast is a great spiritual cleanser (yudhhib 
kath3r min waIr al-sadr)6. Han. 2/263: Shahr al-gabr plus three days 
, per 
month is equivalent to perpetual fasting. 
There are also other hadiths introducing this equation with 
sawm al-dahr: Han. 4/197: the Prophet said, -'Three days fast equals 
yawm al-dahr wa iftArahu$'. Still at the comppnion stage, and not 
Sal-'d 7/115, Iýan. 7138,7180,7452,7527,7503,2/265,2/271,2/277, Nas. 80, 
93, Bukh., bäb giyäm al-bad, Tir. 760,762, Där. 1752-3, Iius. I"tusäfirin 85, 
AD, K.: ýalät 331.2 L. S. Van-5/173.3 Mäj. 1708, Tir. 762. Thus also 
one of Abü Huraira's, ad Nas. 94, and cf. KU3000.4 AD, K. SalAt 331, 
hius. Musäfirin 85.5 Cf. - also Uan. i, /22,4/217.6 Also Zaid, bib gawm 
al-tatawwu', Ijan. 5/154,5/363, Nas. 94; some add Ramadän ('shahr al-gabr'). 
7 Also 5/35,3/435" 
8A 
version in Iiilyat al-Awliyä', II, 354, has 
a rather different turn of phrase, not encountered elsewhere'; inst- 
ead of mentioning dater byname, its faster, it is said, 'qad adäma 
al-siyUm'. 
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elsewhere attested to, is the comparable Sad 7/65, where the (? per- 
petual) faster is persuaded by Umar to accept the more 'moderate 
three days' fast. In Nas. 94, CUmar's son relates a simple hadith, 
that the Prophet used to fast three days per month. These would seem 
to-contrast with the information given at Sacd 4/116, where b. `Umar 
is shown as having broken after three days of apparently continuous 
fasting; the 'continuous' element is certainly not implicit in the 
p 
great majority of the three-day fast kadiths. The Saod report is 
matched in some ways by KU2560: he who fasts three days of each 4aram1 
month, joining them together (yuwäli bainahunna), God will forgive 
-all his past sins. 
A 'number of hadiths come from Abü Nawfal b. Ab! CAgrab. One2 
claims that the last amr of the Prophet was 'fast three days per 
month'; the'form would suggest an attempt at abrogätion3, and the 
other reports in Abü Nawfal's name suggest how this. is to be inter- 
preted. These reports depict him in bargaining (istizäda) with the. 
Prophet over the'matter of fasting. Although Abü Nawfal is keen, the 
Prophet will not allow him to fast more than three days per month - 
this thus constitutes the last order of the Prophet. The process of 
bargaining is familiar from the b. cAmr b. BAs hadiths4, and as 
these latter hadiths eventually allow the greater fast of David, 
it becomes highly probable that tho AbU Nawfal versions represent 
an adaptation and rejection of hadiths which permit such an exten- 
sive fast. 
Various reports6 mention figures going without food for 
1 
This addition not noted elsewhere. 
2 SaCd 727.3 Quite sep- 
arate from the tafslr discussion of the three days alleged to have 
been farted in the earliest period of Islam. 
4 
See discussion of 
Dahr, above, p. 207.5 Han. 4/347,5/67, Nas. 98; cf. also Sa0d 7131- 
6 
E. g. Sacd 12114. 
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varying; periods. Even when this period is of three days, it seems 
likely that such information is not connectod. with fasting, but is 
rather intended to illustrate the straitened circumstances these 
persons had fallen into. 
Of the different specifications of the three days, the bid 
remains the Most-popular. An example of this is in Bukhäri, where, 
above an AbG Huraira hadith of the type just mentioned, appears the 
tarjama '§iyZim al-bid 13,14 & 15'. Outside Bukh'Srr, the principal 
hadith is related through Anas b. "Sirin, in varying recensions: the 
Prophet ordered the fasting of the bid, the 13th., 14th., and 15th., 
they are giyäm al-dahr/ giyäm al-shahr1. Similar hadiths come from 
Abü Dharäna and Abf Dharr2. 
Dar-1754 apparently borrows from one of the 'simple' $adiths 
previously-quoted: 'bid. equals giyAm al-dahr wa iftärahu'. 
I-lost positive is Nas. 77, from b. cAbbäs: the Prophet used never 
to break the bid, either in haar or safar. 
Besides these 4adi. ths which aet out to recommend the bill in one 
way or another, there are others which are at least partly concerned 
to settle the origin and definition of the fast. Some of these are 
merely fabulous, such ad KU257931 where it is claimed that after 
Adam', s fall, he became blackened; at God's behest, he fasted the 
13th., 14th., and 15th., and by the end of that period he had regained 
his pure whiteness - hence ayyäm al-bid. Others attempt to claim that 
the 'ghurr'5 and the bid are identical, and that both refer'to the 
AD, bUb fT sawm thalathat ayyäm, i; as. 97, IIan. 5/27-8, SaCd 7129, Iiaj. 
1707, Tir. 761.2 IJan. 5/150; Ilan. 5/152,5/177, Tir. 761, Nas. 76; cf also 
IIan. 210.3 An apparently slightly different version'of-this is 
quoted by Gaudefroy-Demombynes, 14ahomet, p. 566.4 gan. 5/130, Naa. 
10,96-7.5 gee p. 202, and below. 
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13th., 14., and 15th. This claim is suspect on linguistic grounds 
alone1, and is probably an attempt at harmonisation on the part of 
the supporters of the bld fast, who appear to have been a majority. 
This difference of opinion, which is here ill-concealed, together 
with"the variant definition of the bid by some as the'12th., l3th., 
and 14th?, would account for the explicit and almost' constant def- 
inition of the bid (as the 13th. -15th. ) in even the non-polemical 
hadiths on this subject. 
The defining of the three days as the ghur-ra,, known from Tay- 
älist, and understood to fall at the beginning of the lunar month, 
is also quite well represented, in a hadith from HUI b. Talha'- 
Abfl Huraira. The Prophet asks a beduin why he is not eating, and 
receives the reply that he is fasting three days per month. The 
Prophet suggests that this being so, he should select the ghurr for 
this purpose3. An AbA Huraira hadith from 1an. (?, /353) says simply 
'gum awwal al-shahr'. Less anecdotal in form than the first hadith 
is one from cAbdulläh b. Tfas°üd in which the Prophet is represented 
as fasting the three days oftthe ghurra of each month. In support 
4 
of the first three days 'is Hilyat al-Awliyä' 1/382, where Abü 
I 
These ýadiths use the term'ghurr'; the Iadiths mentioning it 
without referring it to the bid usually say 'ghurra'. Normal usage 
seems always to refer to the beginning of the month; see e. g. Ibn' 
iiayyän al-Qurtubi, al-lMugtabis, Beirut 1965, p. 229: 'xa f! yawm al- 
ithnain, Churrat shawwäl, alladhi huwa yawm 'Td al-fitr... '. 
2 Though frequently referred to (b. Fiajar, Tir., Abü Hayyan), this 
definition-gained little foothold in the 4adith. It may be surmised 
that both definitions refer in fact to the same days, and that the. 
confusion arises from differaing opinions as to which is the first 
day of the month.. 3 Nas. 107,96, lian. 2/336,2/384.4 Ian. 3860, 
AD, bMb fi 
; awm 
thalathat ayyam, Tir. 742, Nas. 79. 
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IIuraira points out that having fasted them, his ajr for the month 
is assured, should anything'happen subsequently (that might prev- 
ent him fasting).. 
Promoting' other definitions, we'still have the'earlier 'surar' 
ýadlth1, but this appears to have been reduced to two days. Also 
surviving is the 1adith recomending the fast of 'al-ayyfm al-macl! ma'? 
A'isha still appears in the 4adtths claiming that the Prophet 
was not concerned to observe any set pattern of days in his fasting3. 
It is not apparent that there has been any great development 
of these minority definitions, at least as they are recorded in the 
1 adlth. Certainly' the straightforward bill definition is by far 
the most popular. 0 
All the above definitions concerned blocks of days. In the post- 
Shafici period there arise a number of other recommendations dealing 
with sequences of days. 
The fasting of Monday and Thursday of each week was noted in 
the previous chapter; without doubt it stemmed from Jewish practice. 
A similar origin must be poited for the post-Shafi°t formulation of 
the three days per month outlined in e. g. AD, bäb fT sawm thaläthat' 
ayyJm: the Prophet used to fast three days of the month; -the Monday 
and Thursday of one week (? the first week of the month), and the 
Monday of"the following week4. Occasionally the sequence is said 
to be Thursday-Monday-Thursday (Nýs. 95)" 
Another type of hadith has a list of some of the Prophet's 
fasts: 9th. DhU-1-Hijja, `Ashträl, and three days of each month, 
defined as Monday and two Thursdays5. It will be noted that the 
sequence has several varying definitions, 
Uan. 4/432 et al. 
2 Iian. 6/175.3 Han. 6/146, AD, b6b fi sawm thal-, 
äthat ayyäm, Mus. 194, Tir. 763, `: ýj. 1709.4 Comparable are-Iian. 6/287, 5t4 
5643, Idas. 79,95" 5 Han. 6/288,5/271,6/423, AD. 
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It is true that generally speaking, in Talmudic Judaism the 
Monday-Thursday-Monday sequence is confined to rainmaking fasts, but 
there is also some mention of it in e. g. Mishnah f; egillah, concern- 
1 
. In noting this Vajda could not find evide- ing the fast of Esther 
nee of a three-day fast among the Jews in classical Muslim times, 
but this is not conclusive, for our knowledge of Jewish life and 
theory'of that time is very scanty. It is not evident that within 
Islam this fast serves any purpose as specific as that of inducing 
rain. 
The confusion of definition, remarked on above, may possibly 
derive from a'conflation of the tacitly acknowledged Jewish fast of 
t biday and Thursday with the more 'Islamic' notion of Muhammad's all- 
eged three-day fast, in order to disguise the Jewish origin of the 
former. The )adlth never offers a rationalisation of the Monday- 
Thursday-Monday fast, in contrast with the case of the Monday and 
Thursday practice. 
There remain other less wide. y attested versions of the three' 
days'per month fast: IIan. 6/239, from Umm Salama: the Prophet used 
to order me'to fast three days per month, Monday, '. 'Friday and Thur- 
sday. No indication is given of which weeks the days are to be fasted 
in. The I}adith probably represents a combination of interests, 'either 
promoting the disputed Friday by placing it alongside the well-est-' 
ablished Monday and Thursday, inside the främework of the equally 
soundly based (in }adith at least) three days per month, or else it 
counters some other formulation of the three days. 
Han. 3/416 says that he who fasts Raman and ShawwRl, 'plus 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 
2 
will enter Paradise. Here it would 
This is probably not a historical fast, but rather an attempt by 
later'Jews'to provide justification for their own practice. 
2 Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are recommended by themaelvea/ 
3? ý 
appear that the first two days are seen as in come' way preparatory 
for the special day of the week, Friday : Possibly in deference to 
the widespread opinion that Friday is not to be fasted, there exist 
2 
other versions of this I adIth in which only Wednesday and- Thurpday 
are recommended. This $adith should-perhaps not be included here, 
as, the three days in question seem to be a weekly rather than a 
monthly fast. More compatible with other three-day fast, }adtths in 
this respect is Tir. 746: the Prophet used to fast the period Saturday 
to Monday of one month, and Tuesday to Thursday of the next. Here 
is. tacit support for the anti-Friday party. If this is taken as pri- 
marily a thre-day fast per month }adith, it is clear that such. a 
formulation is free of all possible charges of outside influence. 
It is fairly well known that the Christian fast of Wednesday 
and Friday is a polemical alteration of the Jewish Monday and Thurs- 
day, practice3. Something similar to this appears to occur in the case 
of theN onday-Thursday=Monday three-day fast $adiths, for example 
in Tusi 187-84, where we learn that the Prophet would fast the first 
Thursday of the month, the Wednesday of the middle decade, and the 
last Thursday of the month5. The polemic element may however not be. 
/in Ijilyat al-Awliyf', 5/218, where they are likened in worth to the 
freeing of a slave. Compare the Quranic kaffära in which fasting and 
citq raqaba are listed*as alternatives. 
1 Conceivably they are join- 
ed to Friday in order that the latter may be fasted without transgr- 
ing the 'nahy an yakhu§s yawm al-jumca bi-gawm', noted earlier. 
2 ßan. 4/78, AD, bäb fi $awm ahawwäl. 
3 See e. g. New Catholic Enc., 
vol. 5, p. 850.4 Cf. on this Istibqflr 136.5 A hadith of somewhat 
similar content is. mentioned-soon after this, and deserves being 
recorded as an example of the device Of abrogation being rather 
over-employed: when the Prophet first got his message, it is said,, 
he did not fast regular periods. Then he left that, and fasted alter- 
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strong here, as these days are termed 'hädhihi al-ayyäm al-makhüfa', 
suggesting that for some reason they are regarded as ominous 
l. Other 
hadTths in TUsT (189) confirm this, for Wedrsday at least, which is 
said to be the day on which fire (=hell? ) was created, and against 
which fatting is a protection2. It is additionally claimed that Wed 
nesday is the day which God habitually selected in the patt for the 
punishment of various peoples. Thursday, when it is mentioned in de- 
tail, is said to be a day on which good deeds are taken up for acc- 
ount, an explanation already noted. Although Teat is a ShiCT, refer- 
ences to this Thursday-Wednesday-Thursday fast are not confined to 
Shi ci works, and the explanation offered does not appear to be ex- 
clusively MCI'! in tone. The precise origins, however,. remain obscure. 
In some ways comparable to the above fast are some b. CAmr b. 
's hadiths (e. g. i1an. 6775), which have 'one day in ten' as their 
form of the three-dar fact, which last is an element of that )adith. 
This definition, though reasonable enough, is not otherwise attested 
f 
to in strictly canonical works. It is however known to TirmTdhi, 
who is quoted by b. 1ajar at Bukhäri, bäb gawm al-bad, and who lists 
the various forms taken by the three days. Besides those dealt with 
above, he mentions the lst., 20th., and 30th, the first of each dec- 
ade, and the last three days of the month. The first two suggestions 
are probably literalist interpretations of the py prophetic recommend- 
/nate days, the fast of David; then he left that, and fasted the 
three days of ghurr, and then he left that, and split them into one 
day in every ten, one i lednesday, ancd. two" Thursdays. He then died, 
while still doing this. This clearly refers to voluntary rather than 
1 
prescribed fasting. There is some support for this in the case 
of Wednesday, which, being the middle day of the week is 'unbalanced', 
and ill-starred on that account (Goldziher, Tagewdhlerei). 
2 Cf. the' 
ladlth 'al-sawm junna min al-nar' (above, p. 277). 
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ation, with a deliberately neutral flavour, while the -laot one ia. 
the logical. next step from the better documented alternatives, tho 
first three and the middle three days of the month. Whether three 
suggestions were ever contained in ýadith form is uncertain; they 
may well have been no more than scholarly conjectures.. 
The 4adith literature also contains references to the Quranic 
' three day fasts, or gives alleged instances of them: IJan. 4/1452, 
for example, where a foolish vow is compensated for by a three-day 
fast. In Han. 4/244 a pilgrim shaves his head and fasts for three 
days. There appears. to be no connection between these Quranic, fasts 
and the various formulations examined above. 
Monday and Thursday 
The fasting of Monday and Thursday, that is to say each week, 
rather than in a sequence of three days per month, was briefly ob- 
served in the period before Shäfi°3's death. Latterly, it is widesp- 
read in h'adith. No report specifically disapproves of the custom. 
There are a number of favourable companion had! ths; these may. 
be taken as the fore-runners of the later material, since they only 
occur in b. Sa°d, whose work is early and not formally as rigid as 
that of the more strictly classical authors. It is clear that the 
observance of Monday and Thursday was widely held to be 
.a 
pious 
1 Though Ghazäli, p. 237, mentions one interpretation of 3-dahr as 
three days each at the beginning, middle and end of the month. 
Westermarck, Iiorocco, p. 89, has an inatance of the one day in ten 
fast, and it-may also be noted that in the Soviet Union, social pre- 
ssures have forced the Muslim leadership to recommend a three-day 
fast, of the 1st-05th., and 29th. or 30th. days, in place of Ram- 
adän. (Bennigson, 178). 
2 Cf. also AD, Aimän 209, Dar. Nudhnr 2339" 
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practice. Thus b. CAbblio; my mother1 died while fasting Mondays and 
Thursdays (Said. 8/203). CAbdulläh b. Masaüd used to fast Mondays 
and Thursdays2 (31109). 'Umar-b. CAbduleaziz used to do this also 
(5/2115) . 
Simple hadiths of this type which have been transferred to the 
Prophet are Sacd 12105,5/206; Nas. 79. In a Y}adith from CI icha3, the 
Prophet is stated to have actually preferred4 the fasting of thoso 
f 
two days. 
The AbU iiuraira hadith, which Tayalisi reported, is also common. 
This gives the Prophet's reason for fasting Monday and Thursday: 'al- 
acma1 turad' on those days5. Monday is also seen to be of signific- 
ance in other 1adTths (cf. Vajda 380 et segq. ), but it"is not clear 
how much these represent a rationalisation of the Monday and Thursday 
fast. Certainly some Muslims saw these other events mentioned in 
connection with Monday as relevant to the fast: Mus. 198: the Prophet 
was questioned about the Monday fast, and said, 'On it was i born, 
and on it"I received revelation6'. Comparable is Ilan. 5/297: Monday 
and Thursday were the days of my birth and bacth7. KU2959 adds that 
the Prophet died on a Ilonday. KU2960, restricting itself to Monday, 
mentions the Prophet's birth, revelation, hijra and death as having 
ýUmm Fa41. She appears in certain other'iadlths relating to fasting, 
but is not apparently recorded elsewhere in connection with the 
present subject. 
2 Contrast 31109: -ma ra'ayt fagihan agälla gawman 
min cabdillah b. mascüd. 
3Mj. 1? 39, Tir. 745, Ian. 6/80, lias. 39,79" 
4 
yataharrä. The same phrasing is used in certain hadiths concerning 
C shürä' .5 MAj. 1740, Där. 1758, Tir. 747,11as. 77-8, i; an. 2/329, Weill, 
43. 
6 
The versions tend to omit Thursday from the discussion (e. g. Mus. 
197,. and some of AD, b5b fi aiyam al-dahr 
tatawwucan). 
7 Both 
hadiths from Abu Qatüda. Cf. Tir. 745, Uus. 197. 
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occurred on that day, and as reasons for its observation as a fast 
'day. There are numerous references to these and other events having 
taken place on a Monday which make no mention of any fast on that 
days. 
A simple expression of preference for the Monday and Thursday 
fast is incorporated in a version of the b. cAmr b. cAg $adIth2. 
Mentioned earlier under 'Three days' was Ian. 6/289, where 
Friday is added to lionday and Thursday. Monday occasionally appears 
as the object of a vow to fast, e. g. in Bukhäri, bäb gawn yawn al- 
nahr; this is clearly similar to earlier instances of the same thing 
in the Mudawwana, etc. 
3 4 
Some light may be shed on the origin of the Thursday fast, which 
generally receives less attention than that of Monday, by the info- 
rmation that in some parts of the Arab world, Thursday, the fifth 
day, is regarded as lucky, and shares with five (fingers) an effic- 
acy against the evil eye 
4. 
At no tine does any explicit polemic element appear in the 
lad3ths concerning Monday and Thursday, nor any recognition of the 
foreign origin of their fasting, unless the association of"the days 
with events in Muhammad's life is taken as designed in part to dis- 
guise. The 'acmäl tulrad' notion is probably borrowed, but as. it is 
not exclusively Jewish in tone, it would be unobjectionable and un- 
noticed. 
Other days 
A certain number of hadiths advocate the fasting'of Wednesday 
and Thursday. Whether this is done deliberately, to avoid f"tonday, 
1 SaOd 1115?, 11129,212, et al. 2 $an. 6880.3 See abovo, p. 213. 
IL 
Westermarck, Pagan Survivals, pp. 28-9. 
f 
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or is in talzim of Friday, is not ascertainable 
l. Han. 3/416 does in 
fact add-Friday to these two2. These 1ad! ths are all substantially 
the same, and also advocate Shawwäl. In Han. 6235 is discussed the 
question of one vowing'to fast Wednesday or Thursday. 
As is the case with Monday and Thursday, the fasting of Wedne- 
sday and Thursday is never explicitly disapproved. For the possible 
motive behind the fasting of Wednesday, see above, pp. 322-3. 
Tir. 746 advocates the fasting of all the days of the week exc- 
ept Friday, in alternate groups of three days. Monday, Wednesday and 
Thursday have been discussed above, and Saturday and Sunday receive 
further mention below, but, so far as may be discovered, Tuesday is 
never apparently referred to elsewhere. It appears that by itself 
it is not a day of especial significance3, and is here simply one 
of a block of three days. 
The fasting of Saturday is not a subject that occupied the 
Shaikhain. However, b. hanbal and the four lesser gihäh all mention 
it, unfavourably. The treatment bears some similarity, tö that of 
Friday fasting - thus Därimi's'bib-heading (100): al-nahy an yakhuss 
al-sabt i- awm. The hadith comes via ýAbdullflh b. Busr, and usually 
also his sister Samm5'1: the Prophet said, 'Do not fast Saturday 
except insofar as it forms part of imposed fasts. Even if you have 
only a twig or a piece of bark, chew on it (and thus break)'5. This 
prohibition is rather stronger than the anti-Friday hadiths ever 
became. The'illä fTma ufturida C-alaikum' clause has the flavour of 
Thus Tir. 748, Han. 4/78, AD 11.2 See further on this-under Three 
Days. 3 Though Goldziher, TiLgewhhlerei, says Tuesday is a 'day of 
blood', and possibly ominous on that account. He suspects Jewish in- 
fluence in this. 
4 
Kh. p. 337 hascamma instead of ukht. ' Han. 
6/369,4/189,1"taj. 1'126, Dar. 1756, Tir. 744, Kh. p. 337, KU2814. 
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a legalistic amendment. 
Less severe, but of the same intent, is Han. 6/368, where the 
Prophet tells a woman fasting Saturday that in terms of heavenly 
ajr, her action is neither benfieial nor detrimental. The figure of 
§amma' bint Busr reappears in a version of this ]adith that is also 
by implication unfavourable: KU2322,2537: Eat, for fasting Saturday 
is neither for you nor against you. 
There can be little doubt that the fasting of Saturday came to 
be questioned because of a sensitivity among the Muslims over the 
Jewish Sabbath, which they felt it their duty to ignore or detract 
from at all costs. It is not now clear whether the first 4adith 
mentioned above is simply an academic reaction to Saturday, or coun- 
ter to a genuine practice. However, it certainly seems to be extreme 
sensitivity that would forbid the fasting of Saturday outright; 
although on the face of it, it might be construed as a taCzim of 
Saturday (=Sabbath), it ignores the fact that, in orthodox terms at 
least, Saturday is for the Jews not fastable, except when it coinc- 
ides with Yom Kippur . It would thus appear that the promulgators 
of this 1iadYth were only superficially aware of the Jewish manner 
of observing the day. That the Jewish Sabbath is at the bottom of 
the matter is revealed definitely by Tir. 744 (Bai. 302): kirähiyyat 
an yakhu§g al-rajul yawm al-sabt bi-giyam li'anna al-yahüd tuCazzim 
yawm al-sabt. 
It seems that certain tluslims,., possibly better informed, also 
1 Despite the Jewish Saturday fast prohibition, the Christians poi- 
nted out that Elijah and Daniel had fasted on that day (Baron, 5/124). 
Baron also points out that Saturday is unlucky because'of 'ancient 
folkloristic connections with Saturn'. (5/91). It is perhaps conceiv- 
able that such a superstition could, at some remove, have influenced 
the Muslim view of this day. 
3a9 
found this hadith somewhat illogical, ' for in several' places its is- 
nüd is attacked. Thus AD, bflb al-nahy an yakhue; s yawm al-sabt bi-9awm: 
Zuhri said when (this) prohibition was mentioned to him, 'It is a 
Iimsi hadlth2'. Awzr101, the lawyer of Syria, is made to back up this 
implied criticism: 'I tried to suppress this hadith until I found 
that it had (despite this) become widespread'. Malik also is said- 
to have disliked it. 
DhahabT (Mizlln) relates that CAbdullflh b. Buer is generally 
considered weak and untrustworthy. His hadiths reveal him to be a 
Shici or an cAbbäsi3, it is said. Whether these charges of non-orth- 
odoxy are true or not, it is plain that they are intended to reflect 
on the material transmitted in his name. What is not made clear, 
however, is whether it is the argument or the intent of the hadith 
that is not favoured. 
From the rather confusing Jadith material, there is no firm 
evidence to suggest that there was any practice of fasting Saturday. 
However, in Täj al-CArüs, : v. s-b-t, there is the curious information 
that Thaclab related from b. al-cArabl: do not be a sab"ati, i. e. one 
who fasts Saturday by itself 
4. 
The date of origin of this word sabati. 
(which does not have this meaning in b. al-Athir, Lub5b, 1/527) is 
uncertain. 
In spite of the inconclusive nature of the above material, 
other 1adiths, not obviously re1ttted, are to be found, which suggest 
with perhaps a greater 4egree of likelihood that there was indeed 
a custom of fasting Saturday. A motive is explicitly provided by 
Cf. also Naisab. 436, Bai-302.2 The significance of-this is un- 
certain; possibly it is intended to indicate that the report is mere- 
ly local, and thus. not trustworthy. 
3 Elsewhere he is said to be a 
"Qadar3.4 Contract here Sämarrä'i, p. 19: Sabati is a name for one 
born on a Saturday. 
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iian. 6/3241: the Prophet used to fast Saturday and Sunday more than 
other days, saying that they are the °3d of the mushriks2, and that 
he likes to differ (ukhälif) from them. This idea of khilJf is a 
much more common expression of the Muslim polemical spirit than is 
the absolute avoidance of Saturday advised in the other iadlths, 
and it is for this reason that the two hadiths seem almost entirely 
unconnected. Leaving aside the fact that one is in favour of fasting 
Saturday while the other is against, there is the fact that one deals 
with Saturday and Sunday jointly, while the other is solely concernod 
with Saturday3. 
Sunday fasting, which receives the same treatment as that of 
Saturday in the above $adith, is otherwise unnoted as a separate 
phenomenon in this generation of the ýadith literature. The reason 
behind its fast is apparently entirely polemic, and it may be doub- 
ted whether there was ever any widespread practice behind the pro- 
position, as it is quite likely that the Christian ' i' was simply 
added to the Jewish one for the sake of completeness. 
Various Months 
IIesidec, the above mentioned novel fasts . 01 certain days of the 
week, there appears in post-ShEfici times a number of recommendations 
to fast certain months of 'the year. One of them, it is true, is not 
entirely without precedent. This is the fast of the month of ShaCbIn, 
which was already recommended in one or two early i}adiths, but which 
in the latter period undergoes great-proliferation. The motives 
Cf. Baihagr, 303.2 Presumably the Jews and Christiana combined. 
3 Saturday is defended in Tahäwi 389. 
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behind the fast, which earlier could only be tentatively deduced, 
are now confirmed explicitly. ' 
The most widely received hadlths are those from c7'isha, perhaps 
the type which, _Tay. 
14751 was, intended to counter. The simplest is 
exemplified in Ian. 6/E4: the Prophet was not more given to fasting 
in any month than he was in Sha°bfn; he used to fast it allg. This 
last, phrase already betrays some development in the argument. 11adiths 
not recorded until somewhat later-reveal a similar reCard for Sha°bän: 
.. 
s3 188: the Prophet used to`say, 'Shac. bän shahr%'3. This is expan- 
ded'in KU2071; the month of Ramadän is the month of God, and-the 
month of ShacbMn is my month. ShaCbän is the purifier (mutahhir)4, 
Ramadän the atoner (mukaffir). 
The above I; adith from b. Ijanbal shows that there appears to 
have been some°difference of opinion as to whether or not the Prophet 
fasted all of ShaCblin: this may have been derived from qualms conn- 
ected with the. yawm*al-shakk at the end of Shacbän5, or-from a desire. 
to conform with the 'mä'säma shahran kämilan Batt i11ä Ramadan' had- 
3ths, which had been in existence'iä the period before Shäfici's 
death. Thus, some hadýths have, instead of 'all' (of Shaebän), 'most' 
or 'the greater part! (cämmatuhu, illä galllan6). This is clearly 
at variance with the original message of the b. Vanbal hadSth. In 
1 See under Basic Fast, above, p. 211.2 Cf. Nas. 37, Naisab. 434, 
iIan. 6/188, Nas. 78(5), Nas. 39 (adds Monday and Thursday), Mus. 177. 
3 Perhaps connected with the variant 'shahri Ramadan'. 
4 
Cf. poss- 
ibly Hilyat al-Awliyü': Abü Huraira: let us go into mosques in Ram- 
adan 'linutahhir sawmdna'. 
5 On this, cf. AD, bäb fiman yasil 
Sha°bän bi-Ramadän, a yawm al-shakk i? ad! th with a Shacbän heading. 
6 
The contradiction is recognised by commentators, some of whom 
attempt to justify it with the claim that 'all' in Arabic can mean 
. 'most'. 
(Tir. 737, Nas. 78). 
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contrast with thoso amending additions, there are some which confirm 
the original intent - kana ya¢iluhu1 (sc. Shacban) bi-Ramac}ün. 
Practically all these variations can be found attached to the 
'hattä' 2}adrth, which as was explained earlier, was designed to 
support the claim that the Prophet observed no fixed habits in his 
fast. Such additions of course rob the latter With of its intended 
meaning. 
A number of }}ad! ths comparable to the Hanbal }iadith come from 
0 
Abü Salama and Umm Salama. In some cases this seems to be simply 
because it is of a different motif, but at other times it appears 
the contradictions in the `Z'isha hadiths, outlined above, were felt 
by some to be unacceptable. In this latter group can be placed MAJ. 
1748,1an. 6/311,6/294, Nas. 36. 
The motive of the hadiths in the former category is possibly 
a rationalisation of the Shacban fast3. Thus Nas. 35: Umm Salama said, 
'I never saw the Prophet fast two consecutive months4 other than 
Shacbrin and Rama4Nn, which he used to join (ya9il)'5. However, it 
is to be doubted that this is in any way a genuine explanation for 
the fasting of Shacbän: most jurists would not countenance Ramadan 
I Cf. wigäl (Iias. 77(6), 2fäj. 1649, AD 110, Nas. 78(2)). Some bAb headings 
e. g. Där. 1746, Tir. 736, Nai. 1648, call this wigäl, but this is doubt- 
ful. The intention of this addition is more probably to indicate 
simply that the Prophet left no gap between Shac-bän and Ramadän; but 
see ahead also. 
2 Nas. 37,36(3), 77(7), Han. 6/107,6/j9b, 6/143,14RJ- 
1710, Bukh., gawm Sha°ban, Alus. 176, AD, bäb kaif Mina yagüm al-nabi, 
14us. 175, Tir. 736.3 As suggested in the previous chapter. 
4 
Cf. Q58/3-4.5 Three 4adiths to the effect that whenever 
the Prophet fasted two consecutive months, it was always Tha°b5n 
and Ramalan,. occur at Baihaq! 210. 
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being faceted as part of a kaffflra (it must be, 'intended' as an obl- 
icatory fast). As pointed out elsewhere, there is a suspicion that 
in practice these con3ecutive months were rarely fasted, and this 
would further diminish'the need for a special hadith to define them . 
It is quite conceivable that in spite of the clear Quranic reference, 
the kaffära fast is not the target of this hadith, but rather it is 
! aimed at the question of yawn, al-shakk2. 
So far the various }hadlths mentioning ShaCbän appear to do so 
only incidentally, as a lever in other arguments. These references 
may indicate tacitly that the fasting of Shaebl. n was indeed a wide- 
spread and well-known phenomenon. 
Several of the remaining hadiths give other reasons for the 
marking of Sha0bän with a fast. Thus Tiro Zakat Bäb 28: the Prophet 
was asked which fast was most preferable after Ramadan, and he said, 
'Shacban li-tacýl'm Rama4an'3. This suggestion, involving as it does 
the rather primitive notion of honouring a month, does not appear 
contrived, and probably genuinely reflects one of the main impulses 
behind the Sha0ban fast. 
The explanation offered by Nas. 78, however, seems to lack this 
disingenuousness: Usama b. laid: I said to the Prophet, 'I notice' 
you fast Shacban much more than other months'. The Prophet replied, 
'It is a month that. is neglected between Rajab and Ramadan, and it 
is a month in which one's deeds are raised up to the Lord; I prefer 
that my deeds be raised tiip"iihile I am fasting '4. The same was said 
None of the other kaffflra fasts in the Quran have such 4adiths 
attached to them. 
2 Cf. here Baihagi 410. Bai. 200: Break between 
Shacbän and Ramadän. 3 Also Bai. 305, KU2535" Cf. the suggestion 
to this effect in the previous chapter. 
4 
Cf. the Iadith 'al-- 
cf'im tujab dalý, watuhu'. 
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of Monday and Thursday, ' and in fact Nao. 78 has the same isn'd added 
to a Monday/Thursday $adith of ocmparable style. The two fasts are 
treated jointly in a hadith from Usfima at iian. 5/201. 
Apart from originally non-specific hadTths against the fasting 
of particulrr whole months, mentioned above, there exist other 1adlths 
which disapprove of the fasting of Shaebin for a definite reason. 
This. disapproval is necessary, it is 'alleged, because some extremists 
go so far as to claim that the fasting of Shacbän is wäjib, and, like 
t 
RamaýRn, days omitted must be made up for. One had! th mentioned 
by Tüsi is at great-pains to demonstrate that the Prophet's fasting 
of Sha0bän was as a sunna, and not as a fard. The extremists who go 
so far in tacz3m of Shacbän are nowhere referred to as other than 
'gawm', and there is no clue as to their identity. 
Another, perhaps separate, consideration in the fasting of 
ShaC. ban is the position of Lailat al-Nilft which as e.. g. Tir. 739 
points out, is a night when God caused Revelation to descend to the 
lowest heaven, and when there is an abundance of forgiveness. Its 
mention in fasting kadTths appears to be to a certain extent coin- 
cidental. Thus a number-of 4adiths from Abü Huraira select Lailat 
al-Nisf as a conveniently situated and well-known date from which 
to promote the idea of 'la tagaddamü ramadan bi ; iyäm'21 either 
against the fasting of yawm al-shakk, or the magnification of Ram- 
adorn by previous fasting. The hadiths are quite straightforward: 
idhä kän al-nisf min shaObän, fa-amsika can al-sawm }attä yakün 
Ramad n3 . TirmidhI's observations at 738 make it clear that the 
reaon for imonk was a dislike of the ta°ýim of RamadIn, and that. it 
had no inherent connection with the 15th of Shal-bin: . gila innarn al- 
1 TÜr1, Istibrlir 138, Sunan 188.2 This hadIth also in the 
name of_ Abü Huraira - see Tir. 738.3 3an. 2/442, NRj. 1651,, AD 23, Där. 
1747-8, Tir. 738. 
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kirrEhiyya Calü an yutacainmad al-riyZ m li-1 Zl Ramaditn. 
This last consideration is quite absent from other reports which 
openly ' favour the fast of Lailat al-Idigf, such as ZurgänT, 2/196, 
from Abü Yaclfl: '(on it) God decides which souls are to die in that 
year, 'so I. profer that my fate should be decided while I am fasting'. 
There is also'a 1adrth from 'cAli1, claiming that the Prophot'said 
a vigil should be kept on this night, and its day should be fasted. 
The Abü Ya°la report may probably be taken as indeed representing 
the motive of most fasters of this day. 
The t}adiths advocating imsflt, above, constitute one of the few 
explicit attacks on the fasting of Shacbfln as a month, though it 
may be noted that the 'mä 95ma shahran kflmilan gait' hadith probably 
had ShacbRn'as its primary target; the fasting of Shacbän is the 
most widely promoted of month fasts in the hadith (besides Ramac}gn, 
ofcourse). In addition, Shacb6n is the first such fast referred 'to, 
and the counter hadith is also early. 
Rajab, one of the Ashhur al-I; urum, enjoyed a certain eminence 
among the months of the-year - in it, according to tradition, occ- 
urred the Mioraj, the Prophet's cumra2, and his mabcath3. An instance 
of its general veneration comes in Ijilyat al-Awliyf', 6,269: the 
Prophet said, when the month of Rajab commenced, '0 God, bless us 
in Rajab and Shacbän, and bring us to Ramadan'. This last report may 
indeed'hint at the fasting which some saw fit to advocate in this 
month. The earliest mention of the practice is in b. Hanbal, who has 
a dioapproving ladith, as in fact ire nearly all subsequent reports. 
Han. 181: Asma' enquires of b. 'Umar his opinion on 'three matter4 
one of which is the fasting of the whole of Rajab. Ibn cUmar implic 
1" 
Turtüshi, p. 118.2 See Wen3inck, Concordance. 3 Tust, p. 203. 
-itly condemns-it by likening it to sawm al-abad. The inclusion of 
the word 'kullahu' indicates that again, as with Shacban, it is the 
fear of another month rivalling RamaoAn that lies behind the disap- 
proval. There is apparently no condemnation of the fasting of part 
or parts, of Rajab. 
An indirect censuring of the practice also occurs in iian. 20461, 
where Sac-id b. Juhair, when questioned on this subject, relates the 
Prophetic '1att5' hadith2. "The introduction of the Prophet is com- 
pleted in Mäj. 1743, where from b. CAbbAs we learn that 'al-nabl naha 
Can giyam rajab'3, tout court. - 
There are no pro-Rajab hadiths in the canonical collections. 
It seems reasonable to suppose, therefore, that to some extent at 
least we are dealing with a genuine popular practice, whose upholders 
were generally speaking not concerned to defend themselves in the. 
hadith. KU does however contain some examples of favourable reports, 
taking the well-known form of promises of great rewards to those 
observing the practice. KU2646 runs: 'There"ia in Paradise a river 
called Rajab; it is whiter than milk, and sweeter than honey. He 
who fasts a day of Rajab will be given to drink of this river by 
God' ". 
Somewhat similar is 2967 (also 2968): In Paradise there is 
a palace reserved for the fasters of Rajab. 
2647: Fasting the first day of Rajab is atonement for three 
years; the second, two years; the third, one year, and thereafter 
each day is worth a month. 
2648: The fast of the first day of Rajab is equivalent to one 
year's fasting. He who fasts seven days, seven gates of hell will 
become locked against him. He who fasts ten days, will be told by 
1= 3011, Nur-1M, 2 See H 1ik 56, under Basic Fast, p. 212. 
3= KU2310, from b. CAbbäs. 
4 
Also in Turtüshi, p. 125. 
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a heavenly voice to ask, and it will be given him. 
2987: CUrwa asked b. CUmar whether the Prophet used to fast 
in Rajab. Ile replied, 'Yea, and he used also to esteem"it highly 
(yusharrifuhu)'. 
Taking these }iadiths as a'whole, it appears that there is no 
definite motive behind the fast of Rajab, other than the conviction 
that, it is generally beneficial - an extension perhaps of the special 
reverence accorded to it as one of the ashhur al-hurum. 
The suspicion that Rajab fasting originates at a popular level 
gains weight from the long argument of Tur%ßshl against what he 
calls the RajabiyyUn: his work (K. al-Hawädith wa-l-Bidac1) is much 
concerned to stamp out what he sees as popular abuses in religious 
matters: his tenet is that while a practice may be widespread, this 
is no guarantee of its admissibility 
2. 
His position is that while Rajab is quite permissible as a vol- 
untary fast performed by an intelligent believer, there is the danger 
that ill-informed people will take this action as justifying the 
treating of Rajab as a sunna, or even a fard like RamadIIn3. Ho"has 
a number of 4adiths disapproving of the practice4, of which a con- 
siderable proportion are from companions - this perhaps to indicate' 
that the practice was post-Prophetic and therefore of unsound basis? 
An example in the one from the Caliph cUmar5, who used to beat the 
hands of the people in Rajab until they put their hands into some 
food. He said, 'Rajab is nothing more than a month that the Jähiliy7. a 
1 Pp. 127-30. This reference from Goitein. T'urtüsht died in the sixth 
century. 
2 'Shuyüciyyai: al-ficl 1r, tadull Calä jawüzihi'. 
3 He also has a b. cAbbäs ýadlth specifically to this, effect. 
Besides those mentioned above. Also in KU2966. Contrast KU 
5 
2987, above. 
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used to venerate, and which was left (turika) When Isläm came'. 
AbU Bakr. scolded his family for making Rajab like Rama4än. Ibn `Abbfa 
recommended that Rajab be considered an 4Td, so that to break it 
would be to observe it. ' 
It may perhaps be doubted whether the arguments advanced by 
Turtßshi had any appreciable effect on the popular practice. 
In the explanation offered for the Shacbnn fast, it was noted 
that the Prophet claimed Shatbän was a month neglected between Rajab 
2 
and Ramadän. Whether this implies that Rajab was to be favoured 
f 
with a fast, is not clear. If so, the'popular basis would appear to 
be common to both fasts, "and these }}adiths could be considered to 
advocate indirectly the Rajab fast. 
In conclusion, mention may be made here of a specific fast in 
Rajab. This is that of the 27th, the I4abaath of the Prophet. This 
is treated of in Ttis13 and '-7A-mil! 
4, 
both Sh7 ci writers. The fast is 
said to be &he equivalent of that of 60 months. 
Another month often accorded special consideration is al-fuha- 
rram, and not surprisingly, certain 1iadiths recommend that it should 
be fasted. It was apparently looked upon iith greater official fav- 
our than the fasting of Rajab, for the. 1adlths that survive all app 
prove of it. 
: he most widely received is that through Abü Huraira: the 
Prophet said, 'The best5 fast after Rama4Rn is Muharram' (Där. 1765). 
Most versions6 in fact say 'shahrullflh Muharran', a Quranic quotation 
1 Cf. 'the 4adith about `TshUr3', above, p. 183. Turt. mentions that 
one meaning of the verb rajaba is 'to venerate'. 2 Nae. 78, IJan. 5/201. 
3 203-4.4 Fol. 18.5 Afdal - used also in a Shaýbän Iiadith . 
6 
AD, bäb fi sawn al-iuharrarn, Mus. 202,203, Tir. 740, Naa. 101. 
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which indicatoa the regard in which the month wan hold. In othoro1, 
the phrase is elaborated to 'ahahrulläh alladhi tadcUnahu al-Muha- 
rram'. 
The other $adith is from cAll. In it a man comes to the Prophet 
and asks him what fast he would order him to do after RamadUn, (cf. 
the previous afdal bacda Ramacfln). The Prophet recommends al-Muh- 
arram, for it is the month of God, and in it is a day on which God 
forgave a people, and or} which He (will) forgive others2. This latter 
part of the hadith can only refer to cÄshürä', and is the only oco- 
asion in the hadith literature3 where there is any hint given of tthe 
true nature of the day. It is of course quite possible that this 'ref- 
erence to the cAshürä' is an addition to the original hadith, for 
there is no justification for considering the shahrullTh observation 
in the first hadith above-to refer particularly to cAshflrü' or any 
other single day of the month. It may be noted that this-is the only 
observed reference to 'Al-1 in connectýion with CAahfirä' since the 
early 'yastasgi' hadith4. 
An isolated hadith, KU2622, claims that he who fasts one day of 
Muýarram will receive thirty5 kiasanät. 
Although the Jews extended the influence of 10 Tishri back 
through to the month of Adar, there is no indication that in Islam 
veneration for cXshüra' was behind the advocation of the fast of ; the 
month of al-Muharram. It is conceivable that here not the originally 
Jewish ý-Ashflrä' is referred to, but rather the Shier one, which would 
provide amore plausible reason for a fast in lamentation of one 
month6. Whatever the reason behind the mention of grshurä', it seems 
0 
1 1"Iä j . 1742, Där. 1764, llan. 2/303.2 Van. 1334, Tir. 741, Där. 1763, iian. 1321. 
3 Besides the °7Cshüräl/'Arafat comparisons. 
4 
Above, p-179- 
5 Possibly influenced by the 30 days of the month. 
6 
This would 
perhaps also account for the presence of CAli. Tir. 's isnad has 3cAIis:, 
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fairly clear that thin is only one of two separate strands involved 
in the' Muharram fast, the other being the more gonoral. roverence 
alluded to in the expression 'shahrallEh'. 
Besides the specific fasting of Rajab and al-tduhhrram, the no- 
called Ashhur, al-hurum are also the subject of a general recommend- 
ation as periods in which fasting is good. This injunction occurs 
at. the end of a version of the beduin 'dahr' hadlth1, ' in which the 
y 
Prophet recommends the persistent beduin to fast first one,, then 
two, then three days, and finally adds 'sum, min al-hurum' (AD bfb 
f3 cawm ashhur al-hurum, Sacd 7,58) 'famin al-hurum' (Han. 5/28d) 
'sum al-hurum' (1. äj. 1741). It seems that the last phrase is to be- 
interpreted in the light of the first two, i. e. that 'of', rather 
. than 
'all' , is meant. 
Ghazält, Ihyä', p. 237, has a hadith not recorded elsewhere 
which is somewhat reminiscent of the Huharram 'thuxj hasanAt', hadith 
above: the Prophet said, "The fast of one day of a shahr haräm is 
better than thirty days of another month, and 'the fast of a day of 
RamadAn is in turn thirty times greater than this'. GhazAlT, also 
has a hadith which claims that the fast of Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday in a shahr haräm is worth the worship of 900 years for each 
day. 
In another hadith, a companion is told to give up fasting Ashhur 
al-durum and instead fast Shawwäl, so it is possible that though 
there is little material surviving, there was in fact some difference 
of opinion on this matter. 
Leaving aside this last point, it may be observed that the 
general tendency to honour months with a fast is but another refl- 
ection of the continuing influence of the lunar cycles on the Semitic 
Zoe above, p. 208. 
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mind. ltamagan may provide the immediate model in come cases, but 
there is evidence elsewhere 
1 in the Quran that for other fasts too, 
the month was not by any means a novel unit. 
Remarkable in that-it constitutes the only noted instance of 
a long fast not tied down to a specific period, and advocated as a 
practice, rather than claimed to be an historical event, is KU2549: 
he who fasts forty days (aabähan), in'which he seeks only the face 
of God, will be given by God everything he asks for 
2. There seems 
no reason to see here any connection with the forty days of fasting 
culminating in °Äshüril of some medieval Jews (Adar and ten of 
Tishri)3. 
Basic Fast 
In the matter of what has been termed the 'basic fast', thero 
are several new iadiths of broadly similar purpose, besides the 
4 
well-represented 'hattä' hadith. It has already been noted that 
the intention of this hadith - to suggest that the Prophet observed 
no fixed habits in his fasting - was adapted by some, in order to 
refure the upholders of the Shacbän and Rajab fasts5. The Nas. 79 
version, which adds at the beginning, 'küna rasülullflh yasrud6 al- 
gawm' appears to be attempting to harmonise"the $adith with the 
impression to be gained from the hadith literature as a whole, 
I E. g. Q58/3-4.2 On this motif, cf. Rajab hadTth above. 
3 The Bible of course contains other references to 40 day fasts. 
4 
Earlier Malik 56. Iian. 3/252,3/209,3/159,6/68, Sacd 12105, Mus. 180. 
5 In Tüsi, adapted to promote the 'Davidic' fiat (187). 
6 
This word carries a basic meaning of persisting in something, 
but often particularly refers to fasting. 
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namely that the Prophet was known to have practised many and varied 
facts. However, Tir. 768 suggests that this mention of Bard maybe 
explained in another way. It has the"bäb-heading al-Sard fi-l-sawm, 
and suggests that the inference to be made is that the first half 
of the I; iadith (käna rasUlullZ h yam I}attA nagtll lä yuf tir) supports 
prolonged fasting of this type. heedless to say, such an explanation 
entirely ignores the second part of the hadith, and-cannot be con- 
-sidered disinterested. 
r 
Other versions of the original iadlth extend its message to 
"1 
include giyam as well as siyäm in the familiar parallel'. 
More definite in intention is*the hadith2 exemplified by Ilan. 
157: the Prophet never fasted a complete3 month except Ramadän since 
he came to Medina. This last phrase, lacking only in Iian. 6/54, is 
clearly a 
, 
dating device, and is sometimes improved on by '$attä mat' 
or a similar expression. Almost all other versions of this hadith 
appear in conjunction with the hattä hadith. 
1Tan. 6/62 adapts the 1attä motif slightly: 'A'isha says, 'I never 
knew the Prophet to fast a month without breaking part of it, nor 
break a month without fasting part of it, until he died. ' 
It is also °A'isha*who answers a query about the Prophet's fast 
2+ 
in Bukh. 93: the Prophet never used to fast any particuLdr days. His 
1 Bukh:, bab ma yudhkar min sawn al-nabi, Tir. 769, Han. 3/104, I 
2 Nearly always from OEº'isha or b. °Ibbas. iian. 2450,1998,2151,294+9, 
2737,6/227-8, Nao. 38,? 7, I"lüj. 1711, Tius. 1? 3,4,8, Tir. 768, Dffr. 1? 50, Bukh., 
bab ma yudhlcar min gawm al-nabi. 
3 Generally kämilan or tamman. - 
Occasionally mutatübican (Mus. 178,1ºZIj. 1711, Han. 6/109); presumably 
these have the same intention, but are possibly against the wis5l 
of Shaeb, tn with Ramadän. Nas. 38,11us. 172, have 'shahran maclüman'. 
4 
Cf. also htus. 172-3. 
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cama3. was continuous:; which of you could manage what he could? 
1 This 
last part is probably not restricted to the field of fasting. On 
this general note, it may be observed That the five-sharf'iC hadlth, 
in which the Prophet outlines the minimum essential observances, 
is still weal-known, though not always mentioned in the Kitäb al-sawm 
of the various authors2. 
Sacd 4160 resumes a theme present in some of the b. eAmr b. 
c7Cq dahr hadrths: inns. li°ainik haggan, inna li'ahlik haqqan; sum 
wa aftir4, salli wa nam. 
Similar is Mus. Nikäh 5, directed against al-carnal fl-l-cirr. 
In it the Prophet counters asceticism by advocating moderation: 
'usallf wa anam, asüm wa aftir, atazawwaj, faman raghiba can sunnati, 
falaisa minni5'. 
In line with the minimum fast stipulated in the five-sharä'ic 
hadiths is Sacd 6/207: Abü Sädiq used never to volunteer even one 
day's fastinn the year, nor do one extra rakCa. 
The basic motive behind all these hadiths is self-evident - 
a desire to keep sight of the essential religious duties, to reu- 
erve one's efforts of devotion for them, and to avoid the prolif- 
erations of the sunna fasts. 
't 
1 Cf. the phrase 'ayyukum amlak li'irbihi', (above p. 273). 
2 Nas. 1-5, Bukh., bäb wujüb qawm Ramadan, Mus. Smän 1-10, AD' 
Sunna 522, Där. 656. 
3 E. g. rius. 186.4 Cf. Sacd 1290. 
5 Cf. also Ilan . 3/285,3/259,3/241. 
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Fidya 
The fidya clause in the Quran is generally considered in the. 
post-Shafici period to have been abrogated; the ýadTths ih the 
collections not surprisingly reflect practically the same state of 
affairs as is portrayed in the tafstr discussions. 
Numerically dominant is the 4adith from Salama b. Akwaý,, not 
previously recorded, of which the message is: when this verse (Q2, /184) 
first came down, those who wanted to, paid the fidya, until the 
following verse came down, which removed this option . Comparable 
is AD, b3b naskh qawlihi 'wa calä''alladhSn', etc., from b. `Abb"Es, and 
the tadtth in the tarjama of Bukh., bäb 'wa calfl alladhin', etc., from 
b. Abt Lailä, which offers a rationalisation for the initial state 
of affairs: they found it hard to fast at first, so had to have the 
option of the fidya. 
Also supporting the claim of abrogation is a ladtth from b. 
cUmar2. This is attached to a claim that b. CUmär 'read' part of 
the abrogated phrase in a variant form"(yutawwaqünahu). This parad- 
oxical observation may be resolved either by considering that the 
second phrase is a polemical attack on the first, or that possibly 
b. CUmar is supposed to consider the abrogation as not total, with 
the old; etc., still governed by the fidya provision. Neither of 
these answers seems very convincing.. Ibn C'Umar's alleged reading of 
a variant in a phrase he considered abrogated anyway may simply 
represent an inept conflation of two separate items of information. 
Besides abrogation, there exists another way of disposing of the 
awkward fidya clause, namely by restricting its meaning with a variant. 
This comes, as before, from b. cAbbäs, who refers the rukhca to the. 
1 Nas. 70, Tir. 798, Där. 1741, AD, bäb naskh qawlihi etc., Mus. 149,150, 
Bukh. Taf. Q2/185.2 Bukh., bäb lwa °alä'alladhin', etc., Bukh. Taf. Q2/185. 
3 See b. }ajar on Bukh., Taf. Q2/185. 
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old and infirm,. Bukh. Taf. Q2/185, on this point, mays specifically 
that the verse 'laisat bi-mansükha'. Ibn Vajar remarks that this 3a, 
a minority claim. Comparable, is Nas. 70, where yutlq'is said to equal 
1 
yukallaf. As pointed out already, the doctrine concerning the old 
is the reason for the variant, and not vice versa. 
This special application of the fidya to the old is claimed in 
$adiths involving Anas be riälik2, who in old age is said to have 
been unable to fast, and accordingly broke and paid over a fidya of, 
food to the poor. 
Some, howeveyer, who presumably accepted the standard abrogation 
claims, disallowed this privileged position for the'old. Sacd 7/89: 
to break Raman is a sadaga from God to the sick and the traveller ' 
(alone)3. This is attributed to Anas be tiälik, probably deliberately, 
and certain persons seem to have realised that this was not quite 
compatible with the Anas doctrine above, for some versions of the 
second iadith make it clear that someone other than the most famous 
bearer of the name of Anas be Mälik was meant. 
These last }adiths also introduce the pregnant and nursing, 
mother. Simple fiVr and qadZ! ' by these parties was unacceptable to 
some, and be °Abbäs again appears, upholding itcäm for them - the 
fidya clause is 'uthbata' for them also. 
Some non-canonical hadiths reveal a more lenient attitude: 
Sacd 7/156: the' old man who cannot pray or fast cannot on the other 
hand do any evil (so let him alone). In Tüsi5, several hadiths suggest 
This is scarcely justifiable without an interpolation of some kind: 
possibly an original 'yutawwaq' has been edited into 'yutiq'. 
2 See earlier, p. 216. SaC. d 7/11,7/15, Bukh. Taf. Q2/184 (tarjama). 
3 Thus also Tir. 715, Mäj. 1667, Nas. 69.4 Cf. AD, bNb man gäla hiya 
muthbata, Tir. 715, Zaid, bäb man rakhkhasa fi iftär shahr Ramadän, ßukh. ." 
Taf. Q2/184, Mäj. 1668.5 Istibsär 104. 
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that the old should pay the fidya, but if they cannot afford it, 
then no matter. Others reckon that his sons or relatives should in 
this case fast for him, a somewhat unorthodox suggestion. 
In comparison with the previous material, these last 1adrths 
seem much more practical, and lead one to suspect that the. others 
represent more the continuation of the theoretical debate concerning 
fidya. which in this period is more fully treated in, the, tafsrrs 
than in the hadlth collections . 
Consecutiveness 
The question of the consecutiveness or otherwise of fasts 
other than Ramadan is apparently entirely ignored in the post-Shäfie1, 
hadith2. This may be due to the fact that it is dealt with in the, 
tafs'Irs. Its being concerned to a certain extent with variants may 
have contributed. to the lack of development of ýadiths of the usual 
kind in this subject: reports concerning variants rarely mention 
the Prophet, as. a result of the theoretical considerations behind 
the whole science of gir¬i'ät. 
Fitr Ramadfn 
On the fate of one who breaks Ramaoän without proper excuse, 
there seems to be little real development in the post-Shäfiel period. 
This is possibly because the question of punishments, which is the 
essence of this problem, is-. not generally within the province of 
iadith, but is, dealt with by the taCzir system, for which there 
A sign of this is the dearth of material from b. Hanbal on this 
subject. 
2A IadTth in Bai. 259 likens gadä' Ramadan to a debt: it 
may be paid off bit by bit.. Otherwise-there is nothing. 
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are few available records. This again reinforces the impression 
that the muhaddithün are dealing in abstract discussions for much 
of'the time. 
The severed Abu Huraira iadith, claiming that even eternal 
fasting would never atone for a breach of Rama4Rn, survives unaltered. 
in essentials2. Most versions of the Abü Huraira 'wagact ahlt' 
": hadith, in which the Prophet proposes for the breach a sories of 
atonoments parallel to those of the fihflr regulation'in the Quran, 
are unremarkable3. The fact that in some the amount of food in the 
sadaga suggested as a last resort is defined is not necessarily an 
indication that the hadith had any practical value, for it can be 
seen as no more than a simple calculation based on the number of 
poor persons to be fed, in accordance with well-known precedents. 
The earlier'SaCTd b. Musayyib version of this, which adds 'wa 
qum yawman"makanahu', no longer appears under this name, except in 
one case 
4although 
the idea is preserved in a few other scattered 
versions5. 
The earlier additional option of sacrificing a 'badana'-is'pre- 
served at 1an. 69456, while the 'wa-astaghfir all&h' motif reappears 
in AD, bäb kaffära man atä ahlahu fT Ramacän7. 
Several 4adiths, apparently similar to the Abü Huraira"version, 
come through CAlisha. These all in fact miss out the ; vihllr provision, 
and pass directly to the sadaga provision. This is interesting in' 
1 Cf. the AD bib-heading, 'al-taghlSz fi man aftara oamadan'. 
2 ýiäj. 1672, Där. 1722-1, Tir. 723, Van. 2/386, AD, b5b al-taghliz, Tarj. Bukh., 
bab idhä jämaca fi Ramadän. 
3 Zaid, bäb kaffärat man aftara f3 Ram- 
adän mutacammidan, has'bäshartu' for 'wagactu'. AD, Uan. 6944,2/281, 
2/273,7288, Bukh., Dir. 17 23-4, Zaid, Maj. 1671, Mus. 81-4, Tir. 724.4 Maj. 
1671, cf. Bukh., tarjama of bäb idhä jämaea fi Ramadän. 
5 Han. 6945, 
SaO-d 22102.. 6 Also at KU2210 7 Cf: Istibsär p. 81. 
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that it reflects the position adopted by tdälik1. It is of course 
possible that the ihr provision hadlth did not originally terminate 
with the aadaga option, and that this latter was appended by persons 
of a disposition similar to that of Malik. The tone of these CÄlisha 
$adiths is clearly not rigorous - they do not even add any order to 
make up the day broken2, and in this respect they parallel the 'wa- 
astaghfir alläh' iadiths. This is a doctrine comparable to the emin- 
ently reasonable views generally held of one who eats or drinks 
forgetfully - he should simply carry on his fast, as his breach was' 
accidental. 
Tirmidhi 724 mentions that some, by giyüs, place eating and 
drinking together with jimäv, as dealt with by'the Abfl Fturaira hadith. 
As was mentioned above, the canonical hadith material does not 
show much sign of active development. There are however some pieces 
of isolated information that are relevant to this subject. Represent- 
ing an extreme view, we have KU2211-2, which claim that one day of 
Rama4an broken without excuse can be made up for only by thirty 
other days of fasting. Tüs13 is able to explain the difference be- 
tween the three-fold kaffara of some hadiths and the simple gadg' 
of others: if the breach was on something otherwise haräm, then the 
more complex penalty is due, but if on something otherwise halal, 
then the simple one. In a strange 4adith in b. Hanbal (4/37), there 
appears an incident in which a man has intercourse with his wife by 
day (in Rama4än); he asks his people what action he should take, but 
they refuse, it is said, to go en masse to the Prophet in case'a 
Quran should come down to them on this subject. This is perhaps in- 
1 Above, pp. 216-7. AD, bäb kaffära man atä ahlahu fl Ramaogn, Där. 1725, 
Mus. 85-7, Bukh., bäb idhä jämata fi Ramädän. The common word in these 
hadiths is 'muhtaraq', used to describe the offender. 
2 Though one 
may perhaps be understood. 
3 Istibs3r p. 97. 
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tended to rationalise the apparent diversity of opinion in the had 
ith. 
Ru'ya. 
The involved question of al-ru'ya, the determination of the 
beginning and end of RamacRn, does not appear to have been further 
elaborated by the muýaddithUn of the time after the death of Shäfidl: 
practically all the Iadiths, numerous as they are, derive from ear- 
lier models. 
Such is the claim, made through b. °Umar, that the Prophet said 
that the month was 29 days . The implication here seems to be that 
the month m_a be of 29 days, rather than that it is invariably so, 
and occasionally an addition makes this specifically clear Q1an. 2335)" 
In an unusual 'confirmation' of this claim, the Prophet says that 
Gabriel himself came and told him that the month was 29 days (}an. 
1885, Nas. 16) . 
Also familiar is the hadrth, generally from Abu Huraira, to the 
effect that one should fast and break at the appropriate new moon, 
but if it is overcast, one should count 302. The b. c Umar version 
of this omits the 30, and suggests simply 'agdirü'3. 
The 4aäith in which the Prophet makes use of 1isäb al-Cagd, 
generally to promote the '29' claim, through b. CUmar, again4, is also 
1 mus. 11, Han. 2335,3158,4488,4981,5453, AD, bäb al-shahr yakUn 29, 
Mus. 6,7,9, Där. 1697" 
2 Där. 1692-3, ýius. 17,19,20, ý; ftj. 1655, ttas. 12-5, 
Tir. 688, Bukh., bäb qawl al-nabi idhä ra'aytum, etc., Van. 1985,3474,7507, 
2/263,3/329,4/321,5/42" 3 Cf. Mlik 1. Där. 1691, Mäj. 1674, Mus. 3,8, 
18, AD, bäb idhixz ughmiya al-shahr, Bukh., bäb qawl al-nabi, etc., Han. 1931, 
5294,632394/23- 
4 
Mus . 4,5,10,12-5,26-7, AD, bäb al-shahr yakan 299' 
maj. 1656-7, Itas. 17, Bukh., bäb qawl al-nab3, etc., Van-1594-6, et al. 
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widooproad. 
Intended to counter the possibility of RamaoRn being less. than 
30 days is the'shahrä Crdiri lä yanqusüni' hadith, another theme known 
since early times1. ¶üsi 184 expresses this in two different ways: 
'RamadÄn ýs 30, it is never shortened', and 'Sha'bün is never comp-, 
lete' i. e. never 30. 
The hadith in which the Prohet swears off his wives for a month, 
only to return after 29 days, is also still in evidence2. 
A new report which appears to convey an old point of view in a 
form much less ambiguous than is generally the case, is AD, b'db idhü 
ughmiya al-shahr3: the Prophet used to pay special attention to the 
passing of the days of Shal-bÄn. He would then fast Ramadan until the 
new moon appeared, but if it was overcast, he would reckon 30 days 
(from the beginning of Shal-bän), and then fast. Apparently comparable 
to this, but with no figure specified, is KU21304: u49U °iddat 
Shaabän li-Ramadän. 
The. isolated ]adiths in support of the 29 definition do not 
appear to have any precedent: Sacd 6/163: We once fasted Ramadan. as 
28 days in the time of CAll, and he ordered us to make up a day. 
Van-7417: the Prophet said, 'flow much of the month (of Ramadfn) has 
elapsed? ' We said, '22 days have gone and eight remain'. He said, 
'Rather, 22 days have gone and seven remain. Seek it (Lailat al-Qadr) 
tonight'. The introduction of the Lailat al-Qadr theme does not seem 
to bear on the proposed definition of the month as 29 days. 
There is still a large number of lzad3ths treating the ru'ya 
question. in terms of the suitability for fasting of 'yawn al-shakk'. 
1 Cf. above p. 233. Mus. 31-2, AD, bäb al-shahr yakün 29, Tir. 692,1läj. 
1659, Bukh., blxzb shahril tidin, etc.. 
2 Cf. earlier p. 232. Jdus. 22-5, 
SaOd 8/133, Tir. 790, Bukh., bab qawl al-nabi idhsº ra'aytum, etc., Nas. 16; 
I; an. 2103,5182,3/341,6/243.3 Cf. Han. 6/149 
4 
Cf. Naisab. 425. 
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Thus the 1171 tagaddamü Raman bi-sawm yawm wa M yawmain' hadithl.. 
Interesting in that it appears to be the only new development 
on this front is a 4adith promoting the fasting of the surar of 
Shacban2. The surar are defined in some versions as the last days 
of the month, and the motive would clearly be to fast these days out 
of i1tiyät lest one should miss ä day of Ramadän, or possibly to 
perform'some kind of introductory fast3. It is noteworthy that in 
other versions, presumably issuing from the $lä tagaddamü' lobby, 
the surar are alternatively defined as the first part or the middle 
kC 
of the month. In another new With, Ammar makes it clear, by in- 
viting those present to partake of some roast sheep, that yawm al- 
shakk is not to be fasted. Those who demur are, he says, disobeying 
the Prophet. If these last 4adiths can be taken as indicative of a 
general tendency, it would seem that in the post-Shäfi°i period, the 
ru'ya issue was coming to be settled by. reports dealing with the 
more specific point of yawm al-shakk, rather than the more unwieldy 
matter of the calendar. The hadith material on the latter subject 
may, as has been suggested already, have been too abstracted from 
actual practice, and may consequently have become disregarded by some. 
As before, a number of reports concern the technical questions 
of the witnessing of the ru'ya; how many witnesses are necessary, 
what happens when the ru'ya occurs at different times in different 
places they will not be discussed further here, as neither will an 
1 Cf. earlier, p. 234. Där. 1696, Pdas. 33-4, Näj. 1650, Tir. 684-5, ttus. 21, 
Sacd 8/350, Iian. 7199,2/28192/347,4/314, AD, bäb Man yasil Shac-bän bi- 
Ramadän, Bukh., bRb lä tagaddamü, etc. 
2 ttus. 195,199-201, Där. 1749, AD, 
bäb fl-l-tagaddum, Bukh., bäb al-; awm fi t"ºkhir al-shahr. 
3 Cf. the 
Shac, bän li-tac-zim Ramadän had3ths, p"333, and also the Jewish intro- 
ductory fast to Yöm Kippur. 
4 
Tir. 686, t4äj. 1645-7, IZas. 40-1, Där. 1689-90 
AD, bäb kirähiyyat sawm yawm al-shakk. 
5 Cf. above, p. 235. 
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apparently novel hadith which suggests a formula of wordo for use 
on witnessing the now moon. 
Safar 
In the post-Shafic'i period, the question of fasting on a jour- 
ney, already a complex issue, becomes the subject of well over a 
score of different types of 1iadith. Most of these, however, can be 
traced to earlier themes. 
If any generalisation can be made with safety, it is that acc- 
ording to the 4adith literature as a whole, the acceptance of the 
Quranic'rukhga', as the Muslims see the phrase, is preferred. This 
is more or less the view that prevailed earlier in }adith, but it 
was seen that those jurists whose personal opinions were recorded 
tended towards the view that fasting was preferable. The overall 
tendency of the later hadSth may perhaps reflect the increasing 
influence of the Quran1 in this matter. 
A number of liadlths resolve the dilemma of whether or not to 
fast during travel-by considering the matter to be entirely optional. 
Thus the popular I}amza al-Aslami haOTth, noted before2 The Nas. 64 
and Mus-107 versions of this are altered to favour slightly the . 
breaking of the fast: while the choice is still open, accepting the 
rukh9a is said to be'Jiasan', while if one fasts, it is no more than 
'lä juna4 alaihi'. Another optional: hadith comes from b. Mastfd3: 
the Prophet both fasted and broke during travel. 
Also carried. over from earlier times is the 'lam yacib al-¢ä'im 
calf al-muftir' hadith, generally from Abü SaC-Td al-Khudri or 
1 As traditionally interpreted. 2 Cf. Mud. 203. Iius. 103-6, Tir. 711 i 
N, uj. 1662, Bukh., bRb al-ýawm f! 7-l-safar wa-l-iftär, Nas. 63,65,84, Där. 
1714, AD, bäb al-gawm fi-l-safar, Ijan. 4/494,6/46.3 Van. 3813. 
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Anus , and continuing in the optional vein is an anonymous report 
in b. Lac-d's general account of the Fath expedition: the Prophet's 
munüdi said, 'He who wishes to break, let him do so, and he who wishes 
to fast, let him do so'. The same suggestion comes from the Prophet 
himself, via b. °Abbfls, in a ýadith familiar from e. g. Tay. 2677 
2. 
This is sometimes dated in cäm al-fat$ and placed in cUsfän. 
A rather grudging admission of the rukh9a comes in KU2239: he 
who breaks (on a journey), then that is the rukh9a; (but) he who 
fasts, then fasting is better (afdal). 
Going in the other direction are 1adiths such as the previously 
noted 'laisa al-birr an tagUmü fl-l-safar' hadith, which is defin- 
itely pro-fiýr3. Some versions of this mention that the man whose 
plight caused the Prophet to make this utterance was exhausted by 
the effort of fasting while travelling. This would indicate that it 
is not an unconditional acceptance of the rukh9a that is intended, 
but rather the message I fast if you can manage it, but not other- 
wise I. 
Jflbir, occasionally the vehicle for the above hadith, also 
appears in the 'ü15'ika al-cugät' reports 
4, 
of comparable motive, 
though with their mention of KuräO al-Ghamim, they introduce the 
question of the minimum journey on which breaking is permissible. 
Bukh., b3. b lam ya"-ib, etc. 91-ius. 89,93-9, AD, bäb al-sawm fl-l-safar, 
Tir. 712-3, I an. 3/12, Nas. 66, Saed 21100,2179, Han. 3/24,3/45,3/50,3/71, 
3/71+, 3/92,3/316. The varying dates in these »adTths are possibly 
connected with some historical chronological dispute. 
2 IIan. 2652, 
AD, bab al-§awm fi-l-safar, 4an. 2350,2057,2996,3162, Mäj. 1661, Bukh., bab 
man aftara fi-l-safar liyarahu al-näs, Nas. 68,62, Mus. 88., 
3 Cf. above 
p. 242. Mäj. 1664-5, Bukh., bäb qawl al-nabi, etc., Nas. 52,55, DBr. 1716-8, 
Kh. p. 68, AD, b5b ikhtiyar al-fitr,, lus. 92, Han. 3/319,5/434,3/317,3/299" 
4 Tir. 710, mus. 90-1, Pias. 55. Cf. also KII2774. See earlier p. 242. 
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As was noted before, a number of other hadiths also mention 
place names, such as the 'ahdath ahdath' report sited in Kadid1. 
Sac-d 2199 seems topreserve a slightly less polished, and therefore 
perhaps earlier, version of this: 'they used to consider that O reaking) 
was the last (stage) of the amr of the Prophet'. The 4adith placed in 
Qudaid also survives2, as does that mentioning Barr al-Zahrän? This 
type of hadith does not appear to be well represented in the Sahihain, 
and it may'be'that this method of establishing the minimum journey 
had fallen into disuse. It is not intended to go into the details 
of the minimum journey reports here. 
The hadiths mentioning specific journeys, then, can generally 
be classed-as pro-fitr, albeit sometimes incidentally. 
The early information (Ralik 25) that b. cUmar was not fond of 
fasting on a journey is still to be found, though with isnäd unadvan- 
ced. Thus Sa0d 41109, which has an addition intended to show that 
nevertheless he did not approve of fasting. However, it is possible 
that this hadith did undergo a development: in IIan. 5392,5750, b. 
'Umar relates from the Prophet hadiths which are favourable to 'his' 
point of view. 
With reference to the reports of b. cUmar, it is perhaps not 
coincidental that Umar himself is also said to be of this opinion.. 
Thus. Tir. 714: we went off on raids with the Prophet in Rama4lin, the 
Fath and Badr expeditions, and broke our fast in them both4. The men- 
tion of raids, rather than just travelling, will be noted here5, but 
it may be doubted whether the heading of Tir. 714, al-rukhsa li-1- 
mu4Rrib, 'is anything other than an extrapolation from the hadith that 
ý Cf. earlier p. 240. Han. 1892, Där. 1715,; 1ua. 88, Sacd 21100.2 Flan. 
2185,3176,3209,3279, Nas. 61, Sawd 21100.3 Han. 2884,3460,3/29,2/336, 
Nas. 56. Other hadiths connected with this subject include: Ijan. 2363, 
Nas. 67, etc. 
4 Also Van. 140,2, Sa°d 2113 5 Cf. p. 240 above. 
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it introduces; it is not apparent that. in this period the distinct- 
ion between raiding and travelling, and the possible original meaning 
of GalÄ saýarin, was still a live. issue. 
1 
More definitely in favour of fitr, instead of merely acknowlod- 
ging the existence of the rukh; a, are some new themes, for instance. 
'al-; i'ira fl-l-safar ka al-muftir fl-l-hadar'. This does not seem- 
to have been very popular, for in spite of its"epigrammat. c form, 
it is not very widely encountered 
2. Ibn N, äja's version has the note 
'hädha al-ýadlth laisa bi-shai'. 
Another hadith represents the Prophet once again on a journey. 
The muftirs among his companions, it is said, were able to cope, 
but the fasters. became weak, at which the Prophet said, 'The, muftire 
are the ones who will get the reward today'3. 
On another journey, those of the number who fast cause Dahiyya 
b. Khallfa to say on his return, 'This is something I never expected 
to see, people avoiding the guidance of the Prophet and his compan- 
ions'. Another report not directly involving the Prophet is that in 
which a passenger on a boat makes a point of deliberately eating 
immediately after setting sail, in order to emulate the sunna of the 
Prophet 
Plainly Quran-based is a hadlth6 in which Anas is told by the 
Prophet of God's provisions concerning prayer and fasting during 
travel?. Also favourable to fitr, but with a qualification that is 
I But see IIjlyat al-Awliyä'92/217: rakhkhasa allAh laka fr-l-fitr 
wa-l-ghazw; a few other hadiths also mention the matter. See below. 
2 tiaj. 1666, Nas. 60.3 Mus. 100-1, Nac. 59.4 lJan. 6/398,6/7, AD b. b qadr 
maa3ra yuftir fihi. 
5 AD, b. b mat. yuftir al-mus. fir, D. r. 1720; cf. 
Tir. 799-800.6 AD, bRb ikhtiyär al-fitr (similar are Nas. 57-8, Där. 171S). 
7 
The fact that the topics are not combined more often indicates how 
low Quranic considerations rate in most of the tadith discussions of 
this subject. 
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hard to assess, is the report in which, on a ho. t day, all broke on 
a journey with the exception of the Prophet and eAbdull5h b. Rawä4a. 
There is nothing in the recorded biography of the latter that sheds 
any light on this; his inclusion apparently vitiates the otherwise 
obvious conclusion that the hadTth is intended to promote the eicma 
of the Prophet. There is a slight possibility that the phrase is an 
addition, somehow intended to demonstrate for abrogation purposes 
that the report is a late one, since CAbdullüh b. Rawüha was killed 
at 1.1u'ta, which is said to have taken place in Jumäda I,, 8 A. H. 
2. 
It may also be noted that he invited AbU DardÄ', the last figure in 
the'isnäd of all versions3,. into Islgm4. 
On the reluctance of the Prophet himself to break the fast, even 
though others were doing so, a parallel to the preceding l? adith can 
be found in }ian. 3/46, where the Prophet is however eventually forced 
to break because of the obduracy of his emulators. He had originally 
claimed, 'I am not like you5, for I am riding, and (therefore) less 
exerted', but this did not stop those on foot from persisting in 
fasting. 
It would appear that the Medina-Itecca journey theme was almost 
played out (or that the argument behind it was over), for there are 
no definitely new versions of it after Shäfici's death, although 
certain Iadiths do use the motif for a somewhat different purpose. 
This is that of showing that fifer is the best, and indeed the only, 
option, when one is close to the enemy. Thus from Abü Sal"id, in an 
See Sacd 21.2 Sa-d 3222.3 Mus. 108-9, AD bUb 
ikhtiyUr al-giyRm, Mäj. 1663, IIukh. 'bäb' (sic), Van. 5/194,6%444. 
4 
Sacd 7.5 'inn! lastu mithlukum'; this phrase also 
occurs in wic51 Iadiths. See above, p. 245. 
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adafton of the KadTd story . It seems that some were at pains to 
show that the order to break given by'the Prophet in this hadith 
was restricted to battle conditions only, for AbU Sa-Td is made-to 
add that he fasted with the Prophet on a journey after this. 
Another new ladith2 of similar purpose is the one related by 
Jäbir, concerning a man who while on a raid persisted in fasting, 
-to the detriment of his general condition (probably the reason behind 
the prohibition in all the ýadtths mentioning raids3); the Prophet 
admonishes him, and asks if being 'fi sabll allah' is not enough 
(in terms of the heavenly reward to be gained). Interesting in that 
it appears to preserve an-indication of the motive behind the habit 
of fasting on a raid is Satd 6/110: al-Miuhijir desired on the day 
of the battle of Tustar to dedicate himself to God; h@ was fasting 
(he was subsequently ordered to break). 
Something of an anomaly is Sa'd 21100, possibly a relic of an 
earlier debate, since it is both simpler in form than, and counter 
to the sentiment of, comparable 4adiths: the Prophet conquered Mecca 
in ten (days) of'Ramadan, fasting, travelling and mujahid. 
Occasionally travel is introduced into other hadlths in order 
to reinforce a point, or to enhance a reputation for piety: Abu 
4 
alga used never to break during travel or illness ^; Usäma,. even 
on a journey, would never abandon his practice of fasting Mondays 
and Thursdays5. 'This last is exceptional in that it mentions a fast 
other than Raman in connection with travel. 
SaCd 21100, iian. 3/35,3/87, AD bäb al-sawn ft-1-safar, Mus. 102. 
Cf. also IIan. 3/475,4/636. 
2 IJan. 3/327,3/329.3 And possibly indeed the Quranic provision 
itself. See p. 46.4 lJan. 3/104. 
5 Sacd 4150" 
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As pointed out in the beginning of this section, the question 
of fasting while travelling seers to have been reckoned in the, maj- 
ority view to be a matter of a rukh9a which it is better to accept 
if one suffers headship through fasting. Despite a fairly clear 
ruling in. the Quran, this concensus is arrived at through personal 
opinion, and the 1adiths do little more than reflect the various 
facets of the latter. There is no great polemic element in the dis- 
cussion, and possibly for that reason the majority of the numerous 
kiadiths are relatively flat statements. ' 
Sawm al-dahr 
The discussion of gawm al-dahr is dominated in the post-Shäfiai 
period by the CAbdullrth b. CAmr b. BAs hadlth, which, briefly, seeks 
to reduce any tendency to fast dahr as much as possible, but which 
generally is altered so that ultimately it supports 'half of dahr', 
that is to say the fasting of alternate days, the so-called 'sawm 
DA'üd'. It exists in scores of recensions , the varying details of 
which will largely be ignored here. 
Several ; of' the motifs of the b. CAmr b. 019 hadith exist sep- 
arately from the main report, notably the mention of the fast of 
David. Whether these motifs were always independent or not cannot 
now be ascertained. This seems unlikely, when, as in the case of the 
David hadith, b. oAmr appears in the isnäd: e. g. Han. 6491, where 
David's fast of alternate days is said to be 'ahabb al-siyäm ild 
alldh'2. Tir. 770 has a note, apparently intended to corroborate the 
hadith (though why this should be necessary is not clear), that bard 
1 Bukh., - bäb liagq al-jism fl-l-sawn, and following abwäb, MUS. 181-3, 
186-8,191-3, Iian. 6477 and' 22 more, Nas. 86-90.2 Also Mrzj. 1712, Mus. - 
189-90, Där. 1759, ljan. 6921,6534,6789 (afaal al-aawm), AD, bab fý sawn/ 
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ahl al-cilm any that the best fast is to fast one day and break one 
day. Tir. also notes that it is said". that such is the hardest fast 
(sc. permitted in Islam? ), which statement might be taken as a gen- 
uine opinion , or else as a polemical assortion designed to back up 
the Prophet's claim to thid effeät. 
Still on the subject of the alternate days of fasting and brea- 
king attributed to David, it is interesting to note that in b. Sacd 
there occur three references to Companions (and later figures) fas- 
ting alternate days, without any specific mention of David2. This 
would appear to indicate that there was a genuine practice of this. 
type3, though when and where the name of David became associated 
4 
with it is unclear 
Greatly elaborating the David hadith is KU3015: David fasted 
one day and broke one day; his son Solomon fasted three days each 
at the beginning, middle and end of the month; Jesus fasted al-dahr; 
Nary fasted two days and broke one: Muhammad fasted three days per 
month. Not surprisingly, the ýadith is deemed daelf. KU2949 gives 
the only variation in definition of the fast of David: he used to 
fast one day, and break two days: one day liga4ä'ihi5, one day 
/yawm wa fitr yawn, Tir.? 70, Nas. 86,16; kIan. 2878 comes from b. CAbb&s. 
A case could easily be made out for continued stopping ahd'star- 
ting being more difficult than perpetual fasting. 
2 b. °Awn, 7226, b. Sirin, 71145, Nakbaci, 6,192. Cf. also Dukh., bäb 
gawm yawm wa iftsär yawm, Bai. 301.3 Although it is possibly cred- 
ited to these figures post mortem in order to enhance their reputat- 
ions. 
4 
In Jjilyat al-Awliya', the David report is transmitted 
by Kal-ýb a-Ahbär. This is the only even partial confirmation of what.. 
would seem most probable, a Jewish oricin. Meaning uncertain; 
possibly it here signifies the official duties of a gä41. 
L:, 
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lini:: ü' ihi. 
Of the major varieties of the b. CAmr b. cÄ9, perhaps two are 
worth noting briefly; those in which the law of diminishing returns 
is invoked , and those in which 
CAbdullüh regroto not having accepted 
the rukhca of the Prophet. This version, unlike the preceding, "was 
not recorded in the period before ShdfiC3's death2. 
A less common version offers an interesting parallel to the 
'gawm = wijü " idea3: iian. 6764 (also 6477) mentions in the introd- 
uction to the body of the hadlth that b. °Amr b. °Äq was so preocc- 
upied with fasting and prayer that he neglected_a new wifo of his. 
Also notable is 14us. 188, where b. °Amr is admonished by the Prophet 
as usual, but does not make any reply: we are probably to assume that 
this time he accepted the Prophet's advice immediately. It would be 
tempting to consider this as the original of all the other b. CAmr 
4ad1ths, but the likelihood is that it is rather a later shortening. 
The other main pre-Shäfic1 anti-dahr 1adith4 only exists in 
one version in this period (Sacd 7158). This may be an indication 
that the 4adith was seen not so much as against dahr, but in favour 
of the three days' fast. 
Also recorded earlier was the hadith claiming that 'lä sum man 
$äm al-dahr/al-abad', which is now generally from b. cAmr b. °Äs5, 
and the comparable assertion that he 'la sum wa 1A aftara'6, which 
usually comes from I"iutarrif. One recension has the otherwise unrec- 
I P. 209 (rius. 1g2, Iian"7098,6775,6951,6545) . 
2 Nas. 88, Mus. 193, ßukh., bab hagq al-jism fl-l-sawm, sacd 429-10, 
Van. 6832,6877,7023.3 P. 280.4 Concerning the unrecog- 
nisable beduin (above, p. 208). 
5 l; an. 6257,6866,6789,6988, Maj. 1705, Mus. 197, Nas. 85, iian. 6/455 (from 
Asmäl). 6 %ian. 4/24-5, Nas. 81-3, Mäj. 1705, Mus. 197, Nas. 85, Tir. 767, 
Dur. 1? 51. 
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-orded fuller phrase 'lä yuftir nahiir al-dahr' (Han. 4/426). 
More ominous is Ian. 4/414: the Prophet said that he who fasts' 
dahr will be grasped by hell1. 
Already noted as borrowing from the dahr themes to promote 
other fasts are the Shawwäl Iiadiths2. Whether these can be considered 
as positively anti-dahr is debatable. Perhaps more definite are those 
which make a polemical redefinition of dahr (as do some of the b. 
cAmr b. °Äg 1adiths): gawm shahr al-gabr plus three days equals al- 
dahr, for example (ian'. 2/263,5/295)" 
The great number of ýadiths dealing with dahr suggest that it 
was in fact probably quite widely practised, and indeed there are 
numerous-reports-in works such as Itilyat al-Awliyä' of-individuals 
fasting long periods (see further on this below). Besides the major 
$adiths mentioned above, which universally disapprove of dahr, -even 
if some are able immediately afterwards to admit the fast of David, 
there are one or two lesser known hadithz, in the same vein. 
Thus Zaid, bäb al-wigal fi-l-giyäm wa gawm al-dahr: the Prophet 
forbade perpetual fasting. (It may be doubted that this is a gen- 
uine hadith, but rather a distillation of hadith material). Nas. 85:. " 
the Prophet was told of a man fasting dahr. He said, 'I wish. he were 
never fed for eternity, and (I widh it) even more in the case of 
those fasting two-thirds or half of dahr. Fast instead three days 
per month. That will banish spiritual heaviness'. 
From b. GUmar3: 0 Prophet, what of one who fasts two days and 
breaks one (two-thirds of dahr)?. The Prophet replies, 'Can anyone 
do that? ' What of one day's fast, and one day's break? 'That is 
David's fast'. What of one day's fast, and two day's break? 'I wish 
1 Cf. Bai. 300.2 AD, bäb fi ; awm Shawwäl, Müj. 1716, Tir. 7599 
Mus. 204, Van. 5/417, Där. 1761.3 'Mäj. 1713, Nas. 85, Mus. 19?, AD, bäb 
fl gawm al-dahr tatawwuOan, Mus. 196. 
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I could do that'. This hr: dlth is plainly anti-dahr, and also cobl 
towards the fast of David. 
It is interesting that several hadiths discuss the details of 
9awm al-dahr, despite its being universally condemned, in the $adTth 
at least. These have been partially mentioned earlier, and treat the 
question of whether or not dahr should include Adhä, Fir and Tashriq. 
Some say that by breaking on these days, one escapes the kirflhiyya 
attaching to 9awm al-dahr (Tir. 767, KU2837). Others will not accept,. 
this, and say that dahr means not breaking except on these five days. 
From b. CAmr b. Ohs (again! ), we have the information that Noah 
used to fast dahr, except fitr and adh 
1. 
It was noted above that b. Sacd recorded some who practised the 
#fast of 
David: similarly, he has a number of brief notes, apparently 
biographical rather than hadith-type in most cases, about various 
persons who fasted dahr: °Iräk be Malik (Medinese, 5/188); Sacid be 
tlusayyib (5/94,93); °Abdulläh be Buhaima (Meccan, 4265); al-Aswad 
(Küfan, 6/46-7); °Ä'isha (8/47). There is also one from be I1anbal; 
Abü Talha (3/104). As with the David-fasters, one cannot be sure how 
historically accurate such information is; no doubt much of it repr- 
esents the notions of pious hagiographers, but nevertheless, the 
contrast between this kind of material, and the condemnation of the 
dahr fast in the hadith, is very marked. Other reports2 in be Sac. d 
mention individuals who have fasted great numbers of years; this 
kind of practice is obviously close to the dahr fast, even if tech- 
nically it cannot be called such. 
Sometimes in bab-headings and discussions of long periods of 
fasting, and less frequently in hadith itself3, the expression sard/ 
1 M! ij. 1714, KU2302. It may be remembered that Noah was also credited 
by one report with the founding of c shürä'. 2 E. g. Sa°d 6/235, 
5/305" -3 Sal-d 6/47,5/94,5/134, Nas. 79 et al. 
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/yasrud1 al-sawn is used. It does not appear that there is any prac- 
tical difference between dahr and card, insofar as either of them 
is capable-of accurate definition - it is evident that prolonged 
fasting may range from an extension of Raman as popularly practised, 
to permanent semi-starvation. ýawm al-dahr is also mentioned occas- 
ionally in a rhetorical fashion, as something extremely'difficult2. 
Wisäl 
After Shnfici's death, the discussion of will in fasting rev- 
eals a considerable variation in the definition of this practice. 
The varying degrees of severity provoke a number of different resp- 
onses from the lawyers, though in general they tend to regard the 
practice with disfavour. 
The' discussions are dominated by the Prophetic khaYf'ic hadith3, 
in which the Prophet forbids wisgl to his followers, claiming mean- 
while that in his own wicäl he receives divine sustenance; several 
4 
other themes exist by the side of this main tadith, It- is received 
56 
from five companions, OA'isha, b. CUmar, Anas?, Abü iiuraira8, and 
1 See below, p. 341.2 E. g. Tir. 723, t"1aj. 1672, D7ir. 1721-2, jian. 2/336, 
AD, bäb al-taghl' ý fiman of tar a Ramadän. 
3 P. 245. 
4 
Tüsi 180 appears to borrow from this hadith: God feeds. and waters 
the faster in his sleep. 
5 Mus. 61., Bukh., bäb al-wigttl. 
6 
Bukh., bäb a1-wigä1, Van. 4721,4752 5197,5795,6125,6299,6413, Mus. 
55-6, AD, bab fi-l-wi. ýäl. Cf. Tir. 778" 
7 Van. 3/170,3/197-8; Tir. 
778, Dür. 1711, T3ukh., b5b al wigäl. 
8 
Van. 7326,7431 ,? 539,7228, 
4 
Där. 1710. Other versions of this (e. g. ian. 7486, Zus. 68) add 'fa'ak- 
lifü min a1-acmä1 mä lahum bihi ýäqa'. 
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Abü SaOld1: their respective versions do not apparently differ gre- 
atly, although, as shown below, some have noteworthy additions. 
Three2 of b. cUmar's 4adiths add 'in Rama fl', and this is 
clearly significant. While there are no grounds for disapproving of 
wig l in general, a Muslim may reasonably argue. that the Quran3 sug- 
gests that. the night of Ramadän may not be fasted, and so a distin- 
ction-is sometimes drawn between that month and the rest of the year. 
In support of this is the maxim ßlä giygm fl-l-lail', now also rec-" 
orded in hadith form4. KU2311: God prescribed no fast in the night- 
time, and he who ao fasts, disobeys, and has no reward. 
Another Quranic consideration, that of 'yurid alläh bikum al- 
yusr' (Q2/187), may be behind the addition of the phrase 'rahmatan 
lakum' after the prohibition of wicäl5. 
The khagä'is hadith is strengthened in some versions from Abf 
lluraira and Anas. The standard hadith is retailed, with the addition 
that some of the people are said to have ignored the prohibition. 
The Prophet then-determines to put them in their place, and enters 
upon wi§äl with them. However, the month comes to an end6, and the 
Prophet then says that if the month had lasted longer, he would have 
outlasted them. This remark, the hadith points out in conclusion, 
was of the nature of a reprimand - 'kc'al-munalckil bihim', or similar7. 
4 
1 IIan. 3/30,3/57.2 IIan, 5795', 4721, Mus . 56. -Cf. also Mus. 60. 
3 Q2/187. See above, p. 105.4 See Bukh., tarjama of bäb al- 
wisäl, and b. ijajar on this. 
5 E. S. at Mus. 61. See also Bukh., 
bab al-wigal, ýadith from - 
cÄ' isha. 
6 
We must assume that Ramadan 
is meant, and it is specifically mentioned in Z: us. 60. 
7 Abü Huraira: IIan. 2/281, Där. 1713, I"Ius. 57, Bukh., bäb al-tankil. Anas: 
Bukh., bäb al-tankil, tarjama, Mus-59-60, Ijan. 3/200 ends 'liyadac 
al-muta°ammiqün taCammugahumv. 
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Compare here one of 13ukh5ri's tarjamas, 'al-tankil li-man'akthara 
al-wicgl', - which seems to suggest that perhaps wirlil in moderation 
is acceptable. It is anyway More than the two days and one night of 
the earlier definition noted in Shaibani, though this may well have 
been a minimum. 
This dislike of wisäl is echoed in various simple hadlths. which 
state briefly that the Prophet said there was no wisAl in fasting, 
or that he forbade it11. 
Perhaps because of the difference between Ramadan and other 
months, there is some variation of opinion about the status of wic5,1 
among the orthodcx, whose principal i}adith is the khasa'is one (thus 
Tir. 778; 'It is'generally. adopted'): they are uncertain whether to 
consider it forbidden or merely makrflh. Thus b. Ijajar, on Bukh., bäb 
al-wigal: 'The schools are divided between tahrlm and kirpzhiyya'. 
Tir. 778's bäb-heading is 'kirflhiyyat al-wicäl 1i-1-95'im', while 
Dar-1710 is headed 'al-nahy °an al-wisäl'. As pointed out earlier 
2 
a further division can be made between those who respectively con- 
sider the nahy as absolute, or desirable. 
In the Lailä imra'at Bashir IadTth (Tay. 1125), the Jews were 
held up as a poople who practised wigNI, thus constituting an ex- 
ample'not to be followed by the Muslims. Now however the Jews are 
replaced by the Christians, and the 1}adlth ends 'so follow God's 
command in the Quran'3. The lack of consistency concerning the party 
not to be imitated suggests that this detail is but circumstantial 
padding, and that the report is merely another expression of the 
Quran-based (or Quran-rationalised) antipathy to wisäl. 
The variation at the 'disapproved' end of the scale is quite 
1 Cf. earlier Tay-1764. ýan. 6/89 (°A, icha), Van. 3/62 (Abü Sa°3d). 
.2P. 105.3 Han. 5/225. Cf. also Tir. 778, and b. Vajar ad 
ßukh., M al-wiqal. 
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separate from 'the larger difference of opinion between the disapp- 
rovers in general and those who were in favour of wisäl. This diff- 
erence is recorded in the hadiths, but is ignored by the eocipilors. 
The most widespread argument in favour of the practice is a pervor- 
sion of the khaYli'is hadith, which would indicate that the dispute 
over wisal, having had a Long history in the ýadith, was still cap- 
able of development, In the favourable reports, from Abu Sacld, there 
is inserted after the Prophet's nahy the phrase, 'If you wish to 
practise wigäl, do so until the sahr'. This reveals that wisäl is 
not always, the complete abstinence suggested by the ShaibEni defin- 
ition, which o. f course could not be maintained for very long . The 
hadith2 represents a compromise, but presumably did not worry the 
orthodox unduly as it makes no specific mention of Ramadän. Han. 3/96 
presents the same conclusion in a slightly different way: the Prophet 
forbade wigal, but his Companions did not cease doing it until he 
made a rukhsa for them, al-sa1}r ilä al-sat r. ; ian. 1194, from CA1T, 
a new figure in wisal hadiths, says that the Prophet used to practise 
wisäl from Bahr to sahr, something which nono of the other reports 
ever claim. This ýadlth does not seem to have been much noticed, for 
it is never specifically attacked, in spite of its content which is 
variance with the majority hadithr33. These favourable opinions rec- 
orded in b. Hanbal are perhaps relatively early, for they contain 
a 
1 Under laboratory conditions, however, a fast of one month is quite 
feasible with a healthy individual, water being taken in limited 
quantities throughout this period (Benedict). 
2 Bukh., bib al- 
wisal ilä al-sa4r, Där. 1712, $an. 3/8,3/87, Ad, bib fl-l-wisäl. 
3 There would naturally be little difficulty in 'harmonising' it 
with the khagä'is hadith, by claiming it represented the Prophet's 
unique action, rather than a sunna to be followed. 
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nothing to counter the 'lä Siyam fl-l-lail' idea which the orthodox 
upheld. 
Also capable of being regardfd as favourable are some ladiths 
fror CAbiulrahmän b. Abi Lailä1, although possibly they are intended 
to demonstrate that the Prophet intended a nahy rather than a tahrIm: 
the Prophet only forbade wi§äl (and lijäma) as a mercy to his comp- 
anions, and he did not declare them 1aram. Some*öf these. "hadlths are 
remarkable in that they use muwägala instead of wigal, the only occ- 
urrence of this in hadith. 
On the favourable side may be mentioned finally a solitary com- 
panion }iadith, at Tir. 778: CAbdulläh b. al-Zubair used to 'yuwägil 
al-ayyäm wa"'lä'yuftir' - apparently running several days together, 
rather than practising Bahr-wisäl. 
The general impression gained from the above is that there was 
a considerable unwillingness to abandon wigäl (probably in both the 
severe and the saýr form), even though the orthodox, who came to be 
guided by their interpretation of the Quran, disliked or prohibited 
the practice. While the Quran does not in so many words prohibit 
wigäl, it certainly appears that its intention is to counter it, at 
least in the salter form, and as such represents a reaction to the 
method currently in force in Muhammad's Medina. It is uncertain 
whether we may assume that those ih favour of wigül in Islam were 
influenced by a Jewish model; the one 1adith that mentions other 
religions is not very conclusive, and the nature of wisfll is such 
that as a practice it could have evolved as an ascetic activity ind- 
ependently of any outside influence. 
ý iian. 5/363. Cf. also 1ian. 1+/314-5, AD, al-sWim yahtajim: al-rukhaa, 
Bukh., bäb al-wis6l, tarjama. 
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Ta cjil al-if tAr 
, The first thing to be noted in the post-Shäfit-i discussion of 
tacjil al-iftär is the virtually complete disappearance of the opp- 
osition voice in hadith form. The sole exception to this is Sacd 51114, 
the CUmar and cUthmRn hadith (Mal. 8), which is apparently just a 
relic, as it has made no advance in form or content since being im- 
pugned by ShäfiCT; it is still at the companion level. "The contras- 
ting proliferation of the favourable hadiths may however indicate 
that there was still some opposition, unless it can be-shown that 
such proliferation is partly due to differences on a level of detail, 
for example, that of how much the iftär may be advanced. 
At the openly polemical level, there survives yet the Sahl b. 
Sa'd. 'lä yazäl al-näs, bi-khair mä Cajjalü al-fitr' hadith1, which 
is also recorded from Abü Huraira2, with the explicit addition, 'the 
Jews delay it'. Of slightly stronger wording is AD bZºb mä yustahabb 
min tacjTl al-fitr3: Lä yazäl al-din zähiran mR cajjala al-näs al- 
fitr li-anna al-yahüd wa-l-na arä yu'akhkhirünahu. The introduction 
of the Christians is probably a purely adventitious addition, for 
the sake of completeness: there is no evidence of its being based 
) 
on fact. KU2279 has the simple version of this hadith, with the add- 
ition 'wa lam yu'akhkhirühu ta'khira ahl al-mashriq'. A series of 
ýadtth; in KU-(2777-9), from CUmar, not the Prophet, endorse this 
observation: the ahl al-CIräq, who wait for the appearance of the 
stars before breaking their fpst, are held up as a bad example. Even 
if we assume these 'people' to be Muslims, there can be little doubt 
that their alleged bad practice is the result of influence from the 
ý Cf. earlier, p. 251. Mus. 48, Tir. 699,14äj. 1697, Mir-1706, Bukh., 
bäb taejil al-iftär. 
2 Cf. the acjaluhum hadiths, below:, Näj. 
1698, cf. Tir. 699, KU2257" 3 Also Han. 2/450. 
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Jews - the mention of the stars points to this. In the more regular 
$adith is a sentiment which echoes this: 1FL tazÄl ummati culZi aunnatl 
mä lam tantazir bifitrihim al-nujüm1. 
Also recommending tacjil in a general fashion is a new 1adith, 
also from Abü Huraira2: 'God3 says, 'ahabbu cibHdr ilayya acjaluhum 
fitran'. Another iadith öf'comparable intention is Sacd 11104: the 
Prophet says, 'It is the habit of us prophets to practise to CjT1 al- 
fitr and ta'khlr al-suhür (and other things)'. The mention of former 
prophets need not be taken as in any way factual - it is merely a 
strengthening device. 
Another 4adith left over from pre-Shäfici times, and also showing 
signs of development, is the Abü CA iyya and Masrnq hadith5, in which 
these two ask a wife. of the Prophet about two persons who act in 
opposite ways on certain matters. The two activities are now however 
tacjil al-iftär and tacjil al-§al t versus their ta'khir, as opposed 
to the earlier tacjil al-iftür and ta'khlr al-suhür6. The aalt in 
question is almost certainly the one closest to iftar time, the 
maghrib7, which is in fact mentioned in Mus. 50. Similarly 3an. 5/421: 
Pray the maghrib when fitr comes, and precede the rising of the stars. 
The introduction of prayer, a move which destroys the balance of the 
earlier tacjil iftär - ta'kh-Tr suhUr hadith, is clearly designed to 
$ 
settle a question that for Shaibänr at least had been quite optional 
ý b. Hajar, on Bukh., bäb tae-jil al-iftär, cf. AD Salät 99,1'zais. 434. 
2 Han. 7240,3/329, Tir. 700-1.3 There is no obvious reason for 
this being a 'qudsi' hndith. 
4 
The Bai-238 version of this 
commences, 'We Prophets were ordered to speed the if tar. ' 
5 Cf. Tay. 1512; I4us. 49,50, AD, bab mä yustahabb min tacjll al-fitr, 
Tir. 702, Han. 6/48.6 Except in some versions: e. g. Nas. 24. 
7 Cf. Muw. Shaib. 18.8 I"Suw. Shaib. 19. 
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It may therefore be the case that the question of the timing of this 
prayer became acute only after Shaiban'i's time. As in Tayalisi, the 
party in this hadith who acted in line with the Prophetic precedent 
is claimed to be b. MascUd, which possibly indicates a Küfan origin 
for the hadith; Tir. 702, MMus. 49 and Nas. 23c all name the other party 
as Abü hUs3, of KUfa and Ba9ra. 
So far little attempt has been made in the ýadiths quoted to 
establish any precise time for the iftär. More definite are two 
other hadiths which attempt to delimit how far to Gjil shoüld be 
taken. As indicated above, this is the only apparent area of conflict, 
in this period. 
In the first type, from cUmar, the Prophet says, 'When night 
approaches, and day retreats, and the . sun sets, 
then the faster may 
break '. The time here intended for the iftlir" is of course governed 
by what is meant by 'sets' (ghäbat/gharibat). Bukh., bäb matt yuhill 
fir al-gä'im, tarjama, offers some information that may be intended 
either to explain or correct this hadith: AbU Sacid Khudri used to 
break when the disc (qurs) of the sun disappeared (ghäb). 
The CUmar hadith also exists in a version that omits the sunset 
phrase, and may perhaps be the more original of the two2. 
The hadith of the second type is somewhat longer, and incorp- 
orates elements of the preceding one. It is from 'Abdulläh b. Abi 
Awfä, and a typical version (Bukhäri", bäb matt, etc. ) runs: We were 
with the Prophet on a journey (this is not apparently significant 
here): he was fasting. When the sun set, he called for some jadh to 
eat. They said, 'It is not yet evening' (bis). At the third request, 
the jadh was made 'for the Prophet, and he then said, 'When you see 
1 Mus. 51, F, iun. 231,3; 3, Dnr. 1707, Tir. 698, AD, bilb wagt fitr n1-q5'im, 
Bulch., bäb mztü yul}ill fitr al-qä'im. 2 Van. 192,383, AD, bAti wagt 
fitr al-sä'im. (tarj. ), Tir. 698. 
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the night approaching from here, then break'1. The message of the 
ýadith does not seem to be greatly different from the preceding one. 
Neither one affords much precision, but suggests that as soon aa it, 
begins to get dark in the East, one may break, however much light 
remains in the West.. The mention of the night'is probably conditioned- 
by the ; Quranic 'thumma atimmü al-siyäm ila al-lail'. 
Tir. 699 mentions that there are hadiths on this subject from 
b. °Abb3s and Anas b. Malik, but it seems that these are not extant. 
Although not susceptible of conclusive proof or denial, there 
is a suspicion that just as the suýür of popular practice was and is 
taken much earlier than is suggested by the ýadith, no-popular pra- 
ctice delayed iftar to a period when there was no doubt about the 
night's having arrived. The hadiths are thus not much 'fore than pol- 
emic, and the materials of academic argument, rather than practical.. ' 
guides. ' 
Suhür 
---, --- 
The discussions of suI r are more extensive-than those of iftÄr. 
This may be attributed to the fact that not only is a time being 
discussed, but here an institution as well. 
Thus a number of hadiths have for their purpose the recommend-" 
ation of cur as a practice. The quantity of these recommendations 
leads to the suspicion that perhaps some persons were omitting the 
meal; such a habit could be identified with a kind of witül, rather 
than a positive dislike of the su$ür, for there are no anti-suhür 
I Similar are 1"tua. 52-4, liukh., bRb tacjil al-ifýzr, AD, b6b waqt 
fitr al-Yrx'im; cf. Tir. 698, Van. 4/380, Bukh., büb al-qawm fl-l-aafar 
wa-l-if tär. " 
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ha(iths extant . The best example is the Prophetic hadTth, known 
also before ShRfici's death: tasahharü, fa'inna fI2-1-suhür baraka3. 
A similar hadith is e. g. flas. 26: I hoard the Prophet giving 
an invitation to sul? ür in the month of RamaýRn, saying, 'Come to 
the blessed meal (al-ghadä' al-mubürak)'4. The fact that ghad4' com- 
monly refers to the midday meal rather than something earlier, as 
the root meaning would suggest, possibly gave rise to the explanat- 
ion that the Prophet called the suhür a ghadZE' because it replaces 
the midday meal; omitted during a fast. 
More insistent, perhaps significantly so, upon the eating of 
suhür in the month of Ramadan is Nas. 255: the Prophet when taking 
suhür said, 'It is a baraka6 given to you by God, so do not omit it'. 
Other versions add, 'even if it be only a gulp of water; God and 
his angels pray over the mutasahhirün. ' Zaid, bäb al-suhür wa fad- ea 
lihi, adds that the one who takes su}ür will be throughout the day 
Ishabcänan rayyänan' from its baraka. 
This insistence on even a token suh är (cf. hero $an. 3/379: 'wa 
1 The Bukh. tarjama which claims that the suýür and its baraka is 
not wäjib, since the Prophet practised wisäl and did not then mention 
su r, is shypothetical. 
2 
c ý'u surely In Tay. 2006 this Ifil is omitted. 
This is possibly a printing error, as subsequently it is always pr- 
esent. 
3 Tir. 708, Bukh., b7ib ta'kh! r al-suhur, t"19j. 1692, t4us. 45, 
DZEr. 1703, Nas. 19,20,4an. 2/377,3/281,3/243,3/229,3/215,3/. 99,3/32.1Van: 
2/283 notes that the Prophet additionally claimed that there was 
baraka in tharid. KU2363 adds to these two 'al-jamaca'. 
4 
Cf. also Nas. 27, iIan. 4/126, AD, bäb man samma al-suhür Shad! '. 
5 Similar is Van-5/367- 6 Cf. KU2852: allahumma bärik li- 
ummati ft su1 Urihä. 
7 FJan. 3/44,3/12; cf. also Zaid, bib al-suhUr, 
etc., KU2354-6. 
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law bi-shay') probably indicates that here the realisation that the 
taking of the suhür is a polemical act is to the fore. In this res- 
pect other ýadiths1 are more explicit: the Prophet said, 'The diff- 
erence between our fast and that of Ahl al-Kit3b is the sa}ir meal'. 
Similar is Där. 17042, reinforcing the claim that even a morsel of 
food is sufficient. Zaid, bäb al-sul}ßr, etc., has the Christians in 
place of the Jews, but why this alteration should have-occurred is 
not clear. At KU2361, the message is expressed very concisely: tas- 
ahliarü wa khalifU ahl al-kitäb. Ibn Hajar, on Bukh., bAb ta'khTr al- 
suhür, mentions this idea of mukhälafat ahl al-kitäb, and also the 
fact that the sutiür strengthens the'faster in mind and body; this 
practical side of the suhür is probably so self-evident that it 
scarcely needs mentioning. Certainly only a few }hadiths deal with 
it specifically. For example, Mäj. 1693: Make use of the food of the 
sahür against the fast of the day, and use the gailüla against the 
giyäm of the night. KU has several similar hadiths on this subject3, 
which mention in addition that a touch of perfume strengthens one 
for the fast. 
In the same way as some $adlths recommend special fatürs, one 
or two mention preferable sahür foods: Nas. 29: tamr, sawig4. 
Most of the rest of the ýadTths are concerned with ascertaining 
the time of the sahßr. 
Some merely recommend its ta'khir, as in the case of those which 
treat the question jointly with that of the iftrLr5. 
The majority attempt to fix the time of the su$Ur either by 
1 E. g. Tir. 708-9, KU2362.2 Also Van. 4/197, Nas. 28,1"Ius. 46, AD, bUb 
tawkid a1-uuýür. 
3 2357-9" 4 Cf. also Van. 5/192,3/197,. 
AD, b; --tb man sammä al-suýür ghadR'. 
e. g. Nas. 24, Sac, d 12104. 
.5 
Mentioned above under iftrkr, 
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describing the appearance of the sky at the appropriate point in 
time, or determining its relation to the first prayer of the day. 
The Bilal I; ad1th, noted earlier, generally combines both of these 
devices. In it the believers are instructed to ignore the adhUn of 
Bilül and to wait for that of b. Umm MaktUm. This motif suffers an 
inversion at Sacd 411541. This is probably merely chancel. It is 
scarcely the original, since earlier versions are shorter; the evi- 
dent euphony of 'innamä yu'adhdhin Bill bi-lail' is lost. Simple 
versions of the regular }adith are numerous3. In otherG, the Prophet 
tells the people to ignore Biläl's adhän and also the false dawn 
('hadha al-bayed'); and to stop eating only when 'al-fajr al-mustatir' 
4 
appears. This is clearly an adaptation of the previous kadith, for 
the mention of ßi1ä1 is somewhat bereft of meaning unless, followed 
by an explanatory clause such as is supplied by the action of b. Umm 
Maktüm. There is one iadith which recognises this weakness; in it 
Bill is told that he is making the adhän at the false dawn, thus 
giving good reason why he should not be followed5. Similärly, Han. 
3/140 gives Biläl's 'defective vision' as reason why his adhBn should 
be ignored. Other hadiths show the people restraining b. Umm MaktUm 
until after they had finished their meal6, and then saying to him 
'qad asbahta'7. These are perhaps intended to show that b. Umm Maktüm 
too was precipitate in his adhUn, or represent a fairly extreme view, 
that the adhän should only be made when the suhür is finished, how- 
1 jan. 6/4331Tüs1.190ISacd 41152.2 Possibly a pious emendation, 
countering any implication that one of the Prophet's muezzins was 
always wrong. 
3 1an. 4551,5195,5285,5316,5424,5498,5852,6050, Mus. 
36-7.4 Cf. earlier material, p. 254. Mus. 41-4, Tir. 706, Nas. 32, Han. 
5/7, AD, bäb f1 waqt al-su4nr. 
5 Ian. 5/171. Cf. SaCd 6/36. 
6 Cf. Tay. 1661, KU2849.7 Jan. 6051,6/433, Sacd 41152,8/265. 
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-ever late that might be. 
In )iadTths such as AD, bäb fi waqt al-su4Ur1, there is a repet- 
ition of the earlier rationalisation of the difference between the 
two muezzins: Biläl's adhän is merely to wake the sleeper, rather 
than to summon to prayer. These hadlths generally conclude with the 
Prophet making a gesture of the hands apparently again 'countering 
the false dawn, in favour of the more widely spreading later dawn. 
The same distinction between the dawns is also drawn in e. g. Tir. 
7052, 'where the latter dawn is described as red. This hadith is app- 
arently of an independent strain - it contains no mention of Bilül, 
etc.. AD observes that it comes from Ahl al-Yamäma, which perhaps 
accounts for this. Baihagi 2163 distinguishes the two dawns in an- 
other way: one of them 'lä yuhtim al-ýacäm wa 111 yuhill al-salt', 
while the other has the opposite effect. KU2840 is a rather curious 
hadith in which someone appears to be attempting to delay the dawn 
by wishful thinking: Abü Bakr used to say to Sälim b. CUbaid, 'Stand 
between me and the dawn until I have had my sahür'. 
The harmonisation of the Biläl/b. Umm MaktUm $adlth4, a pious 
emendation claiming that in spite of their difference, there was but 
a'short period separating the two adhäns, is still recorded5. The 
'controversy'6 surrounding the two nuezzins, which originally had 
quite clear motives7, seems to have been sidetracked by complications 
1 ýan. 3654t3717,4147, Nas. 32, Z4äj. 1696, Z-lus. 39-40, b. iiajar on Bukh., 
bäb gawl al-nabi lä yamna0annakum, etc. 
2 Also Uan. 4/23, AD, blib' 
f3 wagt al-sul}flr. 
3 Also Nais. 425.4 Tay. 1661. 
. 
5 fIus. 38, saca 8/265, Bukh., bäb qawl al-nabi lä yamnaCannakum, etc. 
6 
The non-historicity of the Biläl issue is clearly indicated by 
its non-appearance in the relevant section in b. Sacd. 
7 Cf. above, p. 255. 
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and rationalications which eventually concealed the purpose of the 
original Bill hadith, which presumably had been to show that the 
caýür may be taken even after the adhän. For this reason, other lad- 
iths developed, along fresh lines, for example, I3ukh., bib qadrikum 
baina al-cuhtir, etc.: we had sahür with the Prophet, then got up to 
pray. The question is asked, 'How much time was there between the 
adh'an and the suhUr? ', to which the reply is 150 'Ayas'1. That these 
replace the Uiläl/b. Umm I. laktüm $adiths is probable, since they 
have the same message, i. e. that the su4ür may come after the adhün, 
but before the prayer. Similar in intent is nukh., brib ta'khir al- 
suür: Sahl b. Sacd says, 'I used to take sahür with my family, and 
my pace was such that I would arrive to perform my prostration along 
with the Prophet'. Ian. 6/13 apparently whows the Prophet eating his 
sahür rather later, when he was actually in the mosque, but the int- 
ention may rather be to demonstrate that the eating of sahür in the 
mosque is permissible2, without specification of time. 
A few new'hadiths continue to make reference to the state of 
the sky in order to establish the time, and they convey virtually 
the same message as before: I. 15j. 16953: I had sahür with the Prophet; 
it was day, except that the sun had not come up. 
The picture that emerges. from the foregoing hadiths is not clear 
as regards differences of opinion about the time of the suhür: taken 
as a whole, they reveal a general tendency to advocate the leaving of 
1 Cf. also Nas. 22-3,29, Da, r. 1702, Van. 3/170,3/197,5/185,5/195, Mus. 47, 
tiäj. 1694, Tir. 703-4. Compare here Nas. 21 from Hudhaifa, which suggests 
that it was but a 'hunaiha' between his cur and the start of prayer. 
2 Perhaps for those maintaining all-night vigils in the mosque. 
3 Cf. also Nas. 21, Han. 5/400. 
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the eating of the meal until fairly late. It seems that the polemical 
urge to flout the caution of, for example, the Jews, a clear parallel 
to, the taCjTl al-fitr, was behind this tendency, for a ýadith such 
as AD,, büb fi al-rajul yasma° al-nidfl', etc., which is not connbctod 
with surur by name, gives the lie to much of what has gone before: 
'If one hears the adhRn while the'cup is at one's lips, one may qu- 
ench one's thirst before putting it down'. This implies a much gre- 
ater regard for the adhän, and, it is suggested, matches the actual 
state of affairs more closely than the various proposals for disre- 
garding the adhgn outlined in the Bilül ýadlths. Besides -this , there 
is the clear evidence of modern practice , that the su$iir precedes 
by a considerable margin the time when any doubt may occur as to 
whether or not it is yet night. In this respect b. Vajar2 is inter- 
esting: One of the bad things of the present day is the additional 
adhhin twenty minutes before dawn, for i; itiyät. Also relevant is the 
comment of b. al-Häjj on 'tashir'3: Some evil people take caýür in 
the middle of the night; it is intended as a strengthener against 
the day, therefore take it late..... It is anyway wrong to eat at 
this time of night, since vapours rise to the brain, and the resul- 
ting sleep prevents one from keeping the night vigil. He rejects 
the claim that an early su1flr avoids the danger of eating after dawn: 
everyone, he says, lives near enough to a mosque to know the right 
time. He also denounces the practices4 used in certain countries 
to announce the approaching day. 
I See above, p. 257.2 On i3ukh., 
' bZib, tacjll al-iftär. 
3 P. 259. (vol. 2). 
4 
Musical instruments, singing, etc. These 
detract from the i1 tiräm due to Ramagan. 
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al-Sawm Can al-mayyit 
In the case of al-gawm can al-mayyit, it may be remembered that 
the earliest recorded opinions were disapproving. However, there was. 
also a somewhat later Jiadith, Tay. 2630, which sets the pattern for 
much of the subsequent argument: A woman's sister vows to fast a 
month, and then dies at sea. The Prophet tells the sister, 'gfmi 
Canhä'"1. Mus. 157-8, Tir. Zakät 31 are similar; some recensions have 
'two months' instead of one (but see what follows). The precise sig- 
nificance of the fast being a vow is not clear. It is notable that 
in every case the deceased as well as the relict is female. A par- 
allel may perhaps be made here with the Mälik/Mud. question of a 
woman vowing to-fast for eternity: possibly women were more in the 
habit of making vows in general. 
The same opinion on rawm can al-mayyit is upheld by the concise 
AD bäb fiman mäta wa Calaihi ciyäm2, from CUrwa-CÄ'isha: man mäta 
wa calaihi siyäm, gama canhu waliyuhu. In his tarjama, Bukh. quotes 
a saying from al-Ijasan that a month's fast may be performed by 30 
persons in one day. Apparently b. Wahb also knew this Iadith3, but 
with a shorter isnad4. Other works, such as the Istibsür 108-110, 
uphold the 'wall' idea, but the principle is qualified by e. g. TUST 
196, where the wait only fasts if there is not enough money in the 
deceased's estates to provide sadaqa. 
In another hadlth employing a woman, the mother5 of another 
woman, the Prophet is asked, if gadä' may be made on behalf of the 
dead person. The Prophet draws a giyäs with a debt, suggesting that 
1 1Ian. 3137,1861.2 Also Mus. 153, Bukh., bÄb man müta wa Calaihi 
gawm, IIan. 6/69.3 But it does not appear to be in e. g. the 
Mudawwana. 
4 
Bukh., bäb man müta wa ealaihi gawm. 
5 In Bukh., bab man m71ta wa calaihi gawm, Tir. 716-7, the sister. 
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gala' should be made, for 'dain allah (ac. the misted fast) aDagq 
an yug4ä'1. 
The above Y}adlth would appear at first sight, in its use of % 
the word ga4ä' to refer to gadä' Ramadün. However, referring back 
to the wall hadith, we find that according to AD büb f! man mHta wa 
calaihi ciyiim this refers to a vow. The same opinion occurs later 
in AD, where b. CAbbHs, who figures in some isnäds of the 'a$agq' 
and 'sümi canhä' kiadiths, says that the wall fasts in the case of 
a vow, having previously stated that if the outstanding fast is 
overdue Hamad n, then itcSm and not fast is the walVa duty. This 
is obviously intended to harmonise the preceding ]adTths favourable 
to fasting with the itcäm ýadiths, of which there are now only two2. 
Tir. 718 notes anonymously the earlier b. CUmar doctrine that no-one 
should fast on another's behalf, but this viewpoint is not otherwise 
now well represented. It is not clear that the distinction between 
a vowed fast and that of Ramadän was ever a valid one. 4 
A somewhat later opinion, vigourously in favour of fasting on 
behalf of a dead person, comes from Hilyat al-Awliyä' 9/54. 
It is difficult to account for the shift of opinion in this 
matter, towards an acceptance of fasting on behalf of persons dec- 
eased, unless it is simply a lawyer's extension by giyZZs of the debt 
principle to which no-one found a convincing reply, at least in 
hadith. 
On a less legalistic note, it may be observed that some felt 
not unnaturally that to die fasting was an esteemed way of leaving 
this world3. Hilya, 5/23: the Prophet said, 'He whose death coincides 
1 r-ius . 154-6,; ian. 3420,19? 0,2005,2336, Där. 17? 5, MÄ j . 1508. 
2 Cf, earlier, p. 258. N-Nj. 1757, Tir. 718.3 Though others differed 
on this point: see below, p. 396. 
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with the end of IlanaT. In will enter Paradise. ' 
Not related specifically to the dead, but of interest here, is, 
the report in I1ilya 1/269, which is apparently opposed to performing 
religious duties for others; it claims that the secrot'ahirk'is to 
fast-or pay yadaga on another's bohalf. (li-rajulin). 
Ili Erma 
Although there is not much room for development or diversif- 
ication of opinions on the question of cupping, -there are one or 
two new features to be noted in the $adith material. 
The doubt, expressed by ShäfiOl with the words 'in thabata', 
as to the soundness of the ýadlths, exists no longer , and meanwhile 
the companion )iadiths have largely faded from the scene2. 
The principal. favourable 1iadith of'former years is still strong. 
In its basic form, 'ilitajama al-nabi wa huwa gä'im', it is known to 
BukhUri and others3. More useful, from the abrogation point of view, 
is the version which adds 'wa huwa muYrim'4. Most explicit in the 
dating of this ihtijam is Tir. 774, where the event is said to have 
taken place during the 1iujjat al-Wadä; which, given the orthodox 
biography of the Prophet, the other )iadlths must imply also. 
Some hadiths add a. -Phrase which seems to imply that the cupping 
took place on a journey, or in a particular place: Van. 191+3, Tir. 
777 - between Mecca and . Medina; {an. 2186 - in al-Qüha. The intro- 
duction of the question of travelling is clearly deliberate, but 
seems inappropriate to the matter of hij" It is therefore likely 
There are occasionally exceptions to this: see Tir. 774" 
2 Again, 'an exception may be made: Bukh. 46, tarj. 
3 Bukh. 47, Tir. 774, 
776, Van. 2536,2594,2716, AD al-rukhsa fi. al-gälim yahtajim. 
4 
As before, p. 260. AD a1-rukhga, iian. 1849,2589, Sacd 11144, Müj. 1682, 
Tir. 775. 
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that it arises not through any physical connection with. tho practice 
of cupping, but as a counter to those opposition hadiths which depict 
the Prophet on a journey, purely as an incidental detail. The theme 
of the journey appears also in Sacd 227, an unrelated I}adith which 
offers a commonsense reason for cupping: the, Prophet used, if suff- 
ering at all, to cup. He once set out for Mecca, and when he assumed 
his ihräm, he felt unwell, so he cupped. All these hadiths, excluding 
the last one, come through b. 0Abb5s, and most have as their second 
guarantor Migsam. 
In a version reported in Sacd 8/96, the Prophet marries as well 
as cups while in ihräm. It. may therefore be the case that the hijüma 
hadiths mentioning ihräm derive this theme from the reports claiming 
that he married at this time ,a more important matter, and one per- 
haps more likely to be the model than the question of hijüma. 
Also favourable is AD 58, a new hadith, but which has a defec- 
tive isnäd and which only occurs once. It combines three issues 
2s 
in one hadith: the Prophet said, 'Neither he who vomits, nor he who 
ejaculates, nor he who cup?, breaks his fast. ' 
Other hadiths allow the faster to cup, but only when he is not, 
fasting, i. e. at niCht, or at least towards the end of the day. Thus 
Kh. p. 106: the Prophet cupped after the cagr while fasting. KU2736: 
the Prophet while. fasting called for a cupper, and said, 'Wait until 
after the sun has set'. KU2731: Abü Müsä cupped at night4, not 
wishing to do so by day lest he disobey the Prophet's utterance 
'aftara al-häjim wa-l-mahjüm'. 
Other qualifications, perhaps implicit in some of the foregoing 
hLtdiths, include the Malik view, that hijäma is lawful unless undue 
weakness (leading to iftär) could result. This is now embodied in a 
1 
See e. g. Sacd 8/96-7.2 Rajul - rajul. 3 Cf. KU2214-5. 
4 
Cf. Tarj. Bukh. 46. 
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(non-prophetic) 1iadlth1. The'eame notion ie uaed to rationnliao tho 
opposition view2: the Prophet cupped while in i1irEm, and faintod. 
For this reason he disapproved of hijäma for the faster. 
Although the early companion hadiths are not now mentioned as 
proofs, various opinions are mentioned under Tir. 774, and in the 
tarjama of'Bukh. 46. The latter has the hadith according to which b. 
CUmar used to cup and Then gave it up3. The story now has the addi- 
tion that afterwards he used to cup at night (see above). This, as' 
other mentions of the night, would not appear to be intended to 
counter any suggestion that cupping at night was not permissible, 
but rather to reinforce the Prophetic prohibitions4. Also mentioned 
by Bukh* as favoutable to the practice are SaOld and Yazid b. Arqam, 
and Umm Salama. Favourable without qualification is the companion 
1adith from Umm Algama: we used to cup in the presence of CX isha, 
and she did not forbid us. 
Similar is Saod 121435, in which Abu Taiba passes Jubir with 
his cupping implements during the day in Ramadän. Jäbir asks where 
he has been, and Abu Taiba replies that he has-been at the Prophet's 
house, cupping him. According to b. Sacd6, Abu Taiba enjoyed some 
considerable. repute as a cupper of the Prophet. The mention of. the 
daytime in this report stands in contrast to the Kh. 8 version, in 
which it is'said that Ab4 Taiba cupped the Prophet 'bacd al-casr'. 
The principal opposition $adith, already mentioned above, 
'afýara al-häjim wa-l-mahjum, is fairly well represented7. However, 
1 Bukh. 48, AD bäb al-rukh9a fl al-swim yahtajim, KU2744, Zäid. 8. 
2 IIan. 2228, b. Sac-d 12143,146.3 Cf. p. 259.4 By restricting 
the favourable ý-+diths to an undisputed part of the day. 
5 Cf. 'Kh. 8, 
KU2724.6 12143 et seq. 
7 Tir. 774, AD bib fT al-srz'im yahtajitn, 
tý-, äj. 1680,1679, Ian. 2/364,3/465,5/276,6/12; 5/210 has mustahjam pro 
mahjüm. Cf. Naisab. 428, KU2739" 
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it may be noted that neither Muslim nor Bukhüri has it as a hadith, 
though it is mentioned in the tarjama of Bukh. 46. This may reflect 
the doubts that e. g. Shäfici had had about its soundness; the tar- 
jama reiterates these with a 'wallähu aclam'1., The absoluteness of 
the hadith was no doubt felt by some to be awkward, hence its abr- 
ogation, though it is not without subsequent qualifications. 
Illustrative of the severe attitude which promulgated this 
hadith is KU2727, which proposes a kaffära for breaking the fast by 
cupping. J 
There are several fuller versions of the 'aftara' 1adith, e. g. 
Diir. 1737: Shaddäd b. Aws was walking with the Prophet on the 18th2 
of Ramaa1n, and the Prophet saw a man cupping: he said, 'aftara', 
etc. 
3. There is no indication in the hadith of the precise reason 
for his utterance; while possibly it is-fear for the faster's 'cap- 
acity to carry on fasting after cupping, there is also, though this 
is never explicitly mentioned anywhere in the 1adith literature, the 
possibility that behind the 'aftara' observation is the conviction, 
that hijäma per se breaks the fast, involving as it does the'letting 
of blood, a substance of great ritual"significanee. 
The }, iadith is slightly reminiscent of the laisa al-birr al-Yiyüm_ 
fi safar ýadith, in which the Prophet passes by one exhausted by 
fasting during travel, and condemns the practice. 
KU2718 supplies a clear counter to the aftara hadTth: it claims 
that the Prophet only made this pronouncement because the tZijim and 
I Muzani, Amr wa Nahy, simply explains it away by suggesting that 
the two had eaten, or something else that would break their fast: he 
reaffirms the principle that nothing coming out of the body is muftir. 
2 The same dato as in the Lacd Abü Taiba rcprt abovo. 3 Aleo lion. 
3/474,3/480,4/123,5/277,5/280, KU2743, Müj. 1681, AD bab fi* al-gä'im 
yahtajim. 
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mall jiua were nbuoing (yaghtübiin) a man in Rama4an1. 
There are also other unfavourable hadiths: $an. 2228, mentioned 
above; Tir. 774, which says that cA11, Sal-dl UsUma and cA'ioha rep- 
orted unfavourably on this subject, while CAbdulralimün b. Mahdi 
reckoned that the muhtajam should perform gaJä' of the day broken. 
More moderate is the opinion of Därimi (1738) who does not dislike 
liijrima. positively, but who would exercise caution in the matter - 
'attagi al-4ijäma fl-l-gawm'. 
Cutwardly unfavourable, but sobmingly really designed to under- 
mine such a view, is 1ian. 5/3632, where it is claimed that the Prophet 
only forbade (nahä) wigMl and ; iijäma in the best interests of his 
companions, but did not prohibit (yuharrim) them outright. This would 
appear to justify $ijäma, at least if no: undue weakness is to be 
feared as a result. 
Bukh. 46 in his tarjama raises briefly the question of whether 
anything coming out of the body can break the fast3. 'This aspect of. 
the discussion never seems to have quite made the transition from 
legal principle to hadith material: all we are told is that Abu 
Huraira claimed that things coming out did break the fast, but, that 
his opinion is overruled by that of the majority. 
This last assertion of Bukhari's, to the effect that hijäma 
is admissible, certainly appears to reflect the general impression 
to be gained from the hadith material, in spite of the existence of 
unfavourable hadiths, clearly regarded by some as of doubtful appl- 
icability. 
1 Cf. the injunctions to the faster to avoid ill-speech. 
2 Also Uan. 4/314, AD bäb al-rukhsa fi al-sä'ia yaýtajim. 
3 
Cf. earlier, p. 262, 
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Jinäba 
The position of one commencing the fasting day in'the condition 
of jinäba seems. to have chanted little since the, early period. 
OA'isha and/or Umm Salama still promote the basic ýadlth, that the 
Prophet used to start the day while junub, and would wash and fact 
as normal1. There are various minor variations of no apparent sig- 
nificance. Abü Daüd notes that a few hadiths add 'in Ramadän'. This 
is, it seems, a pertinent addition, for Mgj. 1703, a slightly longer 
version of the standard hadith, has one of the guarantors specific- 
ally asking another whether it was in Ramac}An. The answer given is 
that both in and out of Raman the matter is the same 
2. 
The opposing doctrine-is as vaguely documented as before. It 
is still associated only with the name of AbU Huraira, and attracts 
various unfavourable remarks3. In all the fuller versions there is 
an obvious harmonisation, according to which Abü Huraira eventually 
recants 
4; 
al-Fa4l b. cAbbäs (and not the Prophet) is said to have 
told him the 4adith. Bukh., bab al-¢a'im yu: bih junub, offers the, 
additional information that Hammäm and b. cAbdullah b. CUmar used 
also to relate this 4adith, from AbU Huraira. This second name may 
in fact bo identical to the CAbdulläh b. CAmr. of 8äj. 1702, where we 
have the asseverative hadith in which Abt Huraira swears by the Kacba 
that Nuhammad, and not he, was the author of the hadith5. This att- 
ribution to the Prophet is a new feature in an otherwise familiar 
1 Han. 6/38,6/102,6/203,6/245,6/l70,6/289,1804, Ptus. 76-8,80, AD bib 
fi man aybaha junub, Bukh.; bäb al-gUlim yusbih junub, Tir: 779, Där. 
1732,1"13j. 1704, 'Laid. 10.2 Cf. end rlus. 75. Bai. 214; 'gäla All 
f3 qiqasihi.... ý, - Ictibär 135" 
4Mus. 
75, Van. 6/99,1826,1804, 
Buich. bEb al-sälin yu; bih junub. 
5 Cf. also Van. 7382,2/286, 
IOtibär 135" 
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hadith, and on the face of it, would appear to strengthen Abü lIur- 
aira's case. However, nothing is made of it by b. Maja, and it seems 
that it never gained general acceptance; it certainly failed to pro- 
yoke any reaction in the ýadTth, and was possibly dismissed out of 
hand by the orthodox. 
There also remains, but only in a few cases, the 'lasta mithlanä' 
lhadith, which was used to back up the favourable view 
1. There is no 
material alteration, and this reinforces a general conviction that 
the subject was no longer a matter. for live debate. This is not 
necessarily contradicted by material such as is in Istibsär 85 which 
suggests that if the delaying of a state of jiniiba until dawn is 
deliberate, then it merits a considerable kaffära, or ga4Ti'. The 
question of deliberate intention in this matter does not apparently 
arise in any of the hadlths. 
Qubla 
The question of al-qubla 1i-1-cä'im similarly shows no evidence 
of Creat advance in argument, though there is considerable variation 
in the details of the principal iiadlth from one or other of the 
Prophet's wives, to the effect that-he used to kiss while fasting2. 
There survives also the similar hadith that the'Prophet used to kiss 
one of his wives, at which the wife reporting this fact laughs3. In.. 
some versions we learn also that the Prophet used to 'yamass lis- 
änahä'4. 
1 Cf. earlier, p. 265, Mus. 79, AD b5b finan aqbaýa junub, iian. 6/67. 
2 
From C11' isha: Van. 6/130,6/192, rius. 69.72, Där. 1? 30. 
From I)af; a: Iian. G/268, I9us. 173, Näj. 1685. 
From Umm Hablba (new):. Van. 6/325. 
From Umm Salama: Bukh. 37, T an. 6/317, Mr. Sal it 1050. 
3 1"Iua. 62, Bukh. 36, Han. 6/207.4 AD bäb al-qU' im yablac- al-rig. i; an. 6/123. 
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The earlier Uadith which employed a kunya for 'kiss' is still 
in evidence1. The 'yuýTb min al-ru'tIs' of this badith may be par- 
allel to e. S. uan. 6/1012 in which the Prophet, it is said, used to 
kiss (her) face as much as he wanted, until iftür time. This may 
be intended to, limit the kissing to the face, and to discourage 
mubäshara. 
The Tay. 1534 1adith, which made it specifically clear that 
Ramadan ("shahr al-sawm") was meant in the qubla reports, is also 
preserved3. 
Other favourable }iadiths incorporate variations intended to 
clarify, qualify or reinforce. Thus IJan. 6/176, in which CA'icha says, 
as the Prophet leans over to kiss her, 'I am fasting'. The Prophet 
replies that he is also. This reaffirms that in the matter of qubla, 
women are technically in the same position ad men4. 
In rius. 63 Qian. 6/39), ''A'isha is asked whether the Prophet used 
to kiss her while fasting. She hesitates: a while before. replying. 
that he did so. This is designed to show that her answer was considw 
ered, and therefore accurate. 
More definite in its qualifying effect is the 'ayyukum amlak' 
$adTth from cjT'isha5. Apparently connected with this, in that it 
mentions the sigma of the Prophet, in order to deny the qubla to 
other people,, is KU2788 (&9) . 
Apart from the basic 1adi. th from a wife of the'Prophet, there 
remain other motifs already familiar: that in which Calmar is reass- 
ured by the Prophet after he has inadvertently kissed his. wife6; 
1 Van. 2241,3391.2 Cf. also Van. 6/263.3 I"ius. 70-1,1-täj. 1783, 
Tir. 727, AIl*bäb al-qubla 
4 
Cf. also Van. 6/162,6/320, 
AD bzb al-qubla li-1-97i'in. 
5 Cf. earlier, p. 270. tläj. 1G84, Aius. 64, 
66. ' 
6 
llär. 1731, All bäb a1-qubla li-l-96'im, Iian. 138,372" 
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also the khaYä'ig i}adith, now recorded only onco1, with no apparent, 
reason for its decline. 
As before, the question of mubäshara is treated favourably in 
qubla-type kiadiths2. Otherwise unrecorded is $aed 8/354, in which 
a companion's wife stays under a blanket with him during the day in 
Rariadän in order to keep warm - by this, mubashara is implicitly 
approved. A modest qualification appears at $an. 6/59 where 4N'isha 
says that the Prophet used to practise mub5ahara, but placed a cloth 
between their pudenda, presumably out of i4tiy5t. Comparable is KU 
2194: Everything about a woman is permissible for a man during his 
fast, except what is between her legs3. 
Thus the favourable ; iadiths: on the other side, there are the 
iadlths that make a distinction between the cases of the old man and 
the youth4 (possibly implicit in the 'anlak' Vadiths mentioned above), 
though in ýadith the question is not as widely discussed as in the 
fiqh works. Another instance of this decline is the virtual disap- 
pearance of the iadith in which ClUrwa claims that kissing while 
fasting is not conducive to goods. 
However, W'mar,, who *figured in a favourable i}adith (see above) 
I Mus. 74. Cf. earlier, p. 271.2 Dar. 775,6, MMus. 67, IIan. 3/426;, 6/40, 
Mäj. 1687, AD bäb al-qubla li-l-qa' im, I-fus. 65,8, Tir. 728-9, Han. 6/216, 
Bukh., bäb al-mubäshara li-l-yä'im. Nubäshara does not receive much 
attention. It is probably treated by the fugahä' as a giyas of the 
qubla. 
3 Cf. b. Ijajar ad Bukh., bäb al-mubäshara li-l-grim. 
4ij. 
1688, Ian. 7054,6? 39, AD bäb kirahiyyatihi li-l-shäbb. Cf. also 
b. Vajar on Bukh., bäb al-mubäshara 1i-l-gä'im, Tir. 737, Bai. 232. 
5 Där. 1739. No evidence of any attempt to attach it to the name 
of the Prophet. 
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is retained in a now report. According to this, 'Umar said, 'I saw 
the Prophet in a dream. He ignored me, saying that I had kissed while 
fasting'. Ile vowed thenceforth never to do such a thingg . 
Rather subtly aGainst the qubla is a $adith2 in which Umm Sal- 
ama observes that while the Prophet kissed °Ä'isha (acknowledging 
the standard i}adith), she herself received no such favour3. The 
reason she offers for this is that the Prophet '1g yatamslak canha 
4ubban', implying that it was not his usual practice to kiss while 
fasting. A comparable attempt at minimization is the b. lajar (Bukh* 
bäb al-qubla li-l-gg'im) claim that some say the Prophet only kissed 
CÄ'isha because she was young. 
Uncompromising is an apparently now 4adith from IIaimüna bint 
Sacid, the mawlat of the Prophet, in which he declares that he who 
kisses during the fast, brcaks4. The M 7Q. 1686 version of this says 
that both parties break (cf. al-häjim wa al-mahjüm? ). It is odd 
that this severe view, which, there seems no reason to doubt, was 
not uncommon, is not better represented in the 1}adTth. Thus Tir. 727 
mentions there is ikhtilgf on this subject, but retails no opposition 
liadiths. Possibly those who held such views were of a class that 
did not generally avail itself of the 4adith as an instrument of 
argument. 
It is this sort of consideration, plus the general lack of 
progress, that gives rise to the impression that to a certain extent 
Bai. 232 (a slightly different version appears in Uilyat al-Awliyä' 
1/45). The appearance of the Prophet in dreams is a not uncommon 
occurrence in the tiadith literature, though the motive is not always 
an attempt at postmortem abrogation, as here. 2 $an. 6/317. 
3 Contrast cW'isha-type )ad'lths in Umm Salama's name mentioned above. 
4 
FIan. 6/463, Sacd 8/223. 
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in sonic subjects, r: uch as the matter of the qubla, the kiadith mat- 
erial available is now not even the basis of argument, lot alone the 
mirror of argument; the details of these matters are settled else- 
where, probably almost entirely in the fiqh. 
Siwäk 
Although Tir. 725 notes that some dislike siwäk with a green 
stick for the faster, or that he should use a toothatick toward the, 
end of the day, there are no kiadiths as such in the classical coll- 
ections. In Saed 12170 is a report in which Qatüda relates that the 
Prophet used to use a groen. (ratb) stick. He is told that certain 
people dislike this practice, to which he replies angrily by repeat- 
ing the Prophetic ounna. In Kanz al-cUmmäl are several hädiths1 ref- 
lecting the opposed opinions on wet and dry sticks, and the beginning 
and end of the day. The earlier Itadith, that the Prophet used the 
siwäk times without number while fasting is the most common in the 
regular collections2. Bukh. Tarj. 41 introduces sundry pieces intr- 
oduces sundry pieces of information in favour of siwäk, but as*he 
himself points out, they do not specifically refer to the faster. 
All the above kiadiths and opinions concerning siwäk and the faster 
were recorded before, and do not appear to have undergone any sig- 
nificant development. The only new iadith is Naj. 1677, where 11'isha 
says that the Prophet said that siwäk was one of. the best habits that 
. the 
faster could adopt. 
1 KU2245,2341,2748,2794-5.2 Van. 3/445, Tir. 725, Bukh. Tarj. 
38,41, AD bäb al-siwäk 1i-1-sälim. 
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Didactic material 
In the post-Shiifici period, the number of not specifically 
legally applicable ktadiths undergoes a considerable expansion. Virtr 
ually all the previous themes,. and many new ones, are represented. 
The increase is partly accounted for by the overall growth of the 
tiadith literature, but also by the change in its character: there 
is an evolution from the primarily legal tone of second-century 
material (such of it as survives, at'least), to the attempt to cover 
comprehensively the whole life and'attitudos of the Muslim, in this 
case the fasting Muslim, as well as his physical deeds. They commonly 
include this non-legal material in a 'bab fT faul chahr Ramaoiän' or 
1 
similar . 
Previously recorded themes include: the gates of Paradise are 
open in Ramadan, etc. 
2. Several of the longer versions of. this add 
that Ranaýän is a 'chahr nubärak'. Fasting itself is said to be the, 
gate of worship3. 
The heavenly gate of Rayyän is reserved for fasters4. In Iilya, 
6/31, Rayygn is called a nahr5, rather than a gate, which is perhaps 
more consistent with the root meaning of the word. -Besides al-Rayyän, 
Heaven also contains Gardens for fasters6, a special room for them7, 
1 Där. 1776,1782, Nas. 8, Tir. 682,764, riäj. 1638,1641, Bukh., fadl al-sawra., 
2 jjan. 71,78,2/281,2/385, Nas. 8, Där. 1782, Mäj. 1642, Tir. 682, rius. 1-2, 
Zaid, bäb fail al-giy1lm, Bukh., bttb hal yugZ1l Ramadän, etc. 
3 KU1927. In itilyat al-Awliyä', it is stated that this *gate opens 
for factors, while those of fujür are closed. 
4 
I1an. 2/268,5/333, 
5/335,1ius"166, Tir. 765,1izj. 1640, Nas. 47-8, Bukh., bab al-Rayyan 1i-1- 
ga'im1n. 
5 Cf. perhapo the claim that Rajab is the name of a 
heavenly river, above, p. 336.6 KU2652.7 LJan. 5/343, Tir. Janna 3. 
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and n opocial table . Poeu ibly related to the layyün = naht roport 
is ktilya 6/238, whore it is said of NN that a baud is reserved for 
him in Paradise. 
Fasting is still said to be a protection2, against fire, and 
against battles. 
The report that 'the remains of food in the mouth of the faater 
are sweeter to God than musk' occurs in many versions4. KU2030 notes 
that on the Day of Judgement, those who have fasted will be noted 
for their sweetness of breath. It dippears that the comparison with 
musk is not restricted to fasting matters: see Sacd 72144. Often, 
connected with the 'khulüf' hadith is that which promises two joys 
to the faster, that of breaking, and that of meeting his Lords. 
A day's fast in the way of God wards off hell for 70, autumns6. ' 
klan. 6/444 increases the delay to 1000 years7. The connection between 
jihad and fast is made also in a now hadith, where we learn that 
one day's 'ribat fi sabil allah' equals a month of fasting8. Another 
1 KU2006,2031.2 1Ian. 1690,1700,7484,2/402,4/22,4/217, Piss . 47, 
Där. 1773,1739,1"tij. 1639, Mus. 1G2, Tir. JumDa 80, ImZin 3,8. 
3 Possibly connected with the motive behind fasting during raids 
discussed under Safar. 
4 
Sian. 4250,7174,7485,7194,2/266,3/5,3/40, 
6/240, flus. 16193-5, Nas. 'f4-5, M j. 1638, Där. 1? 77, Zaid, bib fall al-rýiyäm, 
Tir. 764, Bukh., bäb fatal al-: awm. 
5 This occurs separately at 
Där. 1776, Tir. 766, {1an. 2/345.6 Tian. 3/59,3/83,3/45,3/26, Nas. 50-1, 
l. ius. 167-8,12äj. 1717-8. The autumns theme also occurs at Weill, p. 50, 
where he comments on it. On the unapproachable worth of, ghazw, see 
Iian. 3/439.7 Cf. Q22/47? While according to Ililya, 6/18, ordinary 
fasting averts al-ncr for only 100 years. 
8 
No obvious connection 
with Rama; Zln. 1Ian. 5/440, Uus. Imcra 163, Nas. 106, cf. Uilya 8/376; the 
Prophet said, 'The gh3zi in the way of God is like a pillar, fasting 
and keeping vigil'. 
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l; ndith claims that the iýmujiºhid is the equal of him who facts and 
keeps vigil. 
The faster's prayers are answered2. 
Purity of motives and habits in the faster are again enjoined: 
he should refrain from rafath3 and back-biting, he should fast in 
faith (imänan)5. However, even fasting or other forms of worship 
cannot take .. replace a 
love of God6. Many a faster derives only hun- 
ger from his fast7. Several new hadiths proceed along the came lines: 
the fast should be undertaken seeking the face of God8; it should 
also be of the eyes and ears, not just of the mouth9; it should be 
kept private10; there should be no boasting of a fast11. 
In the field of minor sunnas, we find it proposed that the fitr 
should be on dates and/or water12, and a formula to be uttered at 
the iftar is also supplied: Allähummat For you have I fasted, and 
on your bounty have I broken13. Perfume is said to be the Chadä' of 
the faster, suggesting that it is seen as a harmless way of conpen 
1 Han. 2/361,4/2? 2" 
2 Mäj. 1752-3, Tir. $ifat al-Janna 2,1Ian. 2/305, 
KU2062.3 Ilas . 47 , Van. 7302, ? 336 , 7484,2/286,2/428,6/24tt, Tir. 707, Mus . 
160, I4äj. 1689,16g1, AD bäb al-Chaiba 1i-1-9111in, Bukh., bäb man lam yadaý 
qawl al-zür. 
4 
Tüsi 180, Weill 50,62.5 Van. 166o, 3155,7170,7278, 
Tir. 683, M5j. 1641, Dar. 1783, Nas. 42-3, Bukh., blib man Oama Raman imanan, 
etc., AD K., ýalät 316.6 fýan. 3/104, rius. IIirr 164. 
? Han. 2/3? 3, Ifäj. 
1690, Där. 2723. Cf. Freytag, Arabum Proverbial Bonn 1843 vo1.3, p. 287, 
no. 1721: karg min' cä'. im muftir, wa kam min muftir sä' im. 
8 
Han. 5/391,2/526,3/438.9 Tüsi 186.10 ; üSi 180. 
* 11 Van. 2/303, 
5/40, AD bab man yaqül eumt Raman kullahu. 
12 Tir. 6'94-6, Där. 1708, 
Sal"d 71136, ean. 3/164,4/17,4/213, maj. 1699, AD bÜb mä yufýir ealaihi. 
1 
Saed 6/132, Zaid-bäb al-iftär, AD bÄb al-gawl Gind a1-iftär. 
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-sating for the deprivations of the fast1. 
Presumably dealing with the voluntary faster, we find it pro- 
posed that the guest should not fast2. Some claim that-he may if 
given pcrmission (by the host) to do so, which raises a parallel 
with the case of the wife, who may not fast without the permission 
of her husband3. 
Conversely, if one continues to fast while guests eat, then the 
angels pray over one 
4. 
Fasting is still recommended for the bachelor5. 
If one gives a faster his fitr, then one receives a reward equ- 
ivalent to that of his ftsting6. Generosity in General in Raman 
is recommended7. For those lacking in wealth, prayer, alms and fas- 
ting will suffice in the matter of charity8. Maj. 1745 claims that 
fasting is the zakät paid by the body. 
Urging moderation is a $adith from b. 1Iibb5n, in which the 
Prophet admonishes CUthmän b. " t, aýcün for praying all night and fas- 
ting all day. He reminds him that 'ruhbäniyya' was not prescribed 
for Muslims. In a somewhat similar vein is the $adith that claims 
the patient faster is no better than the thankful eater9. 
1 Hilyat al-Awliyä' 5/177.2 Cf. Talmud traveller provision. 
IIan. 2/279, Tir. 780-1,789,1"Iäj. 16? 3,1751,1? 50, Dar. 1744, Ttus. 159, AD ft 
al-; ä'im yud0ä ila walima, Bukh., bab man z3ra qawman. 
3 Iian. 2/444,3180, ? 338, t; us . 'Lakat 84, Tir. 782, Ma j . 1761-2, Där. 1726-8, 
AD b'6b al-marl a taý üm. 
4 Sad 8/3o3, ý, a j . 1747-9, Dar -1745, Tir. 
784-6,4an. 6/365, TBci 180, Kh. p. 339.5 SaOd 1290, Van. 3/378,3/382-3, 
6612, Nas. 49, AD Nikaji 472, Tir. Nik¬4 1, Dar. Nikä4 2171, Mus. Nikaý 1-5, 
Bukh., bab al-sawm liman khäf, etc. 
6 
Van. 4/114,5/192,1"täj. 171E6, Dar. 
1709, Tir. 807.7 üar-d 1293,99,4122, IIukh., bäb ajwad ma käna al-nab-1, 
Na3.6-7, Itan. 1690,2042.8 Tir. Qiyama 2.9 Van. 2/283,4/343, Tir.. 
Qiyama 43, Y. h. p. 112, Mäj. 1764-5. Cf. also Van. 6/64, sacd 6/69,8/207,31109. 
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More positively in favour is e. g. Nas. 46, in which the Prophet 
urges an enquirer to take up fasting, for it has no oqual., Anothor 
had3th claims it constitutes the half of rabr1. Fasting and prayer 
2 
together make up cibI. ida; fasting'Will intercede for the faster on 
the Day of Judgenent3. 
While he who facts in heat may got an extra ajr4, those who 
fast in winter may enjoy this "cool bounty"5. When it is very cold, 
a faster may be excused performing the ghusl6. CAbdulrahmün b. Aewad 
used while fasting to place his feet in water? (to cool himself). 
In 1Ian. 3/279, Abü Tal4a is portrayed as eating the matr bürid 
snow? ) while fasting; he claims it is a baraka8. In another version 
of this, he further claims it is neither food nor drink; his action 
is alleged to have prophetic authority (Tahawi, I'Iushkil, P-347)- 
A number of iiadiths discuss'the question of whether one should 
say 'RamaJFin' or 'the month of Ramadän'. While this would appear to 
be an artificial problem, arising simply from the observation of the 
difference in usage, there is the additional matter of the associated 
claim that Ramacän is a name of God10. Although it is generally 
acknowledged that it is not one of the 99 beautifitl names, the com- 
mentators are. obviously uneasy about rebutting it outright. It is 
not known where this assertion about Ramadän stems from. 
1 I. 1äj. 1745, Ilan. 4/2G0.2 Sa-d 723.3 J3an. 6626. 
4 
Tüsi 180.5 ý1an. 4/335, Tir. 797'. Cf. Ijilya 9/20: al-shitü' 
Ghanimrt a1-eabidin. 
6 
Sacd 8/2076.7 Saod 6/203- 
8 
cf here the case (Tüsi 202) of a man who vows to fast three days 
per month, and puts it off until winter. comes. 
9 fclthough it says shahr Ramadan in Q2/185, hadiths quoting the 
Prophet's words may be advanced for both sides. 
10 Nas. 9, sulk ., bab hal yugäl Ramadan, etc.,. KU2128. 
1 
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f1%amaý5n as the month of fast convoys some of its baraka, detailed 
in äU2054 as being composed of firstly ra4ma, then maghfira, then 
deliverance from hellfire1, to other activities as well: an cumra 
performed in Ramadän is said to be equal to al aj j2; it is an app- 
ropriate time for sadaga3. SaCd 5/295 mentions a practice of per- 
fuming the mosques in I ama4iin. Ijan. 2/330 claims simply that there 
never came to the t"luslims. a better month than Ramadan. Perhaps rem- 
iniscent*of the hadiths comparing 0Wshürä' and CArafat is KU2027, 
cf. 2113, which claims that Raman acts as a kafffra for the forth- 
coming year. Also indicative of the efficacy of fasting is KU1993(6), 
according to which the faster iz performing a good deed even while 
asleep. - 
Besides the mention of the names of those who spent their entire 
lives in fasting, there arc also other occurrences of persons being 
favourably described as habitual fasters or given to prayer (sä'im 
qä' im) : CUmar (IJan. 3/1186) ;- cAbdullji b. Zubair (! us. Fail. §ah. 102 
(229)) ; Abü Bakr (Mus. Zak. 87, Faq. *ah 12) ;I afsa (Saod 8/58) ; 
Khä1id b. Na cdan (Sac-d 72162) ; CUthmiin (Sacd 3149). They were poss- 
ibly aware of the indith that he who dies of fasting will got a 
great rewards. In contrast to this we may note that he who becomes 
exhausted by fasting in Rariaciän and does not break, and then dies, 
will go to hell6. 
Besides individuals,. come groups also are said to be great 
fasters; however their zeal avails them nought, for they are not 
8 
rightly guided; such are the Khawärij, and the Varüriyya. 
1 Cf. also KU2111,2056.2 Saod 81315, Kh., p. 69, p"336, Sacd 81216. 
3 I}an. 3291. Some ýadith collections have complete sections devoted 
to the gadagdt of Ramadän and al-Fitr. See above, p. 362. ' 
5 KU2029.. 6 KU2340.7 11an. 3/52.8 Ian-3/33" 
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The .: cal that verges on asceticism sometimon combined oilencol; 
with fasting2. This 
is condemned in the ýadith3, with the exception 
of KU1988, where it is said that the'silence of a faster is in fact 
praise (tasbih). 
In addition to the heavenly object in fasting, two other ends 
may be noted in conclusion. Tüsi 180 notes that fasting is good 
against a calamity, while KU1991 proclaims briefly 'yümü tasihhü'; 
the connection between fasting and health in not made elsewhere in 
the hadlth5. 
ý Cf. Q19/26.2 Cf. Goldziher, Asaýtisme. 
3 AD Ain 203, I; an. 4/163,5/224-5, Tüs3 189. 
4 
Obvious Jewish parallels here. 
5 Nor, apparently, in such Arabic medical works as have been 
readily, available for examination. 
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